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ABSTRACT 
My research is concerned with the impact of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act, 1994 
(CJA) on Britain's Travellers, and combines an historical analysis of anti-nomadism with action 
research in the field. The CJA had been widely interpreted as signaling the beginning of the end of 
a viable nomadic existence in Britain, as well as representing a further entrenchment of the powers 
of the state at the expense of civil liberties. In relation to Travellers, the CJA withdrew the former 
duty to provide adequate sites for Gypsies whilst simultaneously rendering unauthorised sites liable 
to peremptory evictions, and Travellers themselves faced the prospect of criminalisation for 
following a nomadic lifestyle. However, the CJA had more far-reaching powers than those directed 
towards nomads and many of its provisions impinged on the rights to protest, to assemble and to 
celebrate, 
The relationship between nomads and the state is a complex one that has evolved over hundreds of 
years, and invokes issues of ethnicity, 'race' and class with which this research is concerned. 
Analysing the history of 'Gypsy' people in Britain reveals the processes which, on the one hand, 
underlie their 'pariah' status and, on the other, render them fictionalised romantic figures of popular 
folklore. The antithesis of the 'real Gypsy' is arguably the 'New Age' Travellers and the thesis goes 
on to examine the role this latter group has played in the legitimation of anti-nomadic legislation in 
our on times. By working with different groups of Gypsy and New Traveller families in their 
attempts to legalise their sites, the research also examines the effects of the legislation on the 
everyday lives of real Travellers on the road today, The similarities between the experience of 
traditional and New Travellers revealed in this analysis are related to their respective marginal 
positions in society, and reinforce the view that nomadism per se has been rendered problematic in 
contemporary sedentary discourse. 
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PREFACE 
The beginning of this introduction will sound familiar to anyone who's ever been 
involved with Travellers in Britain. The story starts on the night of Friday 29th 
March 1996 when two Travellers' vehicles pull onto council-owned land in Yeovil, 
Somerset. Having found some level ground, they shut down their engines and prepare 
to bed down for the night. Within minutes smoke begins to tumble from the chimneys, 
the kettle is steaming on the wood-burner and the children are getting ready for bed. 
Over coffee that night they wonder if other Travellers will join them and all talk is of 
what tomorrow will bring. 
By morning the police have arrived, so have social services, along with literally 
dozens of district, parish and county councillors, environmental health officers, 
educationalists, Gypsy Liaison Officers, local farmers and landowners. Normally, when 
'the authorities' arrive on a Travellers' site in such numbers it can mean only one thing : 
there's going to be an eviction. But today isn't an ordinary day by anybody's standards. 
Both the Travellers and the officials have been invited here by the district council 
to take part in a one-day seminar devoted entirely to Travellers' issues. The seminar is 
entitled Building bridges or digging ditches? and is intended to give everyone 
concerned the chance to put their side of the story. 
Both of the vehicles travelled to Yeovil from Ilminster, about 10 miles away, where 
they are currently parked-up on a disused chipping store owned by Somerset County 
Council. One of the vehicles is home to a couple with two young children (both of 
whom were bom on the road) and they have brought their truck to show non-Travellers 
something of their lifestyle, something of their culture. The other vehicle is my home, 
and so part of this story is autobiographical. 
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We weren't the only Travellers invited to the seminar and we are joined later in the 
morning by Gypsies, horse-drawn Travellers, people from a bender community and 
New Travellers living on an authorised site. Together we give a presentation to the 
assembled delegates, explaining how our lives have been affected by recent legislative 
changes. Other speakers at the seminar include senior police officers, the Children's' 
Society, town planners, legal experts, health and education workers, as well as 
representatives from the National Farmers' Union and the Country Landowners' 
Association. The idea of the seminar is to try to resolve contentious issues through frank 
and open discourse. 
The story of this thesis is how, more than a year after the passing of the Criminal 
Justice Act' - an Act which many prophesied would destroy Traveller culture - we are 
sitting in these council offices on a bright Spring morning discussing good practice 
guidelines, Department of the Environment planning circulars and site creation. To 
understand how we got to where we are today, both as individual Travellers as well as 
communities, we need to look back over history. The need for such contextualising 
arises because the Criminal Justice Act (CJA) is not an isolated piece of legislation that 
emerged from a cultural or political vacuum. On the contrary, the genesis and 
evolution of the Act must be seen as part of a wider historical process. 
The way I intend to try to make sense of the impact of the CJA is through combining an 
examination of Traveller history with an ethnography of various Traveller groups in the 
South West around the time the law was passed. The reason I am adopting this 
approach is because I think the best way of understanding how the CJA has affected 
Travellers is by talking to the Travellers themselves and listening to the evidence of 
I The full title of the Act is the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act, 1994, though, because this is a 
somewhat clumsy construction, I will use the popular term'CJA' in this thesis. 
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their lives. However, this personal experience will be complimented by an historical 
perspective which provides a basis for seeing how the relationship between Travellers 
and the settled society has changed over time. Using biography without history omits 
this context whilst history without biography ignores the reality of the situation - how 
real people live their everyday lives. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The night the CJA was enshrined in law, 2 I was at a rave in a disused Church in 
Birmingham dancing to music "characterised by the emission of a succession of 
repetitive beats" which had been provided by a group of activists against the then 
Criminal Justice Bill (CJB). I had arrived earlier that evening in a convoy of 15 or so 
trucks and buses that carried the equipment and crew for the 'Velvet Revolution', a 
rolling tour sponsored by the rock group the Levellers, and Charter '88 as part of a 
consciousness-raising campaign on the implications of the CJB. The Police had kindly 
lent us 12 full riot kits, complete with helmets, batons and shields. Each night when 
the party was in full swing, 12 `police officers' would push their way through the throng 
of revellers to the front of the sound system, make the DJ turn it off, and then inform 
everyone that they either left or faced arrest. And each night, just before the crowd was 
set to erupt, Andy Hawthorn, the tour manager, would remove his helmet and reveal the 
Prank. What we'd seen, he told us, was a sneak preview of the future when merely not 
obeying the directions of a police officer would be a criminal offence in itself. 
That night, however, things were different. Andy removed his helmet and explained 
that minutes, even seconds before, we were all innocent dancers, but now at one 
minute past midnight, November 3rd 1994, we had become criminals. The CJB had 
become the CJA. Part 5 of that Act, Public Order, was directed at Travellers, 
ravers, road protesters, hunt saboteurs and squatters. The subject of my research is 
how this legislation has affected the Traveller communities in Britain. To understand 
this, however, it is necessary to go back in history a little. The need for such 
contextualising arises because the CJA is not an isolated piece of legislation which 
2 The Act received Royal Assent on the 3rd November, 1994. 
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emerged from a cultural or political vacuum. On the contrary, the genesis and evolution 
of the CJA can be allied with very real, concrete events. I should say early on that when 
I'm talking about Travellers I'm not talking about some alien "them", if anything more 
like an "us. " I've lived on the road for nearly 10 years in total, in Britain, Europe and 
N. Africa. The fact that I am a Traveller obviously has implications in terms of 
'objectivity' which I will address later. To circumvent this criticism for now, the synopsis 
of Traveller history which I am about to give is not my own but is taken from the 
transcript of a recent High Court case. In it, the Judge, Mr. Justice Sedley, argued that 
"For centuries, the commons of England and Wales provided lawful stopping 
places for people whose way of life was or had become nomadic. Enough 
common land had survived the centuries of enclosure to make this way of life 
still sustainable, but by Section 23 of the Caravan Sites and Control of 
Development Act, 1960, local authorities were given powers to close the 
commons to Travellers. This they proceeded to do with great energy but made no 
use of the concomitant powers given to them by section 24 of the same Act to 
open caravan sites in compensation for the closure of the commons. By the 
Caravan Sites Act, 1968, therefore, Parliament legislated to make the Section 
24 power a duty... For the next quarter of a century, there followed a history 
of non-compliance with the duties imposed by the Caravan Sites Act, marked by 
a series of decisions of this Court holding local authorities to be in breach of their 
statutory duties, but to little practical effect. The culmination of the tensions 
underlying the history of non-compliance was the enactment of the Criminal 
Justice Act 1994. "3 
3R 
-v- Wealdon DC, ex parte Wales, 23rd August, 1995. 
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It behoves us now, therefore, to examine the Caravan Sites Act 1968 (CSA'68) so that 
we can see the ways in which the CJA has affected both site provision and evictions 
today. By Section 12 of the CSA '68 all local authorities were obliged to provide 
adequate numbers of sites for 'Gypsies' residing in or resorting to their area. Gypsies in 
this Act, were defined as 'persons of nomadic habit of life, whatever their race or 
origin" -i. e. Gypsies were defined by lifestyle rather than ethnicity. Once a local 
authority had satisfied the Secretary of State for the Environment that adequate site 
provision had been made, or that it was unnecessary to make such provision, they could 
apply for 'Designation' status, which rendered unauthorised camping a criminal offence 
and allowed for swift powers of eviction. Despite this legal obligation to do so, few 
local authorities provided sites, largely because of local antipathy towards Gypsies. 
In response to this lack of provision, the government commissioned Sir John Cripps 
to undertake a Report in which he observed that local opposition "bordering on the 
frenetic" to the creation of any site, anywhere meant that most British nomads were 
without a legal abode. He recommended that a 100% Exchequer Grant be made 
available to encourage local authorities to honour their legal obligations - this being 
translated into policy as Department of the Environment (DoE) circulars 28/77 and 
57/78. 
In 1978, the DoE charged all district councils with the task of conducting the bi-annual 
Gypsy census, these counts forming the basis of site provision. Hawes and Perez 
(1995) argue that this made Gypsies the only ethnic group in Britain for whom there 
were legal and official quotas as to how many may live in particular locations. By the 
time the CJA became law, fewer than 40% of local authorities had achieved 
Designation, which shows how inadequate site provision was. The Caravan Sites Act, 
the government argued, had failed in its dual objectives of eliminating unauthorised 
encampments through statutory site provision. On the 31st March, Lord Young, then 
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Housing Minister, launched a Consultation Paper entitled "Reform of the Caravan Sites 
Act, 1968" in which the government proposed to end statutory site provision and the grant 
which went with it, whilst also effectively extending Designation to the whole of 
England and Wales by making it a potential criminal offence to station a caravan 
anywhere without planning permission and the owner's consent. At the same time it 
increased the scope and powers of evictions. These proposals became the CJA. 
Before we examine the Act itself, I want to address the issue of New Age' Travellers. 
The reason I place inverted commas around New Age' is to emphasise the fact that this is 
a term applied to this group by the wider society which I have never heard used by New 
Travellers to describe themselves, except when trying to explain to non-Travellers 
that they are not Gypsies (in the ethnic rather than legalistic meaning of that word). 
Colin Clark, of the University of Edinburgh, argues that "despite their increasing 
visibility both on and off the roads of Britain, New Age Travellers have not received an 
in-depth, academic study of their lifestyle [which] has led to a widespread belief and 
common acceptance of many media-inspired myths and stereotypes about them as a 
group, as individuals and as citizens"(1994). As I will show, the consistent stereotype 
of a New Age' Traveller is a dirty, lazy, criminal, anti-social parasitic deviant, people 
totally distinct from Gypsies. In the argument I develop over the coming chapters, the 
contemporary vilification of New Age' Travellers is interpreted as a continuation of the 
historical racism against Gypsies. To understand this, it is necessary to examine the 
evolution of nomadism in Britain, looking particularly at the histories of 'Gypsy' people 
and 'New Age' Travellers and their respective treatment by the state. 
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Chapter 1: Methodology (or, who feels it, knows it! )1 
"Philosophers have only interpreted the world in so many ways, our task is to change it. " 
- Karl Marx 
In this chapter, I aim to explain the methodology I will use to investigate the issues 
raised in this research project. This is the "How To" part of the thesis, where I explain 
how I aim to understand what the CJA has done to Travelling life in Britain. This will be 
done through a combination of 3 types of analysis: 
1) The first will be largely library-based archive research which will provide the social, 
historical and legal background necessary for understanding the context in which today's 
nomads have evolved; 
2) The second will be an on-going action research project which will involve working 
with (as well as living on) various Traveller sites in the South West of England; 
3) The third will involve an ethnography of a different kind: I will be examining how the 
local authority in the area where the majority of my sample live, South Somerset District 
Council, has responded to Travellers since the inception of the CJA, looking particularly 
at the work of its innovative Travellers Review Panel. 
Through a combination of these three types of analysis, I hope to be able to answer the 
question "what has the impact of the Criminal Justice Act been on Britain's Travellers ?" 
on a national, a regional and a personal level. 
My preference for situation-driven critical ethnography has two bases: on the one hand, it 
arises out of a critique of positivist sociology and its attendant methodologies (explored 
I The phrase 'who feels it, knows it' is a popular Jamaican saying which puts emphasis on the primacy of 
individual experience and reflects the logic underlying the belief that the 'personal is political' which drives 
my research. 
below), while on the other, it comes from the fact that the criminalisation of Traveller 
culture implicit in the CJA is largely a qualitative phenomena, in that it has affected how 
Travelling people live their everyday lives. As I will argue, these effects are only capable 
of being properly understood from within the cultures concerned and therefore 
quantitative methodologies alone would fail to reflect the complexities of such issues, let 
alone engage in practical actions to challenge the new laws. In any case, very little data of 
a quantitative nature is readily available and even this is of questionable reliability. 2 
However, what limited quantitative material there is will be examined via the archive 
research. 
I am not interested in examining the changes wrought by the introduction of the CJA 
purely as an academic concern. On top of my personal, daily involvement with Travellers, 
I have been involved in Traveller politics for a decade and am a committed activist in this 
field. The reason I began this research in the first place was to question both the 
prevailing negative image of New Travellers and the view that the new laws were 
necessary, as well as to monitor and challenge their implementation when used by the 
police and local authorities. Thus, my research is concerned with three factors which 
underlie the treatment of today's nomads: firstly, the history of (anti-)nomadism in Britain 
- how and why the various groups of nomads have been historically constructed as 
threatening; secondly, how the CJA has impacted on Travellers' lives on the ground, in 
terms of how and where they live, how they make a living and raise their families etc.; 
thirdly, how local authorities have utilised their new powers and how this, in turn, has 
affected their relationship with Travellers in their area. 
2 Since the 1980s, the Department of the Environment has conducted a bi-annual count of'gipsies' as a 
basis for site provision; however, these counts are notoriously unreliable, often reflecting a chronic under- 
counting of the real level of Traveller settlement in the country. Moreover, many local authorities fail to 
count New Age' Travellers , although, since 1993, the police have been monitoring the numbers of New Travellers under'Operation Snapshot', see chapter 3. 
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Part 1- The Personal as Sociological 
I think that it is important to state my position from the outset: this research does not 
claim to be 'value-free' or 'objective' in the way much conventional sociology has 
encouraged as a methodological ideal. On the contrary, this research is intended to be part 
of a process of 'conscientisation' wherein "the study of an oppressive reality [in this case 
criminalising nomadism] is not carried out by experts but by the objects of that 
oppression" (Friere 1970). As I stated in the Preface, I am a Traveller and the story of my 
Travelling life mirrors that of many other Travellers across the country. Moreover, as 
Liegeois (1987) and Stewart (1993) argue, Travellers are a living reflection of events on 
the wider social stage and, so, a little of my personal biography will provide a context for 
understanding what has happened in the settled, as well as the Travelling culture. 
My personal history 
Contrary to the largely media-inspired myth that Travellers have chosen to 'drop-out' of 
the materialistic society from which they continue to receive benefits, like most New 
Travellers on the road today, I took up this way of life through circumstance rather than 
choice. Having graduated from Goldsmith's College in 1989, my partner Pip and I found 
ourselves indebted to the bank and unable to find any work. After months of sleeping on 
friends' floors, we resigned ourselves to the fact that we were caught in an albeit limited 
poverty trap: without work, we couldn't raise the £600 we needed for the deposit for a flat 
and the month's rent in advance. We moved to Bristol in the hope that we could find 
work there and because the rents are lower than in London, and stayed with Pip's sister 
and her family while we were flat-hunting. As generous as they were, our presence in 
their small house created tensions which became more unpleasant as the weeks rolled by, 
but, even though we had now found work, this was low-paid, manual employment and 
our wages weren't enough to save up for the deposit. Finally, a family member half- 
jokingly suggested that we buy a caravan and move onto the Travellers' site under the 
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Clifton Suspension bridge. The more we thought about it, the more attractive this idea 
became. Instead of having to raise £600, we could buy a caravan for under £200, and 
instead of £50-60 rent per week, we would have no rent to pay at all, which would allow 
us the opportunity of raising the deposit over time. At this stage, being a Traveller was 
seen as means to an end and was driven by economic considerations from the outset. 
Pip, however, was far from ecstatic about moving onto site in the beginning: her only 
knowledge of Travellers had been gleaned from the negative propaganda that passes as 
reporting in the local and national media. 3 Her unease went so far that when we went to 
the site to discuss pulling on, she stayed in the car, while I went alone to meet the 
Travellers. As she soon came to realise, the populist image presented of Travellers is a 
wholly inaccurate one, as the warm welcome we received - as well as the invaluable 
practical help we were given as novice Travellers - attested. In our own lives, then, 
becoming Travellers wasn't purely a matter of choice: if choice means a decision taken 
when fully informed and free from duress, then we hadn't chosen to become Travellers. 
Our preference at the time would have been to remain house dwellers, but wider social 
forces - such as the lack of affordable housing and unemployment - restricted what 
options were open to us. As we later realised, we were not alone in becoming nomads 
through necessity, as most people we met on the road had taken up that way of life in 
response to the social and economic pressures of living in 1990s Britain. 
Parked up under the bridge at that time (Spring 1990) was a family of Gypsy Travellers 
who sold flowers in the city and, although they kept themselves socially and physically 
separate from our site, we became, and have remained, friends. These traditional 
Travellers co-existed peacefully with our small site for many months and ultimately we 
3 In the following chapters, we will be examining the role of the media in the social construction of the 
Traveller folk-devil. 
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even traded equipment together (indeed, Pip and I bought our first 'jenny' - electric 
generator - from them). Apart from this Gypsy family, our site then consisted of 9 'living 
units' - various trucks, buses, caravans and benders (tents made from hazel saplings 
covered with tarpaulin) .4 The site itself consisted of a tow-path by the river Avon with 
abandoned landscaped gardens running alongside for a couple of hundred yards and 
commanded spectacular views of the Suspension bridge. Most of the vehicles were 
parked on the tow-path, while the benders were erected in the garden itself. The site was 
divided lengthways by a stretch of disused railway which became our communal, outdoor 
living room, with chairs, tables and settees set out on the railway sleepers. Apart from the 
enthusiasm and kindness of the Travellers living there, the fact that there were water taps 
spread throughout the garden, as well as our proximity to the. city centre, made this an 
ideal first site. 
There were beautiful little touches of irony in living where we did, and these were not lost 
on the Travellers. Firstly, we were parked-up in Leigh Woods, one of the most exclusive, 
up-market areas of Bristol, and there, nestled like some psychedelic thorn-in-the-side, was 
a mobile shantytown of brightly painted, in-your-face vehicles. On top of that, on one side 
of the site, Avon and Somerset Constabulary had a dog and horse training centre, while 
on the other, they had a firing range. Every morning, riot van after riot van filed past the 
site for shooting practice on the range. Once they had finished, some of the Travellers 
would sneak onto the range to sieve through the sand-bags for spent lead and copper 
rounds and, in this way, used what might appear an intimidating situation to supplement 
their income. 
After all these months of learning the practicalities of life on the road, we now had 
4 See Thomson (1997, p15) for examples of bender-dwellings from the past and the present around the 
world. 
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enough money for the deposit on a flat, but found that the quality of life we had 
encountered on site had changed our priorities, and we no longer wanted to live in 
isolation in a house, but on site in a group. So we decided to use our money to buy a truck 
and save up in readiness for travelling abroad, hopefully to Africa. As Spring gave way to 
Summer, Pip and I bought our first truck, a Dodge 50 series walk-thru -a small lorry 
which had a Luton over the driver's cab with space enough for a double bed, and 
gleefully set about converting it for habitation. It is impossible to convey the sense of 
fulfilment involved in transforming a vehicle into your home: on one level, it is an 
empowering act as it demonstrates what you can do for yourself, while on another, it acts 
as a signifier of your beliefs and lifestyle. 
In the meantime, the local press had started a campaign to have all of us evicted from the 
site and, in due course, an official from the Council arrived to serve the eviction notice. 
Being new to the life, we assumed that we would have to leave, being rendered homeless 
once more and probably lose our jobs in the process if we had to move out of the area. 
We had 28 days, the official told us, so we readied ourselves to leave. Naive wasn't the 
word for it! Fortunately for us, a sympathetic local Councillor turned up and explained 
that we could contest the eviction - she said that the council had a duty to provide sites for 
Travellers which it had not honoured and that therefore we could launch a Judicial 
Review against its decision to evict us. At the time, this was all so much gobbledegook to 
us, but we took her advice and consulted a solicitor who took the case for us. Cutting a 
long (and largely tedious) story short, in the face of this legal challenge, the council 
backed down and 'tolerated' our site - indeed, it existed until 1996.5 
5 This site, like the other Traveller sites in the city, was finally cleared prior to Bristol's extravaganza, 'The 
Festival of the Sea' in 1996. Concerned at the image assorted Traveller sites would give to the millions of 
visitors to the festival, the Council 'ethnically cleansed' Bristol of the bothersome presence of nomads. 
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Other Travellers in the area weren't so lucky and, when their eviction notices came 
through, they had moved away. Hearing about our 'safe' site, hundreds of other homeless 
Travellers turned up over the coming months and moved on. Generally speaking, we 
have no gatekeepers to say who can or can not live on 'unauthorised' sites - if there's 
room and you're in need, you can stay. However, on the Suspension Bridge site, this 
attitude led to some very unsavoury people literally taking over the site, bringing over- 
crowding, crime and violence with them. In such situations the only real option is to 
move off - which is exactly what Pip and I did. 
We moved to Exeter in Devon and, having learned about their duty to provide sites, 
approached the County Council with a view to moving onto an authorised one, but were 
given short shrift. The official's interpretation of the law was that they only had an 
obligation to provide sites for Gypsies, while we were "New Age" Travellers .6 Although 
Pip and I had gone to Exeter on our own, we soon found other Travellers and together we 
moved to a disused county council field, bordering the canal. 
At that time, my sister and her boyfriend were living a few miles away in an overpriced 
flat which meant that they were working all hours but remaining on the breadline. Having 
seen what life was like on the road, they resolved to join us, and did so about a month 
later. In many ways, life in Exeter was better that it had been in Bristol, but, in the 
fullness of time, the inevitable eviction notice came. We were finally evicted on the very 
day my sister gave birth to her first child, Jazzy-B. 
6 Our acceptance of his interpretation of the legal defintion of'gipsy' [sic] once more reveals our innocence 
with the law when we first moved onto the road. In chapter 2, I describe some of the ways in which New 
Travellers are increasingly becoming recognised as'gipsies' due to the similar ways both groups seek to 
earn their living. Had we known then what we know now, I have little doubt that we would have challenged 
the decision to evict us in the courts. 
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The Gulf War was at its peak when we moved on to the canal-side site and we became 
convinced that the jingoistic nationalism it inspired somehow increased the already 
prevalent hostility which many housedwellers show towards Travellers. This feeling was 
not unfounded, as we were to discover. After the eviction, we moved to a common 
outside the city, land owned, it transpired, by a local peer. He allowed us a month on 'his' 
land and then we moved on again. My sister's lorry developed some mechanical problems 
while on the road, so we stopped at a lay-by for the night. All told, there were 3 trucks, 
home to 5 adults, 2 children and 4 dogs, hardly a large site. At dusk, some young farmers 
who had been playing 'ambush' (the shooting game using paint pellets) happened upon 
our site. Overloaded on testosterone and jingoism, they spent the next couple of hours 
driving round and round the trucks, firing their guns, blowing their horns and throwing 
rocks. Terrified, we cowered in the trucks, comforting as best we could the children and 
animals, who by now were close to hysterical. Finally, we confronted the farmers, not 
with blows, just words - "What do you want ?" bellowed at them by Tebbs, my sister's 
boyfriend. We never did find out what they wanted, as they sped off, either frightened by 
direct confrontation with a visible human target or simply tired of their amusement. 
This was our first experience of being 'vigied', as vigilante attacks by righteously 
indignant housedwellers is called among Travellers. The longer I've lived on the road, the 
more I've come to realise that such vigilantism is a common occurrence for Travellers 
and that our own experience had been fairly mild in comparison with people who had 
had their homes burned out in such attacks. However, for us, this signified the beginning 
of the end of Travelling in Britain. We decided that enough was enough and we would go 
to Europe to try out life there. 
Space here precludes detailing the 18 months we spent abroad - in brief, the anti-'New 
Age' Traveller hysteria had not (by then) reached the Continent and we were treated as 
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colourful oddities, parked-up everywhere without difficulty, found work, made friends. 
Parked uo in Southern France. 
While we were in Spain, we used to buy the Guardian Weekly, as well as listen to the 
BBC World Service in order to keep abreast of news at home. It was through these 
mediums that we first heard about the forthcoming CJA (then titled 'Reform of the 
Caravan Sites Act. 1968'). One night. we were talking with some Spanish friends about 
the prospective legislation and they were telling us how it reminded them of the years 
under Franco, but, more than that, they told us some of the ways they resisted the tyranny, 
and asked us what we had done about the CJA - we had to admit that we Just had run 
away. That night, Pip and I decided that we would have to return to Britain to do what we 
could to fight against the forthcoming criminalisation of Travellers. To our minds, we 
were somehow duty-bound to utilise our education and what limited resources we had to 
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contribute to the anti-CJA struggle. 
We picked the grapes in France to raise the ferry fare back to England, and arrived in 
January 1992, parking up, once more, under the Suspension Bridge. Watching T. V one 
night, I saw Jenny Smith from the Bristol branch of Shelter arguing against the 
forthcoming laws and saying that she needed help in writing a "Travellers' Rights Book", 
a compendium of Traveller-related law. That night I phoned her and explained that I was 
a Traveller as well as a sociology graduate and excitedly we arranged to meet the next day 
to discuss the project. The following afternoon, I was given 2 huge boxes labelled 
"Education" and told that my remit was to write that chapter in her book. In at the deep 
end it might have been but it was also the beginning of a long 'apprenticeship' with Jenny 
which forms the basis of much that I know now. I would like to take this opportunity of 
giving due credit to Jenny for her part in empowering Travellers nation-wide, and for 
helping me in particular to find a positive way in which I could use my (by then, largely 
dormant) sociological skills. 
Through the work I did with Shelter, I came to know many of the people actively 
working on behalf of Travellers across the country. One of the most industrious of these 
was Ron Stainer, Secretary of Avon Travellers Support Group, who, in addition to taking 
legal and planning cases on behalf of Gypsies and Travellers in the area, had also been 
instrumental in supporting the Free Festival circuit since the early '80s. 7 Further, Mr 
Stainer had submitted 7 separate planning applications for a Travellers' site on his own 
land at Wick, near Bristol and had been turned down on each occasion - ultimately costs 
of £10,000 were awarded against him, although even this didn't deter his commitment. 
While I have been doing this doctoral research, Mr Stainer and I have collaborated on 
7 Some of the Travellers involved in the Battle of the Beanfield in 1985, The Mutants (see Chapter 3), had 
gone directly from Ron's land to the Stonehenge festival that year. 
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various planning appeals by local Gypsy and Traveller families who have been refused 
planning permission on their own land, but, before I enlarge on these, which form part of 
the basis of my action research, I want to fully explain the intellectual and ideological 
reasoning behind adopting this approach. 
Part 2: Analysis of method 
"`The evidence proves " is a statement which is supposed to confer on science a 
privileged intimacy with truth which art can never hope to attain' - Arthur Koestler. 
Conventional sociology, Phillips argues, 
"defines itself as scientific, purportedly extending the rational-bureaucratic ethos 
of modem capitalism to the sphere of intellectual life. Taking the natural sciences 
as its model, conventional sociology has committed itself to the ideals of 
`neutrality' and `objectivity', leading to a distinctive methodology" (Phillips 
1973, p214). 
The argument here is that such an approach is not, in reality, either neutral or objective, 
but is loaded with tacit knowledge derived from wider social influences such as class, 
`race' and gender. As Sayer puts it, "research is a social process, and adopting the 
traditional academic conception does not render the research process innocent or 
ethically neutral"(Sayer 1992, p256). On the contrary, 
"value-free sociology is impossible; values are forced underground only to be 
smuggled back into the discipline through the selection of subjects for study, 
through the procedures of study, through the determination of content, through the 
identification of `facts', the assessment of evidence and policy recommendations. 
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Values can also be detected. .. in the many hidden assumptions that characterise the 
main theoretical approaches" (Phillips 1973, p216). 
The starting point of my methodological approach is that all knowledge is socially 
produced and socially validated, and can not, therefore, claim any 'objective' truth of its 
own. Moreover, the dominant methodological paradigms since Weber and Durkheim 
have focused on a distinction between facts and values, and have eschewed the political 
involvement of researchers in their field of study. However, like Mies (1993, p66) I am 
critical of "the claim of `value-neutrality' and the structural separation between theory 
and practice, " preferring to "revive the emancipatory potential which social theory had in 
the eighteenth century. " In doing this, I raise issues about the function of research, 
"arguing that ethnography should have a more direct relationship with practice, perhaps 
being integrated with it" (Hammersley 1992, pp2-8). 
In essence, then, what I am saying is that sociology "is not a mirror held up to reality, but 
a hammer with which to shape it"(apologies to Bertolt Brecht ! ). Action research , to my 
mind, fulfils this role as it "offers a research design which links the research process 
closely to its context and is predicated upon the idea of research having a practical 
purpose in view and leading to change" (Blaxter et al 1996, p64). Thus, I aim to bridge 
the gap between research and practice, 'facts' and values, sociology and social change 
through action research. 
Mies suggests a series of guidelines for feminist research which I intend to modify for my 
own research project. She argues that 
"the postulate of value-free research, of neutrality and indifference towards the 
research objects (sic), has to be replaced by conscious partiality, which is 
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achieved through partial identification with the research objects... The vertical 
relationship between the researcher and the `research objects', the view from 
above needs to be replaced by the view from below... Research, which so far has 
been largely an instrument of dominance and legitimation of power elites, must be 
brought to serve the interests of dominated, exploited and oppressed groups... The 
contemplative, uninvolved Spectator knowledge must be replaced by active 
participation in actions, movements and struggles... Research must become an 
integral part of such struggles... Participation in social actions and struggles 
and the integration of research into these processes implies that the change of 
the status quo becomes the starting point of a scientific quest... [and that] the 
research process [itself] must become a process of conscientisation" (Mies 1993, 
pp67-84, original emphasis in italics, my emphasis in bold). 
Dearling has been highly critical of the way in which some "researchers are turning New 
Travellers... into a 'research problem'. They seem motivated more towards meeting their 
own ends as professional researchers... than in the needs of the community they are 
observing. " As a counter to such 'exploitative' methods, he suggested that it was only 
"reasonable to expect researchers to adopt research methods which include, as a major 
element, day-to-day involvement in the lives of the people who are being 
'researched'... Researchers do have a role to play, but in partnership [with Travellers] and 
in enabling"(1998a, p1). 
Given that my desire to do this research was borne out of the social and economic 
conditions of being a Traveller, and had the explicit intent of changing the situation we 
found ourselves in, I feel that action research of the kind advocated by Mies and Dearling 
is exactly what I am doing. Foremost, I am a Traveller: it is this which allows me the 
access into the lives of many Traveller families, access which, as Okely (1983) suggests, 
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is the hardest obstacle for non-Traveller researchers to overcome. Mine will reflect the 
view from below, developed from belonging to the group under scrutiny, as well as being 
enriched by the fact that I, along with many of my 'research subjects', am a committed 
activist in this field. 
My research has an overtly political dimension as consciousness-raising, both within and 
without Traveller culture, leading (hopefully) to social change, is its driving force. While 
I may be criticised on the grounds that this partiality will colour my research, my retort is 
that 
"it is a matter of error and distortion within any research account to seek to 
obscure the subjectivity of the researcher... it is argued that the sociologist needs to 
be quite explicit about her/his personal experience within the research process and 
can indeed use this reflexive account to further the research" (Ribbens, 1991, p9). 
Sayer goes further still in arguing that "ideally... [a critical social science] would involve 
an elimination of the division between the researcher and the researched" (Sayer 1992, 
p254), which is how I perceive my role - although I am a researcher that fact came after 
and out of my experience as a Traveller. It is precisely this personal experience which 
made me do the research in the first place, and which guarantees the view from below, 
from the other side. My personal involvement in Traveller culture on a day to day basis, 
as well as in Traveller politics, however, doesn't absolve me from considering the ethical 
implications of my research. In my own view, this ethical dimension is intensified by the 
very access denied to most researchers in this area. In my experience of working with 
alleged experts in the field of Gypsy politics, I have been horrified by the lack of care 
which many of these scholars show towards those they are studying. Just recently, I 
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attended an international Conference on Gypsy culture8 which further undermined my 
confidence about much research conducted on (but not by) Gypsy/Traveller people. In 
front of the assembled mostly Gauja (non-Gypsies) audience, speaker after speaker felt at 
liberty to explain Romani methods of social control, gender divides in terms of power 
relations and alleged 'cons' involving fortune telling, as though these Travellers were so 
many laboratory mice and these speakers culture the only touchstone of genuine morality. 
It is as a counter to this kind of portrayal that I originally undertook this research and I am 
loath to repeat it myself. 
In terms of my own research, I am uneasy about the fact that my 'data' will be owned by 
the University and kept in an archive for future researchers use (most of whom, I expect, 
will be non-Travellers). In simple terms, I am unwilling to provide, through my thesis, 
another stick with which Travelling people can be (albeit academically) beaten. However, 
the other side of this conundrum is that if Travellers themselves don't take part in writing 
their own history, then it will be written for them by non-Travellers - and, as experience 
shows, it is likely that only a partial, culturally-hostile version of this important juncture 
of Traveller history will remain for posterity. 
The other danger of leaving the nomadic story to be told by Gauja is that, like Gypsy 
history, it may become romanticised in the process. The need for Travellers to speak their 
own truth is necessary lest: 
"... our actions [become] packaged and wrapped up in sugar coating to make them 
more palatable for the middle classes to swallow. It's almost like people can't be 
8 ESRC Seminar on Romani Studies, University of Greenwich, 1994 -1997. 
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trusted to speak for themselves, but their actions have to be explained by 
'respectable' experts, interpreted and made safe. "9 
My means of overcoming these qualms has been to involve the Travellers whose lives 
form the basis of this research in the process of creating it - they see what I have written 
as I write it, comment on it and in this way affect its development dialectically. This 
approach, termed 'collaborative theorizing' by Lather (1986), was advocated by Rappaport 
and Laslett (1970) who urge researchers to 'give back' to respondents a picture of how the 
data are viewed, both to return something to the participants and to verify one's findings. 
In chapter 5,1 assess the merits of using this type of approach with my samples. 
On top of this 'collaborative theorising' the Travellers and I have been involved in 
collaborative practical work, often pooling our resources and knowledge in the creation of 
strategies for dealing with the 'authorities' - such as the police and local councils - and 
these developments themselves form part of the data for this thesis. Therefore, this 
project isn't of the paternalistic researcher-helping-the-researched type, but has evolved 
from our everyday negotiations together as Travellers jointly affected by the new laws. 
Without research of this kind, only the negative image of Travellers will remain in the 
public's (as well as the academic's) perception. 
9'Do or Die' no. 7, published by the environmental protest group Earth First! 1998, cited in Dearling 
(1998b). 
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The Travellers in my eý thnography 
Many varied groups are embraced by the term 'Traveller', including Gypsies (Romani and 
otherwise), New Age', fairground, horse-drawn and 'settlers'. (The differences and 
similarities between two of the more well known of these groups , Gypsies and 
New Age' 
Travellers, will be explored in chapter 2. ) I chose different groups from across the 
spectrum of Travellersl0 in Britain in an attempt to show the variable impact of the CJA 
by comparing the experience of one group with that of others. 
All the Travellers in my study come from the South West of England, particularly 
Somerset and Avon (as was). The reasons I selected Travellers from here are three-fold: 
historically, this area has been, and continues to be, among the most dynamic in the 
country; moreover there are high numbers of Travellers, especially those the authorities 
describe as New Age', spread throughout the region; it is also where I have the greatest 
access to Traveller groups and is easily reached from my research base in Bristol as well 
as my current site in Glastonbury. While the South West as a whole forms the regional 
basis of my research, the vast majority of the New Travellers in my groups come from 
the area of South Somerset, ranging from Yeovil to Taunton, while the Gypsy families 
live in a 20 mile radius of Bristol. By combining this personal focus with a regional and 
national one, I hope to be better able to understand the effects of the CJA on Travellers on 
the road. 
What all the Traveller groups in my ethnography share is a lack of anywhere legal to live 
and this fact renders them all vulnerable to the new eviction powers in the CJA. I 
deliberately chose 'homeless'11 Travellers because I wanted to record the on-the-spot 
10 I have not included any fairground people in this thesis because they were exempted from the Caravan 
Sites Act and receive preferential treatment in the planning system. 
II Although all the Travellers had homes - caravans, buses and coaches - in law, Travellers without a legal 
site on which to park their homes are considered 'homeless' under Part 5 of the Housing Act, 1996 and, 
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effects of the new Act, to see how the police and local authorities tried to carry out 
evictions and how the Travellers resisted them. 
The selection process 
In my capacity as a volunteer with various Traveller support groups, Travellers are often 
referred to me for advice either with planning applications or appeals, or with evictions. I 
have been involved with this type of advice work for 6 years and give my time freely to 
Gypsies and Travellers where I can. 12 In an attempt to redress the power imbalance 
between researchers and the researched discussed above, I decided that those Travellers 
who would feature in the study should benefit from the process. In that vein, I deliberately 
selected Travellers who had approached me for help with their sites as the case studies in 
my ethnography. Once my practical work with them was over, I asked the Travellers 
concerned whether I could use their experience in my research, a request that was 
unanimously agreed. 
The benefits of this approach are manifold: not only is the research relationship 
consciously re-balanced towards the research subject, but the experience of one group of 
Travellers can then be compared with other groups. Some of the ethical problems 
concerning the Travellers' identities were also overcome by selecting Travellers who had 
themselves already decided to enter the public arena - either through the planning or the 
criminal justice system - as their names would already be on the public record and no- 
one's identity would be compromised. Ultimately, every site in my ethnography tried to 
get planning permission - which needs named applicants - and suffered attempted 
evictions - which can only be contested by named individuals - and thus people from 
thereby, eligible for local authority assistance. This can take the form of conventional housing or land, 
although, to the best of my knowledge, most Travellers are, at best, offered the former; indeed, I can not 
think of a single situation where a Traveller was offered a suitable site instead of housing. 
12 To this day, I have always given my services to Travellers on a pro bono basis. 
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every site were already in the public domain. Consenting to be the subjects of my modest 
research project was trifling in comparison; nevertheless, choosing such groups went 
some way towards assuaging my concerns over individual identity. (I re-contacted each 
of the Traveller groups concerned shortly before completion of the thesis to make 
absolutely sure that I still had their consent, which, again, was given without exception. ) 
New Travellers 
All of the New Travellers in this ethnography live in Somerset, some on authorised sites, 
others on unauthorised ones. Many of these New Travellers - and the Gypsy families 
discussed below - have become involved with the local authority since the introduction 
of the CJA, although, in these cases, to a much more pronounced degree. Not only have 
they all applied for planning permission but New Travellers from nearly every site in my 
study attend the Travellers Review Panel run by the local District Council on a regular 
basis in an attempt to take part in influencing the course of public policy in this area. The 
results of these negotiations, which are to a large extent unique in Britain, come in for 
particular attention in chapter 6. 
Group A: The Brook Green Travellers - This group of siteless New Travellers is my 
main case study. I first met them when they contacted me for help with their imminent 
eviction under the CJA in 1995 and I have worked closely with them ever since. In terms 
of fieldwork, I lived with this group, travelling with them as they moved from site to site, 
for nearly 2 years. I didn't use questionnaires or formal, structured interviews but gathered 
my data through informal discussions on relevant topics, as well as from observing 
everyday site life. In some ways, this could be described as participant observation, 
although in this instance I was already a member of the group under scrutiny, and they 
were fully aware of my research agenda. The data supplied by this ethnography is 
complimented by official sources of information about the Travellers held by the district 
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and county councils, as well as the results of court cases, planning hearings and Public 
Inquiries held about the sites. 
Brook Green itself is situated close to the market town of Ilminster and the site occupies a 
piece of common land belonging to the Parish of Ilton. I chose the Brook Green 
Travellers as my main case study because they were siteless, they were New Travellers 
and they were about to be evicted under the CJA when I met them. I also chose them 
because I wanted to find a group I had never lived with before. The events on this site, 
and the legal moves by the various parish, district and county councils, were in many 
ways unique and so these have been documented at length in chapter 5. 
The experience of this group is then compared and contrasted with the other Travellers in 
the ethnography to assess the similarities in their treatment. I also contributed (to varying 
degrees) to each of the following sites' struggles against eviction and with the planning 
system and used this information as the basis of mutual comparison. Ideally, I would have 
liked to live with each of these groups for long periods as well, but I lacked the time and 
resources to have done this properly. 
Group 'B: Slough Green Caravan Site - The existence of this site casts doubt upon the 
frequently made assertion that Gypsies are uniformly hostile to New Travellers, holding 
them' responsible for the introduction of the CJA. The site is owned by a Gypsy who has 
allowed these New Travellers to park on his land, and supported their application for 
planning permission. The site, which was home to 8 families in 1996, is about 5 miles 
from Taunton. 
Group C: Dommett Woods - This site is situated high in the Blackdown Hills above 
Taunton, and is presently (1996) home to four New Traveller families. The site occupies 
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a disused county council chipping store and was originally refused planning permission 
by the district council; however, the county council, as [alleged] owners of the land, have 
offered to legalise its usage if the Travellers drop their appeal against this refusal. 
Gypsy Travellers 
I use the term 'Gypsy' to include 'traditional' Travellers whether they claim Irish or 
Romani origin. The two Gypsy families with whom I have been involved during the 
course of this research live in Avon. Both families had followed government advice and 
bought their own land and applied for planning permission to live on it; all three had been 
refused and the eviction process begun. In terms of action research, I became involved 
with these families when they appealed to the Secretary of State for the Environment 
against this refusal. (Indeed, every single site in this study was refused planning 
permission by their district council. ) As I will show, Travellers are discriminated against 
in the planning system, as elsewhere. For example, refusal rates for Travellers' 
applications are 96%, while success rates for housedwellers' applications are 80% 
(Friends Families and Travellers Support Group 1996, Todd and Clarke, 1991). 
These Gypsy families have become involved with the local authority in their area since 
the introduction of the CJA. This is not, however, as surprising a discovery as it might at 
first appear: planning regulations may help to contribute towards the sedentarisation and 
eventual assimilation of Travellers which is arguably the long term goal of public policy 
in this area (Kendall 1994). While on one level, Traveller involvement in the planning 
process may help to facilitate this end, on another level, achieving planning permission 
allows the Travellers concerned to stay clear of the eviction powers in the CJA (and 
elsewhere). It also gives them control over their immediate surroundings, a control that is, 
at best haphazard on the open road in the current climate. The implications of this 
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involvement will be discussed later in the thesis. 
The Gypsy families in this study are: 
Group D: The O'Connors - This family bought land in Queen's Charlton, near Bristol 
after generations of nomadism in the British Isles. As their name suggests, they are Irish 
Travellers, although they have been travelling in England since the 1960s, following the 
traditional pattern of fruit picking, scrap metal collecting and horse-trading. 
Group E: The Harveys - Again, this family has a long tradition of nomadism which was 
curtailed by the prospect of the CJA. In response to their impending criminalisation, they 
bought some land in Pucklechurch, near Bristol, applied for planning permission but were 
refused. Once more, my involvement with this family came about when they sought help 
in launching an appeal against this refusal. Theirs was the first appeal at which I gave 
evidence. 
"Settlers" 
This is a term used to describe people who inhabit low-impact dwellings, such as benders, 
yurts- and teepees, in their attempt to live a sustainable lifestyle. There are two such 
groups in my study. While I have not lived with these groups or helped with their 
respective planning applications, members of both groups have attended the Traveller 
Review Panel and their experience has been comparable to other nomadic groups. 
Group F- The Tinker's Bubble Trust - Situated 2 miles from Norton-sub-Hamden, 
outside of Yeovil, Tinker's Bubble is a Collective of environmentalists activists who are 
trying to live in harmony with their surroundings. Between them, they own 30 acres of 
woodland and arable land, which they work collectively. Like the Gypsies and Travellers 





permission; they were, however, successful on appeal. In a surprise move, the Secretary 
of State then intervened and overturned the Appeal decision, and this became the subject 
of a High Court challenge in March 1996. 
Group G- The King's Hill Collective is much like Tinker's Bubble group, indeed, there 
is a lot of inter-play between the two groups. King's Hill is an environmentally conscious 
assortment of committed activists who live in benders in the hills near Yeovil in 
Somerset. Like the other "settlers" they too applied for planning permission and were 
refused but unlike the other groups in the study, the Secretary of State was not willing to 
have the case adjudged by Planning Inspector, but called in the Appeal for his own 
decision and refused permission. This case was due to be taken to the European 
Commission of Human Rights in 1997, as such refusal can be regarded as a violation of 
one's human rights. I have been involved with both of these sites since their original 
planning permissions were sought back in 1991 and 1992 respectively. 
As can be seen, the sheer variety of people and groups all lumped together under the term 
"Traveller" shows how misleading such labels can be. It is for this reason that I have sub- 
divided Travellers into these separate classifications. However, notwithstanding these 
evident differences in culture, lifestyle and history, Travellers as a whole do share many 
things in common, such as suffering near-blanket refusal for legal sites by local 
authorities and widespread mistrust and hostility from the sedentary society. 13 
In an attempt to enter into the workings of the machine that is local government and state 
bureaucracy, I have also been working with the "authorities" so that I can understand the 
13 Examined in chapter 2 and 3. 
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"how's" and "why's" of Traveller policy, both on a local level and on an national one. 
Below are detailed some of my major non-Traveller informants: 
Government Departments 
Department of the Environment - Ms Pauline Prosser, Head of Gypsy Branch 
Department of Education - Arthur Ivatts, HMI of Traveller Education 
Department of the Social Security - Rt. Hon Peter Lilley, MP, (formerly) Secretary of 
State 
Home Office - Rt. Hon Michael Howard MP, (formerly) Home Secretary 
Prime Minister's Office - Roderick Brown, Political Officer 
Police 
Superintendent John Kelly, Divisional Commander, Weston-Super-Mare 
Sgt. Mike Williams, co-ordinator of Operation Snapshot in Avon [see chapter 2] 
Sir John Alderson, ex-Chief Constable of Devon and Cornwall 
Councils 
Somerset County Council - Traveller Policy Review Panel - Cllr Humphry Temperley 
- Chair, Cathy Bakewell 
Gypsy Liaison Officers, Ian Cairns, Winston Baker 
South Somerset District Council - Travellers Review Panel, Cllrs Annie Murdoch, Stella 
Abbey, Martin Palmer, Roger Hughes, Martin Rousell, Liz Payne, Nigel Warbarton. 
Avon County Council - Traveller Policy Manager (retired, 1995), Graham Jones; Gypsy 
Liaison Officer, Paul Simmonds 
National Association of District Councils - Secretary, Michael Stanley 
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Wealdon District Council - Head of Environmental Services, Donald Cudd 
Solicitors\ Barristers 
Lord Lester of Herne Hill, QC 
Lord Avebury, QC (Eric Lubbock) -creator of the Caravan Sites Act, 1968 
Public Law Project - Ravi Low-Beer 
Cartridges, Exeter - Tony Griffen\ John Lloyd 
Douglas and Partners, Bristol - Angus McBride 
Bobbetts MacKann - Brian Cox\ Derek McConnell 
Campaigning Groups 
Liberty - Ann-Marie Stevenson 
Shelter (Bristol) - Jenny Smith 
Friends and Families of Travellers Support Group - Secretary, Steve Staines; co- 
ordinator, Corriene Stevens 
Avon Travellers Support Group - Secretary, Ron Stainer 
Advance Party - founder, Michelle Poole 
United Systems - founder, Debbie Staunton 
Travellers Skool Charity - founder, Fiona Earle 
Farmers\ Landowners 
Country Landowners Association - Ian MacDonald 
National Farmers Union - Jim White, Chair, Somerset 
Media 
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The Guardian - Duncan Campbell, Crime Correspondent 
Pod Magazine - Camilla Berens, Editor 
New Statesman and Society - Tim Malyon, photo journalist 
Squall ("The magazine for sorted itinerants") - Jim Squall 
The Chard and Ilminster News - Nigel Marsh 
Before we can understand how the CJA has affected these and other Travellers, we first 
have to provide some context. In the following chapters, this contextualisation will take 
two forms: in chapter 2, we will examine the history of nomadism and anti-nomadism in 
Britain, focusing on the inter-relationship between 'race', class and ethnicity in Gypsy 
history; in chapter 3, I will argue that the contemporary criminalisation of nomadism can 
be related to an entrenched drift towards authoritarianism by the British state, exemplified 
by the militarisation of the police and the extension of public order law. 
In chapter 4, we examine the CJA itself, follow its passage through Parliament - looking 
particularly at the resistance it inspired - and assess its first year in operation. These 
national trends are then compared with the experiences of the Travellers in the 
ethnography in chapter 5: we start by following the experiences of the Brook Green 
Travellers as they try to establish a legal site in Somerset. This is then compared with the 
other Travellers to see if any correlations in their experience exist. 
In chapter 6, we reverse roles and put the local authority under scrutiny, in this case South 
Somerset District Council, by examining how it responded to the new powers it was 
given in the CJA. Finally, chapter 7 draws together all the strands of the thesis and 
considers the implications of both the research process and its findings. 
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Chanter 2- Who Are The Travellers? - Nomadism in historical nersnective 
'Analysis of policies and behaviour towards Gypsies and Travellers reveals the cultural 
values, the ideologies propagated and defended by those around them. The measures 
taken betray the leanings of their authors, and the sociology of Gypsy peoples is thus also 
that of the societies in which they are immersed. " (Liegeois 1987, p87). 
Introduction 
As we saw in chapter 1, the CJA effectively made being a nomad a criminal offence in 
Britain and in my thesis I will examine how this new law has affected the various 
Traveller groups in the UK. The main groups I will look at are known by Gauja' - the 
settled society - as Gypsies and New Age Travellers. Most people have some idea of 
what is meant by these terms but it is important to emphasise that they are labels applied 
to the groups by Gauja rather than labels of self-identification. As a rule, most nomads 
prefer to use the neutral term Traveller when referring to themselves. Certainly, 
"[Traveller] is the most commonly used and inclusive word of self-description and 
group identification among Gypsies... Though it may appear merely to connote an 
economic habit (nomadism) rather than an ethnic origin, one may repeatedly hear 
Gypsies indicate that this is the word that gives the key to their economic 
separateness" (Acton, 1974a, p61, emphasis added). 
1 Romani, the language of 'Gypsy' people, has over 60 dialects, many of which are unintelligible to 
Gypsies speaking different variations. Romani is a non-literate language, and while every group has a 
separate terms for non-Gypsies, there is no agreed spelling for these. Some authors use 'gadze, others 'GaJe' 
etc., though they all mean 'stranger' or'other' (and these, like Pakeha in the Maori language, have subtle 
pejorative undertones. ) Herein, I will the term'Gauja'to mean non-Travellers. Interestingly, non-Romani 
speaking Travellers also have semi-derogatory terms for settled society, with Irish Travellers calling them 
'Buffers' (meaning 'bumpkin' or'simpleton') and New Travellers calling them 'straights'. 
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Likewise, in my experience New Age' Travellers universally reject the label they have 
been assigned, again in preference for Traveller. This is the first of many similarities that 
exist between Gypsies and New Age' Travellers which I examine in the chapter: both 
have inherited inaccurate labels which they repudiate in favour of 'Traveller'. 
Nevertheless, the term 'Gypsy' continues to be used, both by Gauja, as well as by Gypsy 
people and their representative organisations2 and, for this reason, will be used 
throughout the thesis to refer to 'traditional' nomadic groups in general, although it is a 
term I employ the term critically. The term 'New Age', in contrast, is seldom used either 
in self-description or by Traveller support groups (however, as we will see, the state and 
the general public seem reluctant to drop its usage). I will refer to this latter group as New 
Travellers, except in quotation. It will be seen that there is no consistent spelling or use of 
capitals by people referring to Gypsies and Travellers and I have kept these as used in the 
original throughout. 
In contemporary anti-nomadic discourse, 'real Gypsies' occupy the top rung of a sliding- 
scale of nomadic authenticity, while New Travellers, denied this status, are generally 
portrayed as either vagrants, criminals or the dispossessed underclass. While I do not 
deny that fundamental differences do exist between the two groups (particularly in 
language and customs) the similarities between them - both in terms of their treatment by 
the state and (relatedly) their economic nomadism - are often overlooked. 
The Travellers who came to be known as 'Gypsies' were "the first ... Asian immigrants to 
Europe" (Acton, 1974b) and had migrated from India around 1000AD, with the first of 
three main waves arriving in Britain four or five centuries ago (the second at the end of 
the 19th century and the third in the 1960s). These early Travellers had an itinerant 
2 For example, both the National Gypsy Council and the Gypsy Council for Education, Welfare and Civil 
Rights still use this term. 
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economy and specialised in metal working, fortune telling, craft-making and 
musicianship. 3 Their preference for self-employment soon earned them the antipathy of 
some of the most powerful groups in society at the time, as such economic independence 
was perceived as a rejection of the master-servant relationship inherent in the Guilds' 
monopoly of production, as well as 'a carnivalesque incitement to disorder' (Stewart, 
1997, p85). 
There is some controversy around why they are called Gypsies, with many authors 
claiming that European states believed they had come here from Egypt, perhaps fleeing 
religious persecution and that 'Gypsy' is a bastardisation of 'Egyptian': 
"These long-haired tent-dwellers who appeared among villages and town- 
dwellers, defied classification, and they were given diverse names connected with 
an imagined origin or an imperfectly understood identity" (Liegeois, 1987, p13). 
As we will see, Gypsies have been a perennial pariah group for most of their history in 
Europe and continue to face overt persecution to this day and yet, as Banton has argued 
"the relationship between the Gypsies and the majority society does not fit well 
into any of the categories used in sociology for inter-group relations" (1983, 
p158). 
In this chapter I will argue that the pathologisation of Gypsy people revolved around their 
ethnic identity, a central part of which is their nomadism; however, as this nomadism 
represented a resistance to proletarianisation (exemplified in fixed-waged labour 
3 Many Gypsy groups reflect the predominant occupation in which they are involved, for example, the 
Kalderas, or copperworkers, from whom the word 'cauldron' has been appropriated in English (Liegeois, op. 
cit. p39. 
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occupations) there are class issues at the heart of both their treatment by the state and 
their identity. The economic basis of their nomadic way of life itself became seen as 
inherently problematic by the existing feudal, as well as the developing capitalist relations 
of production and, ultimately, to be a nomad was to be a'criminal'. As Clark argues: 
"The implicit economic demands for sedentarism that lie within the structures of 
the labour market are particularly important when considering anti-nomadism" 
(Clark, 1997, p 1). 
Deviations from these norms were subject to severe sanctions and Gypsy nomads were 
particularly vulnerable to such punishment. In this way, their economic skills - which 
were a fundamental part of their nomadic identity - set them at variance with the 
dominant ideology of work in both feudal society (as 'masterless men') as well as in later 
capitalist societies - through their continued resistance to proletarianisation. 
Moreover, their skin colour4 provided a ready focus and the 'race' dimension is clearly 
evident in popular mythology. The subsequent stereotyping of Gypsies invoked fears of 
the 'Black Heathen' alongside themes of idleness, indiscipline and depravity, themes 
which persist today. Thus, the historical oppression of Gypsy people can be seen to have 
ethnic, 'racial' and class bases. These three factors are not mutually exclusive in Gypsy 
history; on the contrary, the are mutually reinforcing. Indeed, the three overlap to the 
extent that it is impossible to be sure where the influence of one ends and the others 
begin. Within a short period of time, they became seen as lazy, dirty, parasitic deviants 
and subject to repressive legislation aimed at expelling and ultimately exterminating the 
° Walvin (1973) makes the case that British people have "always found blackness a peculiar and important 
point of difference, and is also relevant when considering anti-nomadism.. 
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Gypsy population. The first such law against them was Henry VIII's Proclamation of 
1530: 
"Diverse and many outlandish people calling themselves Egyptians, have gone 
from place to place and used great and subtle means to deceive the people, bearing 
them in hand that they by palmistry could tell men's and women's fortunes... and 
have deceived the people of their money and have also committed many heinous 
felonies and robberies" (c. f. 22 Henry VIII c. 10 of 1530). 
The punishment for being an 'Egyptian' at this time was banishment, but the state had 
trouble identifying exactly who was and who wasn't a'Gypsy', as a great many indigenous 
dispossessed roamed the land during the Tudor period. Interestingly, the anti-Gypsy 
ideology combined with the anti-vagrant ideology of the time, a fact clearly reflected in 
the language of the increasingly draconian legislation aimed at them: for example, the 
1554 'Order For the Avoiding of All Doubts and Ambiguities' re-asserted the intended 
victims of the legislation as 
"all such sturdy and false vagabonds of that sort living only upon the spoil of the 
simple people [including those] in any company or fellowship of vagabonds 
commonly called or calling themselves 'Aegyptians. " 
The offence of being a Gypsy or living a nomadic life carried the death penalty for over 
two centuries in Britain. What I take as significant, and a theme which recurs throughout 
Gypsy history to the present day, is that those with whom Gypsies were lumped in the 
legislation were those who would not or could not become proletarianised. These laws 
had a populist reflection in contemporary folk-tales and mythology which demonstrate 
that, even by then, the stereotype was firmly fixed in the sedentary imagination that 
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Gypsies were work-shy parasites worthy only of contempt. 
"The local people, disconcerted by such unclassifiable originality in dress, 
language, way of life and possible mode of association, accused them of 
witchcraft, banditry and of spreading disease. In this way there grew up the dark 
and fearful image of a nomad with a soul as black as his [sic] skin, damned for all 
time in the eyes of a frightened society" (Liegeois, op. cit. p89). 
It is important to underline the fact that the persecution of Gypsy people was not 
restricted to Britain but was a pan-European affair: during the 16th, 17th and 18th 
centuries, legislation was passed in every single European state to control the 'Gypsy 
problem' in similarly repressive ways (cf. Kenrick and Puxon, 1972; Acton, 1974b; 
Liegeois, 1987). 
"For the next 200 years... there is a depressing uniformity about the response of 
most European powers to the presence of Gypsies. They continued to be viewed 
as criminals simply because of their position in society and, on top of that, the 
special racial prejudices remained, together with religious hostility towards what 
was seen as their heathenish practices and sorcery. More generally, they suffered 
from the tide of repression that was arising everywhere against vagabondage and 
the 'sturdy beggar'. The authorities could not come to terms with masterless men, 
with no fixed domicile and useless as a workforce: in their eyes, that status was in 
itself an aberration, at odds with the established order, and had to be put right by 
coercion and pressure of the gyves. Yet when the Gypsies offered legitimate 
services to the settled population, they were at risk from the ill-will attracted by 
transient traders and artisans who violated local monopolies, or from the 
abhorrence that occupations such as peddler or tinker or entertainer aroused 
among those in power" (Fraser, 1995, p129). 
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As Fraser makes clear, Gypsies were far from the only nomadic groups in Britain at the 
time. and, to my mind, it is significant how neatly anti-Gypsy racism 'fits' with other 
contemporary prejudices, such as those directed at 'vagrants' more generally: 
"Gypsies formed only one element in a wide range of peripatetic groups to be 
found in nineteenth century Britain, where such people played a much greater part 
in industrial and social life than they do today. Some members of this community 
were on the roads in order to obtain employment (such as navvies, following in 
the track of Victorian public works, builders, agricultural labourers, and itinerant 
artisans;... then there were tramps on the pad... [and the] steady immigrant stream 
from across the Irish Sea... For others, travelling was a way of life in itself, and 
they remained regularly on the move with their families for a sizeable part of the 
year... [including] brush and basket-makers, horse-dealers, tinkers, cheapjacks, 
miscellaneous hawkers, travelling potters, fairground people and the like, as well 
as the Gypsies themselves" (Ibid. p216). 
For the Gypsies who had migrated to Britain (as well as indigenous Travellers) commerce 
formed an important dimension of their economic survival, and while they may have 
strived to remain culturally independent of their sedentary neighbours, the fact that they 
traded goods and services with Gauja meant that economic inter-dependence became (and 
has remained) a feature of Gypsy life. Not only did nomadic groups 'hawk' the wares 
they had made (or bought cheaply) in towns and villages they passed on the road, but they 
frequently made their nomadic habits coincide with traditional horse and harvest fairs and 
other meeting places. Here, not only were their skills in trade and craftsmanship in 
demand, but their musical and entertainment abilities could also earn them a living. By 
s Some authors, e. g. Okely, 1983, have gone so far as to say that there are no Romani Gypsies in the UK, 
only the dispossessed poor. 
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the 19th century, Gypsies had become familiar sights at these fairs, and many would 
make their annual travel routes so that they could attend fairs which followed the harvest, 
and thus make a living from both. 
"Fairs and race-meetings formed a major part of the Gypsy calendar, giving some 
structure to the timing and direction of their travels, and providing a meeting place 
for families and friends as well as allowing them to engage in the serious business 
of horse-dealing.. . 
Once the harvests were in, the movement from town to country 
was reversed" (Fraser, op. cit., p221). 
Once again, we can see how their nomadism - though fundamental to their identity - is 
permeated with economic dimensions, primarily in terms of the historical bases of their 
persecution, but also in the fact that the patterns of their nomadism in Britain became 
regularised in relation to the availability of viable economic niches in the wider society. 
This is demonstrated by the fact that many Gypsies moved with and for the harvest as 
agricultural labourers and used these routes to ply their other trades, for example at the 
fairs. These sites in turn became a focus of cultural celebration for Gypsy people 
themselves, and thus reinforced the economic centrality of nomadism for their identity. 
"For the Gypsy and the Traveller travelling has many functions. It permits social 
organisation, it sanctions adaptability and flexibility and makes the practice of 
trading possible... Apart from its social function, travel has an equally important 
economic role. This is evident for certain occupations: nomadic trades observe 
the dates of holidays and fairs, cattle dealers those of cattle markets, agricultural 
workers the season for picking fruit, grapes and olives [in Europe]. Generally 
speaking, the essential characteristic of the occupations practised is self- 
employment, which in turn necessitates extensive prospecting with frequent 
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journeying, sometimes to distant parts in search of custom, for artisan or trader, 
for artist or merchant. Gypsies and Travellers cling to their occupational 
independence, which has so far guaranteed their adaptability" (Liegeois, 1987, 
pp52-3). 
However, Barth (1969) argues that this nomadism itself was at the heart of the prejudice 
Gypsies experienced. Discrimination against Gypsy people, as he sees it, 
"rests predominantly on their wandering life, originally in contrast to the serf 
bondage of Europe, later in the flagrant violation of puritan ethics of 
responsibility, toil and morality" (1969, p38). 
RacialisingGypsy People 
In the 19th century, a new stereotype, the 'real Romany' or 'genuine Gypsy' evolved 
alongside contemporary concerns with racial purity. In time, the pseudo-science of racial 
hygiene would come to concur with ill-informed 'Gypsyologists' and posit the existence 
of small, racially pure groups of 'real' Gypsies in the midst of a population of congenitally 
degenerate subproletariat, people who had taken to the travelling life in order to avoid 
work, taxes and other social responsibilities (Kenrick and Puxon, 1972). In other words, 
the 'Gypsy problem' had become overtly racialised: 
"From now onwards alongside the stereotype dirty, dishonest, child-stealing 
villain we have the dark, handsome, violin-playing lover-Gypsy, a 'noble savage', 
camping in the woodlands and living off the Earth... It is allowed that there exists 
somewhere... the true Romanies... racially pure, clean in habits... But they are never 
found; they are, of course, a phantom people. Parliamentary debates, in Britain 
and elsewhere, contain many references to these imaginary beings" (Ibid p30- 41). 
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This ideology of Gypsy romanticism was mirrored by the savage treatment of all nomads 
in the real world. What the myth of a 'true-bloodied Romany' legitimated, both in Britain 
and in Europe, was the persecution of Travellers who did not conform to the stereotypical 
notions of Gypsyhood held by the dominant sedentary society. As Okely (1983) puts it 
"real Gypsies are those who best fit the stereotype of the observer" and few real 
Travellers were believed to be 'genuine' Gypsies, another theme which continues to this 
day. This dichotomy has serious implications because 
"... by favouring a particularly and tightly defined category of traveller, the harsh 
treatment of those who did not fit the description could be validated" (Bence- 
Jones, 1995, p6). 
An important legacy from this period is that it remains a continuing "sedentary obsession" 
(Fraser, 1995) to attempt to distinguish these 'real Gypsies' from other nomads, and the 
state's attempts to divide nomads along these arbitrary lines continue even in our own 
times: 
"The assertion that only a minority of Travellers on the road are true Gypsies and 
the rest spurious drop-outs, is still frequently made by both non-Gypsies and 
Gypsies alike; but it is a structure of belief, utterly remote from reality" (Acton, 
1974b). 
Well into the 19th century, the persecution of Gypsy people by the populace at large was 
still encouraged by many European states. For example, in Holland 'Gypsy hunts' were 
organised on a regional basis, and while it was an offence merely to be a Gypsy, it was 
perfectly legal to kill one. The racial dimension in this persecution is revealed in the 
vocabulary of intolerance used against them - both the Dutch and Italian languages share 
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the simile 'as black as a Gypsy' (Kenrick and Puxon, op. cit. ), while in parts of what is 
now called Central Europe, neo-Nazi skinhead groups still chant about sending the 
"Gypsies to work" and the "Gypsy Niggers to the gas chambers. "(Tritt, 1992, xi, p3). 
The Nazi Holocaust provides the clearest example of how the articulation of this ancient 
hatred of nomads became translated into a national policy of racial hygiene. Though 
racialised, ethnic Gypsies became the target of genocidal policies under the Third Reich 
and half a million of them lost their lives precisely because they were Gypsies. While the 
methods of mass destruction employed by the Nazis may have been unprecedented 
(Bauman, 1989) the targets of their repression were not. What was unique was that Nazi 
ideology was able to provide an inescapable biological racism which legitimised existing 
prejudices. 
But even here, the more anti-Gypsy racism is examined, the more the race dimension is 
inseparable from that of class, in-as-much-that the one informed the other. This 
confluence of race and class was also crucial in the legitimation of Nazi ideology: Dr 
Ritter - the scientist in charge of 'Race Hygiene and Population Biology' at the Reich 
Department of Health - conducted 'research' on Gypsy genealogy which formed part of 
the legitimation for the extermination policies which followed. His findings confirmed 
his belief that 
"Most Gypsies are not Gypsies at all, but rather the products of matings with the 
German criminal asocial subproletariat... More than 90% of so-called 'Gypsies' are 
of mixed-blood. It has been demonstrated that Gypsies, in their racial crosses in 
our homeland, have- mated predominantly with Yenisch [non-Gypsy travellers] 
and with asocial criminal elements and that this has lead to the formation of a 
Yenisch-Gypsy lumpenproletariat which costs the state enormous sums in welfare 
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costs ... The Gypsy question can only be considered solved when the main body of 
asocial and good-for-nothing Gypsy individuals of mixed-blood is collected 
together in large labour camps and kept working there, and when the further 
breeding of this population of mixed-blood is stopped once and for all" (cited in 
Muller-Hill,! 988). 
In some ways, this can be seen as a development of the 19th century idea of the 'real' 
Gypsy carried to absurdium, with state-orchestrated, overt genocide as a 'logical 
progression' from policies of covert genocide, such as assimilation. On top of their status 
as biological enemies of the state, Gypsies were considered 'good-for-nothing' because of 
their resistance to proletarianisation and sedentarisation - two 'indispensable' facets of 
living in a modern, capitalist state, especially an authoritarian one where any departure 
from the norm was viewed as potentially criminal and asocial. Their nomadic ethnicity 
itself was perceived as anathema to the prevailing work ethic and, in this way, 'race', class 
and ethnicity combined to become a robust justification for their destruction. 
Theorising historical anti-nomadism 
Some authors argue that this hostility towards Gypsies is a modern reflection of a deep- 
seated fear of nomads. Monbiot (1995) for example argues that "conflict between nomads 
and settled society [is] fundamental to [humanity]. Civilisation, from the Latin 'civis', a 
townsperson, means the culture of those whose home do not move. The horde, from the 
Turkish 'ordu', a camp and its people, is its antithesis, which both defines civilisation and 
threatens it. " In similar ways, Thompson interprets this conflict as historically produced: 
"Nomos is the Greek word for pasture. Since the domestication of animals 
began. 
.. it came to mean law, fair distribution and that which 
is allocated by 
custom... [While] migration is perennial throughout nature, manifest in man [sic] it 
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is called nomadism. It is a profoundly human activity which shaped the evolution 
of our species for over 2 million years. Since the first hunter-gatherers crossed the 
European land bridge over 500,000 years ago, nomadism has been an indigenous 
activity" (1997b, p1) 
The continued existence of nomadism in our own times is considered problematic in the 
extreme and many European states have been keen to 'assimilate' Gypsies and other 
nomadic groups into settled housing. This trend of assimilation has taken despotic as 
well as 'paternalistic' forms, and yet in both it is clear that sedentary living was not only 
considered the desirable norm, but also as the pinnacle of social organisation. From this 
perspective 
"Nomads are seen sentimentally or negatively as 'hangovers' from some 
hypothetically linear development in which sedentary living is considered to be 
the single superior feature" (Okely, 1983, p24). 
Like Monbiot and Thompson, McVeigh argues the anti-Gypsy racism discussed above is 
dependent on anti-nomadism more generally, but then he goes further. He argues that, 
while not reducible to either race or class, anti-nomadism is 'structured by both' (1997, 
p20). The vehicle of change in McVeigh's model is'sedentarism', which he defines as 
"That system of ideas and practices which serve to normalise and reproduce 
sedentary modes of existence [including] the active and intentional incitement of 
fear and hatred of nomads" (ibid. p9). 
He sees 'sedentarism' as part of the project of modernity and places all nomads as 
anomalous to the new values which allow "sedentary people [to] possess and exploit land 
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in an individualised, privatised and capitalised way. " Gypsies' nomadism renders them 
recalcitrant to the whole process of modernity, he argues: "with the arrival of the nation- 
state and the notion of the border, space began to be occupied in a totalised way [leaving] 
fewer and fewer places for nomads to move onto" (McVeigh, 1997, p17; see also Stewart, 
1997 below), and thus their land-use patterns put them into conflict with the capitalist 
state. All nomads can be seen as problematic in this regard, but Gypsies especially so as 
nomadism was central to their identity, especially in Britain. However, McVeigh's 
assertions are debatable to say the least. He omits to mention that perhaps the majority of 
British Gypsies are no longer nomadic and that around 80% of European Gypsies are (and 
have long been) sedentarised and yet remain persecuted, as we will see. 
I suggest that it is overly simplistic to see Gypsies and other nomads as permanently 
subject to genocidal policies on the basis of their cultural incompatibility with capitalist 
ideology. Acton argues that 
"superficial discussions present Gypsies as steadily subject to persecution and 
then, when enlightenment permits, assimilation. Gypsy history is, in fact cyclical 
with crises of persecution which lead to new adaptations by Gypsies, new 
relations with the host community, until fresh economic or social changes 
undermine that relationship and produce a fresh crisis" (1974a, p26). 
As Hawes and Perez note, with each crisis, "similar themes occur and re-occur: threat and 
sanction; attempts at assimilation, attempts to identify 'genuine' Gypsies whilst 
condemning 'pretended Aegyptians', which is what Henry VIII would have called New 
Age Travellers [sic]" (1995, p128). Other common themes which re-emerge during these 
'crises' include the resurrection of the stereotypes of idleness, parasitism and depravity 





The end of the road for nomadism? 
Stewart (1997) argues that successive generations of scholars have prematurely rung the 
funeral knell for nomadism and have prophesied the impending destruction. We have 
been told that Gypsies in particular are anachronistic throwbacks whose allegedly pre- 
industrial employment patterns - such as fruit-picking, peg-making and horse-trading - 
have been made increasingly obsolete through technological change. 
"Every age, ours as much as its predecessors, believes it will be the last to be 
blessed (or cursed) by the presence of Gypsies. Well-wishers and hostile 
commentators, romantics and cynics alike are of fixed opinion that the 'wanderers 
of the world' have at last been 'domesticated', their way of life finally outmoded 
and that the 'time of the Gypsies' has run out. ... In truth, Gypsies all over 
Europe 
have been remarkably successful in preserving their way of life, adapting to 
changed conditions in order to remain the same" (1997, p82, emphasis added). 
What is out-moded is not the Gypsy way of life but Gauja's perception of it. The 
adaptability of Gypsy people has allowed them to weather considerable social and 
economic change, and their persistence in these circumstances confounds our image of 
them. This is because the images of Gypsy people we have internalised derive from 
grossly inaccurate stereotypes (themselves a legacy from pre-rational demonology) which 
render Gypsy people simultaneously idealised and pathologised; both of these 
stereotypes contribute to the portrayal of Gypsies as unsuited to the modem world and 
both are contradicted by the evidence of Gypsies' continued existence. This is particularly 
true of the " romantic notions of the Traveller [which are] situated in a mythical past such 
as the rural Romany in a bow-top wagon. This facilitates the portrayal of the present 
culture as a shadow of its former self, eroded and tainted by modernism [sic]. " (Kendall, 
1997, p74). 
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As I have argued, these images are historically dependent and directly derived from 
medieval demonology, albeit expressed in the language of the contemporary zeitgeist: 
fear of the 'Black Heathen', the barbaric hordes carrying plagues and disease combined 
with the 'romantic' 19th century ideal of the racialised Gypsy to create an image with 
which today's real nomads are compared and found wanting. The broader economic 
changes in society at large - such as the impact of unemployment, mechanisation and de- 
skilling, the growth of agri-business conglomerates, and mass importation - have largely 
usurped the traditional economic niches with which Gypsies have been associated; their 
continued survival in the face of these changes contradicts our stereotypes of them and we 
compensate for this deficient reality by seeing Gypsy culture - rather than our perception 
of it - as being made obsolete by 'progress'. 
This continues an academic tradition which has "seen [Gypsy] culture as a cause of their 
situation rather than their history and situation as the root of their culture" (Acton, 1994). 
That is, the persecution Gypsies have received has been seen as resulting from their 
alleged incompatibility with their 'host' culture; however, this ignores the fact that 
nomads have been in a process of continual adaptation to changes in the wider society, 
and that in spite of this, have remained a perennial pariah group. 
The reason that the economic versatility of Gypsy people in the UK is often overlooked 
is, primarily, because Gauja have internalised the romanticised image of Gypsies in which 
they specialise in itinerant casual labour, particularly in agriculture and animal husbandry. 
In this argument, mechanisation has led to a significant decline in the need for land- 
labourers, while the petrol and diesel engine have rendered the horse and Gypsy labour 
superfluous. While it is true that economic changes in both town and country have led to 
a decline for these particular skills, Gypsy people have in turn evolved new economic - as 
well as social - patterns and have responded positively to these changes by incorporating 
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them in ways which remain compatible with their nomadic identity. This can be seen in 
the transition from horse-drawn caravans to caravans pulled by motor vehicles during the 
latter half of this century which was mirrored by changes in the sorts of work Gypsies 
undertook, such as tarmacking on the roads, trading second-hand vehicles and scrap- 
metal dealing. What is significant about these particular ways of making a living is that 
they maintain the Gypsy tradition of self-employment and a rejection of 
proletarianisation, as well as ability to remain - indeed to become more - nomadic, and, 
hence, independent. 
"[For Gypsy people] work is not an end in itself but a means of earning money 
while staying independent. Independence requires mobility and adaptability. The 
Gypsies... have adapted their trades successfully to growing industrialisation. 
[They] rarely have one single occupation but practice a combination of trades, 
such as scrap-collecting, tarmacking, hawking, fortune-telling and so on. These 
trades also require minimum equipment which enables them to stay 
mobile.... Work patterns distinguish the Gypsy and Travelling people from other 
groups. There may be migrant workers but rarely do these remain as independent 
of wage labour as the Gypsies" (Kenrick and Bakewell, 1995, pp 14-15). 6 
However, while the increased speed of motorised transport meant that it was possible to 
cover further distances, it has also led to increased sedentarism as well as nomadism. 
Fraser (op. cit., pp221-2) provides a good example of some of the ways in which social 
change has been absorbed by Gypsy people. 
6 The Gypsy Council also acknowledge that nomadic trades have been brushed with modernity, arguing 
that "... scrap dealing is now the basic livelihood of most Gypsies" (in Smith, 1975, p20) 
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"In the face of urbanisation, industrialisation and other European pressures, 
Gypsies showed themselves able to maintain their autonomy by exploiting 
opportunities created by the dominant system. They resisted temptations to go 
over to wage-labour, as so many others were doing. Most - even when settled - 
seem to have clung tenaciously to some ideal of community and independence and 
self-employment. In Britain, urbanisation did not prove incompatible with 
maintaining a degree of nomadism... they moved from village to town where 
necessary and abandoned old trades in favour of new activities more suited to the 
times, but without compromising their freedom, their ethnic identity or their 
occupational and residential flexibility ... A less resilient culture might 
have 
succumbed completely; the Gypsies did not. " 
The types of analyses which construct Gypsy identity as anachronistic underestimate two 
inter-related themes mentioned by Kenrick and Fraser above - adaptability and 
reclamation - which feature strongly in Gypsy identity (and, as we will see, are clearly 
central for New Travellers, too). Indeed, British nomads of all kinds have persisted in the 
face of overt state-orchestrated hostility of various forms largely because of their abilities 
to adapt to changing economic and social circumstances. I have shown that Gypsy people 
have absorbed considerable social change by finding new economic niches which allow 
them to remain nomadic. Scrap-metal dealing is an especially significant occupation and 
illustrates the second theme I mentioned: reclamation. I mean reclamation not only in the 
specific sense of reclaiming and recycling the derelict and abandoned' detritus from the 
settled society but also in the sense of reclaiming physical and psychic space when 
nomads park-up on disused land, a theme developed below. 7 
In chapter 4, this idea of'reclamation' is examined in relation to the resurrection of historical forms of civil 
disobedience as employed by (amongst others) today's road protesters. 
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However, it is important to recognise that, while Gypsy people have managed to adapt to 
changed economic circumstances at the same time as retaining their identity, this has 
not occurred without cost. As with many sections of society over the last few decades, the 
effects of periods of recession, the impact of automation and the decline of the industrial 
sector has also resulted in increased poverty among Travellers. 
"Traditionally, Gypsies did not ask the state for help at any stage of their lives. 
Born with an aunt acting as midwife, looking after their own handicapped 
children, supporting relatives and friends when money was short, having a 'whip- 
round' for cash to replace someone's burnt out caravan... But times have changed. 
Families and friends can no longer stay together because of site regulations and 
the disappearance of the larger traditional stopping places. Craft work is hard to 
sell and with several million unemployed there is less call for the odd job man and 
[associated trades]... Farm labour has been replaced by machines or [Gauja] 
women bussed in from neighbouring towns... There is, therefore, poverty in many 
sections of the Travelling community and Gypsies - for the first time - have to 
turn to Social Services for support, and Social Security for cash" (Kenrick and 
Bakewell, op. cit. pp62-3). 
Allied with the loss of traditional sites has been a concomitant decline in the health of 
Gypsy people, due to the "horrifyingly poor" environmental conditions that often exist on 
unauthorised sites, many of which are without even basic services, such as water, rubbish 
collection or toilets. The cumulative effect of increasing poverty and the steady 
diminution of stopping places, has impacted on nomadic populations in serious ways. In 
an analysis of research conducted on Traveller health, Hawes (1997) found 
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"... high levels of perinatal mortality, still-birth and infant mortality. Traveller 
children are between one-and-a-half and two times more likely to die in the first 
year of life than the children of settled communities. Generally... travelling 
families [are] seriously disadvantaged in health and healthcare... " (Hawes, 1997, 
p11). 
Thus, although many of the changes over the last few decades have largely been absorbed 
by Gypsy people, not all change has been for the good. A significant element of the 
Travelling community have also been impoverished - both through a reduction in trade 
with Gauja, as well as through a loss of traditional sites. Even for those on official sites, 
restrictive licence conditions often deny Gypsies the opportunity of remaining 
economically active. 
Defining Gypsies 
The centrality of 'race', ethnicity and class in the history of the treatment of Gypsy people 
has a contemporary reflection in the contradictory ways in which the British state has 
attempted to define who is and who is not a 'Gypsy'. For the purposes of the Race 
Relations Act, 19768 Gypsies are defined ascriptively, by reference to belonging to a 
'racial group' through birth or marriage and is thus an ethnic definition. In planning law, 
however, to be accorded the relative benefit of 'gipsy' status one has to have 'a nomadic 
habit of life', and is related to how the Traveller concerned makes their living, rather than 
the circumstances of their birth. That is, being a Gypsy in Britain simultaneously involves 
'racial'/ethnic, as well as economic considerations, even for the state. The latter definition 
has by the greater resonance for the lives of real Travellers on the road today and - like 
8 In CRE-v- Brymbo BC, Gypsies were formally recognised as a'racial group' for the first time. The CFE 
took "the view that Gypsies in the UK, who number about 50,000, constitute an ethnic minority group ... 
It is 
beyond doubt that they suffer widespread disadvantage and that discrimination is one of the major causes of 
this. " 
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the 19th century attempts to delineate 'real' Gypsies from other, 'less-deserving' Travellers 
- has served to exclude significant groups of Travellers, albeit with questionable success. 
One of the many things which the CJA affected was the duty under the Caravan Sites Act, 
1968 on local authorities to provide sites for 'gipsies', which it repealed. This duty itself 
had arisen because the places where Gypsies had traditionally encamped in the past, such 
as highway verges, droves and common land, had become proscribed by law9 and 
encroached by landowners (Thompson, 1997a). Under the 1968 Act, local authorities 
were legally obliged to provide sites for "gipsies [defined as] ... persons of a nomadic 
habit 
of life, whatever their race or origin. " Despite this duty (and the 100% grant which went 
with it) few local authorities provided anywhere near an adequate number of sites for 
'gipsies', a fact reflected in a number of government reports on the workings of the 1968 
Act. Cripps (1976), for example found that 
"The most obvious reason for the failure of local authorities to provide more sites 
is the pressure of local opinion. Dozens, even scores, sometimes hundreds of 
possible sites may be investigated and eventually eliminated without one being 
chosen, so determined are the opponents of each and every alternative... It is not 
possible to overstate the intensity of feeling, bordering on the frenetic, aroused by 
a proposal to establish a site for gypsies in almost any reasonable location. " 10 
This irrational hostility has translated into the material plane and lead to a situation 
where the vast majority of nomadic people have no-where legal to live. In order to qualify 
for provision under the 1968 Act, Travellers had to demonstrate that they were nomadic. 
The courts have held that the term 'nomadic' implies some economic purpose to one's 
9 Some of these laws could only be broken by Gypsy people. For example, the 1959 Highways Act created 
the criminal offence of parking-up on the highway by Gypsies. 10 Cited in Forrester, 1985, p46. 
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travelling and is not strictly an ethnic definition as such but is, rather, one based on 
lifestyle. In this way, groups other than ethnic Gypsies may be within its scope. In 1988, 
Professor Wibberley carried out further research on the 1968 Act which reinforced the 
economic basis of nomadism and suggested the following amendment to the definition of 
'gipsy': 
"Nomadic families who, by reason of their lifestyle, habitually travel to pick-up 
casual and seasonal work or to sell the products of their self-employment and 
whose only or main residence is a caravan or tent for which they have no 
authorised site. " (emphasis added). 
Although Wibberley's recommendations were never adopted by the government, the 
courts have continued to emphasise the centrality of economy over ethnicity and to see 
only nomadic Travellers as'gipsies', whether they have Romani ethnic identity or not. The 
changing nature of this economic nomadism is tacitly recognised in government 
guidance, albeit in an overstated manner: 
"Gypsies no longer [sic] follow the traditional occupations of many years ago 
such as horse-dealing, handicrafts and fortune-telling... more than half of them 
deal in scrap metal and particularly in car-breaking... " 11 
However, the associations in the sedentary mind between Gypsies and this type of 
economic nomadism have now become so strong that such travel has become the sine qua 
non of Gypsy status in law. The implications of institutionalising the legal definition of 
'Gypsy' in this way remain unresolved today and bring us to a consideration of the 'New 
11 Dept. Of the Environment, Consultation paper - Gypsy Sites Policy and Illegal Camping: Reform of the 
Caravan Sites Act, 1968,18th August, 1992. 
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Age' Travellers, as, arguably, it was this group of nomads which the definition was 
ultimately used to exclude. 
"Many people feel that the law operates unfairly in that it was intended to support 
the traditional way of life of Romany [sic] peoples but has been used by several 
groups of hippies, drug-takers and law-breakers who drive around in old cars and 
vans... " (House of Commons Research Paper 1991). 
Quite in what way these 'hippies' were supposed to have used the 1968 Act is not made 
clear by the authors but it is plainly untenable to imply that any significant number of 
them benefited from site provision under the Act. Local authorities had failed to provide 
anywhere near adequate provision for traditional Gypsies, let alone this new type of 
Traveller, a group, if anything, even more despised than Gypsies. Elsewhere, various 
arms of the state reinforce the view that the 'hippies' should be treated differently than 
traditional nomads: 
"The situation has become more complex in recent years with the emergence of 
groups who do not wish to use the sites that are provided, may travel in large 
numbers, may not be nomadic and for whom the 1968 Act provisions may not 
have been provided. These may include some of the group colloquially known as 
New Age Travellers. " (Consultation Paper, Reform of the Caravan Sites Act, 
Dept. of the Environment, March 1992). 
The definition of 'nomadic' was at the centre of a court case in 1992 in which South 
Hams District Council in Devon argued that a group of New Age' Travellers encamped in 
their area were not Gypsies and were therefore owed no duty re site provision. The court 
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upheld the economic meaning of nomadism, namely that to be a'gipsy', one's travel must 
be related to how one makes a living. 
"The definition of 'gipsy' for the purpose of the Caravan Sites Act [1968] was 
capable of embracing persons other than traditional Gypsies, so long as they could 
be said to have a nomadic habit of life, which imported more than just the habit of 
wandering or travelling, but moving from place to place with a purpose in mind as 
a necessary characteristic part of their lives. " (Mr Justice Harrison). 
As such, the case failed to exclude New Age' Travellers as a group - as many authorities 
had hoped - but rather established a somewhat paradoxical situation wherein a Romani 
Traveller by birth living on a static site could well fall outside the definition. An 
additional implication is that some New Travellers clearly might qualify as 'gipsies', 
provided their travel had an economic purpose. (Below I examine some of the ways in 
which increasing numbers of New Travellers are becoming recognised as 'gipsies' due to 
the similarities of their economic nomadism. ) 
"It is important to note that the Court specifically did not find that New Age' 
Travellers are not 'gypsies' [sic]. Rather, it is a matter for decision in each case on 
the basis of the available evidence. " 12 
This highlights the 'complexities and contradictions of the race/class nexus', both of 
which are necessarily implicit in Gypsy identity. That is, Gypsies are people who have a 
central economic purpose to their nomadism; this both inspires their identity as well as 
defines it in law. However, this nomadism also attracts antipathy from the settled society, 
and is, in turn, indelibly affected by the measures enacted which inhibit that nomadism, 
12 Avon County Council's Traveller Sub-Committee briefing paper, 5th January, 1994, para 3.5. 
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such as planning law and the CJA. The shortage of available sites is a further aggravating 
factor as it impinges on the ability of nomads to remain economically mobile, and thus be 
recognised as 'gipsies' in law. What the legal definition ignores is the fact that nomadic 
habits are not always self-driven: ever since Gypsies migrated to Europe, their nomadism 
has had two principle stimuli - the structural and the contingent. 
"On the one hand... there is a structural nomadism due to a certain form of 
economic and social organisation and the yearning for travel, and a contingent 
nomadism due to pressure of outside events, such as exclusion from society or 
forced settlement... Generally speaking the two forms combine" (Liegeois, 1987, 
p20). 
That the contemporary British state only recognises the structural dimensions of 
nomadism is especially ironic given the fact that recent changes to the law have greatly 
increased the likelihood of enforced or contingent nomadism, as local authorities and the 
police utilise the eviction powers they have just been given by that very state. Moreover, 
where does this leave the thousands of Traveller families who have become sedentarised, 
either on static sites or in conventional housing? Are they Gypsies? Would the courts 
deny the Gypsy status of a long-sedentarised family, though they speak Romani and 
observe traditional customs? 
The law may have moved beyond purely 'racial' definitions, but the division between'real' 
Gypsies and undeserving other Travellers still has important implications for Travellers 
and remains critical in both planning and public law. There may be less direct appeals to 
'racial' criteria, but the same agenda remains - delineating 'real' Gypsies from other 
Travellers as a means of justifying discrimination. 
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"When the racial theories are swept aside, we find that the detractors have once 
more changed ground. Once again, they assert that the majority of people who 
call themselves gypsies are not gypsies at all. They are social misfits, the drop- 
outs of society who have taken up a pseudo-gypsy way of life to avoid social 
responsibilities, taxes and other inconveniences of modem life" (Kenrick and 
Puxon, 1972, pp3 0-31). 
I will end this section of the chapter with something of an 'apology' to the reader for 
having spent so much time on legal definitions, but these are critical to an understanding 
of how nomads are perceived and, therefore, treated by the state, as well as by the 
populace. Throughout the thesis, I will return to this theme, though, like Fraser (1995, p5) 
I think this is essential. 
"If excuse is needed for having plunged here into such legal niceties, it lies in the 
fact that we shall find the question of Gypsy identity has attended their passage 
through Europe ever since they first arrived, and these legal debates in the English 
courts serve very well to illustrate an important dilemma which refuses to go away 
in any discussion of Gypsies. Is it the way of life that is paramount in definition? " 
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'New Age Gypsies'? 
"The latest group of travelling people, the new age travellers [sic] is one of the hardest to 
define. New age travellers differ from Romany Gypsies or Irish Travellers in a number of 
ways - they have a much shorter history; they are not defined as a distinct ethnic group 
under the Race Relations Act (although some new age travellers have attempted to gain 
recognition as an ethnic group as defined in that Act); they do not necessarily follow 
traditional routes of travel; adult travellers have rarely been born to travelling, though 
there are increasing numbers growing up as travellers. " (Davis et al, 1994, pp3-4). 
Of what has been written about New Travellers, I consider that too much attention has 
been devoted to examining the differences between them and Gypsies, rather than 
investigating what the two groups have in common. In some ways, this can be seen as 
another continuation of the pre-occupation with 'real' Gypsies, wherein 'New Age' 
Travellers represent today's version of the 'Didicois' and 'tinker'. In the remainder of the 
chapter I will attempt to correct the view that these two nomadic groups are antipathetic 
and mutually exclusive and show some of the innumerable things they have in common. 
While the history of 'New Age Travellers' is analysed in detail in chapter 3, for the 
purposes of comparison I will briefly allude to some of the economic, social and political 
similarities they share with traditional Gypsies in Britain. 
While I do not deny that fundamental cultural, linguistic and ethnic differences exist 
between Gypsies and New Travellers, there are, however, also profound similarities in the 
experience of both groups. These include consistently hostile stereotypes held about them 
by Gauja, similar relations with the land, similar ways of making a living, and similar 
discrimination at the hands of the state. That said, I want to emphasise that I use the 
concept of'comparison' in the sense employed by Lifton (1990, p10). 
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"A dual process that examines two or more [in this case, groups] to learn what 
elements they have in common and what elements distinguish them. It does not 
assert identity, it does not deny unique components... [rather, it recognises that] 
different historical events can include parallel features and related forms of 
behaviour. " 
Although depicted as diametrically opposite, New Travellers and Gypsies in fact have 
many things in common, including an economic function to their nomadism which both 
inspires their identity, as well attracts the opprobrium of the settled society. However, 
these similarities are seldom credited. 
"As used in political rhetoric, 'true Gypsies' works as a symbolic representation in 
opposition to the 'awful problem of New Age Travellers' as [then Home Office 
Minister, David] Maclean phrased iti13 (Bence-Jones, 1995, p9). 
As we will see in chapter 3, the Travellers who have become known as New Age 
Travellers' (by everyone apart from themselves) grew out of the free festivals in the 1970s 
and over that decade, evolved a thriving alternative nomadic culture. These free festivals 
served a similar function as fairs do for Gypsy Travellers: as places to trade, to make and 
renew acquaintances and to celebrate, and they soon became the social and economic life- 
blood of the New Traveller community, allowing many Travellers to remain financially 
independent of the state. 
13 During the CJA's passage through Parliament, the government made much of the fact that 'New Age' 
Travellers, rather than Gypsies were the targets of the legislation. For example -'Let us be clear about the 
intention of [section 61 of the CJA]. It is not aimed at the genuine Romany or other gypsies [sic] because 
they do not indulge in mass invasions of other people's land. It is not aimed at the gentlemen of the road. ' 
David Maclean, Standing Committee 'B' on the CJA, February, 1994. 
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"Free festivals [had] specific arrangements... with established routes and venues 
and seem very similar to how commercial nomads operate" (Clark, 1997, p3). 
While the media-hype around these New Travellers focused heavily on one particular 
group, the'Peace Convoy', even by the early'80s there were many 'alternative' Travelling 
groups staging festivals and'fayres' throughout the summer months: 
"Other groups, such as The Tibetans and The Mutants, travelled in smaller 
convoys, and everyone tended to specialise in some skill or other" (Earle, et al, 
1994, p 12). 
As well as performing as jugglers, musicians, clowns and fire-eaters, and trading things 
they had made or bought, many of these New Travellers also focused their nomadism 
around the fruit-picking and the fairs, and, like the Gypsies before them, their rejection of 
fixed wage-labour attracted particular opposition. Free festivals themselves ultimately 
became subject to repressive measures by the state - including a paramilitary assault by 
the police at the Battle of the Beanfield in 1985 - and changes to public order law, 
including the CJA. By these actions, the economic and social basis of the New Traveller 
community itself became criminalised. I argue that this has had similar effects on the 
culture of New Travellers as enforced sedentarisation has had on Gypsy Travellers: 
prohibiting nomadism has serious health and welfare implications for both types of 
Traveller. 14 
"See, for example, the report by the Chartered Institute of Environmental Health Officers (1995) Gypsies 
and Travellers: an alternative strategy; Hawes (1997) Gypsies, Travellers and the Health Service: a study 
in inequality. Both of these studies show that as sites become rarer, so the health and welfare of the 
Travellers worsens. 
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A consideration of free festivals brings us back to the issue of legal definition mentioned 
above, as the development of the law in this area in recent years substantiates the 
argument that there are profound similarities between the nomadism of Gypsy people and 
that of New Travellers. " The courts have recognised these similarities since the earliest 
days of New Traveller culture, although both central and local government have been 
loathe to accept this reality in practice. 
"In 1986, a Yorkshire court ruled that a group known as The Mutants were 
Gypsies within the meaning of the [1968 Caravan Sites] Act [while in] Avon, a 
New Age Traveller [sic], Mr Rexworthy, was ruled to be a Gypsy. [Yet] the 
Government has stated ... in Parliament that it does not, on the whole, see 
New Age 
Travellers [sic] as Gypsies, to be helped by the 1968 Act [as was]" (Kenrick and 
Bakewell, 1995, p50) 
The kinds of work which many New Travellers undertake, and the nomadic lifestyle they 
follow has, at times, been publicly recognised by the National Gypsy Council as being 
comparable to that of traditional nomads: 
"It is my conclusion, from my observations, that the lifestyle of the persons I saw 
and spoke to was more or less indistinguishable from that of traditional Gypsies. 
Indeed, in some ways, they appear to be continuing traditions which are dying out 
among gypsies on authorised sites. " 16 
15 This fact is increasingly recognised in planning appeals. Many of the New Travellers discussed in chapter 
5 have been officially accepted as 'gipsies' due to their employment patterns. 
16 Mr Kerswell, Vice-Chair of the National Gypsy Council during the South Hams case in 1992, cited in 
Earle, et al, op. cit., p121 
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Given these similarities, the legislative attacks on the free festivals - which had been 
central to the economic viability of New Traveller culture - can also be seen as an attack 
on their nomadic identity. As with Gypsy people, however, the ability to adapt to changed 
circumstances has enabled them to persist in the face of this criminalisation by finding 
new economic niches both at festivals and in the outside world, for example 'busking' to 
the general public. 
Before the CJA became law, many New Travellers in my case studies worked on the free 
festivals, erecting tents and marquees, performing, selling food, drink, clothing and 
things they had made in preparation for the season, as well as running the sound systems 
and light shows. Despite the sanctions against free festivals and raves in the CJA, New 
Travellers have adapted to the new conditions and many still work at festivals, but these 
have now become massive commercial enterprises such as Glastonbury, Phoenix and 
Tribal Gathering and are run by business people for profit. Some critics see this as the 
commodification and commercialisation of counter-culture - in a scenario which suggests 
that 'they always make it safe' - but this ignores the extent to which the CJA has polarised 
festival culture in Britain. While it is true that, on the one hand, capital has largely 
appropriated festivals and that their content and control has changed accordingly, on the 
other, alternative gatherings have not been driven out of existence, just further 
underground. Nearly every weekend of the year, small and large scale raves still take 
place around the country and in spite of the criminalisation of such gatherings, they 
continue to flourish. In Bristol, for example, free parties attended by thousands of ravers 
have become a traditional New Year event and, in the main, are tolerated by the police. 
In my sample, many of those Travellers who now work for the mainstream festivals, also 
moonlight by staging impromptu rave parties; indeed, the revenue they acquire from the 
'legitimate' festivals is often ploughed back into funding the free parties. Even working 
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for 'straight' festivals was viewed in a positive light by the Travellers in my ethnography - 
"being paid for being a hippy" is how one respondent phrased it. 
Some New Travellers also make a living using traditional fair equipment and, in a much 
smaller way, provide entertainment, especially for children at (these days, mainly) 
organised events. Perhaps, these Travellers represent a New Fairground people, or maybe 
New Circus'? more than either New Age or New Gypsy? However, they are different 
from traditional Fairground families in a number of ways: firstly, most New Travellers 
have far less financial resources at their disposal and their rides tend to be run by 
individual families, rather than one family running the whole fair; secondly, the use of 
animals for public entertainment is virtually unknown among New Travellers for 
ethical/ideological reasons. 
"The whole scale of the cost and ownership of modem fairground equipment 
involves few Travellers. Most [of those who do] are concerned with presenting a 
traditional show, such as puppets, or operating rides such as swing-boats... [New] 
Travellers who own rides have tended to purchase and restore old Victorian rides 
abandoned after the steam revolution" (Earle, op. cit., p146). 
Adaptability and reclamation are themes traditional nomads share with their more modern 
counter-parts, New Travellers, many of whom also specialise in other economic 
occupations associated with Gypsies, including the 'traditional' entertainment roles 
mentioned above, as well as more modem occupations, such as scrap-metal dealing, 
selling used vehicles and related activities. The nature of this work - and the need to tow 
'7 An interesting development of this idea is that some of the 'rave' sound systems take the name circus, 
including Circus Warp, Circus Normal and Bedlam Circus. While not circuses in the conventional sense of 
the word, these groups feel they are fulfilling the same functions which circuses and fairs performed in the 
past. 
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their caravans - has led to Gypsies and New Travellers using similar working vehicles, 
particularly flat-bed lorries. When in possession of a flat-bed, the means of earning a 
living go beyond just collecting scrap metal, and it can be used for recycling rubbish and 
general removals. 
"Having a flat-bed lorry means that we're able to work and earn money. Scrap 
prices are really down and its difficult at the moment.... When it was booming 
you'd get about £35 a ton on average and you could easily get a ton or two ton on 
a good day... We do rubbish as well, just going around clearing rubbish for people. 
You can maybe make about £40 a day... ust driving around looking for piles of 
rubbish... " (cited in Lowe and Shaw, 1993, p17). 
Another source of recycling which many New Travellers have used is supermarket food- 
skips. Supermarkets are obliged to throw out produce on the best-before date, when much 
of this food is still in its packets and is fit for human consumption for days to come. On 
some sites where I have lived in the past, there have been regular trips to these skips to 
collect food and distribute it on site. However, not all supermarkets appreciated the 
service Travellers were providing and some even went so far as to hire security firms to 
guard their skips, or sprayed them with insecticide. Others are more sympathetic and 
some even drive the food out to Traveller (as well as to road-protest) sites so appalled are 
they at the wastefulness of letting perfectly good food rot away. 
This re-use of thrown-out food is a point of contradistinction between New Travellers and 
Gypsies, as the preparation of food (and anything else connected to the body) is subject to 
(varying degrees) of cleanliness taboos in Gypsy culture (see, Liegeois, 1987). Certainly, 
re-cycling Gauja's rejected foodstuffs from bins outside shops would be considered 
mochadi, or ritually unclean, and would be unacceptable. 
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Beyond the material dimension of reclaiming food and scrap, the idea of reclamation has 
an additional dimension for New Travellers in that renovating old vehicles for habitation 
is a cultural phenomenon particular to this group which often serves as a rites of passage 
into the community. Segar (1994) makes the case that although a relatively recent 
phenomenon, New Travellers are developing a distinct culture of their own. In contrast to 
Gypsies - who prefer to inhabit caravans - New Travellers tend to convert lorries, buses 
and vans into their homes, although many still use caravans as well. She argues that 
"for the majority of Travellers, the over-riding symbol of the group is that of the 
vehicle... It not only serves as a home, a means of transport, sometimes 
incorporated into a means of income [generation] but it is [also] a unifying symbol 
of the New Age Traveller [sic] community ... 'Vehicle talk' also reinforces the 
centrality of this community symbol... is one of the symbolic boundaries of the 
New Age Traveller community. [The preference is for] older vehicles... [this is] 
not just out of necessity but out of choice. Thus, the type of vehicle [one inhabits] 
becomes a signifier of the sort of traveller one is" (Segar, 1994, pp12-13). 
In contrast to the largely oral tradition of Gypsy people, this developing New Traveller 
culture is literate and possesses its own writers, chroniclers, poets, musicians and artists. 
The book 'A Time To Travel? ' (Earle et al, op cit. ), written by some New Travellers, 
demonstrates both this literacy and the importance of vehicles in their lives: running 
along the bottom of every page is a winding convoy of Travellers' vehicles, including 
converted lorries, buses, coaches and vans, and each drawing depicts a real Traveller's 
home. The convoy is being followed by phalanx of police vans, thus reflecting some of 
the seminal experiences of New Traveller history. The same can be said of Pete Loveday's 
comics, 'Russell: the saga of a peaceful man', - which recount the underbelly of 
festival 
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and rave culture in recognisable but nevertheless wittily unflattering terms. Dearling 
(1998a, p3) suggests that 
"New Travellers now have a history of their own [with] its writers (Earle [above] 
and Dearling, 1998a) and artists such as Kate Evans (1998) and Gubby [in 
Dearling, 1998b] and photographers, musicians and crafts people. As new 
members join the ever-widening Traveller fraternity, the lifestyle of traditional 
Gypsies as well as New Travellers from past decades will help to inform their 
lives, in addition to the positive and negative motivations that these individuals 
bring to their travelling. " 
McKay agrees that the vehicle is a significant cultural symbol for New Travellers, 
although he sees the process of transforming a vehicle as itself a rites of passage. 
"The emphasis is on the act of transformation from what the vehicle was, from its 
previous function being erased, to it being replaced by the necessities and some 
luxuries of domestic life. The significance travellers [sic] put on these narratives 
of transformation says something about them: the work involved in the process 
transforms the person, is even part of the way in which you become a New Age 
traveller [sic]" (McKay, 1996). 
Children's play on New Traveller sites reflects the centrality of the vehicle, and children 
of all ages mimic the mechanical work they see performed on sites every day, such as 
jump-starting and towing. The symbolic importance of the vehicle is also evident in 
traditional Gypsy culture where, even under pressure of modernity, it remains a potent 
symbol of Gypsy identity. As Fraser (op. cit. pp242-4) argues 
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"In England, in the days of 'waggon time', it was the custom to bum a person's 
living-waggon after the burial, along with the personal belongings and the 
smashing of all the crockery. Nowadays, when cars or trucks and trailer-caravans 
have virtually ousted the horse and waggon, it is the trailer which ought to be 
broken-up [i. e., 'weighed in' for cash at the scrap merchants] or, at a pinch, quietly 
sold off to some [Gauja]. " 
A final similarity between the nomadic homes of Gypsy and New Traveller people is that 
each group is indelibly associated with particular vehicles by Gauja: Gypsies with 
(especially horse-drawn) caravans, and New Travellers with (often double-decker) buses 
and coaches. These stereotypical generalisations overlook the diversity of homes which 
nomads have inhabited and reveals the great ignorance which surrounds Traveller culture. 
For most of their history, Gypsy people have lived in canvas tents (Fraser, 1995). 
Comparably, the first 'mobile home' of many New Travellers were benders, while those 
with the financial and other wherewithall sometimes buy (and occasionally make) teepees 
and yurts, both forms of nomadic dwelling used throughout human history, and still used 
around the world today. 
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Theorising contemporary anti-nomadism 
This section of the chapter is interested in the similarities between the way both Gypsy 
and New Travellers' persecution has been theorised by academics, including 
(paradoxically) a tendency for romanticising nomadism. McVeigh (1997) provides a 
common interpretation of New Travellers as nihilistic revolutionaries whose travelling 
constitutes an act of rebellion, and which continues a tradition of working class resistance 
to authority. While on the one hand, McVeigh quite rightly argues that "anti-New 
Traveller discourse is indistinguishable from traditional anti-nomadic discourse [and that] 
perhaps more than any other oppression, the experience of New Travellers illustrates the 
complexity and contradictions of the race/class nexus, " he nevertheless relates the 
criminalisation of the New Traveller community solely to class, principally to elite 
concerns with the 'dangerous classes. ' From his perspective, New Travellers are vilified 
because they are antithesis of capitalist values: 
"There is a rather pleasing sense of the [New] Traveller as the nemesis of the 
ThatcheriteBlairite dream - even in the commuter-belt, there is no escaping the 
dispossessed ever eager to scratch one's Range Rover and shit in one's garden. " 
It is indeed ironic to see McVeigh present the very image of New Traveller identity so 
prevalent in the media, when in the same breath he acknowledges the role of this ideology 
as an "increasingly useful tool of authoritarian populism. " Here he commits two 
fundamental errors, one of omission and the other of that very romanticism of which he is 
elsewhere so critical. By constructing New Travellers as anarchistic rebels whose actions 
confront'civil society', he ignores the fact that modern capitalism generates its nomads, 
it does not simply inherit them (Okely 1983 p32). 
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[Nomadic] custom persists because the stimuli to nomadic behaviour are 
perennial: slavery, war, desertification, enclosure and homelessness all generate 
nomadic behaviour. It is an instinctive response to environmental stress" 
(Thompson, 1997a, p l). 
I argue that to understand the development and evolution of New Travellers, one needs to 
appreciate that both push and pull factors are involved and that these correspond with the 
structural and contingent forms of nomadism discussed by Liegeois above. However, the 
relative influence of each is not static but varies according to the wider social 
circumstances of the time - an argument illustrated by the fact that periodic social crises 
precipitate sudden changes in the demography of Travellers, both in the past as well as in 
the present. In the analogy of the structure-agency pendulum, there is a noticeable 
dichotomy in academic discourse between those who perceive 'New Age' Travellers as 
rejecting the norms and mores of contemporary British mainstream in order to realise 
their utopian ideals, and those who see them as having been rejected by that culture. Put 
crudely, some academics see New Travellers as having chosen to live on the road, while 
others see them as having been forced there. I argue that structure and agency both play a 
role but that, over the last two decades, the pendulum has swung towards structural 
factors, particularly political and economic changes that have resulted in profound 
poverty (discussed in chapter 3). This has generated a new population of Travellers, many 
of whom have taken to the roads in response to homelessness rather than through 
idealism. By portraying New Travellers in a simplified, idealised way, McVeigh ignores 
the wealth of evidence which shows that ideologically-driven voluntarism has played a 
minor role in the growth of Traveller numbers in recent years in contrast to those who 
have taken to the roads as a DIY solution to the (affordable) housing crisis. In this way 
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"... the state creates the deviants it seeks to suppress, not only through long-term 
social policy, such as cutting back investment in housing, but also in the short 
term by categorising certain groups as criminal" (Bence-Jones, 1995, p 18). 
New Travellers can be seen as a reflection of the former made criminal by the latter. That 
is, while the lack of affordable housing has exacerbated homelessness - which, in turn, 
has increased the number of Travellers - the state has also created new criminal offences 
that only affect the homeless, such as the changes to squatting and trespass in the CJA. 
The other tendency among academics is to underestimate the active role Travellers 
themselves play in creating their own solutions to the wider social problems they face. 
Cohen means well when he says 
"most of those who began travelling in the last decade made no decision to 'opt- 
out' of mainstream, settled society; they had been forced into travelling by the 
circumstances" (Cohen et al, 1992, emphasis added). 
This is slightly over-egging the pudding in my view as it denies those concerned any 
agency of their own. For many of the Travellers in my study, while becoming a Traveller 
was largely a response to being homeless, for many of the younger Travellers, buying a 
vehicle and converting it into a home was often the first positive decision they had taken 
over their lives. That is, becoming a Traveller is seen by those concerned as a preferable 
choice out of delimited options, and that from being on the streets to living on the road is 
a process of empowerment, rather than a passive acceptance of one's position. Clark 
suggests that Travellers are making a'rational choice': 
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"Nomadism is a purposeful way of life and a positive response to the drab and 
dehumanising experience of homelessness and unemployment in bleak inner-city 
environments that many New Travellers come from" (1996, p6). 
Am I saying, then, that for many people becoming a Traveller is making a virtue out of a 
necessity? Not quite as, again, this is too passive. While there are undoubtedly material, 
structural factors underlying the current growth in New Traveller numbers, which can be 
related to changes in social policy and the economy over the last couple of decades, the 
people concerned are reacting against - rather than merely responding to - this situation. 
There is a need for structural considerations to be taken into account when discussing 
trends in Traveller culture - and these are often absent - but it is also important not to 
theorise away the part Travellers themselves play in shaping their world (see chapter 5, 
where the efforts of the diverse groups of Travellers in my ethnography to engage with 
their sedentary neighbours are discussed). 
The voluntarist paradigm is also important for understanding academic idealisation of the 
contemporary travelling scene in Britain. McVeigh continues this trend: the 
stigmatisation of New Travellers is, he argues, dependent on "a long history of 
establishment fears about the travelling dispossessed and the threat they pose to the moral 
and political order" and he places New Travellers within the underclass. That is, he 
relates the criminalisation of New Travellers solely to class relations, arguing that only 
Gypsies are subject to a racialising process which renders them objects of hatred long 
after they have abandoned nomadism. But, as I have argued, that New Travellers are not 
themselves racialised does not mean that the race dimension doesn't feature in their 
pathologisation. On the contrary, the stereotypes which today are used against 'New Age' 
Travellers - that they are dirty, lazy, parasitic asocials - are themselves derived from anti- 
Gypsy racism both in terms of their form and their content; moreover, New Travellers 
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deviance from sedentary notions of Gypsy authenticity - with their attendant 'racial' 
overtones - have served not just to maintain boundaries between New Travellers and 
Gypsies, but also as an ideological justification for changes in the law, including the CJA. 
Race, ethnicity and class reinforce each other in my model, and combine to form an all 
encompassing prejudice for New Travellers as well as Gypsies. 
The predilection for simultaneously romanticising and condemning Travellers remains as 
prevalent amongst academics today as it was for Gypsyologists in the 19th and early 20th 
centuries. McKay (op. cit. ), for example, contrasts a fictionalised image of Gypsy people 
with the contemporary one of New Travellers: 
"There's an image here of the New Age travellers as contemporary 'scholar 
gypsies'[sic], retreating from 'this strange disease of modern life' [and that] 
... Possibly New Age travellers have made Gypsies more acceptable - anyone 
would rather have a few lovely horse-drawn caravans pull-up near them for a few 
days than a band of filthy, noisy travellers. " 
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Hetherington, meanwhile, continues the academic tradition that has positioned New 
Travellers as voluntary idealists. In his argument 
"New Age Travellers deliberately assume 'risk identities' [as they]... celebrate 
chaotic and expressive lifestyles [which McKay describes as 'self- 
marginalisation']" (1992, p92). 18 
The processes of exclusion which render Gypsies and New Travellers as 'marginal' can 
not legitimately be described as self-marginalisation when considered in the light of the 
evidence of the effects of poverty and homelessness on the growth of Traveller numbers 
in the past, as well as in recent years, as these are circumstances which the Travellers 
have not brought upon themselves but have wider social causes. Nor is it, either for 
Gypsy or New Traveller groups, self-marginalisation to be faced with a situation where 
there are insufficient legal stopping places when this has arisen as a result of the closure 
of traditional sites, encroachment and the recalcitrance of local authorities in honouring 
their legal duties to provide Traveller sites. On top of this, 
"[Travellers'] marginalisation is both physical and cultural. Physically roadside 
and authorised camps are both usually spatially isolated in industrial parts of 
cities... or near sewage works or power stations. Cultural marginalisation emanates 
from a non-recognition or active suppression of the Traveller culture by the 
sedentary society. The creation of marginal space for Travellers was enshrined in 
British legislation with the 1968 Caravan Sites Act directing where 'gipsies' could 
and could not reside. The 1994 CJA goes further, criminalising the nomadic 
lifestyle and enforcing sedentarism" (Kendall, 1997 p75). 
18 Cited in McKay, op. cit. p50. 
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All these issues are relevant to a consideration of the marginal position of Travellers in 
contemporary British society, and, only if they are ignored and left to one side, is it at all 
possible to construct contemporary nomadic identities as purely self-marginalised. 
However, this is not to deny that there are some elements of rejection of the dominant 
culture by both traditional and New Travellers (especially the rejection of 
proletarianisation), rather that while such arguments may be a necessary condition for 
understanding the evolution of Traveller culture(s), without a comparable structural 
analysis, they are by no means sufficient. For the majority of Travellers who have taken to 
the roads in recent years, becoming a Traveller is not a simple life-style choice, a fashion 
accessory which one simply adopts and discards on the whim - structural factors impinge 
on this voluntarist paradigm. 
When academics examine New Traveller culture, it is often possible to detect in what 
ways they have internalised the dominant stereotypes of New Travellers, including the 
often uncritical acceptance of the label New Age', a practice which remains 
disconcertingly common. A further commonality is that Gauja academics tend to treat 
New Travellers as a homogenised whole who have developed in a linear fashion from the 
Peace Convoy of the 1970s, when, as we have seen, the impact of mass unemployment, 
poverty and homelessness has resulted in a very different constituency of people 
becoming Travellers in the 1990s than those in the 1970s and '80s, in far greater numbers 
and with different agendas. 
"[New Travellers'] lives are being adapted to suit the harsh conditions [in post- 
CJA Britain] of continuing a way of life established by a bunch of dreamers 
twenty years ago" (Earle et al, 1994, p153). 
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An example of this failure to differentiate New Travellers from the Convoy can be found 
in the title of Stangrome's (1993) work, 'Investigation into [health] policies, priorities 
and resources available to New Age Travellers (The Hippy Convoy)' (emphasis added), 
where the front page carries a photograph of the 'Peace Convoy' on their way to 
Stonehenge in 1984. As we will see in the following chapter, the group known as the 
Peace Convoy were largely decommissioned by police action in 1985 and 1986, and yet, 
even eight years later, the whole of the New Traveller community is considered 
synonymous with the Convoy. 
Stangrome is not alone in seeing New Travellers as a cross-over from the 'hippies' from 
the 1960s and '70s; indeed, along with New Age' Travellers, the label 'hippy' stuck and 
the two terms have become largely synonymous. Hawes (1997) provides a familiar 
interpretation of today's nomads when he says New Travellers are 
"less well defined [than Gypsies. They are] heavily but not exclusively 
concentrated in the South and SW of England and formed largely of young 
families with no generational history of travelling. However it should be noted 
that since many have been nomadic since the late 1960s there are large numbers of 
children and young people born to the travellers life, who have never known a 
house-dwelling existence" (p9). 
In some arguments, the pre-occupation with the 'real' Gypsy has found modem reflection 
where New Travellers are concerned. While he would deny that his argument is as I 
describe it, Clark (1997, p3) dichotomises Travellers into those who choose to live on the 
road and those forced there. In his dichotomy there are the poor and dispossessed on one 
side (whose choices are delimited) while on the other, there are 
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"Travellers with bank accounts: middle-class, degree educated, 'alternative', anti- 
materialistic and ideologically and spiritually rooted in the eco-spiritual 
enlightenment of the late 1960s. " 
The argument that many New Travellers are middle-class hippy drop-outs gained a 
certain currency in the late 1980s in the media and in Parliament, but it is nevertheless 
disappointing to see it reproduced uncritically in contemporary academic discourse. In the 
face of the structural evidence which challenge them, such rationalisations can not be 
substantiated and yet they retain a political and social dynamacy nonetheless. 
Bence-Jones (1995) provides another example of over-egging the pudding, where the 
desire to portray Travellers in a manner sympathetic to the author's predilections means 
that the reality of their changing existence is glossed over and ignored. Her argument 
begins well and she tries to account for the level of prejudice against Travellers in terms 
of their implicit challenge to capitalist relations of production. 
"The threat Travellers pose to land-ownership and the government goes beyond 
particular instances of trespass: nomadism provides a critique of the private 
ownership of land"(Bence-Jones, 1995, p23). 
In order to justify this latter statement, however, she positions Travellers as diametrically 
opposed to such values, as eschewing land-ownership as well as rejecting its ideological 
basis. She is far from alone when she asserts. 
"All Travellers are seen as an anomaly to the values of private property because 
they do not own land but seek access to it" (Bence-Jones, 1995, p14, emphasis 
added). 
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On the face of it, this seems a reasonable argument; indeed, it is one that is made often 
enough, but is it true? I question whether this has ever really been the case, but I 
especially question it now that nomadism has effectively become an offence against the 
state. One of the consistent themes among all the various Traveller groups in my 
ethnography was the fact that they had all either bought or were in the process of buying 
their own land as a means of remaining independent of the state - especially the law. In 
this way, far from being inimical to the values of private property, some Travellers are 
embracing it instrumentally - as a means of reclaiming their cultural autonomy and 
resisting the sanctions in the CJA. In chapter 5, this phenomenon is examined in detail 
but here I want to make the case that the idea of Travellers' alleged incompatibility with 
capitalist ideology is, at best, greatly overstated. Moreover, it is a crude stereotype, a 
legacy of historical anti-Gypsy racism that sees all nomads as inevitably parasitic in both 
how and where they live. Indeed, such rationalisations are probably applied to New 
Travellers even more than they are to Gypsies. However, that both traditional and New 
Travellers are castigated as 'trespassers' demonstrates a further similarity between these 
groups: not only are both groups marginalised physically (in terms of prohibitions on 
where they may live) but both are marginalised by inaccurate stereotypes about them 
which have been internalised as verity by the sedentary world. 
"The dominant group protects its position by emphasising uniformity and 
community, thereby maintaining boundaries between 'us' and 'them'. These 
symbolic boundaries are inherently oppositional and any perceived difference, 
particularly one as apparent as a mode of living, is rendered a potential boundary" 
(Luxton, 1994, p 10). 
Thus nomadism clearly links Gypsies and New Travellers, both in terms of their 
respective economic patterns (reflected in the subsequent legal definition) as well as in 
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the sense that Gauja perceive nomads qua nomads as a parasitic other, an image which is 
itself historically produced. Yet this image is so prevalent that the existence of nomadic 
groups who possess their own land are apparently quite beyond the imagination of the 
media, the government and many of the British people, including academics. Gypsy and 
New Traveller sites and the nomadic vehicles they inhabit thus become symbolic 
boundaries which set the groups apart from their settled neighbours. 
The need for sites for themselves and their homes raises implications about access to land 
and brings us to the next factor which Gypsies and New Travellers share: the patent lack 
of places to live. 
"The lack of provision of adequate sites is a central issue... since it relates to the 
travellers' ability to earn a living, maintain suitable standards of health and reduce 
friction between settled and travelling people" (Segar, 1994 p21). 
This argument is valid to a degree, but then becomes circular and self-fulfilling, for, as 
Wibberley (1988) and Cripps (1976) made clear, the main reason Travellers are denied 
sites is because local authorities bend to (largely irrational) objections from some local 
residents, many of whom complain vigorously against not only unauthorised sites on 
council land but even when they apply to live on their own land. I want to make the case 
that this opposition from objectors to Traveller sites - as well as that from the state more 
generally - may be counter-productive, in that it may solidify the groups' sense of identity. 
Spicer (1971) argues that ethnic identity may be dependent on outside opposition for 
creating and maintaining boundaries between minority groups and the wider society. In 
his schema, Gypsy ethnic identity is a'persistent identity system' whose 
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"... formation and maintenance are intimately bound-up with the conditions of 
opposition... a continued conflict between these peoples and the controllers of the 
surrounding state apparatus. " (Spicer, 1971 p797). 
I want to modify Spicer's argument here by applying it beyond ethnic identity alone to 
show how opposition can have a galvanising affect upon a group's self-image and 
identity. I have been arguing that Gypsies and New Travellers have many points of 
comparison, especially in the stereotypes they have inherited, their relations with land and 
with their Gauja neighbours. Spicer argued that the generations of persecution Gypsies 
have experienced has been one of the main means whereby their identity has been 
maintained. Here, I want to suggest that rather than destroying their culture, the 
contemporary opposition to New Travellers, may in fact be re-enforcing it, even creating 
it. Lee (1997, p70) argues that 
"... the degree of cohesion or solidarity in an ethnic group is directly related to the 
degree of opposition encountered and, further, that such causation is circular: the 
greater the opposition, the greater the solidarity; the greater the solidarity, the 
greater the opposition" (original emphasis). 
This opposition need not inspire a strictly ethnic identity, but it seems to me that similar 
processes are at work with both groups of nomads. Earle (et al, 1994) explicitly 
recognise the formative effects such opposition can produce for New Travellers: 
"There is no way that legislation can make several thousand people disappear. 
Coercion and intimidation often have the effect of creating unity within Traveller 
groups and even more resolve against authorities and oppression" (p157). 
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In this way, particular periods of crisis - such as the present enforcement of the CJA - 
could provide the very opposition necessary for group identity to be formed and 
maintained and, rather than undermining New Traveller culture, may support it. (This 
phenomenon is discussed in chapter 4 in relation to the formation of grass-roots 
opposition to the CJA by Travellers and their supporters, personified in the creation of a 
national support network for Travellers, 'Friends Families and Travellers Support Group'. ) 
More importantly, the effectiveness of legislation aimed at curtailing nomadism is 
doubly problematic. Not only might it foster identity between different groups of New 
Travellers, but it may also forge awareness between all Travelling groups that they face a 
common oppressor, Gauja, and bring forth effective inter-group collaboration. 
However, it is also clear that while Travellers use such opposition for boundary 
maintenance - as well as for protection - this not the same thing as saying they 
marginalise themselves, primarily because they are responding to outside influences, 
which, in turn, affect their identity. Rather, it suggests that groups such as today's New 
Travellers - like Gypsies before them - use spatial and social exclusion positively, as a 
means of group identification. 
"Hooks (1991) [maintains] that the margin can be a position of power for 
marginal groups as long as it is chosen as such, that is to say they are not 
'banished' to the margin by the dominant group-the margin may provide the 
arena where a positive ideology of resistance can be established. A marginal 
position gives individuals the capacity to resist, actively engendering and fostering 
resistance" (Kendall, 1997, p75). 
I do not see why effective resistance can only be developed where groups choose to be 
marginal. To my mind, Spicer shows some of the ways in which structural 
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marginalisation can also 'foster resistance', in that the 'banishment' itself often shapes the 
forms which group identity assumes. The continued cultural autonomy of Gypsy people is 
testament to fact that opposition from a powerful state need not necessarily mean 
annihilation for minority groups, because they have adapted to each new circumstance 
and absorbed the changes into their culture. This is clearly evident in the ways Gypsy 
people organise the space on their sites and reveals another profound similarity between' 
Gypsies and New Travellers: the use of space on site arises from the marginal position of 
Traveller sites within the wider society. 
"The Gypsies construct the world around their settlements as a place full of 
dangers for themselves. Thus people will rarely leave the settlement 
alone... [Conversely] outsiders are unlikely to enter [Traveller sites] without 
attracting the attention, suspicion or resentment of residents. Within visibly 
confined spatial areas like Traveller sites it is easy for residents to monitor 
invasions of outsiders. Thus the source of oppression [the marginal space or site] 
can also become a source of protection, offering security for the marginalised 
group. Trailers will be arranged so that residents can monitor movement on and 
off the site and supervise children's play" (Kendall, 1997). 
This is very similar to how New Travellers arrange their sites, and for the same reason: 
protection from non-}nomads, especially the police. However, on the New Traveller sites 
in my ethnography, it wasn't so much that people were unwilling to leave the site on their 
own, but to leave the site on its own, for fear of 'vigilante' attacks in their absence. The 
similarities in site arrangement are clearly reflected in Thompson's (1997b) description 
of typical New Traveller sites. 
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"Site layouts arrived at by travellers themselves are arranged to facilitate 
proximity to kinship groups, common supervision of children, distinct areas for 
working teams, meeting around a fire and the creation of temperate micro- 
climates. " 
Stewart (1997) discusses the Gypsies ethic of caring for one's own, and how, on an every 
day level, there are ties of practical reciprocity between Gypsies which have become 
ritualised as part of their culture, for example, over sharing food with visiting 
neighbours. He also describes how this 
"is extended to Gypsies one doesn't know (streina Rom). If one comes across 
'stranger Gypsies' in trouble, broken down on the roadside for instance, then one 
should stop and offer assistance. " 
While, to a degree, both could be said to be true for New Travellers - especially the latter 
- the ritualised sharing of food and other necessities of life is a less formalised as a part 
of New Traveller culture. As the skip-food example earlier shows, New Travellers do 
often co-operate on a basic level - particularly where water-runs and school-runs are 
concerned - yet this arises out of situational constraints, rather than observing traditional 
norms and mores. 
Another difference is that New Travellers have no equivalent of the Gypsy Kris, or 
Council of Elders, for adjudicating disputes within the group. Although site justice is 
meted out to serious offenders - such as vicious thieves - it tends to be a swift, informal 
type of retribution. On one site I know, the police told the Travellers about some idiot 
who had stolen old-age pension books from the local village and then tried to cash them 
in the Post Office - even though he was in his mid-twenties! After they heard the 
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description of the thief, the Travellers recognised him as someone who had recently 
arrived on site; rather than 'grass him up' straight away, they searched his trailer when the 
police had gone and found dozens of similar pension-books, cheque-books and other 
stolen goods, which confirmed his guilt. They confronted the individual when he returned 
to site later that night and he readily confessed - he was banished from the site and the 
goods returned (anonymously) to the police and that was that. Like Gypsies, New 
Travellers prefer internal forms of social control and largely sort disputes out among 
themselves. Although theirs is less-formalised than the Kris, site justice for New 
Travellers serves similar functions - public resolution of conflict (when possible) and 
punishment for offending group norms, thus reinforcing their boundaries from other 
(especially non-nomadic) groups. 
The idea of reclamation is itself undergoing a process of evolution which is especially 
apparent in the realm of environmental protest and many New Travellers have embraced 
the philosophy of non-violent direct action, such as tree hugging, mass trespasses and 
other forms of peaceful civil disobedience. The issues of road-building and the creeping 
car-culture have risen on the political agenda at least partly because the inventive 
strategies employed by the protesters - such as living for months on end in tree houses 
and for weeks underneath proposed road schemes - incurred enormous police costs and 
attracted international media attention. Significantly, direct action of this kind was also 
criminalised in the CJA and yet environmental protests remain as dynamic and popular as 
ever. This 'massive but passive' defiance of the new law by the anti-road building 
movement was mirrored in attempts by Travellers to re-launch free festivals in 1995, 
personified in the ill-fated 'Mother Festival' that was thwarted by a huge police presence. 
Undaunted, alternative protest has found a new expression in the phenomenon of 
'Reclaim The Streets' where hundreds, sometimes thousands of protesters meet in a pre- 
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arranged city to close the main streets to traffic and create a pedestrianised, pollution-free 
city centre for the day. Invariably, these protests incorporate sound systems and huge rave 
parties result - again, in defiance of the CJA. Perhaps the most successful of these 
demonstrations was held in London in July 1996 where 10,000 people occupied 
Shepherds Bush and the M40 until midnight, dug-up parts of the motorway to plant trees 
and made an ad hoc beach with tons of sand. This protest had a special personal 
resonance for me as I had been brought up in Shepherds Bush as a child. What was even 
more striking to me was that, nestled behind the police lines at the top end of the 
motorway, you could clearly see the famous council-run Westway Gypsy site right next to 
the M40. To my mind the protest could not have found a more fitting place to raise the 
issues of pollution and the lack of land rights and the irony was palpable. 
Travellers in all the groups in my study remain committed to some form of action 
outlawed by the CJA, but their activism has grown to include reclamation in a far wider 
sense than merely the temporary occupation of land; ideas as well as space are being 
reclaimed and the resurrection of mass civil disobedience in the late 1990s is evidence of 
the continuing vitality of alternative culture, whatever the state of the law. Although 
things have certainly changed since the introduction of the CJA, change is nothing new 
for nomads and Travellers in Britain have suffered worse persecution in the past and yet 
still managed to retain their identity - indeed, perhaps this opposition, as well as their 
ability to respond positively to these changes, explains why they have survived so long. 
The resurrection of a traditional hatred 
At the end of 1997 there was a timely reminder that anti-Gypsy racism is alive and well in 
Britain, despite the consistent rhetoric during the passing of the CJA that 'real Gypsies', 
in contrast to Tlew Age Travellers', are held in high esteem by the settled population. The 
arrival of several hundred Gypsy asylum seekers from Slovakia and the Czech Republic 
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resulted in something of a backlash from the settled population, including a march by the 
National Front demanding their repatriation. This reaction was exacerbated by some 
elements in the media who sought to portray the Gypsies as 'scroungers' who had come to 
Britain in order to exploit the social security system. What was most interesting to me 
about the vilification of this group of Gypsies was the similarity of the imagery used 
against them with the demonisation of New Travellers a decade before. Whereas the 
tabloids had disabused New Travellers as 'Giro-Gypsies' - as people who took to the road 
to avoid employment - 'real' Gypsies, we were told, were horse-drawn, scissor- 
sharpening nomads of the highest order, what ni Shuinear (1997) called the 'ultra nomad'. 
Though sedentarised, the Czech and Slovak asylum-seekers were ethnic Gypsies and yet 
were described by the same media in similarly disparaging tones as New Travellers. The 
Daily Star for example, described them as 'giro-Czechs', while the allegedly up-market 
BBC Radio 4 aired a phone-in titled'Are they here for their benefit or ours'! 
As I have argued, the cyclical persecution of Gypsy people, since the nineteenth century, 
has been paralleled by a romanticism concerning the (never-found) 'true Romany'. In 
recent decades in the UK, a new folk-devil, the New Age Traveller', has become the 
oppositional other against which Gypsy authenticity is compared. As Bence-Jones argues 
"The distinction being made between acceptable 'true Gypsies' and unacceptable 
other travellers is akin to the 19th century concerns over the 'genuine Romany'. 
Like previous dividing practices, spoken tolerance for 'real Gypsies' is always 
expressed in relation to another, less defined group, be it 'half-breeds', Didicois, 
Irish travellers, tinkers, vagrants or New Age Travellers" (1995, pp8-9). 
While we have seen that the criminalisation of nomadism in the present period utilised 
hostility against New Travellers by reference to their deviation from a non-existent 
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'Gypsy ideal, the demonisation of the Czech and Slovak Gypsies would be more difficult 
due to their acknowledged ethnic Gypsy status. New Travellers, we had been told ad 
nauseam, were lazy, shiftless, drop-outs scrounging off the state, which justified their 
treatment. That the Gypsy asylum-seekers were also depicted as parasitic demonstrates 
how fragile the illusion of Gypsy acceptance by the settled community remains. And yet, 
as Jeremy Hardy reminds us, 
"a couple of years ago when the Tories started to make life harder for Travellers, 
some backbenchers and tabloids were anxious to point out that they liked genuine 
Romanies.. Real Gypsies were deserving people with well-kept horses, pretty 
caravans and an ability to predict the future. Other Travellers were drunken Irish 
tinkers, hippies and itinerant circus type folk. " 19 
While 'New Age' Travellers had been damned for not being Gypsies, the Czech and 
Slovak Gypsies were damned for being Gypsies, and latent stereotypes of Gypsy people 
were recycled and given a contemporary 'spin': they were viewed with suspicion, their 
claims of persecution in their native country portrayed as exaggerated, and they faced 
accusations of shoplifting and theft. These are familiar ways in which Gypsies have been 
persecuted in the past and through their contemporary resurrection in our own country, 
we can see quite starkly how anti-Gypsy racism remains a dynamic force today. 
As with New Travellers, the result of this prejudice was legislative change: whereas the 
Convoy had legitimated changes to public order legislation in the 1980s, and New 
Travellers in general had legitimated further changes in this area in the 1990s, the Czech 
and Slovak Gypsies affected another area of law altogether: immigration and asylum. 
Prior to the Gypsies arrival, asylum-seekers could remain in Britain - although they were 
19 Jeremy Hardy in The Guardian 25th October, 1997. 
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not allowed to work - for 28 days while the asylum process took its course. Following the 
furore over the 'giro-Czechs', this period was foreshortened to 5 days. However, Home 
Office Minister, Mike O'Brien, in a written answer to the Commons, confirmed that 
almost all asylum claims made by these Gypsies had been refused. 
"Of 400 Czech and Slovak nationals who applied for asylum in Britain since 
February 1997, along with 580 dependants, one has been allowed to stay. , 20 
The Home Office's position seems to reflect the populist view that the Gypsies' fear of 
persecution in their homeland was "manifestly unfounded. " However, this is contradicted 
by a number of recent inter-governmental reports on the plight of European Gypsies - 
especially Gypsy asylum-seekers from the former Eastern bloc countries - which were 
endorsed by both the last Conservative, as well as the present (New) Labour 
administration. The treatment of Gypsies 'at home' in Britain - including Gypsy asylum- 
seekers - shows the government to have acted duplicitously. On the 10th of July, 1992, 
just weeks before the CJA was first presented to Parliament as government legislation, 
then Prime Minister, John Major personally "re-affirmed [his] respect for Human Rights 
and Fundamental Freedoms" especially for minorities, when he co-signed Clause 35 of 
the Conference on Security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE) Accord. 
"[Member states, including Britain] re-affirm the need to develop appropriate 
programmes addressing problems of their respective nationals belonging to Roma 
and other groups traditionally identified as Gypsies, and to create conditions for 
them to have equal opportunities to participate fully in the life of the society, and 
will consider how to co-operate to this end. " 
20 The Guardian 14th March 1998. This figure had grown to 4 by the end of August 1998. 
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The British government's attempts at "redressing [Gypsies'] problems" consisted of 
withdrawing the duty to provide Gypsy sites at the same time as greatly increasing the 
eviction powers of the police and local authorities via the CJA. Apart from conflicting 
with the commitments mentioned above, it runs against the spirit of the United Nations 
Resolution (March, 1993), to which Britain is also a signatory 
"Forced eviction... constitute a gross violation of human rights, especially the right 
to adequate housing. International agencies should scrupulously avoid 
involvement in projects which... involve large scale evictions or displacement of 
people without the provision of all appropriate protection and compensation.. . All 
governments should provide immediate restitution, compensation and/or 
appropriate and sufficient alternative accommodation or land, consistent with their 
wishes or needs, to persons or communities who have been forcibly evicted... " 
As these and other international Covenants show, there is an official recognition of the 
particular problems which nomadic people face, even though there has been a 
simultaneous movement by the British government to portray the Gypsy asylum-seekers 
as having an unfounded fear of persecution. The Home Office's attitude ignores the fact 
that there has been a recent resurgence of anti-Gypsy racism across Europe, and Gypsies 
remain vulnerable to attack on a daily basis. Indeed, the new government should be aware 
of a recent Resolution of the European Parliament on the situation of Gypsies in the 
community (21st April, 1994) which 
"Recognises that gypsies are subject to persecution in many countries in central 
and eastern Europe and therefore recommends the EU Member States should take 
great care when examining applications for asylum by gypsies from these 
countries. " 
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Beatings, fire-bombings and other forms of physical assault aimed specifically at Gypsy 
people, sometimes resulting in deaths, are still a very real threat. Despite this evidence - 
and the British government's public protestations that they respect the Gypsy way of life - 
the state continues to refuse these Gypsies sanctuary. 
Comparisons with New Travellers were openly debated in, Parliament21 where sympathy 
was expressed for the "poor ferry companies" who may have to 'foot the bill' for 
repatriating these Gypsies back to the persecution from which they had fled. In fact, so 
common had the vituperation against New Travellers become by this time, that they now 
became the standard against which the new Gypsies were compared. This new group, 
described in Parliament as "old Age Travellers" would be no more welcome in Britain 
than their New Age' counterparts, despite being real Gypsies (both ethnically and 
legally). 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have shown some of the many things which New Travellers have in 
common with traditional nomads. This has been necessary in order to illustrate the 
historical processes which inform the contemporary treatment of Travellers in Britain. I 
have shown how 'race', class and ethnicity inter-act in the creation of Gypsy identity, but 
then I have sought to demonstrate that the similarities between their experience and that 
of New Travellers - in terms of their respective economic patterns, their treatment by the 
state and their relations with their Gauja neighbours - means that these factors are also 
important when considering recent state responses to nomadism today. I have argued that, 
on top of these similarities, the opposition directed towards both groups, made manifest 
in the CJA, could be counter-productive, and reinforce, rather than undermine their sense 
of identity, of solidarity. This identity need not be strictly ethnic, in the traditional sense - 
21 Hansard, 24th November, 1997. 
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I'm not arguing that we are witnessing the ethnogenesis of New Traveller culture - but 
there are certainly related processes at work. Indeed, the treatment of New Travellers is in 
many ways dependent on the prior demonisation of Gypsy people which has provided 
both the form and the content of the stereotypes which are currently used against New 
Travellers: that they are lazy, that they don't work, that they don't wash, that they are 
parasitic, deviant and dangerous and that the way to deal with them is through the force of 
the law. 
Having provided the historical context in which to understand the evolution of Traveller 
cultures in Britain, in the following chapter I contextualise the historical background and 
evolution of the CJA itself. Like Travellers, this legislation has precedents and developed 
not in a vacuum, but in a rapidly changing social and political climate. In the chapter, I 
show how the demonisation of New Travellers was functional in legitimising changes to 
public law beyond the CJA alone, and how the changing relationship between the state 
and its citizens is reflected in the treatment of this group. 
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Chapter 3 Contextualisina The Criminalisation of Nomadism. 
"Trade unionism, that shelter of slinking shirkers, is imperilling our existence, and by its 
action a rot of our national soul has set in. One remedy, and one remedy alone, can 
eradicate this state of rot - martial law. "-The Classic Slum, p159. 
Introduction 
As I indicated in the Preface, the CJA, 1994 is not an isolated piece of legislation that 
emerged from a cultural or political vacuum. On the contrary, the evolution of the CJA, 
as well as those groups it sought to criminalise - such as Travellers, homeless-squatters, 
environmental protesters, trade union activists etc. - is related to concrete changes in 
social, economic and political life that have occurred in Britain since the 1980s. In this 
chapter, I aim to contextualise the genesis of New Travellers and the CJA by reference to 
these broader social changes. Examining the CJA without this context, to borrow a 
famous quotation, would be like taking a cupful of water from a fast-moving river, and 
calling that cupful the river itself. 
One assumption underpinning this chapter is that the reasons why Travellers take to the 
road (as well as the state's reaction to them once they are there) exemplify the wider state- 
society relations extant at the time. In the context of New Travellers and the CJA, my 
argument is that the British state is showing signs of a drift towards authoritarianism 
which is revealed: 
a) through the militarisation of the police; b) the extension of public order law; and 
c) the increasing use and sophistication of surveillance techniques by various agencies of 
the state. 
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It is also revealed in the willingness of the state to apply considerable physical and 
legislative force to relatively innocuous groups, such as Travellers and peaceful 
protesters. These dimensions of encroaching authoritarianism have, in part, been 
facilitated through a judicious combination of the historical antipathy towards nomads 
coupled with the contemporary demonisation of New Travellers, which together have 
functioned to legitimise the assumption of increased powers of social control by the state, 
thus reinforcing that authoritarianism. 
It is tempting to collectivise the social and economic trends with which this chapter is 
concerned as the enactment New Right Ideology, in that they arise largely out of 
Conservative policies encouraging a minimalist approach to state welfare provision with 
an equally 'maximalist' one where law and order is concerned. In so doing, however, I 
would add the important caveat that my critique is not partisan in terms of narrow party 
affiliation for a number of reasons. Principal among these is that such a focus obscures 
the dynamic historical role played by racism against 'Gypsy' peoples whoever is in power 
and whichever state they're in (see, e. g. Acton, 1975a). Moreover, the ideology of the 
New Right both pre-dated and out-lasted the Thatcher administration, while the drift 
towards a 'control culture' exemplified by the militarisation of the police, can be seen as a 
continuation of trends pursued by both the Conservative, as well as the Labour Party in 
the 1970s (see, Gilroy and Sim, 1985). Further, since the 1979 election both major Parties 
have endorsed increasing the power of the police and there is convincing evidence that 
the Labour Party in power would continue a similar'law and order' agenda as that pursued 
by the Tories. Indeed, a modern example of Labour Party enthusiasm for Tory policies in 
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this area can be gauged by the fact that Tony Blair, when Shadow Home Secretary, 
boasted authorship of some of the public order sections of the CJA. 
To understand why, as Ni Shiunear (1997) asks, out of all the various Traveller groups, 
'New Age' Travellers came to be subject to such extreme hatred, I adopt the 'moral panic' 
model coined by Cohen (1972) in relation to 'mods and rockers' and subsequently 
applied by Hall et al (1979) to the social construction of'mugging'. My argument is that 
the CJA represents the institutionalisation of the moral panic about crime and disorder 
within which 'New Age' Travellers have been constructed and scapegoated as 
contemporary folk-devils, which, in turn, have legitimised these new methods of social 
control. 
Both Cohen and Hall agree that things do not have to be new to be newsworthy and that 
other, less explicit agendas impinge upon the subsequent treatment of the 'deviants' in 
question by the state. Cohen puts it well when he says: 
"Societies appear to be subject, every now and then, to periods of moral panic. A 
condition, episode, person or group of persons emerges to become defined as a 
threat to societal values and interests; its nature is presented in a stylised and 
stereotypical fashion by the mass media; the moral barricades are manned by 
editors, bishops, politicians and other right-thinking people; socially accredited 
experts pronounce their diagnoses and solutions; ways of coping are evolved or 
(more often) resorted to; the condition then disappears, submerges or deteriorates 
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and becomes more visible. Sometimes the object of the panic is quite novel and at 
other times it is something which has been in existence long-enough, but suddenly 
appears in the limelight. Sometimes the panic is passed over and is forgotten, 
except in folklore and collective memory; at other times it has more serious and 
long-lasting repercussions and might produce such changes as those in legal and 
social policy or even in the way society conceives itself' Cohen, (1972, p28). 
Hall's (1979) application of this model demonstrated that 'moral panics', themselves 
largely media creations, can lead to changes elsewhere in the social world. In the 1970s 
and '80s, the increasingly prolific media coverage of 'mugging' -a crime as old as 
civilisation itself - led to more severe sentencing for crimes of theft from the person 
which used the threat of violence and to the police perceiving young, black men as 
potential 'muggers' and discriminating against them on the streets. One of the ways in 
which this new panic was articulated was through the creation of a label of identification - 
'mugging' - an Americanism for which no comparable term exists in British law. Hall's 
argument is that the pathologisation of Black youth in Britain was facilitated by the 
experience of the United States, "which provided both the label itself and its field of 
associations and references which lend meaning and substance to the term" (Hall et al, 
1979, p27). 
I argue that a similar 'moral panic' around New Age' Travellers in the 1980s and '90s - 
again largely created by the media - led to changes, not in the actions of the judges, but in 
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the law itself, particularly public order law. Archard, writing about the stigmatisation of 
alcoholics, suggested that 
"Once such a threat is perceived, that is, once there is a social problem to be 
resolved, then the moral entrepreneurs will seek to institutionalise their sense of 
indignation by promoting and legitimising methods of social control designed to 
eradicate or contain the problem" (Archard, 1979, p 178). 
In my argument, the social problems to be eradicated were protest and collective action, 
while 'New Age' Travellers and their festivals were rendered contemporary folk-devils in 
order to legitimise changes to the law. Thus, the enactment of the CJA as a means of 
social control, represents the institutionalisation of the moral entrepreneurs' indignation 
about New Traveller lifestyle and behaviour - at least that presented by the media and the 
government. As with 'mugging', the criminalisation of nomadism in the CJA was 
facilitated by the creation of a stigmatic label - the New Age Traveller - which served to 
accentuate the differences and boundaries between 'them' and 'us', as well as to 
distinguish them from other, allegedly more acceptable ethnic nomads, such as various 
Gypsy groups in the UK, and thus ease the Act's passage through Parliament. I have 
argued that this asserted tolerance of Gypsy people is so much sophistry and that to 
understand the contemporary prejudice against New Travellers, one has to understand the 
roots of anti-Gypsy racism. Moreover, this anti-Gypsy discourse is also subsumed within 
a wider dynamic of anti-nomadism per se, wherein the totalising powers of modernity to 
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sedentarise and proletarianise the populace interact with the 'race' issue to make a 
particularly potent brand of prejudice. 
To the outsider it might seem strange that my depiction of the genesis of New Travellers 
should start with the perspective of the state and an examination of social and police 
policy, as in the common consciousness 'New Age' Travellers are seen independently of 
such factors. They are seen as idealists who have chosen to 'opt-out' of society. But, as 
this chapter will show, no understanding of the contemporary travelling scene in Britain 
can be complete without reference to the wider social processes of the time. Besides, 
while it is arguable that some Travellers have moved "outside of the totalising structures 
of the state,... they are not outside of society" (Bence-Jones, 1995, p19). 
In that vein, the chapter begins with an analysis of the ideological and historical forebears 
of today's New Travellers, the Peace Convoy, and the reaction of the state to this and 
other manifestations of alternative culture in the 1970s and 80s. This is then linked to 
specific changes in the realm of public order and employment law, as well as changes to 
benefit and trade union rights. My argument here is not merely the oft-quoted congruity 
of the year-long miners' strike with the 'Battle of the Beanfield' (discussed below) but 
reveals a more insidious pattern. I aim to show how the demonisation of New Travellers 
had a functional utility for the state. In this, I contend that - notwithstanding the obvious 
and sincere 'fanatical hatred' shown towards them - 'Gypsies' and Travellers have 
provided both a justification for the assumption of new coercive powers by the state, as 
well as a target group on which to practice their implementation. Further, the state's desire 
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for such powers in the first place is indicative of a creeping ideological intolerance 
towards domestic dissent per se, within which anti-Traveller sentiments are merely one 
(albeit dramatic) expression among many. 
New A Re Brigands 
"Around here we call them New Age Vermin" Paul Marland MP, 1991. 
As we saw in chapter 2, the Peace Convoy grew out of the Pop Festivals of the 1970s, 
and have been known variously as New Wave Travellers, Hippies and the People's 
Convoy. In a way, the Free Festivals were the seed-beds from which the Convoy grew. 
During the Isle of Wight festival, Hawkwind had entertained those who couldn't afford 
the high ticket price at the official one, with a free festival outside and the idea of free 
festivals soon spread to the mainland. From 1974 onwards, the Convoy began to meet 
annually at Stonehenge on the Summer Solstice (June 21st) for the People's Free 
Festival, an event inspired by the vision of Wally X for a reclaimed space where people 
could hold an annual celebration on the longest day. In the early years, people tended to 
travel to the festival in vehicles, usually with a bender or tepee for accommodation, and 
then return home afterwards. As time progressed, more and more people got live-in 
vehicles and started moving from one festival site to another, with many giving up 
house-dwelling altogether. 
"At first we took our travelling family to the early festivals in whatever old banger 
we were driving. Later, in the 70s we discovered tipis. At the height of 
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Stonehenge Solstice festivals we would make the annual pilgrimage, my husband, 
Bev, being one of the 'charismatic' non-leaders of the movement. I believe the 
expression 'new age traveller' was actually coined in my tipi, for the benefit of the 
press, around 1979. In the same year, we decided to move on to Ingleston 
Common in Convoy, little realising the monster we were spawning. "' 
One of the original Convoy members, Sid Rawle, argues that people started travelling 
together sometime after 1975, out of a positive desire to live a more fulfilling life. Brig 
Oubridge, another original member, agrees that the summer of 1976 "was the first in 
which there was a full programme of free festivals from June to September" but argues 
that "the Convoy was simply a means of moving from one site to the next ... It was an 
enjoyable means of travel, carrying the festival atmosphere along with it" (McKay, 1996). 
They took the name 'Peace Convoy' after visiting the women's peace camp at Greenham 
Common US Air Force base in 1982. 
The Convoy consisted of a loose-knit grouping of like-minded people who were, in 
essence, a form of millenarian cult: concerned with what they saw as the growing 
environmental, spiritual and social degradation around them, they withdrew from 
mainstream society in an attempt to live more meaningful lives. A contemporary 
pamphlet on the Convoy provides a good example of how, even then, these new 
Travellers were aware of the continuities their developing itinerant culture shared with 
more established nomadic groups in Britain. Titled "New Age Gypsies" the front page 
1 Traveller Del, in Dearling, 1998b, p43. 
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sports a hand-sketched picture of a converted bus, replete with a protruding chimney 
bellowing wood-smoke. The author argues that 
"by the early 'eighties there were so many festivals all over the country that it was 
possible to spend the whole summer travelling from one site to the next, and many 
people took to the roads (often to leave the decaying inner cities) in converted 
buses and trucks. A viable alternative economy was created and some were able to 
make their way as stall-holders, site workers and performers... As people became 
more experienced with the travelling lifestyle and numbers grew, so travelling 
groups were formed and various winter park-ups created. These encountered the 
same problems with the law as gipsies [sic] and other traditional traveller groups 
[had experienced, including being].. the victims of gross media distortions... [and] 
police harassment. " 
During the following decades, thousands of people would meet up with the now several 
hundred strong Convoy for the Stonehenge free festival, an event which doubled in size 
each year, reaching a peak of 40,000 in 1984. The festival circuit established by the 
Convoy evolved its own economy, 'policing' and schooling, with festivals lasting months 
at a time. Despite, or perhaps because of its success, 1984 was to see the last Stonehenge 
festival. 
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Rainbow Fields Forever 
The 1980s were a time of fertile direct action politics undertaken by grass-roots activists, 
as well as of dramatic social unrest caused by the burgeoning effects of Thatcherism. As 
the 'control culture' developed, so a culture of resistance grew up in opposition to it. The 
protest camp at Greenham had a sister camp at 'Rainbow Fields Village' on the perimeter 
of Molesworth army base in Hampshire, where 150 CND supporters had set up a 
permanent vigil. On the 5th February, 1985 Rainbow Fields was evicted in a massive 
operation which deployed over 1000 regular police, 600 Ministry of Defence police and 
1200 Royal Engineers, the latter erecting 7 miles of razor-wire around the entire base 
under arc-lights (Brewer et al 1988, p35). The sheer military overkill of the operation was 
underlined the following morning when the Defence Secretary, Michael Hestletine, 
visited the site sporting a flak jacket, and "sternly placed himself in the front-line for the 
vital twin battles for British democracy and camera time" (cited in McKay, 1996, p61). 
The press described the state's action against the protesters in terms redolent of war-time 
Britain. Brigadier-General Edward Furdson, Defence Correspondent of the Daily 
Telegraph could barely contain his excitement when he declared that the eviction of 
Rainbow Fields was "the largest single Royal Engineer operation since the Rhine 
Crossing in 1944" (cited in Scraton, 1987, p165). After the eviction, around 100 of the 
Rainbow Villagers joined the Convoy, ironically, as it would happen, to recuperate. 
Rainbow Fields eviction was played out against the backdrop of serious industrial 
discontent manifested in the miner's strike. The strike itself, as well as the state's reaction 
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to Rainbow Fields and the Peace Convoy are, I argue, seminal moments in twentieth 
century British social history and have parallels which often go overlooked. Moreover, 
the urban rioting seen earlier in the 1980s had provided an added impetus to the neo- 
Conservative call for a paramilitary-style response to 'public order' situations. With the 
benefit of hindsight, the Convoy appear as sitting-ducks in this context but at the time a 
sound thrashing by the state seemed an unlikely nightmare. Nevertheless, even with 
hindsight, the sheer ferocity and calculation employed against the Convoy bear testament 
to their significance in the eyes of the state. Whether this is because of the alternative 
future they represented (e. g. Clark, 1996, p5) or because they helped to legitimate an 
alternative future in a New Right 'utopia' will be examined during the chapter. 
The Battle of the Beanfield 
The state's increasing reliance on paramilitary solutions to 'public order' situations can 
clearly be seen in relation to the treatment of the Convoy at Stonehenge. Four months 
after the Rainbow Fields eviction, Wiltshire Police launched Operation Solstice on June 
Ist 1985. This operation was also huge: nearly 1400 police drawn from 7 forces were 
deployed, and the road-blocks and exclusion zones used in Northern Ireland and during 
the year-long miners' strike were transported to the roads around Stonehenge in an 
attempt to prevent the festival. Around 150 Travellers' vehicles had parked-up in the 
Savernake Forest on their way to the Stonehenge Free Festival, but this year when they 
tried to get to the Stones they found a police road-block in the way and bottle-necked. 
With all the Convoy stuck there, dozens of waiting riot police ran along the length of 
the vehicles smashing windows with their truncheons and arresting those inside. 
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Some of the Travellers further back in the line foresaw the coming ambush and drove 
their buses into an adjacent field, followed shortly behind by most of the others in the 
Convoy. Helen Reynolds, a Traveller at the front of the Convoy, was among the first to be 
attacked by the police that day: 
"Photographs [were produced in court] which showed several different police 
officers smashing the windows of her vehicle (an ambulance) and one officer 
attempting to pull her out... by her hair through a broken window... [At Appeal] the 
judge specifically stated that he could not see any justification for the way in 
which Ms Reynold's windows had been smashed. "2 
For several hours the police refused to negotiate saying only that everyone would be 
arrested as they left. At 7 o'clock that evening, hundreds of police baton-charged the 
Convoy, again smashing windows and arresting those inside. 
"The police entered the field, some in riot gear, many with their truncheons drawn 
as they were anticipating trouble" (emphasis added). 
By the end of the day, over 500 people had been arrested, 127 vehicles destroyed and 
impounded, and dozens of children taken into 'care', in what has become known as "the 
Battle of the Beanfield" or simply "Beanfield". 
Z National Council for Civil Liberties report on Stonehenge, 1986, p32. 
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While much of the Press tried to blame the Convoy, independent witnesses such as 
the Earl of Cardigan and Nick Davies from The Observer alleged that the police violence 
was disproportionate and unprovoked - 'unspeakable' was how Lord Cardigan described 
it. These views were ultimately upheld in subsequent court cases, as well as by the 
Police Complaints Authority. But these legal victories came too late, however, as the 
damage had already been done. What had once been a thriving, largely self-sufficient 
community was effectively decommissioned by police action that summer. 
June 1St 1985 was a turning point for many Travellers, the time when the state showed 
how far it was prepared to go to 'stop the rot', as they saw it. The rock group, the 
Levellers, themselves Travellers, sum up the events that year in their song, "Battle of the 
Beanfield": 
"Down the 303 at the end of the road, 
Flashing lights, exclusion zones, 
It makes me think that it's not just the Stones that they're guarding... 
As the sun rose on the beanfield, they came like wolves on the fold, 
And they didn't give a warning, just took their bloody toll. 
I see a pregnant woman, lying in blood of her own, 
I see her children crying as the police tore apart their home. 
And no they didn't need a reason, it's what your votes condone, 
It seems we've committed treason for trying to live on the road" (emphasis 
added). 
There were some lighter moments during Operation Solstice, however, as Phil 
Shakespeare, one of those arrested at Beanfield, explained: it had become something of a 
3 Ibid. 
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tradition among members of the Convoy to advertise the forthcoming festival each year 
on a fly-poster. For the 1985 festival, this poster featured an invite in the names of Boris 
and Doris, who were, in reality, two geese owned by some people on the festival circuit. 
After Operation Solstice had been completed and the Convoy were massed at the top of 
the field, the Assistant Chief Constable, Lionel Grundy, approached the Travellers. 
"Right" he bellowed "I want Boris and Doris to step out here now! " which added a 
surreal humour to an otherwise tragic situation. Much to the bemusement of the arresting 
officers, the 500 people whose homes they had just destroyed stood before them bent 
double with laughter. 4 These and other humanising stories rarely feature in the more lurid 
reporting of 'confrontations' between the police and Travellers. In all the major 'public 
order' situations with which Travellers have been associated since the Beanfield, this 
human dimension has appeared again and again but rarely gets a mention. 
The Enemies Within 
The significance of the miners' strike in relation to Beanfield was two-fold: firstly there 
were similarities in the robust strategies employed by the police at both events, as 
demonstrated by a confidential Wiltshire Police Report on Operation Solstice which 
states: 
"Counsel's opinion regarding the police tactics used during the miners' strike were 
considered relevant. "5 
Secondly, the Convoy were functional in furthering the 'hegemonic project' initiated by 
the Thatcher government in relation to the reduction in trade union rights. My argument 
here is not so much that the Convoy represented a serious threat to the political hegemony 
under Thatcher, but rather represented an ideal opportunity for the state to legitimise the 
adoption of new powers of social control by applying them beyond the original 'enemies 
4 For an eyewitness account of the Battle of the Beanfield see the Critical Eye documentary 'Operation 
Solstice', Channel 4 Films, 1991, which features film footage shot by ITN during the police assault. 
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within', the miners, to another demonised group, the Convoy. Indeed, some members of 
the Convoy themselves were aware that there were more political dynamics at work than 
immediately met the eye. Alex Rosenburger travelled with the Convoy in 1985 and 1986 
and wrote about his experiences for The Guardian: 
"The Battle of the Beanfield - like the Battle of Orgreave - was a terrifying misuse 
of police power... By using brutal police methods only against vulnerable 
minorities of which society disapproves - such as 'hippies', striking miners, peace 
demonstrators and the young unemployed - the police have kept public opinion on 
their side. In this, the media have helped considerably. ,6 
These new powers themselves could then be used to 'pacify' other expressions of 
domestic dissent which arose in opposition to the austere economic policies. In other 
words, the Convoy legitimated the "creation of a problem to suit a solution" (Lloyd, 
1993). As we will see: 
"An important part of [the government's] achievement was their ability to label 
industrial action and public protest as inherently criminal... [They were thereby] 
able to marshal the police and the courts to break organised working-class 
resistance to their economic and social programme" (Brake and Hale, 1992, p9). 
s Cited in Carey, A Criminal Culture? in Squall magazine, volume 14, p30,1996. 6 Rosenburger in The Guardian, 23rd May, 1986. 
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The similarity of the police's tactics used during both events were openly confirmed in an 
edition of the Police Review published a week after Beanfield: 
"The police operation had been planned for several months and lessons in rapid 
deployment learnt from the miners' strike were implemented" against the Convoy. 
(Carey, op. cit. p33). 
The Daily Telegraph seemed to be aware some months previously that a paramilitary 
response to the Peace Convoy would ensue that summer. In April 1985, two months 
before Operation Solstice, they reported that: 
"A police task-force, using tactics that curbed the violent excesses of the miners' 
'flying pickets' during the pit strike, is to go into action in June to protect 
Stonehenge. " 
Those arrested at Beanfield were held overnight in spartan conditions, with up to 12 in a 
cell. The official Report of the Police Complaints Authority (PCA), itself drawn from the 
police, recognised that: 
"It was impossible to treat the 250 prisoners [i. e. the half of those arrested who 
had been taken to Amesbury police station] correctly... any fault lay with the 
planning of the operation" (PCA, 1987). 
However, as the Police Review above makes clear, the operation had been 'planned for 
several months'; as no arrangements had been made during this time to adequately 
accommodate those arrested, it can only imply that this is how the police wanted the 
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Convoy treated. Indeed, a measure of the police's pre-existing antagonism towards the 
Convoy can be found in a statement by Donald Smith, then Chief Constable of Wiltshire, 
who justified the police action on the grounds that his officers "were facing an angry 
group of travellers, drug takers and anarchists. " On the actual police violence itself, the 
PCA Report concluded that: 
"In the acts of making the arrests some officers clearly used excessive force, but it 
has not been possible to identify them among the 1363 officers involved. " 
[negating the opportunity for prosecution]. 
Other parallels include the fact that both during the strike and after Beanfield, people 
were arrested for 'unlawful assembly' under the common law (a charge which attracts a 
potential 7 year prison sentence); the overwhelming majority of these charges were 
subsequently dropped to 'obstruction'; and no police officers were prosecuted for assault, 
actual or grievous bodily harm, despite unreasonable force being proven time and again in 
the courts. 
"Just as at Orgreave, many people were charged with unlawful assembly, a serious 
offence. The police used that charge, not because they thought they could make it 
stick but for two sinister reasons: first, it would justify their paramilitary rampage 
in the minds of the public. Second it would enable them to convince magistrates 
to impose strict bail conditions. On both counts the police had calculated 
correctly. Magistrates told everyone [arrested at Beanfield] that they were to stay 
outside a 25-miles radius of Stonehenge ... [In] September, police 
dropped all but a 
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handful of the unlawful assembly charges... "7 
The parallels between the treatment of New Travellers at Stonehenge and the 
development of public order policing in Britain in the late 1980s is a point accepted by 
Brewer et al (op. cit. pp30-36) where they argue that: 
"the aggressive style of policing at certain public order events (sic) suggests a 
transformation in the readiness of the police to use other than minimum force... a 
litany of names chart the changes in police strategy : Saltley, Red Lion Square, 
Notting Hill, Lewisham, Grunwicks, Southall, St Pauls, Toxteth, Warrington, 
Orgreave, Stonehenge, Handsworth, Broadwater Farm, Wapping" (emphasis 
added). 
Having witnessed the police operation first-hand, Lord Cardigan allowed the Convoy the 
use of his land to lick their wounds. Being a stalwart member of his local Conservative 
association and a large landowner in the area, Lord Cardigan is a somewhat unorthodox 
Traveller supporter, yet his generosity to the Convoy stands in marked contrast to the 
actions of the state. His support for them earned him the title of 'the Good Lord' amongst 
members of the Convoy but also enmity from the local Establishment. A few days after 
Beanfield, the Earl was approached by high-ranking police officers for access to his land 
in order that they might "finish unfinished business" which they were flatly denied. 
While the Peace Convoy were resting after the Beanfield trashing, three agencies of the 
state began gearing for action: the police began preparing to counter the Convoy the 
' Rosenburger, op. cit. 
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following solstice; the legislature enlarged public order law to embrace the new folk- 
devils; while the (then) Department for Health and Social Security (DHSS) initiated the 
foetus of what would become a nation-wide surveillance scheme of 'New Age 
Travellers'. 
The interest of the DHSS had been aroused after Beanfield: not only had many of the 
Convoy lost their homes but their economy had also been destroyed by the effective 
banning of the Stonehenge festival. Without free festivals it became "impossible to make 
a living solely as a trader, forcing some Travellers to sign-on [as unemployed] and many 
are uncomfortable about this" (Luxton, 1993, p24). As Clark (1997, p9) argues "with this 
source of income denied to New Travellers, many have been forced into giving up their 
independence... in order to claim social security benefits. " 
The Nomadic Claimants Working Party set up by the DHSS in the wake of Beanfield 
contextualises the issues: 
"Matters came to a head during the summer of 1985 when several large groups 
converged on Stonehenge for a festival which had been banned by the authorities. 
The resulting confrontation with the police was said to have disrupted the normal 
festival economy and large numbers of claims for Supplementary Benefit [as 
Income Support was then known] were made" (DHSS, 1986). 
In a classic example of 'blaming the victim', the fact that the decommissioning of the 
Stonehenge festival had created this new dependence on state welfare did not diminish 
the relish with which "the right-wing press [portrayed] dole scrounging Travellers, with 
no acknowledgement that the engineered break-up of the festival economy was largely 
responsible. "8 
On top of the media stereotyping of what gradually became known as New Age 
Travellers', the legislature added their own particular interpretation. It is interesting to 
note that contemporary government statements continued the militaristic theme employed 
by the media and displayed so forcefully at Rainbow Fields and Stonehenge. Lord Ferrers, 
government spokesperson on Home Affairs in the Lords, set out their position: 
"It isn't simply a question of a few people wanting to live in the open. What we 
are talking about are mass military-style tactics by people who use vehicles as 
weapons to ride rough-shod over the views of other people-They get their 
vehicles nose-to-tail and use [them] like a battering-ram. They behave in a way 
that is totally unacceptable. It's total anarchy. " 
The then Home Secretary, Douglas Hurd concurred with this interpretation, adding that 
the Convoy were "nothing more than a band of medieval brigands who have no respect 
for the law or for the rights of others. "9 
By June 1986 when Douglas Hurd made the above comment, hundreds of people, 
including some members of the original Convoy, tried to group together in an attempt to 
re-establish the Stonehenge Free Festival. The state, however, was equally determined 
that the festival would not go ahead and the police set-up a5 mile exclusion-zone around 
8 Carey, op. cit., p32. 
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the site. While the Convoy rested at Stoney Cross, about 10 miles from Stonehenge, after 
being pushed around the county for a week by the police, then Prime Minister, Margaret 
Thatcher told the Commons that she would be "only too delighted to make life as difficult 
as possible for such things as hippie convoys. If fresh legislation to deter hippies' 
criminal trespass is needed it will be introduced. "10 Inside number 10 Downing Street, a 
Cabinet meeting consisting of the Home Secretary, along with the Secretaries of State for 
Transport, Environment, Health and Social Security and Agriculture was taking place "to 
discuss new legislation to deal with Travellers and Festivals". We would become very 
familiar with the phrase 'deal with' in relation to Travellers by the time the CJA became 
law. 
Operation Daybreak 
While the legislation took its course through Parliament, it seems as though that 
'unfinished business' mentioned by the police after Beanfield had been readied. On June 
the 9th 1986, four days after the Cabinet meeting, Hampshire Police launched the aptly- 
named Operation Daybreak at 4 o'clock in the morning against the Travellers parked-up 
at Stoney Cross. Armed with Ministry of Transport files on every single vehicle present, 
the police arrested 64 people and impounded 129 vehicles. The police had also brought 
social workers with them who had care-orders ready to remove children from their 
parents. Fortunately, a sympathetic social worker had forewarned the Convoy of the 
operation and, by the time of the raid, all of the children had been safely removed from 
9 Home Secretary, Douglas Hurd, 3rd June, 1986, Hansard col. 733. 10 Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher describing the Peace Convoy in the Commons, cited in The Guardian, 
6th June, 1986. 
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site. The level and sophistication of inter-agency co-operation between the police, social 
services and the Ministry of Transport during Operation Daybreak is the first time we can 
detect the beginnings of what was to become the state's surveillance of 'New Age' 
Travellers and sets up a pattern that only expanded as time went on. From this year 
onwards, the police would enforce an 'exclusion zone' around Stonehenge at the time of 
the Solstice in an effort to prevent any future gatherings. So important was it to the 
authorities that such a festival should not happen again, that they have spent 
approximately £7 million stopping the Stonehenge Free festival since 1985.11 
Stonehenge itself has become synonymous with Travellers and festivals in the years since 
Beanfield and not just amongst Travellers either. In the 1990s, Windsor Safari Park 
created a huge 'Legoland' attraction, part of which was a 3-D map of Britain a couple of 
hundred feet long. Lego characters move around giving a guided tour of the sights, and 
when they get to Stonehenge, a battered looking multi-coloured bus appears being chased 
by police riot vans! I was not altogether sure what message was being conveyed by the 
organisers but it seemed to me that the Beanfield episode had entered mainstream 
consciousness, and through this Stonehenge had acquired some form of cultural 
significance quite beyond the pre-historical mysticism of the stones themselves. 
11 In correspondence between myself and the Reverend David Penny (then Minister for Social 
Responsibility in the diocese of Salisbury) he suggested that the total bill for policing Stonehenge 1985- 1995 exceeds £7 million. 
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The Public Order Act, 1986 - the'anti-hippy' law? 
The Convoy in general, and Beanfield in particular, were held directly responsible for the 
need to extend public order law, as can be seen from a contemporary House of Commons 
research paper: 
"Following incidents of mass trespass involving the 'Peace Convoy'... the 
government ... added a new clause to the Public Order Bill which was then 
progressing through Parliament. This new provision is now Section 39 of the 
Public Order Act, 1986. i12 
Card follows the government's line in respect of the 1986 Act, when he argues that the 
proposals for changing the law arose from "a general concern about [public disorder] 
which gained support in some quarters as a result of recent events" including the 'race 
riots' in Brixton and Toxteth in 1981, industrial disputes at Grunwicks in 1976, the 
miner's strike of 1984-5, football hooliganism, anti-nuclear demonstrations, "and mass 
trespasses by the Peace Convoy" (1987, pp1-3, emphasis added). Here, we can clearly see 
that the Convoy have, by this time, joined the ranks of latter-day folk-devils in the 
government's perspective, much as Gypsies have been grouped with society's undesirables 
since Tudor times. In a later chapter, Card goes further still: 
"Section 39 is a direct result of mass trespasses in recent years onto agricultural 
land by groups of hippies, Hell's Angels, militant vivisectionists and others, 
causing damage to property, including fouling it, and involving threats to local 
12 House of Commons Research note 92/30,1991. 
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inhabitants" (ibid. p139, emphasis added). 
Section 39 was known colloquially by the police as the 'anti-hippie law'. It introduced a 
new criminal offence of 'trespass' such that if trespassers were 'violent, threatening, 
abusive or damaged the land' or if they had more than 12 vehicles with them, they would 
be committing an offence if they failed to leave land when so directed by the police. This 
particular section makes it clear that, in the state's perspective at least, the occupation of 
land by Travellers is considered synonymous with violent, anti-social behaviour, even 
when the Travellers are in small numbers. 
Card's argument is insupportable as the government had tried to create a similar 'trespass' 
offence in 1983 (indeed, there had been other attempts in the 1970s). What was different 
between 1986 and the previous attempts was that formerly the legislation was overtly 
directed- towards industrial action and was thus thwarted by trade union mobilisation. 
Moreover, with section 39 "no consultation document was issued [which] contrasts 
sharply with the steps taken in 1983 when the government last looked at criminal 
trespass" (Law Society, May 1986). Indeed, right up until the end of May 1986, the Home 
Office was asserting that there were no plans to create a specific offence of 'trespass' but 
were soon to change their minds. The pressure for such a law came from perhaps 
expected quarters - the National Farmers Union and the Country Landowners 
Association, who, on the 26th and 29th of May respectively, appealed to the government 
to add the amendment. On the 5th June, 1986 there was a public volte face when the 
Prime Minister announced that a Ministerial Committee would examine changes to the 
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laws of trespass, which culminated in the addition of section 39 to the Public Order Act 
of that year. 
It is interesting to note that despite perceiving similarities between police action against 
the miners and the Convoy, Brewer et al fail to mention the creation of Section 39 of the 
Public Order Act, 1986 - the 'anti-hippy' law. Perhaps this oversight is a function of their 
social distance from those concerned (as shown, for example, by their persistent use of 
the pejorative term 'hippy' when discussing New Travellers). The authors do 
acknowledge, however, that in many respects the 1986 Act was unprecedented as it 
"draws together and redefines the common law offences of riot, rout, unlawful assembly 
and affray, making them statutory offences" for the first time in history (ibid., p39). They 
conclude that: 
"There are instances when a liberal-democracy tips the scales against civil 
liberties. This is particularly the case when specific governments within liberal- 
democratic states operate, for whatever reason, within a wider definition of public 
order than is usual, thus drawing into the realm of public order such previously 
innocuous behaviour as hippy [sic] communes and peace camps. In Britain's case, 
it is tempting to advance the argument that public order issues highlight the 
increasingly authoritarian nature of the British state. " (ibid., p220). 
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The Social Context 
After physical maltreatment, victimisation and harassment by the police on such a scale, 
many New Travellers left the country or left the road after Beanfield. Many of the original 
Convoy Travellers went to Greenlands farm, a Christian community near Glastonbury in 
Somerset. As I argued in chapter 2, Travellers are a 'living reflection of life in the wider 
social stage' and it is unfeasible that they could co-exist in a society with increasing 
levels of social inequality without these in turn affecting Travellers themselves. Apart 
from the disproportionate effects of poverty on minority groups, such as Travellers, many 
sedentary people were also severely affected by the economic recession in the 1980s. The 
main point I want to get across here is that after 1985/6, a qualitative change began to 
occur in the make-up of New Travellers: whereas those of the Convoy ilk had largely 
chosen life on the road as opposed to life in the city, gradually the proportions 
changed as structural forces beyond the group's control - unemployment, poverty and 
homelessness in particular - came to play an increasingly important role in swelling 
Traveller numbers. These trends were exacerbated by specific legislation such as the 
Social Security Act, 1989 which withdrew benefits from 16-18 year olds at a time of 
high unemployment, and the sale of 1 million council houses under the 'right to buy' 
scheme. These contributed to an increase in youth homelessness, from where many New 
Travellers have originated. 
In popular consciousness, however, with the help of the media, New Travellers were 
(and still are) regarded as a continuation of the utopianism of the Convoy. Not least 
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among the negative perceptions New Travellers have inherited in this way is that they 
are 'hippies' who have 'dropped-out' of a society from which they continued to receive 
benefits. Then Conservative MP for Wells. David Heathcote-Amoury reflected a common 
view when he said that the Convoy "showed contempt for every aspect of organised 
society except the social security office. " 13 
As is often the case with such arguments, the demonisation of New Travellers was 
dislocated from any structural context which might reveal the reasons for their origin and 
the subsequent increase in their numbers, and transfers 'blame' to the victims of changes 
to social policy mentioned above. One of the few organisations to challenge these 
assumptions was the Children's Society who undertook research on New Travellers in 
1993. Their report, Out of Site, Out of Mind, found that 
"significant numbers of young people are moving - either individually or in small 
groups - from sleeping rough into vehicles and caravans, thus becoming 
Travellers. The young people concerned perceive this as a positive move" (Davis, 
et al, 1993, p4). 
Their research is backed up by that of the Penal Affairs Consortium (1994) who argued 
that 
"contrary to popular myth, the majority of New Travellers have been forced into 
travelling through such reasons as homelessness, family breakdown, leaving care, 
leaving prison, insecure housing arrangements, the need to escape an abusive 
13 Quoted in The Guardian, 6th June, 1986. 
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partner and financial difficulties. " 
These arguments highlight another historical continuity that Gypsy history shares with 
other Travellers: 
"As unemployment increases, more and more young people are forced to take to 
the roads, some inspired by a vision of comradeship and the freedom to travel, 
seeking new ways of living. Historically, these are the same pressures which 
motivated other groups - poverty caused by unemployment and land enclosures. " 
(Cotterhill, 1987, pp40-43). 
The Reverend David Penney was the Minister for Social Responsibility in the diocese of 
Salisbury during the most of the Stonehenge festival period and has witnessed at first- 
hand the changes that have affected the New Travelling community. He too argues that 
any explanation of the increase in Traveller numbers necessarily involves a consideration 
of wider social changes as "[Travellers]... exist because of society, a living reflection of 
reality and the way society has developed; for every Traveller there's a different story of 
where they have come from and why they travel" (Penny, 1993). 
Like Stewart (1993) he sees conflict between New Travellers and sedentary society as 
nothing new: "our kind of society regularly creates groups like New Age Travellers as a 
reaction to itself. " Smith (1993) also sees continuities between the forces which 
produced nomadic behaviour in the past and those of today. While appreciating that there 
are also significant differences between various Travelling groups, they have similar 
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needs for sites and both attract hostility from Gauja. She concludes that 
"what is certain is that the Travelling community as it is today, is the result of 
hundreds of years of people turning to a nomadic way of life through wars, 
persecution, famine, banishment, poverty, seeking employment or disenchantment 
with the society they live in" (1993, p6). 
Thus, rather than being a matter purely of 'individual choice', becoming a Traveller today 
is often the result of events outside one's control, such as unemployment and a lack of 
affordable housing; nevertheless, New Travellers are still often referred to as people who 
have consciously rejected mainstream culture, rather than having been rejected by it. Such 
rationalisations, in turn, have served to justify the discriminatory treatment Travellers 
have received, as well as to legitimise changes in the law aimed at curtailing their alleged 
excesses. 
But analysis is not the stuff of prejudice. In an individualistic ideological context which 
saw unemployment and poverty as personal (even pathological) inadequacy, the 'New 
Age Traveller scrounging off the state' became a potent symbol of a bogeyman which had 
to be stopped. The way to stop them was to combine the force of the state with an 
increase in its powers: to beef up the law. As we will see, the context for the 
criminalisation of New Travellers was a complex one and involved changes to many parts 
of social life, including policing. 
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Public order law in context 
Obviously, the Public Order Act, 1986 is no more independent of wider political and 
social influences than is the CJA today; both have to be seen in the context of developing 
public order law. However, as I will argue, the development of public order law itself in 
this period was intimately related to the populist neo-Conservative call for a 'back to 
basics' approach to such issues as welfare reform, restrictions on the 'power' of the unions 
and a crude 'law and order' philosophy exemplified by the 'prison works' ethos of the 
Home Office. Government policies during this period displayed what has been described 
as 'paradoxical interventionism', encouraging, as they did, withdrawal of state welfare 
support at the same time as increasing the police's resources. 
"Under Conservatism, law and order is a metaphor for certain forms of morality, 
emphasising individual effort and endeavour... [while their social] policies created 
the very social conditions in which crime has flourished [by undermining] ... 
full 
employment, job security and the belief that the State would make provision for 
housing, health-care and income maintenance. In order to shift responsibility from 
these effects they have been obliged to conceptualise public disorder and rising 
crime as moral issues, the acts of bad people. Crime has been dislocated from any 
structural context. "(Brake and Hale, 1992). 14 
The Thatcher government was elected to power in 1979, two months after the Southall 
riots, partly on a 'law and order' platform which had been initiated by the Police 
Superintendents' Association back in 1975. Election night itself revealed the importance 
of this issue, as 23% of those voters who changed political allegiance did so on the basis 
of law and order (Brake and Hale, 1992, p150). In their election manifesto, the 
Conservatives had promised "to spend more on fighting crime even while we economise 
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elsewhere" honouring this by settling in full an outstanding pay dispute between the 
police and the previous Labour government on the first full day of their administration. 
This established a pattern whereby, throughout the Conservative government's period of 
administration, policing remained unaffected by the swingeing cuts made elsewhere in the 
social programme. On top of this, the police were also given new powers and equipment 
in their 'fight against crime', including controversial new methods of crowd control, with 
which we will deal shortly. Here, I agree with Brewer et al (1988 p32) that: 
"new forms of organisation [of the police] new equipment and a new readiness to 
deploy de facto [national] riot-squads trained in 'tactical options' indicates the 
deterioration of police-society relations, and, perforce, the relationship between 
the state and society. " 
Together, these changes amount to what I will describe as the militarisation of the police. 
This process has occurred on many levels, though I will focus on three primary changes: 
1. the availability of new riot-control equipment, including CS gas spray, plastic bullets 
and body-armour; 
2. the extension of public order law to embrace formerly legitimate acts of conscience, 
assembly and protest. 
3. the impact of the increasingly sophisticated police intelligence network, encompassing 
present and forthcoming surveillance powers for the police (and, for the first time, M15 
on the British mainland). 
The process of police militarisation in relation to public order began in earnest when the 
(then) Chief Constable of Greater Manchester, James Anderton ushered in a new era of 
14 See also Belsey The New Right, Social Order and Civil Liberties, in Levitas, 1986. 
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pro-active policing in 1979. Although perhaps an extreme example of 'proselytising 
police officers', he was made President of ACPO in 1986. On BBC's Question Time, he 
provided a typically frank explanation of the future of policing in Britain, as he saw it: 
"What will be the matter of greatest concern ... above theft, 
burglary, even violent 
crime. .. will be the covert and ultimately overt attempts to overthrow 
democracy, 
to subvert the authority of the state, and.. . acts of sedition 
designed to destroy our 
parliamentary democratic government in this country. "1 5 
By'militarisation' I mean both "in the sense [that] in their defence of public order (sic) the 
police have been provided with the technological equipment and arms which amount to 
their militarisation [as well as] ... in the sense that they are aided 
in their defence of public 
order by the military, "(Brewer et al, op. cit, pp221-2) as shown, for example, at Rainbow 
Fields, as well as elsewhere. 
Policing The Crisis: industrial discontent, public order and Northern Ireland 
Brewer et al (op. cit p22) argue that "recent methods of public order policing in Britain 
have incorporated [paramilitary] tactics formerly tried and tested in the colonies. " 
Similarly, I would argue, powers, tactics and equipment used by the RUC in Northern 
Ireland are becoming normalised for the mainland police (see Hilyard in Scraton, 1987, 
pp307-308). 16 In this regard, the availability of plastic bullets and CS gas as public order 
equipment for the domestic police are significant developments, as is the extension of 
15 Chief Constable, James Anderton, BBC I Question Time, 16th October, 1979. 
16 See also Sir John Alderson on the 'poisoning' of British civil policing methods used in Northern Ireland 
and the miners' strike, below. 
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'anti-terrorist' powers for both the police and the security services, all of which had their 
precedents in the Province. But again, these developments need contextualising. 
The inter-play between the development of coercive public order policing with social and 
industrial discontent stretches back to the student protests against the Vietnam War in 
1968 and CND's Committee of 100 civil disobedience campaign. In the 1970s, there were 
similar formative moments which served to justify this 'populist authoritarianism' (Hall, 
1979) including the anti-National Front demonstrations and the miner's strikes of 1972 
and 1974. Many authors have traced the beginnings of the downfall of the Heath 
government to the miner's strike, particularly the victory at Saltley Gates in 1972, when 
the sheer number of 'flying pickets' from across Britain forced the government to 
capitulate to the NUM's demands. As the effects of the deepening recession became ever 
more obvious, the rest of the decade saw continuing industrial unrest. By now, both the 
government and the police were committed to improving the equipment, powers and 
training of the force in order to forestall any future Saltley-type scenario, and they looked 
to the RUC for inspiration. 
Back in 1977, ACPO had asked for "a new Public Order Act giving the police stronger 
powers to control marches and demonstrations, similar to police powers in Ulster" 17 
where 3 day's notice had to be given to the police in order to hold a demonstration - but 
these powers were not forthcoming from the Labour government. When the 
Conservatives took office in 1979, however, they lost no time in preparing the new laws. 
17 Quoted by Rollo, 1980, p186. 
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Within a month of coming to power, the first Home Secretary under Thatcher, Willie 
Whitelaw, had initiated a full-scale inquiry into 'public order', which, 7 years later, 
became the 1986 Public Order Act. Significantly, the 1986 Act not only incorporated the 
notice provisions used in Ulster, but extended them to 7 days for the mainland. Sir Robert 
Mark, Metropolitan Police Commissioner 1972-1977, had asked for these powers as long 
before as 1974: his submission to the Scarman Inquiry following the killing of an anti- 
National Front demonstrator by the police, recommended the following change to the law 
on assembly: 
"No person shall organise, arrange or advertise any public procession unless, 
within seven clear days before the holding of the said procession, notice has been 
given to the... police. "18 
Meanwhile, ACPO had produced a secret manual, 'Public Order, Tactical Operations', 
only one paragraph of which has ever entered the public domain. Even this small excerpt 
is sufficient to show the changing nature of police tactics for dealing with 'public order' 
situations: from policing the miners' strike to the Convoy at Stonehenge, such tactics were 
fast becoming a'first-line response rather than a last-line defence' : 
"[Shortshield squads] ... disperse the crowd and incapacitate the missile throwers 
and ringleaders by striking in a controlled manner with batons around the arms 
and legs and torso so as not to cause injury. To use the show of force to the 
greatest advantage officers should make a formidable appearance. " 
18 Mark's suggestion was incorporated nearly word for word in the 1986 Public Order Act. 
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These strategies employed by the police, like so many other facets of contemporary 
policing, owe their character to the experiences of the RUC, where close links with the 
army were commonplace. Sir Robert Mark was quite explicit on the subject: 
"Some of the tactics adopted by the London police, and later by other forces, were 
those developed and used by the army and the RUC Special Patrol Group 
[paramilitary police] in Northern Ireland. The introduction of 'snatch squads' and 
'wedges' in demonstrations, and random stop and searches and roadblocks on the 
streets were based on the army's experience in Ulster. " 19 
When the 'Review of Public Order Law' was published as a White Paper by next Home 
Secretary, Leon Brittan in May, 1985, one month before Beanfield, he clearly allied its 
creation with the just-ended strike by referring to 'criminal offences committed daily on 
the picket lines'. Indeed, the government saw industrial discontent firmly linked to a 
general moral decay exhibited in increasing lawlessness: 
"Law and order... [came] to be used as a symbol for the moral and economic 
decay of the country ... The Tory Party had a clear mission... to 
break the power of 
the unions, and the way it did this was by using the law... It committed itself ... to a 
radical restructuring of the British economy at the expense of the working class, 
and integral to this programme was an attack on trade union 'power' and the 
dismantling of the welfare state: union power had to be broken and this was 
achieved by linking it with the breakdown of law and order" (Brake and Hale, 
1992, p 148). 
19 Cited in Scraton, op. cit., p177. 
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The head of ACPO in 1985, and ergo the person responsible for the enactment of national 
riot squads, was Charles McLachan, Chief Constable of Nottinghamshire, the county at 
the centre of the year-long strike. He was succeeded as head of ACPO in 1986 by James 
Anderton, Chief Constable of Greater Manchester, a man whose basic philosophy seemed 
close to that of the Prime Minister, Margaret Thatcher. The following quotations illustrate 
their similarities in vision: first, Anderton - 
"Mass picketing - if I can use that popular misnomer - and violent street 
demonstrations are acts of terrorism without the bullet and the bomb... [Trade 
unions] are a politically motivated Mafia at work causing friction between police 
and the people. " 
Now, Thatcher, on the `crisis' facing the state: 
"At one end of the spectrum [of violence] are terrorist gangs within our borders 
and the terrorist states which arm them. At the other are the hard left, operating 
inside our system, conspiring to use union power and the apparatus of local 
government to break, defy and subvert the laws. Now the mantle has fallen on us 
to conserve the very principle of parliamentary democracy and the rule of law. , 20 
In my argument, the desired ends were the curtailment of trade union power as a 
concomitant 'necessity' to dismantling the welfare state, while the Convoy and other 
'hippies' proved an expedient means of achieving those ends by justifying changes to both 
public order policing as well as public order law. As part of this process, the antipathy 
expressed by the state towards the trade union movement in general, and New Travellers 
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in particular, allowed for: 
"The marginalisation of identifiable groups, who are the product of a surplus 
population suffering the enforced unemployment necessary to stabilise the long 
recessions of capitalism. As sections of the working class become sectionalised, 
so their reputations become criminalised. " (Brake and Hale, op. cit., p160). 
This marginalisation justified increased social control powers which, though 'targeted' at 
specific groups, were then available to suppress any resultant disorder that stemmed from 
the austere economic measures, what Ackroyd (et al, 1977) described as the state 'tooling 
up' to suppress the disorder it has created. 
"Circumstances such as these [the prospect of endemic unemployment and 
inequality] can spark off new levels of resistance - and, in anticipation, the means 
of control have already been strengthened. " (Rollo, op. cit. p201). 
In order to enact this new policy of 'pro-active' policing, the force acquired controversial 
crowd control equipment. 
Arming the police 
The parallels between policing in Northern Ireland and the evolution of public order 
policing on the mainland persist in this area too and include the availability of firearms 
for the domestic police. Plastic bullets have been used by the RUC in N. Ireland since 
1978 and 3000 rounds were finally made available to police forces in England and Wales 
in 1982, subject to approval from their local Police Authority. In 1986 Home Secretary, 
20 Ibid. p201. 
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Douglas Hurd announced that 1000 rounds would also be available from a central store in 
London, from which Chief Constables could draw 'even in the face of opposition from 
their Police Authority'. Plastic bullets were first were first used on demonstrations on the 
mainland during the riots in Toxteth in 1981, a year before they were made available to 
police forces nation-wide. In the context of arming the domestic police forces, it is 
salutary to remember that of the 17 lives taken by plastic bullets fired by the RUC, 11 
have been of children. 
There is also a danger that the use of such weaponry could become normalised on the 
mainland. After the disturbances which followed the shooting of Cherie Groce by the 
police, then Metropolitan Commissioner, Sir Kenneth Newman went on record as saying: 
"I wish to put all people of London on notice that I will not shrink from using 
plastic bullets should I believe them a practical option for restoring peace. " 
Moreover, the use of firearms as instruments of coercive oppression by the police in the 
Province is well-documented and should cause concern for minority groups here too. The 
most recent figures suggest that there was a 90% increase in complaints against the RUC 
from 1995-6, while the improper use of baton-rounds - being fired at people's heads rather 
than arms and legs as recommended in the guidelines - was established in 31 cases in one 
year alone (World At One, Radio 4.9/6/1997). 
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CS Gas 
The use of CS gas against civilians also has its precedent in Ulster. It was first used by the 
RUC during the riots in Bogside in 1969, where it was fired in grenades which released 
aerosol-borne CS upon impact. Although described by the Home Office as being 
relatively harmless, research by the Chemical Defence Research Establishment, 
demonstrates that, even in a dilution of 0.005%, CS is an effective incapacitant. In April 
1995, then Home Secretary, Michael Howard, announced trials of CS gas in a hand-held 
spray form, ultimately to be issued to all officers. Street trials began in 16 police areas in 
March 1996 in an operation co-ordinated by ACPO. Within a fortnight, Ibrahim Sey, a 
Gambian asylum seeker, died following the use of CS gas while hand-cuffed in police 
custody. 
The main difference between the types of CS used in 1969 and that used in 1996 is that of 
concentration: despite concerns over its safety, the Home Office authorised the personal- 
issue sprays to contain 5% CS. The strength of these doses is further exacerbated by the 
proximity at which they are used in the hand-held form, as well as by the fact that the 
spray can cause long-term effects as it settles on the skin. Research from Europe, where 
the spray has been used for years, reveals that after exposure to CS in this form, the 
victim is hospitalised for an average of 6 days. 21 
21 The Guardian 17th September, 1997. 
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Exclusion zones 
As mentioned above, other parallels between the Public Order Act, 1986 and public order 
policing in N. Ireland include the introduction of exclusion-zones onto mainland Britain. 
While 'banning orders' had been available to the British police since their creation to 
contain the British Union of Fascists in the 1930s, under the 1936 Public Order Act they 
could only be acquired where any demonstration ran the 'risk of serious public disorder', 
which implies some form of violence necessary. Under the 1986 Public Order Act these 
criteria were extended to non-violent situations, for example where "serious disruption to 
the life of the community", "to prevent serious damage to property" or "intimidation of 
others" - in a clear reference to the trade unions - was, in the opinion of senior officers, 
likely. 
Bizarrely, given the context of public order law in Britain originating out of the need to 
control fascist elements, the criteria for obtaining banning orders under the 1936 and 
1986 Acts were incorporated and extended under the CJA, 1994 in relation to 'raves'. 
Under the CJA raves could be prohibited if they were likely to "cause serious distress to 
residents in the locality", heralding the legalisation of 5-mile exclusion-zones used 
against the miners and the Convoy nearly 10 years earlier. When examined in the context 
of anti-union legislation, however, the wording and intention of various clauses in the 
CJA appear less bizarre. For example, when arrests under Section 68 of the CJA for 
"aggravated trespass" (i. e. - intimidating or disrupting a lawful activity) failed to secure 
convictions of road-protesters at the No-M65 site recently, at least one demonstrator was 
arrested under the 1992 Trade and Labour Relations Act, which had created a criminal 
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offence of intimidating or annoying someone, thus stopping them from working. 
22 In a 
similar way, the "aggravated trespass" sections of the CJA could also be used against 
picketing strikers rather than environmental protesters. 
In recent years, there have been significant developments in the trend towards 
authoritarianism, not least among which is the third strand of the militarisation of the 
police in the context of Travellers' relations with the state: the development of 
sophisticated intelligence gathering techniques. 
22 Malyon, 'Killing The Bill', New Statesman and Society, 8th July, 1994. 
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I 
Rave New World 
The development of the seed of a'Big Brother'-type police surveillance system in Britain 
began in 1970 with the launch of the Police National Computer (PNC) which, within five 
years, had over four million names 'on file'. The subsequent inclusion of 'public order' 
within its remit came in 1972 with the establishment of the National Recording Centre 
(NRC) created in order to enact a 'de facto [national] riot-squad' in times of social 
upheaval. Even here in relation to the development of these computerised police records, 
the Northern Ireland experience looms large, as the British version was modelled on the 
system which the RUC shared with the army. It is noteworthy that the NRC, which came 
under the exclusive control of the president of ACPO, was only ever called into play 
during industrial disputes and inner-city riots. As Brewer (op. cit, p22) argues 
"the ability to acquire, interpret and exploit intelligence is no less relevant to the 
maintenance of order [sic] than more conventional forms of policing. " 
In relation to the state's monitoring of 'New Age' Travellers, the social security 
department's close liaison with the police during Operation Daybreak at Stoney Cross 
grew closer as time went on. Back in 1986 the DHSS had recommended that "in the 
interests of advance warning and the safety of staff, we recommend better liaison with 
the police" and went on to advise that "information relating to appearance, health and 
other distinguishing features of nomadic claimants be recorded on a regional index until a 
computerised national index is available" (DHSS, op. cit. p5). 
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By the time the CJA became law in 1994, such an index had been in operation for nearly 
two years, but had been established by the police, rather than the DHSS. In terms of this 
being indicative of a trend towards authoritarianism, it is significant that other'out' groups 
such as 'ravers' and environmental protesters, also came to be subject to these 'intelligence 
gathering exercises' by the various agencies of the state. Moreover, given the 
contemporary political climate in which non-violent direct action is having serious 
financial implications for the state, it can be argued that those groups criminalised 
alongside Travellers in the CJA - such as road-protesters and animal rights activists - are 
increasingly coming under the remit of the police's 'anti-terrorist' division, Special 
Branch, as well the security service M15. This phenomenon, coupled with the extension 
of the police's 'anti-terrorist' powers in relation to domestic surveillance generally and 
environmental and animal rights protests in particular, suggests that an increasing 
importance is being placed on the role of intelligence gathering where 'public order' 
situations are concerned. As we will see, more recent legislation under the Police Act, 
1997, which extended police powers in relation to 'bugging' domestic houses and 
telephones, added to the newly increased powers of M15 to act on the British mainland, 
under the Security Services Act, 1996, supports the thesis that the state is becoming 
progressively authoritarian in relation to domestic 'order'. 
i 
The Surveillance Society 
There is nothing new in the British state choosing to monitor its nomads: as we saw in 
relation to 'Gypsies', every European state has sought to regulate Travellers in this way. A 
common theme used to justify these methods of social control was the "perennial moral 
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crisis over Travellers, work and social security" (Clark, 1997, p l). It should come as little 
surprise to anyone involved with Gypsy-Traveller politics to learn that the creation of a 
nation-wide surveillance scheme of 'New Age' Travellers by the state resurrected this 
familiar paranoia. In a contemporary manifestation of the historical stereotyping of 
Travellers, those of the 'New Age' variety are portrayed as "drunken, bone-idle scroungers 
who are living it up at the expense of the hard-working tax-payers" (ibid. p7). While this 
language may seem rather extreme, it is, as we will see, an accurate reflection of many 
views expressed in the media, by politicians and local Councillors, i. e. it is the dominant 
perception of 'New Age' Travellers. 
In relation to New Travellers, the 'need' for a national computerised index was finally 
made operational in 1993, following the Castlemorton and Kerry Ridgeway Festivals the 
previous summer. Castlemorton festival, like the Battle of the Beanfield, was one of the 
formative moments for the Travelling communities in Britain - both in terms of its 
cultural impact on the alternative festival scene, as well as in terms of the state's reaction 
to it. Not only did Castlemorton legitimate the creation of a nation-wide surveillance 
network of what they called New Age' Travellers by the police under Operation Snapshot 
and Nomad, but it was also held directly responsible for the introduction of the measures 
contained in the CJA. 
A Gathering of the Tribes 
As with the events at Beanfield, the Castlemorton festival needs some explanatory 
background. While the now annual 5 -mile exclusion-zone around Stonehenge each 
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summer had put a stop to that particular festival, the demand for free festivals was such 
that others sprang up to fill the void, including Torpedo Town in Hampshire and 
Smeatharpe in Somerset. What members of the original Convoy remained had been 
joined by thousands of new-comers from the cities - people who, in the main, were 
'economic refugees' escaping homelessness, unemployment and poverty in bleak inner- 
cities. In a succinct precis of the Children's Society research cited earlier, Neil Ansell 
from the'Big Issue' explains: 
"There have always been Travellers' sites, but what we are seeing now is homeless 
people moving onto these sites because [social security and housing] legislation 
has left them with nowhere else to go" (Big Issue no. 205). 
While many of these New Travellers may not have taken to the road out of ideological 
conviction, there remain residual elements of the culture created by the Peace Convoy, 
not least among which were the tendencies to live and move in groups, and an itinerant 
lifestyle that revolved around the (few remaining) free festivals. One such festival was the 
'Avon Free' held at the end of May since the early 1980s on the commons around 
Chipping Sodbury, near Bristol. By 1992, Avon and Somerset police force had 
established Operation Nomad with the intention of stopping the Avon Free. A leaked 
Force Operational Order (no. 36/92) marked "In Confidence" is explicit about the purpose 
of the operation: 
"With effect from Monday 27th April 1992, dedicated resources will be used to 
gather intelligence in respect of the movements of itinerants and travellers (sic) 
and deal with minor acts of trespass... [These] resources will be greatly enhanced 
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for the period Thursday 21st May to Sunday 24th May inclusive in relation to the 
anticipated gathering of travellers in the Chipping Sodbury area. " 
Given the scale and duration of the operation, some authors have argued that the 
Castlemorton festival was at least partly engineered by the police (e. g. Carey, 1996). In a 
co-ordinated campaign, Avon and Somerset constabulary pushed the Travellers 
northwards out of the county into W. Mercia, where the festival finally took place at an 
improvised venue. Castlemorton festival lasted just over a week, during which time the 
police closely monitored the situation. Press headlines following the festival further 
demonstrate the congruity between the treatment of Travellers and the militarisation of 
the police. The Travellers were depicted as organised insurgents against the social order 
which served to justify the introduction of new methods of social control and, like 
Beanfield before it, a further extension of public order law. As Luxton (1993) has argued, 
"the slow drift of disaffected youth onto the road gained sudden visibility when festivals 
became appropriated as a new venue by popular rave culture" (p27) adding a new 
dimension to the demonisation process. In the by now familiar militaristic tones, a 
journalist from the local Malvern and Leybury Reporter declared: 
"At that moment I became aware that I was in enemy territory: by sheer weight of 
numbers, the visitors had removed this little pocket of England from the rule of 
law. " 
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This line was also followed by the Sunday Times who described the festival goers as: 
"The numerical equivalent of two motorised army divisions, complete with flags 
flying, beating drums and followed by a pack of dogs. " 
The argument that the legacy of the Castlemorton festival was that it was directly 
responsible for the introduction of the CJA is plainly disingenuous, as similar 
proposals had been mooted since at least 1983,9 years before Castlemorton happened. 
Nevertheless, David Willmott, Chief Constable of Greater Manchester, in language 
strangely reminiscent of that used to describe the events following Beanfield, summed up 
the Police's view when he said: 
"Matters came to a head during the summer of 1992 which saw confrontation 
between the police and New Age travellers at Castlemorton, W. 
Mercia.. [when].. an estimated 25,000 people gathered causing disruption, damage 
and fear to local communities. For the first time politicians and the public could 
see just how inadequate the legislation was. What was at stake was nothing 
less than the preservation of the liberty of the individual in a free society. , 23 
The presentation of the Castlemorton festival as a confrontation between Travellers and 
the police is misleading as no confrontation actually took place. On the contrary, the 
festival was a peaceful affair and relations between the police and festival goers were 
amicable. This is clearly demonstrated in the days following the festival when, bored after 
an uneventful weekend, some of the police officers above the site began playing 
'rounders'. One of my respondents, Slim, noticed the police having their game and 
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assembled a team of his own to challenge them. Ten assorted men, women and children 
piled into Slim's enormous 'Hippo' army lorry and set off across the fields towards the 
police. When they reached the pitch, they found the officers playing the game using a 
truncheon for a bat, a riot shield as home base and helmets as staging posts. Only one 
officer refused to play with 'the hippies' and the game continued until a photographer's 
flashlight interrupted them. Loma, Slim's 5 year old daughter, was holding the truncheon 
ready to play at the time and was most upset that she wasn't going to get a go. After a 
brief discussion among the police (who were mainly worried about getting into trouble 
with their superiors) the game resumed for one more round. The final result is disputed, 
with both sides claiming victory. Stories such as these arise repeatedly, but don't reach the 
populace, perhaps because they don't make 'good copy' compared to the familiar stories of 
police-Traveller confrontations. 
Another festival later that summer at Kerry Ridgeway, Powys, resurrected the familiar 
argument about New Travellers signing-on in a society from which they had allegedly 
dropped-out. For the first time, DSS benefits' staff took a mobile office to a festival 
site - much to the delight of the media. The Daily Express set the tone: 
"Decent, hard-working, taxpayers will have been enraged by reports that social 
security staff have been taking claim-forms to the drug-sodden wastrels illegally 
parked on private land in Wales. i24 
23 Chief Constable Willmott's article appeared in the Police Review magazine in November, 1994, as part of 
a police response to the introduction of the CJA that month. 24 30th July, 1992 
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This theme was embraced by the Social Security Minister, Peter Lilley, who, at the Tory 
Party Conference that year argued 
"This summer, I announced tougher rules affecting so-called 'New Age' 
Travellers... Most people were sickened, as I was, by the sight of these scroungers, 
descending like locusts, demanding benefits with menaces. We are not in the 
business of subsidising scroungers. i25 
Such invective against 'New Age' Travellers went right to the top of political hierarchy. 
Then Prime Minister, John Major, in a rabble-rousing speech to the same conference 
declared: 
"There's another [law and order] problem we are dealing with - the illegal 
occupation of land by so-called 'new age travellers' [sic]. You will have seen the 
pictures on television or in the newspapers; if you live in the West Country and 
Wales you may have seen it on your own doorstep. Farmers powerless, crops 
destroyed and livestock killed by people who say they commune with nature, but 
have no respect for it when it belongs to others. New age travellers? Not in this 
age. Not in any age!... They say we don't understand them. Well I'm sorry - but if 
rejecting materialism means destroying the property of others, then I don't 
understand. If 'doing your own thing' means exploiting the social security system, 
then I don't want to understand. If alternative values mean a selfish and lawless 
disregard for others, then I won't understand. Let others speak for these new age 
travellers. We will speak for their victims. " 
25 Taken from Peter Lilley's speech to the Conservative Party Conference, 7th October, 1992. 
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Even the Opposition followed the government in demanding that 'something be done' 
about these New Age Travellers. Frank Field, Labour MP and (then) Chair of the 
Commons Social Security Committee was quoted as saying: 
"The rules of 'availability for work' are ruthlessly applied to my constituents and 
they should be applied to the hippies [sic] as well. " 
The humorous dimension to Travellers' relations with the police can also be seen with 
preparations for the Kerry festival later in 1992. This event had been negotiated between 
the police and the Travellers' representative, 'Phillip Mitchelum', and, again, no trouble 
occurred between the two sides. However, the senior officers present at the festival failed 
to see the funny side when it was pointed out to them that they had been conducting 
negotiations via the Press with Mr'Fill up my chillum'! 26 
The media in general were antipathetic to the Travellers and, during this period, it was de 
rigeur for them to concoct fanciful tales of the Travellers' debauched, nihilistic lifestyle. It 
is difficult to exaggerate the level of vituperative employed against New Travellers during 
this period. The following give some idea of the depth of fear and loathing openly 
displayed against them: 
"We have heard all sorts of explanations as to what are "New Age travellers" 
(sic). However, I want to assure your Lordships that they are not traditional 
travelling folk but hippies. " - Viscount Tenby. 
27 
26 A'chillum' is an Indian hashish pipe. 27 Hansard, volume 537, column 512, no. 9,14th May, 1992. 
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"Often these New Age Travellers do not wish to occupy authorised sites. They 
want to be able to roam unchecked across the countryside at their own volition 
and then settle like some great bumble bee on whatever flower happens to take 
their fancy. " - Earl Ferrers, Minister of State at the Home Office. 28 
"New Age Travellers adopt their lifestyle as a matter of choice. They can not 
possibly be described as true nomads, or in the somewhat romantic terms in which 
gipsies (sic) have been described this evening. Further, New Age Travellers 
appear to have no wish to establish themselves or reside on authorised sites, but 
simply want to roam through the countryside unchecked. " - Under Secretary of 
State for the Environment, Tony Baldry. 29 
"Keep This Scum Out!... They call themselves tinkers. Itinerants. New Age 
Travellers. We call them parasites. The scum of the earth who live off the backs 
of others ... They set up filthy, disease-ridden camps on roadsides and in parks and 
offend every decent citizen.. . Time to clamp down on the unwashed hordes. .. We 
are opening a hot-line to help chase this scum out of the Midlands. "- Birmingham 
Evening Mail (29th June, 1993). 
"We were careful not to include genuine gypsies (sic) in the article.. The two 
groups we've gone for are Tinkers [Irish Travellers] and New Age Travellers, the 
ones who are scum in my book. New Age people are mostly drop-outs we feel and 
people disillusioned with the mercenary attitude of Britain today - but are still 
quite happy to accept state benefits provided by the mercenary state. " - 
Birmingham Evening Mail, explaining the above article in The Guardian. 
"Lazy, unwashed groups of travellers have been preying on the public. " - then 
Home Secretary, Ken Clark, in The Western Daily Press (8th October, 1992) 
29 Ibid. Column 536. 
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"The Hippy invasion 
.. [ofJ.. the Dark Age Travellers. " - Bristol Evening Post 
(10th June 1993). 
"Fury over handouts for army of unwashed scroungers... Hippies are getting away 
with claiming a fortune in benefits because they don't wash, won't work and are 
social outcasts, Government officials admitted last night... Taunton MP, David 
Nicholson is demanding that the Government prevent New Age Travellers, clearly 
not looking for work, from claiming social security money. "- Western Daily 
Press, (8th July, 1992). 
"Rules to crack down on Britain's growing army of scruffy travellers had to come. 
The old go-as-you-please way had clearly failed... These latter-day vagabonds 
reject society and everything it stands for - but still expect that same society to 
provide for them. Quiet nature- loving Romanies with flower tubs outside their 
doors and respect for other people's property are not the problem. Britain has 
rubbed along with them well enough for generations. But the arrival of a new, 
ugly, breakaway culture is something else, and has forced the Government to act. " 
- Bristol Evening Post, (19th August, 1992). 
I could go on providing examples of this type of misrepresentation ad nauseum, but these 
few examples should suffice to show the general tone of many descriptions of this group. 
Whether these are made by the tabloid press or Ministers in Government, there appears to 
be a broad consensus that New Age' Travellers as a group exist, that they are, at best 
undesirable, at worst antisocial. In nearly all such cases, they are distinguished from 
'Gypsies' in such a way as to imply that the latter are the subject of near universal 
approval by the settled community. This is seriously open to question: Gypsies have been 
persecuted in every single European state since their arrival in 15th century, and are still 
29 Hansard, column 319,13th April, 1994. 
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the most unpopular ethnic minority group in Britain today. 30 Moreover, many of the 
stereotypes currently associated with 'New Age' Travellers, especially those concerning 
alleged idleness and parasitism have been used against Gypsy Travellers for centuries (cf. 
Kenrick and Puxon, 1972). 
Following the tabloid-fuelled hysteria after the Kerry festival, the DSS (as it had by then 
become) re-invigorated their surveillance of 'New Age' Travellers. An internal memo 
from the Benefits Agency (no. 24/93) states : 
"Offices will be aware of the adverse reaction from the media following the 
treatment of claims from this client group last summer. " 
The bulletin goes on to advise that claims for Income Support by New Travellers should 
be 'scrutinised carefully' to ensure that they are fulfilling the criteria for entitlement to that 
benefit: i. e., to be 'actively seeking work'. The bulletin openly admits that "to support 
Districts in the task of handling claims, a national task force has been set up... [and that] it 
is essential that liaison arrangements are established with the relevant Employment 
Service and the local police. " It goes on to provide three pages of telephone numbers of 
police officers working in this area to aid just such 'liaison'. As Clark notes, the effects of 
this in relation to social security payments was that 
"criticism of the DSS by the media led to a tightening-up of existing regulations 
and new administrative measures under consideration being implemented: 
30 A 1994 poll by the American Jewish Committee found that Gypsies were considered to be the least 
desirable group to have as neighbours in every European country, particularly in the UK 
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namely, a tightening-up of the 'actively seeking work' regulations and also the 
cutting of hardship payments... Though Travellers were the public target, the net 
had been widened to catch other'work shy' individuals. " (Clark, 1997, p5). 
In this way, Travellers can be seen as performing the dual-function of legitimating new 
forms of social control, as well as forming the target population on which to implement 
the changes, with little public opposition due to their stigmatised status. 
Operation Snapshot 
Allied with this greater scrutiny of New Travellers by the DSS was the creation of 
Operation Snapshot by the police. It is interesting to note how close the relationship 
between these two agencies of the state had become. Operation Snapshot was a nation- 
wide police surveillance scheme of "New Age Travellers and the rave scene" which was 
established in 1993 in 'response' to Castlemorton and has its Head Quarters at the 
Southern Central Intelligence Unit (SCIU) in Devizes, Wiltshire and has a `sister' 
organisation in Cumbria. Minutes of one meeting held at SCIU in March 1993 recorded 
its objectives to be the creation of "a system whereby intelligence could be taken into the 
control-room and the most up-to-date intelligence was to hand... capable of high-speed 
input, retrieval and dissemination of information. " 
According to The Observer "police have set up a computerised intelligence operation 
spanning the country. Officers are equipped with lap-top terminals giving them up-to-the- 
minute information on the movements, names, criminal records and vehicle details of 
thousands of travellers. " Present at that meeting were force representatives from Avon 
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and Somerset, Devon and Cornwall, Bedfordshire, Dorset, Dyfed-Powys, 
Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, Kent, Norfolk, Northamptonshire, S. Wales, Gwent, 
Staffordshire, Thames Valley, Warwickshire, Surrey, Suffolk, W. Mercia and the W. 
Midlands, along with Ministry of Defence Police and the National Criminal Intelligence 
Service. They unanimously agreed to provide the SCIU with "any information no matter 
how small on New Age Travellers and the rave scene. " Under Snapshot police forces 
around Britain photographed Travellers, their vehicles and their licence plates and tried to 
link these with their names and nicknames. 
The principal way in which Snapshot impacted on Travellers' welfare rights was as 
follows: Benefit Agency staff in the vicinity of a festival were able to approach 
individually named police officers for information relating to new clients who appeared 
to be Travellers; if that claimant had been Snapshotted at the festival, then it was assumed 
that they were not'actively seeking work' and their benefit could be withdrawn. This is a 
peculiarly ironic sanction as it penalises Travellers for attending the very types of venue 
where they are most likely to be able to earn a living independently of the state. 
Co-operation between the police and the benefits' office works both ways - in return, the 
Benefits Agency have carried out at least 5 national censuses of `New Age Travellers'. 31 
The criteria for establishing who is a `New Age' Traveller for the purposes of this census 
rests on appearance - "distinctive clothes, hair-styles and living in a vehicle. " The notion 
that it is possible to gauge New Traveller numbers on the basis of such subjective 
31 The Guardian, 10th September, 1994. 
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judgements demonstrates that the state's perception of New Travellers is remarkably 
similar to the popular stereotype of a dreadlocked crusty with a dog on a string. More 
importantly, it represents the realisation of the type of surveillance scheme first 
recommended by the DHSS Nomadic Claimants Working Party back in 1986. The focus 
on appearance recommended by the Working Party and adopted under Snapshot formed 
part of the justification process for legitimating changes to social security policy: 
Travellers have helped to facilitate these measures through the changes being associated 
with curtailing their alleged parasitism. 
In November 1996, the significance of 'appearance' in relation to benefit rights was 
normalised in the Job Seekers Allowance, which superseded Income Support. Under this 
legislation, unemployed people (now referred to as 'Jobseekers') could have their benefit 
withdrawn for up to 6 months if their appearance rendered them, in the eyes of the benefit 
staff, 'unemployable'. In reality of course, most Travellers are parents, many of them 
single parents and therefore would not "sign-on" at a benefit office even if they were 
unemployed, as single parents are exempted from this'actively seeking work'/'jobseeking' 
criteria. 32 The logic underpinning this numbers exercise betrays many of the 
taken-for-granted assumptions about Travellers: by conducting the census in 
unemployment offices the implication is that most Travellers are unemployed, an 
assumption which remains unsubstantiated by any evidence. This process ignores two 
important factors: firstly, the "irregular and informal work patterns [in which Travellers 
specialise] are seen as idleness and lack of discipline... These negative evaluations arise 
32 See Statutory Instrument no. 2804,1992. 
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precisely because, by rejecting low-paid waged work and conventional schooling, 
travellers are stepping outside of the totalising structures of the state, though they are not 
outside of society"(Bence-Jones, 1995, p19). Secondly, it ignores the fact that social 
policies, leading to high unemployment, poverty and homelessness, have contributed to 
the rise in the New Traveller population which the state has then attempted to suppress 
through punitive measures. These official sanctions then serve to strengthen the latent 
prejudice of the settled society towards Travellers, by reinforcing their association with 
parasitism. 
The figures produced by the police under Snapshot and Nomad assert that, at most, there 
are only 2000 vehicles housing 8000 people on the New Traveller scene. Now that the 
principal and the practice of domestic surveillance of British citizens (who have not been 
found guilty of any offence) has been established, it seems likely that other demonised 
groups will come to join Travellers and ravers under the watchful eye of 'Big Brother'. 
The effectiveness of these forms of surveillance can be seen in relation to attempts in 
1993 to stage a 'Castlemorton II' which was entirely thwarted by the police, although at 
massive public cost. Using the 'intelligence' gained under Snapshot, Avon and Somerset 
Constabulary resurrected Operation Nomad to prevent the 'Avon Free' festival taking 
place over the May Bank Holiday week-end. Using hundreds of police drawn from 4 
neighbouring forces, the police succeeded in breaking-up the festival-goers by pushing 
them onto the M5 motorway, which had been closed off in advance. (Given that this was 
the busiest motorway in the country on the busiest bank holiday of the year, the effect of 
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closing it for the week-end was dramatic with traffic jams stretching back nearly 15 miles 
on the alternative routes. ) Meanwhile, thousands of Travellers were stranded on the 
motorway, headed north, with every exit from junction 9-16 blocked by riot-vans and, in 
one case, an armoured personnel carrier, which prevented the Travellers leaving. 
Everyone in the convoy had been served with section 39 of the 1986 Public Order Act 
and given a map outlining the exclusion zone around Castlemorton. It was an offence to 
enter the area shown on the map once served with a section 39. As they approached the 
dis-used service station at Strencham, the vehicles at the front came to a stop: after a brief 
discussion, the Travellers informed the police that they weren't prepared to carry on 
heading north on the M5 as it took them within the exclusion zone from which they had 
been excluded; once inside that zone, any and everyone present would be, de facto, 
breaking the law and liable to arrest. With literally hundreds of riot police stradling the 
three lanes of the motorway in front of them, the Travellers refused to move and the 
police refused to allow them off the motorway, thus a stale-mate ensued. While stranded 
in the middle lane, one of the sound systems turned on its record decks and soon 
hundreds of people were festivaling on the motorway. As one of the Travellers told me "if 
they won't let us off, then we'll have to have our festival here. " 
At the time, I was doing voluntary work for Shelter in Bristol and was asked to offer any 
assistance to the Travellers. I called up a photojournalist friend and together we were 
allowed past the police lines. When we arrived, the negotiations were nearing completion 
and the police finally let the Travellers use the service station for the night. Thankful for a 
brief period of respite after being hounded around the westcountry for three days, around 
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500 people had a small impromptu party in the services, while the police merely 
monitored the situation. In the morning, however, each vehicle was individually served 
with a new public order notice and the police succeeded in splitting the convoy into 
groups of 6 and sending them off in different directions. Although there had been no 
'Avon Free' in 1993, the operation to prevent it had cost in excess of £500,00033 and had 
disrupted one of the major routes to the South West for the whole week-end. Similar 
operations to prevent Travellers gathering for festivals cost comparable sums: for 
example, the police costs for Operation Solstice in 1992 to prevent the Stonehenge 
festival were £242,000 and yet resulted in only 32 arrests and 3 charges. As the Prime 
Minister himself had indicated earlier, New Age' Travellers had gone right up the 
political agenda and these high profile police operations only increased the willingness of 
the state to criminalise Travellers and other expressions of domestic dissent. 
Widening the net 
"Civil disobedience on the grounds of conscience is an honourable tradition in this 
country and those who take part in it may in the end be vindicated by history. " Mr 
Justice Hoffman, summing-up in the Twyford Down appeal. 
I will start this section of the chapter by defining the significant terms that will be used 
throughout. The most important of these is 'criminalisation'. Henceforth, when I employ 
this term it suggests the following: not only that "the police [treat] public disorder (sic) as 
instances of ordinary breaches of the law without regard to the political context in which 
33 According to acting Chief Constable, Terry Grange, quoted in The Independent, 1st June, 1993. 
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the offences occur" but that, further, the state is progressively "extending the scope of the 
criminal law beyond direct manifestations of disorder to cover acts previously regarded as 
innocent of criminal intent. "(Brewer, et al, op. cit. p231) As I will argue below, this 
process of criminalisation in relation to domestic peaceful protest is gradually entering 
the arena of 'terrorism', wherein such acts of conscience are becoming increasingly 
regarded as subversive by the state. Paradoxically however, despite this seeming 
enthusiasm to portray non-violent direct action as 'terrorism' of sorts, the political 
dimension of such protest, as we will see below, is consistently denied and it is treated as 
'extremist' behaviour carried out by 'fanatics'. This is inconsistent with the definition of 
'terrorism' in two ways: firstly, 'terrorism' means 'violence directed towards political ends' 
while the burgeoning anti-roads and live-export campaigns are avowedly peaceful in 
nature. At the same time, the police and Crown Prosecution Service (CPS) underplay the 
political nature of the protest by dealing with the protesters under normal criminal law. 
As Sedley has argued the CPS are keen to stress that protesters' trials "are nothing to do 
with politics but only with the preservation of order. "34 
However, as we have seen, the very concept of 'order' itself has undergone a significant 
transformation over the last two decades and now embraces many peaceful forms of 
collective action. And, as we will see, its remit was extended further via the CJA. 
The second important term to define is 'politicisation'. When I speak of the 'politicisation' 
of the police, I use that term in the sense employed by Reiner (in Punch, 1983); namely, - 
34 Sedley in The Listener magazine, 6th October, 1970. 
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that: 
"the content of police work has itself become politicized (sic). The spread of 
terrorism, political demonstrations, and the recent wave of urban riots have meant 
that policing is increasingly concerned with activities that are informed by an 
explicit political consciousness. .. police accountability has become a major 
political issue... [and] the emergence of the police themselves into the political 
arena as an overt pressure group" is a further dimension of their politicisation" 
(Reiner, 1983, p126-148). 
While the evolution of the public order sections of the CJA is analysed in depth later in 
the thesis, I think it is important to examine some aspects of them now, in order to 
contextualise the development of further coercive powers by the state in the 1990s. Back 
in 1988, four years before the legislation was first presented to Parliament, Brewer put 
the case that : 
"Liberal-democratic states operate under the constraint of 'due process' or the 
norm of legality which restricts their non-legal powers. But by enacting new 
legislation which widens the definition of public disorder and therefore extends 
the range of public order offences, the oppressive nature of such changes is 
cloaked in the mantle of legality, as is the case with Britain's Public Order Act 
[1986]. This is also accompanied in some instances by a process of 
criminalisation so that formerly legal or peaceful acts are criminalised in order to 
justify the severity of the state's response to them. " 
This process of extending public order law continued into the 1990s with the enactment 
of the CJA in 1994. In this Act, not only were new offences of 'trespass' introduced, but 
hunt-saboteurs, road-protesters, squatters, ravers and Travellers all came under the remit 
of the criminal law. As I will argue, the inclusion of these particular groups into public 
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order law is a further indication of the drift towards authoritarianism by the British state. 
Once more, however, I feel it is necessary to state that while the above-mentioned groups 
formed the 'public target' for the new powers - with 'New Age' Travellers, 'ravers' and 
squatters actually being mentioned by name - the final legislation was worded so loosely 
that nearly any form of collective protest was effectively outlawed. 
Eco-terrorists? 
The direct action politics seen during the 1970s and 1980s in Britain has seen a rapid 
resurgence in the 1990s; indeed, as the protests at Shoreham and Brightlingsea against the 
transportation of live animals to the Continent showed, such protests grew to include 
wide swathes of 'middle England' and thousands of middle-class supporters joined these 
campaigns around the country. Many of these also supported the road-protesters living in 
the trees and under the ground, at places such as Solsbury Hill, near Bath, and Fairmile in 
Devon. At these and other sites, committed environmentalists literally put themselves in 
front of the road-building machines in their attempts to stop particular road schemes 
going ahead, as well as to highlight the broader issues of environmental pollution and the 
creeping 'car culture' dominant at the time. 
Direct action environmentalism had been established for over a decade in the US through 
the protests undertaken by groups such as Earth First! against logging companies felling 
800 year old Redwoods for paper. Their tactics of physically occupying the threatened 
trees were adopted by a group of English Travellers called the Dongas Tribe who 
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occupied a tree in the path of the M3 extension set to cut through Twyford Down in 
Hampshire. Their tree-top protest received international publicity and although ultimately 
unsuccessful, raised awareness of the issues surrounding road-building and inspired many 
other protest camps around the country. As Oxford academic and land-rights campaigner 
George Monbiot argues, direct action has become "the most potent political force of the 
1990s. It has grown to signify the re-democratisation of the political process" for 
thousands of the dispossessed who felt alienated from mainstream politics. 
It was n't solely the appeal of direct action protests to the young and the middle-class that 
contributed to its criminalisation, however; it was the impact it was having on the road- 
building lobby and police resources in general which played a definitive role in its 
subsequent demonisation. In essence, occupying the trees and land in the path of a 
proposed road is little more than a stalling tactic, rather than a realistic attempt to stop 
that road being built. The strength of such protests lies not in their immediate effect on 
any particular activity, but in the cumulative effect they have on the viability of such 
environmentally damaging practices in the future. For example, to date it has cost more 
than £5.4 million to police the demonstrations against live animal exports at Bightlingsea 
and Dover, £6.4 to police the No-M11 campaign in London, while the Newbury by-pass 
protest was projected to cost over £12 million by 1998. Emma Must, an active road- 
protester who spent 3 months in prison over the Twyford Down occupation, argues that 
the costs of policing and evicting the protesters from the few camps that have existed led 
the road-building programme being cut by a third in 1995. 
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It can be argued that the success of these campaigns can also be gauged by the fact that 
the state has found it 'necessary' to include these activities under the rubric of public 
disorder in the law. However, the inclusion of non-violent direct action into public order 
law contraverts the raison d'etre of that branch of law: to preserve the physical peace. Due 
to the protesters commitment to a Ghandiesque 'massive but passive' form of resistance, 
'the peace' is not imperilled by such protest; therefore, the criminalisation of peaceful 
protest is itself legally questionable. Since the CJA was enacted in 1994, hundreds of 
anti-road protesters have faced months in prison for peacefully demonstrating against 
road-building, while their acts of conscience have rendered them 'criminals'. 
However, the state considers even these increased powers insufficient and has now gone 
further still. On the one hand, the anti-terrorist branch of the police, Special Branch, 
incorporated environmental protest for the first time (at least, officially) in 1996; while on 
the other, the security service, M15 - which had exclusively acted only against terrorism 
from abroad - acquired powers in relation to domestic 'crime' detection, again for the first 
time. Whilst not restricted to environmental or other protesters, their inclusion "as a 
category of terrorism is reflective of the fact that such protests are registering a significant 
effect on big business. 05 Both the extension of police powers and the widening remit of 
the security services will be dealt with in turn. 
From the outset, the anti-roads movement had been characterised by a commitment to 
non-violent direct action; indeed this commitment to peaceful resistance has led to some 
35 Carey 'Unleashing The Spies' in Squall magazine, volume 13, summer 1996, p 17. 
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criticism from within established revolutionary factions, which culminated in the 
opposing "Kill The Bill" message of the Socialist Workers Party with the "Chill The Bill" 
of the more 'fluffy' protesters during the Act's passage through Parliament. This 'spikey' - 
'fluffy' divide illuminates the current dissatisfaction towards conventional 'politiking' 
exemplified through the 'deeds not words' philosophy of many environmental activists. 
However, despite the evident peaceful nature of the road-protests, some parts of the 
media have fabricated stories about them which have entered mainstream consciousness, 
and have contributed towards their criminalisation. The first example of what have been 
described as 'disinformation techniques' against the contemporary environmental 
movement came in John Harlow's now infamous "Green Guerrillas Booby-Trap Sites" 
article in the Sunday Times in 1994. In this piece, Harlow makes unsubstantiated 
allegations about pits having been dug on the site of the Batheaston road protest with 
sharpened files left in them designed to injure the workmen, and prophesied a 
forthcoming "Summer of Hate. " The fact that these pits were discovered by (and intended 
for) the protesters and subsequently reported by them to the police, remained 
unmentioned in the article. The idea had been planted that "environmental and animal 
[rights] protesters have turned nasty " (as Madeleine Bunting was to allege in an article in 
the Guardian later that year). Another of the broadsheets, the Independent ended the year 
with a front page headline "Crackdown on green terrorism", which like Bunting's, relied 
exclusively on Harlow's discredited piece. As Goodwin argues: 
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"On top of the CJA, the government set up a Forward Intelligence Team (FIT) to 
co-ordinate evidence gathering techniques on principal targets [in the anti-roads 
movement]... By linking environmentalists to the activities of the bomb-squad, the 
Association of Chief Police Officers [who authorised Special Branch covering 
environmental protest] has further accelerated the process of forcing the 
movement underground where it could join the likes of the Animal Liberation 
Front in social and political isolation. Once marginalised, road-protesters could 
face 15 year sentences for 'criminal damage' instead of 15 months. "36 
Obviously the tabloid press were less circumspect in their treatment of these, and other 
stories. The progressive use of the language of terrorism in relation to environmental 
protests per se reached its peak when The Sun ran an editorial later in 1995 in which they 
link the retention of iron gates at the end of Downing Street nine months after the [then 
extant] IRA cease-fire with the anti-CJA coalition generally, and one particular group 
within it, the Freedom Network. 37 Accusing them of "using the outcry over the Criminal 
Justice Bill [sic] to launch riots", the article went on to quote a Special Branch officer 
who argued that the police had already included road and other environmental protesters 
under the Animal Rights National Index (ARNI) , reserved more traditionally for the 
overtly violent tactics of the Animal Liberation Front. Indeed, The Sun's source claims 
that an extremist group, the hitherto unheard of Earth Liberation Front, had already 
threatened such terrorist attacks, which, ergo, legitimated the inclusion of environmental 
protesters on ARNI. The Sun's argument conforms to what Waddington (1994) describes 
I 
36 Goodwin, Green Terrorism? In Squall magazine above, p19. 37 The Freedom Network was one of the grass-roots groups who grew up in opposition to the CJA and is 
discussed later. 
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as the 'riff-raff theory of social unrest which 
"dismisses any genuine sense of grievance that protesters may express and 
attributes participation in social movements to the personal deficiencies of the 
protesters or their isolated and marginal position in society. This is the view that 
protesters are 'rent-a-mob', for whom the object of protest is merely an excuse to 
express their inchoate frustrations and anxieties. " (p7) 
Notwithstanding the 'maverick' elements within the environmental movement - such as 
the middle-class live exports protesters - the Sun sought to marginalise the growing DIY 
culture as an expression of terrorism of such magnitude that it warranted security 
precautions similar to those employed to counter an active Provisional IRA offensive. 
Despite the criminalisation of direct action protests in the CJA, and their poor treatment 
by irresponsible elements of the press, protesters have maintained and indeed increased 
their activism, as well as their commitment to non-violent direct action. The protest 
camps at Newbury and Fairmile attracted international publicity, largely due to the 
theatrical but determined tactics of the campaigners, some of whom dug precarious 
underground tunnels, in which they lived for weeks at a time to prevent heavy machinery 
working overhead. At Newbury, for example, two protesters dressed as a pantomime cow 
and managed to penetrate the police's lines. With no sense of irony, the pantomime cow 
was arrested and charged under section 68 of the CJA for "attempting to disrupt a lawful 
activity. " The seriousness of the situation was revealed shortly after the enactment of the 
CJA, however, when the government produced a series of White Papers giving the police 
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increased powers of domestic surveillance, whilst simultaneously extending M15's remit 
to mainland Britain, under the Police and Security Services Acts, respectively. 
The Political Police: Special Branch and MI5 
Formed in 1883, Special Branch are the 'political arm of the police force' and collect 
intelligence on 'subversive' elements in society. MI5, on the other hand, are attached to 
the Security Services, rather than the police, and, although also concerned with 
'subversion', their targets have traditionally been from foreign countries. Increasingly, as 
we will see, their roles have become transferable, with MI5 taking a more active role 
against domestic 'subversives'. The Chief Inspector of Constabularies defined the 
Branch's remit thus: 
"The police officers employed on Special Branch duties are concerned mainly 
with criminal offences against the security of the State, with terrorist or subversive 
organisations, with certain protection duties, with keeping watch on seaports and 
airports, and with making enquiries about aliensi38 
The drift towards authoritarianism is, to some degree, also revealed in the widening scope 
of Special Branch involvement in non-criminal areas. Until recently, the 'watchers', as 
they are known, had a brief which enabled them to legitimately 'monitor' people who 
"would contemplate the overthrow of the government by unlawful means. 09 Under the 
previous Labour government, then Home Secretary, Merlyn Rees enlarged the definition 
38 Report of HMI of Constabulary, 1978, cited in Kettle, 1980, p52. 39 This definition was used in the Profumo case in 1963, cited in Kettle, op. cit, p54. 
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of 'subversion' in the following way: 
"[Subversive activities are those]... which threaten the safety or well-being of the 
State, and are intended to undermine or overthrow parliamentary democracy by 
political, industrial or violent means. "40 
The significant inclusion of the terms 'political' and 'industrial' in this definition 
demonstrates both the enormous scope of Special Branch's powers and a confirmation 
that political and trade union activists are considered legitimate targets for surveillance 
by a section of the police force specifically dedicated to preventing the violent overthrow 
of the state. In ex-Chief Constable, James Anderton's 1978 Report, he confirms the broad 
range of Special Branch surveillance: 
"The work of the Branch is concerned with security matters, investigating or 
assisting [M15] in the investigation of 'offences against the State' and subversion. 
It operates as an intelligence gathering agency to counter terrorist activities and 
provides the Chief Constable with early warning of public order situations which 
may require the deployment of additional police strength in a particular area or 
situation. i4 1 
As we have seen, the concept of 'public order' in the criminal law had now evolved to 
include many forms of non-violent and non-criminal activities including protesting, 
gathering, dancing and picketing. By associating public demonstrations of dissent with a 
threat to democracy, not only have the traditional police been given unprecedented 
ao Hansard, 6th April, 1978. 
41 James Anderton's Annual Report, 1978, p33, cited in Kettle, op. cit. 
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powers, but the 'political police force', Special Branch, has also been empowered to 
intervene in areas previously beyond its remit. 
The latest example of this trend is demonstrated in the Police Act 1997, rushed onto the 
statute books in the last 5 minutes of Parliamentary time before the General Election, 
with the collusion of the Labour Party. This Act created a new statutory body, the 
National Crime Squad (NCS), empowered to investigate organised and 'serious' crime, 
using such methods as 'intrusive surveillance' and forced entry. It is interesting to note 
that the definition of 'serious' in the Act includes "conduct by a large number of persons 
in pursuit of a common purpose", which thus embraces any form of collective action, but 
especially picketing industrial disputes and protesting against road building; it could just 
as easily be used against raves and festivals, hunt-saboteurs or protests against school 
closures. The discretion lies entirely with Special Branch, who in turn are authorised by 
the Home Secretary. This definition is significant in two ways: firstly, it formalises 
Special Branch 's involvement in the arena of peaceful protest. Secondly, this wide 
definition of 'serious' crime was taken verbatim from the Security Services Act, 1996, the 
Act which, as we will see below, empowered M15 to legitimately 'investigate' crime in 
Britain. 
MI5: The Security Service 
When Stella Rimmington became the first female head of M15 in 1994, she took the 
unusual step of publishing a brochure entitled "MI5: The Security Service", in which she 
argued that her organisation was not interested in domestic crime. However, by 1995 she 
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announced that forthcoming legislation would authorise MI5 to investigate "serious 
crime" on the mainland. 
Concerned at what they perceived as M15 'muscling in' on their territory, some horse- 
trading between the police and the security services amended the wording of the Act, 
giving M15 a 'supporting' role to the police in the detection of 'serious crime'. But the 
working definition contained in the legislation meant that 'public order' situations had 
become legitimate targets for surveillance. As Carey (op cit, p 17) argues: 
"By overplaying both the intent and the danger of a few of the more overt animal 
[rights] activists, the whole animal rights movement has been manoeuvred into 
the category of potential terrorism... Up until now, this terrorist imagery has 
facilitated the involvement of Special Branch's Animal Rights National 
Index... After the enactment of the Security Services Bill, M15 will assume this 
intelligence gathering role... [Moreover] whenever a political campaign becomes 
effective enough to register its concerns with big business, the British security 
services will be statutorily entitled to investigate and potentially undermine its 
operation. " 
While I agree with Carey that a significant factor in the criminalisation of environmental 
protest lay in its impact on big business, I also believe that the ideological realm is 
important. Here it is interesting to note similarities between the demonisation of 
Travellers during the late 1980s and early 1990s with the road-protesters today. Familiar 
themes re-occur to the extent that the media and some politicians resurrected the 'dole- 
scrounging' bogey-man myth used against 'New Age' Travellers after the festivals in 
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1992. The Sunday Express ran a front page story, clearly outraged that "Dole [was being] 
Sent To Tree Houses". The article is worth quoting at length because it illuminates many 
of the themes raised in this chapter: 
"Hippy 'eco-warriors' battling to stop a new road are getting dole hand-outs 
delivered to their illegal tree-top camps. The extraordinary move to make life easy 
for the scruffy protesters has outraged MPs and local residents already infuriated 
by the New Age invasion of the countryside... [David] Evans MP said 'It is these 
sort of people who have no intention of working again. It is up to the Social 
Security Secretary, Peter Lilley to say that people like you and me who work to 
pay the mortgage should not be subsidising these layabouts'. " 
Quoting the Express article, the Daily Telegraph did a follow-up story during the next 
week, entitled "Tree People Will Have Dole Stopped". The article cites a `senior 
Department of Transport official' as saying : 
"It is absurd that people who are living in trees or tunnels underground should be 
claiming dole when they are blatantly not available for work. It will be a priority 
to identify these individuals and stop their payments. " 
Quite what role the Department of Transport would play in relation to social security 
payments remains a mystery as they have no remit in this area. However, once more, the 
'actively-seeking work' criteria for receiving [the then] Income Support became a method 
of social control, but this time was used against the protesters, whilst still manipulating 
the same imagery used against 'New Age' Travellers. The language of 'terrorism' is again 
present in many of these articles, revealing either that the authors are ignorant of the 
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reality of road-protesting in this country, or that they deliberately chose to misrepresent 
the facts to suit their own agenda. 
On top of the police and security services powers viz. environmental protest and other 
forms of contemporary 'public order' situations, the state has resorted, in true 
entrepreneurial tradition, to the private sector for help. The Department of Transport (as 
was) employed a private detective agency, Bray's, to collect 'intelligence' on road 
protesters, paying them some £2.2 million for the information. 42 Chief Superintendent 
Mike Davies from the Metropolitan Police Public Order Unit rationalises such 
extravagant expenditure in relation to the potential disorder which public protests can 
cause. His concern is 
"if a particular environmental cause were to spread countrywide, then mutual aid 
[neighbouring forces pooling officers trained for riot situations]on a scale not seen 
since the miner's dispute might once again be required. " 
In April 1996, ACPO formally "agreed that the anti-terrorist squad [Special Branch] 
should incorporate environmental protest in its brief. " Then, in July, ACPO held an 
international exhibition at the Manchester Grand-Mex, billed as the "Police and Security 
Expo" where Thames Valley police gave a demonstration of 'Countrywatch', an 
extension of the Neighbourhood Watch' schemes, directed towards the mass surveillance 
of 'New Age Travellers and ravers'. Other exhibitors 
42 Bray's detective agency were paid £2.2 million for intelligence relating to road protesters, Hansard, 17th 
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"gave floor space to companies wishing to sell, among other things: riot-control 
grenade launchers; jumbo-handcuffs ( which can be converted into leg manacles 
by adding a short chain); paralyser tear-gas; computerised battle-management 
systems; armoured vehicles and pump-action shotguns capable of firing grenades, 
gas or shells. " 
The capabilities of these new forms of equipment and the extension of powers under the 
Police and Security Services Acts is indicative of the continuing authoritarian trend I 
identified earlier and bodes ill for the future of peaceful protest in this country. 
From the outset, I have maintained that the groups criminalised by these new powers have 
been instrumental to another objective - the creation of a New Right 'utopia'. In this I 
suggest that the extension of public order law is merely the flip-side of reducing the 
state's involvement in the provision of other services. In my argument, restrictions on the 
'rights' of trade unionists to take collective action have been a paramount concern to the 
state since the Heath government was defeated by such action in 1974. But even this was 
a necessary, though not sufficient condition for beginning the process of disestablishing 
the welfare state itself: 
"These developments occurred not in isolation but against the background of 
confrontational government policies towards immigrants, ethnic minorities 
resident in Britain, welfare claimants and the trade unions and the pursuit of 
market-led economic policies designed to inject competition into British industry 
but inevitably resulting in the virtual collapse of much of the industrial base of the 
March 1997, column 417. 
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economy. " (Waddington, 1994, p27). 
My argument, then, in relation to the CJA, 1994 as well as the Public Order Act, 1986, is 
that the new folk-devils (first Travellers, then ravers followed by environmental 
protesters) have become smokescreens behind which 'draconian' legislation has been 
passed in relation to public protest, assembly, free movement, exclusion-zones, 
intelligence gathering, welfare and employment rights, which contributed towards the 
realisation of this 'brave new world'. These changes have been achieved through 
restricting the rights of the citizen, whilst simultaneously increasing the power of the 
state: The result has been that: 
"far from policing the margins [of society], the police are now controlling large 
blocs of the population adversely affected by a dogmatic assault on public 
expenditure... . Against the backdrop of continuing economic decline, the 
failed 
attempt to resolve Britain's economic problems has created not only mass 
unemployment on an unprecedented scale, but other forms of social discipline in 
the shape of new police powers and a threateningly authoritarian framework of 
public order law. "(Brewer, et al, op. cit, p43). 
There is a danger that the role of the police, the security services and the armed forces 
could radicalise as the effects of this 'free market economy' in Britain becomes 
normalised. Over the last 20 years, the gap between the rich and poor has become 
endemic, which has led to a kind of 'economic apartheid', wherein the function of the 
police and the army will increasingly be to 'protect' the rich from the 'criminal behaviour' 
of the poor. This idea of a'dystopia' being created by stealth is supported in some degree 
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by Loader and Sparks' (1993) research which suggests that 'walled cities' have already 
sprung up in some affluent parts of London to segregate the classes 43 
As with the policing of contemporary British society, the critiques of the developing 
'police state' are no longer restricted to the tributaries of radical opinion. Indeed, even 
within the force itself, these increases in coercive police powers attracted some severe 
criticism: Sir John Alderson, ex-Chief Constable of Devon and Cornwall, perceived a 
drift towards a Stasi-like state under a reactionary police culture. He argued that policing 
had become "poisoned" by paramilitary methods used in Northern Ireland and during the 
miners' strike wherein the control of terrorism had "spilled over" into the policing of civil 
life. 4 He also described the growth in the power, as well as the lack of accountability, of 
"the secret political police force [M15 as] one of the most worrying developments of 
modem times. " The approach to 'law and order' which resorted to criminal sanctions to 
resolve social problems has "resulted in a dangerous ratchet effect whereby the control of 
crime is being constantly equated with the diminution of liberty. "45 
Another senior officer, Sir John Smith, former President of ACPO, was not only critical 
of the CJA itself, but has argued that "unwarranted concern [over crime levels] could 
result in the creation of crime-free enclaves, protected by the best [surveillance 
43 Cited in The Guardian, 16th March, 1993. 
44 Quoted in The Observer, 21st April, 1996. 
45 Quoted in The Guardian 22nd April, 1996; see the May 1996 edition of Red Pepper magazine for a full 
transcript of his speech. 
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equipment] that money could buy, yet surrounded by a sea of criminality and disorder. "46 
His greatest concern lay in the increasing use of private surveillance which had arisen as 
a result of the climate in which the fear of crime had been cultivated for party political 
advantage. It is interesting to note that the BBC carried out some research on the public's 
fear of (as opposed to the likelihood of their actually) experiencing crime first-hand: they 
found that 26 % of the sample believed that they would be personally affected by'violent 
crime' while, in reality, only 2% would actually experience it themselves. This fear of 
'victimhood' forms part of a wider equation within which the progressive extension of 
state powers (which has increasingly been achieved at the expense of personal and 
political freedoms) becomes justified and legitimised. In this way, public anxiety has been 
manipulated to the extent that the police have been given new powers, greater numbers 
and better resources, public order law has been greatly increased and the use of intrusive 
surveillance has become common-place for both the private, as well as the state, sectors. 
What is order ? 
One vital term has been left undefined throughout this chapter, that of 'public order' itself. 
In many of the critiques of the new public order laws, a common thread has been the 
threat they pose to our civil rights to protest. However, this argument, like many of those 
surrounding the relationship between the individual and the state, suffers from a 
confusion of terminology: in the absence of a written Constitution or enshrined Bill of 
Rights in the UK, restrictions on individual and state behaviour arise solely through the 
development of the common and criminal law. In this vein, as Waddington (1994, p33) 
46 Sir John Smith addressing the IBM 'Citizen and The State' conference in September, 1995, quoted in The 
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argues: 
"The central plank of public order law prior to the 1986 Act was the concept of 
'breach of the peace'... [However] the peace is an ill-defined state of tranquillity. " 
It therefore follows that 'the Queen's Peace' is what the legislature conceive of as 'public 
order'. It is important to emphasise that they use the term 'peace' here in the sense of 'war 
and peace', rather than 'peace and quiet'. Preventing a 'breach of the peace' remains the 
basis for police powers under common law, despite changes to public order law in recent 
years. This begs the question: in what circumstances is this peace 'breached'? The answer 
is simple. The common law powers of arrest are only available when there is some real 
likelihood of physical violence or disorder. Yet this is rarely how the powers are invoked 
by the police, who seem to believe that an offence is committed merely if one refuses to 
comply with a direction from them. Sherr (1989) tries to clear the waters. The police, he 
argues, rely on the Police Act 1964 : 
"For the alleged offence of obstructing a police officer in the exercise of his/her 
duty... [but case law shows] that the power does not exist at the same time as they 
show historic proof that police officers still seem to arrest on that basis. [These 
powers only exist where]... a police officer reasonably apprehends a breach of the 
peace. "(pl 15-6). 
In other words, the police are only empowered to arrest in violent situations, even under 
the Police Act itself, yet they remain convinced that it is the act of disobeying their 
Guardian, 13th September, 1995. 
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instructions which constitutes a 'crime', rather than the potential consequences of that 
disobedience. However, as a recent case on this issue demonstrated: 
"There can be no breach of the peace unless there has been an act done which 
either actively harms a person or... [their] property ... or which puts someone 
in fear 
of such harm being done. " 
Thus, both in common law as well as in criminal law, the concept of 'public order' has 
developed in relation to maintaining a physical peace. To my mind, two inter-related 
questions follow from this: firstly, what are the social conditions needed to satisfy this 
peace; and secondly, what precipitates disorder ? With definite shades of Weber, Sherr 
(1989) argues that "the Queen's Peace ... is only the result of the state's monopoly of 
power and information", in an argument which sees the state as the possessor of the 
means of legitimate violence. The key term in that argument is 'legitimate'. In the context 
of the continuing drift towards authoritarianism, this legitimacy has been undermined by 
the actions of the state: 
"A state that fails to satisfy sections of its population - for example by ignoring 
culturally distinct identities or permitting obvious levels of relative deprivation to 
persist - loses legitimacy. Consequently it is less able to police disorder without 
recourse to suppressive tactics. " (Brewer et al, op. cit. p237). 
What I am saying is that the very conditions which produce disorder - social inequality, 
poverty and homelessness - have been exacerbated, and in some cases created by the 
government's social and economic policies. Many authors have seen these changes as 
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evidence that the state is increasingly ruling not by general consent or by negotiation, but 
by coercion. 
Conclusion 
I want to re-cap on my main argument here: the criminalisation of Travellers, ravers and 
environmental protesters has occurred because it had a functional utility for the state: on 
the one hand, this can be seen in relation to legitimising new methods of social control, 
such as those detailed above, but it can also be seen in the ideological realm, in the 
manufacture of consent. Demonised as asocial, nomads are still able to instil fear and 
loathing into settled society while this fear has become an active, dynamic force in 
rearranging the political landscape. 
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Chapter 4- The Effects of the CJA 
"It is worse than useless to harass [Gypsies] from place to place when no shelter or 
retreat is allowed. "- Hoyland, 1816 
Introduction 
Despite heated Parliamentary debates, vocal concerns from the judiciary and the police 
about the erosion of civil liberties, and some extremely imaginative activism against the 
proposals, on the 3rd of November 1994 the Criminal Justice Bill gained Royal Assent 
and entered the Statute Books as the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act, 1994 (what I 
have called the CJA). This chapter is concerned with the ways in which the CJA has 
affected the cultures of nomadism in Britain, but before we examine those parts of the 
legislation specifically related to Travellers, it is necessary to show what other areas 
came under its influence. 
During the course of this research, when people heard I was investigating the effects 
of the CJA, a common refrain was "That's the law about Travellers and festivals, 
isn't it? " Reports in the media also tended to argue the pro's and con's of the new 
legislation from this perspective and it seemed common knowledge that the principal 
targets of the CJA were Travellers, ravers, free festival organisers, hunt-saboteurs, 
squatters and environmental protesters. However, these groups were all limited to Part 5 
of the Act (there are 11 Parts in total) while by far the greater proportion of the CJA 
was concerned with matters wholly unrelated to'public order' issues. Here, once again, 
we can detect a familiar historical phenomenon re-occurring. Whilst in the common 
consciousness the CJA is allied with various contemporary folk-devils such as 
Travellers and ravers, the finished article itself was concerned with many other matters 
as well. For example, 38 of the 180 sections in the Act were devoted to disestablishing 
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the Prison Officers' Association as a trade union and restricting its rights to take 
industrial action. Some of the other wide-ranging, though often over-looked, sections 
limited the ancient right to silence in police custody, allowed for the imprisoning of 
children as young as 12 years old and gave the police powers to set bail conditions (in 
place of a magistrate). Indeed, of all 180 sections, only 20 refer to public order when 
this is precisely the topic with which most people associate the Act. This supports the 
argument I made earlier that Travellers make a convenient smokescreen for passing 
legislation which ultimately affects us all - but because the laws are associated with 
contemporary 'out' groups, - the vast majority of the population are deceived into 
welcoming a restriction of their own (hard-won) civil liberties. I will return to this area 
in greater depth later in the thesis. 
The legislation itself 
Before we examine the sections specifically related to Travellers, I think that it is 
important to place them in the context of the whole of Part 5 of the Act in order to show 
exactly which other groups the legislature conceive in similar 'public order' terms, and 
as a means of comparing the relative legal penalties involved. 
Raves 
Sections 63-7 (Appendix 4a) of the CJA defines a'rave' as 
"A gathering on land in the open air of 100 or more people at which music, 
including sounds wholly or predominantly characterised by the emission of a 
succession of repetitive beats, is played, which due to its volume, duration and 
the time at which it is played, is likely to cause serious distress to residents in 
the locality. " 
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When these conditions are satisfied, a police officer of Superintendent rank or above can 
"direct those present to leave" taking their vehicles and sound equipment with them; 
failure to obey such a direction is a criminal offence for which the maximum penalty is 3 
months in prison and/or a £2,500 fine. The police were also given powers to set up 
exclusion zones within a5 mile radius of a rave site, and to direct anyone they 
"reasonably believe" to be on their way there 'not to proceed'. Again, failure to heed 
such a direction is a criminal offence, punishable by a £2,500 fine. Here we can see 
the exclusion zones first used illegally by the police during the miners' strike, and 
subsequently legitimised by the Battle of the Beanfield and the Public Order Act, 1986 
progressively extended into other areas of social life. As we shall see, exclusion zones 
are not restricted to ravers and Travellers. Further, by virtue of section 67, vehicles and 
sound equipment used for a rave may ultimately be destroyed by the police and the 
owners billed for this destruction. 
Aggravated Trespass 
Sections 68-69 (Appendix 4b) are nearly identical to those defeated by the union 
movement in the 1970s. Now when they are associated with the activities of the 
'unwashed hordes' (as the tabloids are wont to call direct action environmentalists) as 
opposed to trade unions, they became law. Although anti-roads protesters and hunt- 
saboteurs are not referred to specifically in the legislation, the vast majority of those 
arrested for 'aggravated trespass' come from these groups. Section 68 renders public 
protest a criminal act by making "trespass on land [which is intended]... to obstruct, 
disrupt or intimidate people from engaging in a lawful activity" subject to large fines 
and imprisonment. Exporting live animals for slaughter, hunting foxes and building 
new roads are all "lawful activities", however morally abhorrent one may find 
them. Involving oneself in direct action of any sort against these practices makes one 
a criminal under the CJA. It would be naive to imagine that these new powers will be 
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always and only used against environmental activists and the loose wording of section 
68 ensures that while hunt-sabs may in the beginning prove to be most vulnerable to the 
law in operation, there are no safeguards against "aggravated trespass" being applied 
to industrial disputes or even protests by parents against local education cuts, should 
it prove expedient. The penalty incurred under this section is 3 months in prison and/or a 
£2,500 fine. 
Trespassory Assemblies 
Sections 70-71 (Appendix 4c) amend the Public Order Act, 1986 by giving the police 
new powers in relation to "an assembly of 20 or more people held on land to which 
the public has limited or no rights of access" without the permission of the landowner. 
This offence is connected with the Summer Solstice at Stonehenge but can be applied 
anywhere in the country where a local authority has banned such assemblies, and again 
applies within a5 mile radius of the suspected site. Organising an assembly in a 
'prohibited area' carries a3 month jail term and one can be arrested merely for trying to 
take part. 
Squatting 
Perhaps the most pernicious aspect of this legislation is that relating to squatting 
(Appendix 4d) as for the first time since the Middle Ages, it allows owners of squatted 
property "to use or threaten violence in order to gain entry" once they have received an 
order from the courts. There is no obligation to inform the squatters that court 
proceedings are underway and there is no right of appeal until after the squatters have 
been evicted. Failure to leave within 24 hours of an "interim possession order" 
being issued is a criminal offence carrying a potential 1 year's imprisonment and/or a 
£5,000 fine. 
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So far, Part 5 of the Act can be seen as having transferred significant new, as well as 
increased powers to the police over areas of social life such as public protests, 
gatherings and homelessness - all in the name of 'public order. ' Indeed, in the Press Pack 
introducing the measures the previous year, the CJA was heralded as "protecting the 
public [by] fighting crime". When this rhetoric was translated into statute, areas that 
were formerly regarded as matters of conscience (such as hunt sabbing) or as a dispute 
between two parties (such as squatting and trespass) and therefore covered by civil 
law, became criminal offences and subject to penal law. So. rather than "solve crime" 
(if such a feat is possible), the CJA simply added new types of "crime" on top of those 
already existing by criminalising previously sanctioned personal acts. The 500 year 
old "Forcible Entry Act" which allowed for eviction only "with gentle hand and 
peaceable spirit" was replaced by state legitimised violence and, most importantly 
perhaps, the police were, for the first time outside of war, given formalised powers to 
stop and search, to direct and arrest without warrant within 'exclusion zones' on the 
British mainland. 
Grass roots opposition 
The prospect of the impending criminalisation of such a wide swathe of alternative 
Britain resulted in a rolling protest movement the likes of which had not been seen since 
the infamous Poll Tax was introduced by the Thatcher government. The anti-CJB 
movement, however, was largely a grass-roots affair, as official political opposition was 
virtually non-existent. ' Around the country, local protest groups began forming in 
opposition to the [then] CJB from 1992 onwards and by the time the CJA became law, as 
I The Labour Party abstained from the 3rd Reading of the Act, rather than voting against it. At the time, it 
seemed that they were worried about being seen to be 'soft on crime'. 
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many as 100,000 people nation-wide had become involved. 2 The movement had no real 
leaders or co-ordinators, but evolved from the 'networking' of numerous small groups in 
co-operation with one another. Their tactics were fairly traditional in the beginning - such 
as letter writing campaigns and lobbying members of Parliament - but these soon gave 
way to direct action. 
Many of the local groups who formed were made up of people whose activities had been 
singled out for attention in the CJB, such as road protesters, animal rights activists, 
Travellers and ravers. One of these groups was the Advance Party, some of whose 
members had belonged to Spiral Tribe, the sound system which played Castlemorton 
festival. Debbie Staunton was a spokesperson for the Advance Party and was one of the 
inspirations for the growing movement. In 1993, she produced a film with BBC 2 called 
'Let's Face The Music and Dance' in which she suggested that the anti-CJB movement 
should hold a series of 'marches' through London to demonstrate how large the opposition 
had become. These were not to be marches in the conventional sense of the word, but 
were designed to show the vitality of the alternative cultures which the CJB was itself 
designed to suppress. To reflect the reduction in the number of Travellers vehicles which 
could trigger the police powers, the Advance Party wanted to mount sound systems on 6 
flat-bed lorries which would then tour the route from Kennington Park to Trafalgar 
Square playing techno music with thousands of people dancing around them. This was 
not going to be a 'slogan, slogan, slogan - shout, shout, shout' kind of a march but was 
supposed to reflect the politics of the 'new social movements', with an emphasis on the 
colourful, the theatrical and the spectacular. 
2 There are no official figures of the number of individuals who took part in the anti-CJA protests. The 
number 100,000 was considered a conservative estimate by the 'organisers' of the three large marches in 
London. Day to day activists probably numbered in the low thousands. 
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Free parties or 'raves' had become immensely popular by the early 1990s, with the 
government estimating that up to 1 million people went 'raving' at the weekend. Sound 
systems in most large towns and every city regularly put on free parties in abandoned 
warehouses as well as outdoors, plus there was also a vibrant club culture. In Germany, 
the value of the 'rave' scene has been recognised by the government and for one weekend 
a year, the entire city of Berlin is given over to the 'Love Parade', a three day street party 
where anything up to half a million people take part. In our own country, this same 
culture was viewed as anathema, hence its inclusion in public order law. This 
criminalisation caused something of a backlash amongst people who were not ordinarily 
interested in the mainstream political process - including many of the 'ravers' - and who 
then joined with existing protest groups to challenge the CJB. Admittedly, road protesters 
and animal rights activists were already conscious of the political nature of their protests, 
but by threatening to make criminals out of party goers and organisers along with direct 
action protesters, the CJB drew these groups closer together. This resulted in the creation 
of new protest groups that came from a wide social base and were thus concerned with 
more than just single issue politics and who learned from each others experiences. As 
time went on, these groups became more sophisticated in both their political campaigning 
and their non-political strategies, such as mass trespasses, occupations of land and 
buildings and other acts of civil disobedience. 
At the time, I was living in Bristol where a burgeoning free party and squatting scene had 
been established for many years. This was also where I had first lived on the road and 
many Travellers still remained in the area. When the CJB was first announced, a local 
support group, the Freedom Network, was formed to act as a focus for all the disparate 
individuals in the area who opposed the proposed laws. There were several Freedom 
Networks around the country, with a central office that operated from Cool Tan Arts 
Centre in London (a squatted former dole office where John Major used to sign-on. ) The 
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Freedom Network produced literature, pamphlets and fly-posters designed to inform 
people about the [then] forthcoming laws. They felt that if all the various groups that 
would be affected by the CJA came together in mass protests, the groundswell of 
opposition would force the government to re-consider enacting it. This was perhaps a 
naive belief, but it was one that inspired a generation of youth that had been accused of 
political apathy into direct action. 
Some friends and I had formed a similar opposition group to the Freedom Network called 
Sunnyside, made up of a loose alliance of Travellers, environmental protesters3, squatters, 
and party people. Sunnyside was again a leaderless 'co-operative' and our objective - if 
indeed there was one - was to encourage people to become involved in D-I-Y activism, 
particularly against the CJB. All the people involved with Sunnyside contributed their 
various skills in creating information about the new laws which we would then distribute 
at free parties we held. There were writers, musicians, graphic designers, artists, film 
makers, 4 photographers, circus people and dancers in the group and we all pooled our 
skills in the creation of the parties. 
In the beginning, Sunnyside parties were modest affairs with around 1000 people in 
attendance but by the end there were perhaps 5000 people turning up. The point was to 
have a 'party with a purpose' where not only would people have a good time in a safe 
environments but they would also take home some information that would be food for 
3 Some of the Sunnyside crew were actively involved in the Batheaston'bypass' protest in 1994, as well as 
the Fairmile, M 11 and Preston road protests. For an activists account of these, and other protests, see Evans 
(1998) book 'Copse: the cartoon book of road protesting', especially pp16-26. 
4 Two members of Sunnyside, Tom and Liz made films about the road protests with which they were 
involved. Tom's film of the Solsbury Hill protest, which also featured footage of the anti-CJB marches, was 
bought by The Orb and used in one of their videos. Liz's film of the Fairmile protest, 'unnels and Trees' 
was shown on BBC 2 in February, 1997.. 
5 When thousands of people party together, accidents are inevitable, and this was one of our greatest 
concerns. At all of our parties, we ensured that we had trained nurses on call and alerted the local hospitals 
and St John's ambulance. We also collected thousands of sterilised bottles from the hospital which we gave 
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thought. The parties were political in the sense that they were deliberate acts of civil 
disobedience carried out with a view to creating change, however effective (or otherwise) 
they may have been. Each party had a theme which reflected different parts of the CJA 
and we made different pamphlets for each occasion, including raver-savers, 'Get out of 
jail free' cards and Travellers Rights Cards, each of which explained your rights on arrest 
on one side and had a list of sympathetic solicitors around the country on the other. 
While most of the parties were held in Bristol, one was held under the Arches in Brixton 
and was a benefit gig for the No-M11 road protest. At the party, we met Debbie Staunton 
from the Advance Party for the first time and we discussed her plans for the marches. 
She asked if Sunnyside was interested in being one of the 6 sound systems to tour the 
route and we readily agreed. In the weeks running up to the first march, we made literally 
thousands of 'raver-savers' to distribute from the truck, prepared the decorations and 
arranged the sound system and DJs. 6 Liberty had come across some of the earlier drafts 
of the 'raver savers' and asked us to design their literature against the CJA in readiness for 
the march. In the end, over 30,000 of the Liberty leaflets were printed, many of them 
distributed on the day. 
The actual . numbers on the march were disputed, with the organisers claiming 30,000 
people and the police 10,000. However many people actually turned up on the day, what 
was clear was that there were many thousands of people willing to become mobilised in 
defence of their rights. As well as Sunnyside, sound systems from as far apart as Scotland 
and the West Country came to London to play their music to enthusiastic crowds both 
along the route and in Trafalgar Square. The Rinky Dink bicycle-powered sound system 
away to thirsty dancers. The Bristol Drugs Project set up a cafe where free tea and coffee was available, 
while some Travellers ran a cheap vegetarian cafe outside. This contrasts with some unscrupulous clubs 
where the water is deliberately turned off to boost the bar's takings. 6 Thanks are due to'Brothers in Bass' and'On A Mission' for their contributions. 
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set-up amidst the fountains, while Glasgow-based Desert Storm - fresh from a tour of 
Sarajevo - played from an armour-plated troop transporter. This was the first time 
alternative Britain had shown its breadth of appeal and the lengths to which people were 
prepared to go to peacefully 'fight for their rights to party', to protest, to travel and to 
gather together. 
There were two other national marches before the CJA became law, although by then the 
activism had spread rapidly around the country. For example, in one protest the roof-top 
of Home Secretary, Michael Howard's house was occupied and a mock trial set up in the 
garden by the Freedom Network to pass judgement on his human rights record. The 
campaign against the proposed law was gaining in momentum, largely due to the 
publicity gained from the marches and protests. Charter 88 and the Levellers also became 
involved and sponsored a tour of the Universities to publicise the anti-CJB campaign. 
Called the Velvet Revolution in recognition of the peaceful change wrought by the Czech 
people, the tour was intended to attract students to the campaign in readiness for a final 
Reading in Parliament. Bands such as Tribal Drift, Zion Train, The Levellers and many 
others agreed to headline as crowd-pullers and every gig was packed out. Many of the 
anti-CJB groups, including Advance Party, Freedom Network and Sunnyside took part in 
the Velvet Revolution, carrying the equipment from show to show, decorating the venues 
with day-glo visuals and setting up the sound systems. 
The tour was a valuable opportunity to meet anti-CJA groups from across the country, 
and we met some very enterprising people on our travels. One group, Justice? from 
Brighton were particularly well organised and published a weekly up-date on protests and 
parties on the internet, called Schnews, which acted as a ready means of information 
sharing. Another impressive group was the Exodus Collective from Luton, who squatted 
derelict property and turned it into shelters for homeless people. Their main residence 
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was Haz Manor on the outskirts of the town, where 38 people were housed and where 
they had set up a City Farm. These were far from the exception to the rule as wherever we 
went, we'came across similar groups that had been established in response to the CJB. 
While the new laws may have been intended to undermine alternative protest, they were 
actually having the reverse effect and making protest more likely. What had once been 
numerous localised protest groups grew to become a nation-wide network of resistance, 
with one group learning from the experiences of the others and collaborating over tactics 
and actions. This inter-group collaboration would never have arisen without the threat of 
criminalisation as a spur. 
When the CJA became law on the 3rd of November 1994, the protests didn't wane, they 
increased. At the very moment the Act was given Royal Assent, 3 protesters from the No- 
M11 campaign scaled the roof of Parliament and let down banners decrying the death of 
civil liberties. In a related action, some members of the Freedom Network dressed as 
pall-bearer and staged a funeral procession to Parliament, carrying a coffin marked 
'democracy'. The Velvet Revolution was playing a gig that night in Birmingham and 
afterwards we decided the most appropriate form of protest we could make was to stage 
an act of civil disobedience in direct contravention of the law: we would have a party! 
The idea that the CJA created more 'problems' than it 'solved' is borne out by the way this 
party was organised (even that it was organised! ). Through all the campaigning, many of 
the groups had become well read on the CJA, indeed, many of them more so than the 
police who would use it. Somehow the police training manual on the CJA had come into 
our possession and using it, we could see the sort of situations where the police were and 
were not empowered to act, i. e. to arrest. Further, for the previous few months, the force 
paper, the Police Review, had been running a series of articles on the inadequacies of the 
Act. Chief Constable Willmott was one of these and in the November edition lamented 
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the poor wording of the 'rave' sections in particular. He argued that as a 'rave' was a 
'gathering of 100 or more people in the open air, at night, at which [loud techno] music is 
played which causes serious distress to residents in the locality', it followed that the 
police were powerless to act if the party was indoors and far away from local residents. 
Drawing on this information, we determined to find a venue where we would be immune 
from the 'rave' sections of the CJA whilst still having a massive party, and found a 
disused warehouse in the industrial part of Bristol. By spreading the word among many of 
the local groups around the country, thousands of people turned up for the party, and 
when the police arrived to try to shut it down, we produced photocopies of the relevant 
clauses from the Act, parts of their training manual and Mr Willmott's article and 
succeeded in convincing them that it was better to leave us to it. This is a clear example 
of the new law being ineffective, but it also shows that criminalising such a wide variety 
of groups together may well have been counter-productive. Below, I examine how the 
CJA inspired similar types of resistance amongst Travellers. 
The CJA and Travellers 
In some ways it can be argued that the CJA was affecting Travellers well before it 
reached the statute books. After years of an increasingly overt public hostility, 
manifested in escalating 'vigilante' violence directed at sites, many Travellers decided 
that life wouldn't be worth living in Britain once such prejudice was enshrined in law 
and left the country. Research by the South West Regional Planning Conference 
suggests that while during the 1980s and early '90s 'New Age' Traveller numbers 
gradually increased, reaching a peak in 1992, during the time the CJB was becoming law 
(1993-4) their numbers dropped by a half.? 
7 The South West Regional Planning Conference have been holding meetings amongst local authorities to 
discuss co-ordinated action towards unauthorised sites since 1993. The reliability of their data, like all such 
census of Travellers, is questionable although it is not possible to scrutinise it as it is not published. 
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Table 4.1 Number of New Age Travellers in Somerset 1988-1994 
YEAR 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 
Max. no. 200/250 200/250 300/400 400/500 500/600 500/600 300/400 
vehicles 
Source: South West regional planning conference, 18th January 1995. 
Since the Act became law in November 1994, this decline in Traveller numbers has 
continued, giving substance to the claim that the CJA represents a form of cultural 
cleansing. Research undertaken by Somerset County Council suggests that in the South 
West as a whole "1992-4 saw an overall decline in reported numbers of New 
Age Travellers of approximately 55%... [while].. 1994-6 represented an overall 
decline... of approx. 66%.. [making] .. a total decline 
1990-96 of 65%. "8 The decline in 
Somerset seems to be steadying recently: 
Table 4.2 Number of New Age Travellers in Somerset 1992-1996 
YEAR 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 
Traveller' 
incidents 52 66 62 54 18 
Travellers 500 600 300 130 210 
Source: Somerset County Council's Traveller Policy Review Panel, 30th July, 1996, 
Director for the Environment, Mr RJ Chapman 
Even the authorities themselves admit that the CJA has led to an 'outflux' of what they 
still call 'New Age' Travellers. The research from Somerset County Council links the 
drop in New Traveller numbers directly to the implementation of the new legislation. 
8 SWRPC Travellers Panel, 8th July, 1996. 
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"It is noticeable that the decline in New Age Traveller numbers between 
1992-4 coincides with the Criminal Justice Bill, and the decline since 
1994 follows the Royal Assent of the Act. Whether any direct link 
exists between these two occurrences is difficult to prove, however, 
it should be regarded as feasible. " (op. cit. ). 
The county council argued that most of the drop in New Traveller numbers in Somerset 
can be attributed to outward migration, with many having left not just the county, but also 
the country. According to their research, while the legislative clampdown against 
Travellers proceeded through Parliament, hundreds of New Travellers headed for Europe 
and Ireland, although some were drawn to conventional housing. It is hardly surprising 
that when the might of the State is amassed against such politically and economically 
powerless groups as Travellers, many of them become refugees from their own 
country. Pip and I had been 'refugees' in this sense when we left England in 1990. Our 
motto had been 'there's no problem so big that you can't run away from it'9 and we had 
gone in search of a better life. Our migration was thus both a positive and a negative act. 
In Europe we had met many other ex-patriot Travellers who had come seeking new 
beginnings. 
Dearling (1998b) has chronicled some of the stories from Travellers who have emigrated 
in recent years in his book 'No Boundaries: New Travellers on the road (outside of 
England). ' He argues that it is paradoxical that while England has criminalised its 
nomadic populations and outlawed their means of economic survival, such as the free 
festivals and parties, many European states are actually employing British Travellers to 
stage these shows in their area. Some of the very Traveller groups whose 'raves' were 
cited as justification for the CJA, like Spiral Tribe and Bedlam Circus, are among those 
9 Apologies to Snoopy. 
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groups who now earn their living abroad, sponsored by various European states, including 
Italy, Spain and Portugal. What is a criminal offence here is supported by public funds 
elsewhere. He concludes that 
"[Many Travellers] fled from what they saw as an increasingly repressive and 
oppressive society in England. Others wanted to experiment with different 
lifestyles, to try something new, be it perma-culture in southern Spain, balloon- 
bending in Scandinavia, free parties in Romania, harvest time in France... " (p8-9). 
What I found particularly significant about the inspiration for many New Travellers to 
leave their country of origin was a desire to continue a nomadic way of life. Earlier in the 
thesis, I argued that New Travellers and traditional 'Gypsies' share an economic centrality 
to their nomadism and demonstrated that the two groups seek their livelihoods in similar 
ways. In Dearling's accounts, this economic component is as evident among New 
Traveller 'refugees' as it remains among more established nomadic groups in Britain and 
illustrates the continuing ability of nomads to adapt to the conditions of the times. 
Witness Julie's description of their European travel: 
"We planned to start off picking cherries in Provence in June ... our 
destination 
was Nyons; the nearest market town to the village where we would begin 
work..... We visited a lot of markets to get the left-overs at the end of the morning, 
and for Dave and Andy [other Travellers] to do their busking... Market day in 
Nyons is Thursday. Dave and Andy made enough for us to live on from their 
juggling and fire show and always managed to return with a box of goodies from 
the end of the market. They also busked the nearby towns of Valreas, Carpentras 
and Vaison... We met some other British Travellers whilst parked-up in Nyons. 
They were off to Turkey with a fire show, small sound system and bouncy 
castle... " (in Dearling, ibid. p38). 
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When Pip and I had planned our own European trip, the pattern of our travels had been 
shaped by similar economic considerations. We had aimed to return from Morocco in 
time to pick the grapes in France, travelling via the Costa Del Sol. We thought that our 
money would have run out by then and the vendage presented a ready means of making 
some more. We picked up some French and Belgian hitchhikers on the road and together 
went looking for jobs in the south of France. Vendage vacancies are advertised in the 
Mayor's office in every town and large village and we used these to find work. On the 
outskirts of Clermont L'Herault we found a grower who needed all 5 of us and who 
offered us the use of his fields as a park-up. 
What was striking to Pip and I back then was the different reactions we encountered from 
the general public. The anti-'New Age' Traveller hype is specific to these islands and our 
nomadism was seen as a boon rather than a problem as we were a workforce who 
provided their own accommodation. We worked with Claude, our first patron, and his 
family for a fortnight and they recommended us to others in the village. We moved from 
job to job until the end of the grape harvest, although Claude allowed us to remain in his 
land all winter. We returned to Claude's for the vendage the following two years and 
became close friends with him and his family, and were well accepted in the village. 
Dearling locates the difference between New Travellers' reception at home and abroad in 
the role of the domestic media in creating the demonised Traveller scapegoat. 
"After years of insane and hysterical media attacks and the creation of a false, 
immovable label -'New Age Traveller" - it is both a relief and strange to travel in 
a place where all that isn't even invented. " (p 128). 
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To understand how the legislation contributed to this trend of outward migration by New 
Travellers, the next section is devoted specifically to the sections of the CJA which 
directly affect Travellers. In the legislation, the CJA affects Travellers in 3 inter-related 
ways: in terms of enforcement it widened both police and local authority powers to 
evict unauthorised sites, while in relation to planning, it removed the duty on local 
authorities to provide official ones, leaving private planning applications as the sole 
route of future Traveller site provision. I will deal with each in turn before turning to 
the wider question of how the CJA in its totality has affected Travellers in Britain. 
Police powers 
Section 61 "Collective or mass trespass on land" (Appendix 4e). This section, as we 
saw in chapter 3, was drafted to 'deal with' so-called 'mass invasions' of land by 'New 
Age' Travellers. It repealed and updated section 39 of the Public Order Act, 1986 by 
giving the police powers to remove trespassers from land if 
a) they had more than 6 (previously 12) vehicles with them; 
b) if they were "violent, abusive or threatening" or 
c) they had damaged the land. 
It has been held in court that merely driving across a field may constitute damage, 
therefore it is plainly impossible to reside on land in a vehicle without causing 
'damage' in this sense. Falling foul of this section, or returning to the scene of the 
trespass within 3 months of the direction to leave carries a3 month prison sentence, a 
£2,500 fine or both. Moreover, the police were also given powers to "seize and retain" 
vehicles and ultimately to "charge in respect of the removal, retention, disposal and 
destruction" of Travellers' homes (section 67(3b) Appendix 41). 
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One ' of the themes I raised earlier - that of the blurred line between 'ravers' and 
Travellers in contemporary demonology - can be seen in the relationship 
between 
sections 61 and 67, where penalties incurred by "causing serious distress to residents in 
the locality" with loud music is equated with Travellers needing somewhere to park their 
vehicles and live, in that these powers apply explicitly to both situations. In this sense, 
the authorities must conceive of the very presence of Travellers in public order terms, 
for while the section is concerned with 'mass trespass', a single family unit of 3 
caravans and 3 towing vehicles is capable of breaking the law wherever and whenever 
they stop, having their vehicles taken from them by force and being charged for the cost 
of having their homes destroyed. These powers apply anywhere in the country. 
Local authority powers 
Sections 77 and 78 (Appendix 4g) extended the "Designation" powers available to 
those local authorities who had provided sufficient sites for Travellers under the old 
Caravan Sites Act, 1968 to all local authorities regardless of provision levels. That is, 
this section allows for speedy evictions whether or not sufficient sites in the area exist. 
These powers apply on "any land forming part of a highway; any other unoccupied land 
and any land without the consent of the occupier", i. e. anywhere. It is necessary to bear 
in mind the fact that sufficient sites were never provided by local authorities when the 
legal duty for such provision existed, and that therefore unauthorised encampments will 
be inevitable, as Travellers will have to go somewhere. So too, then, will s77 and s61 
evictions. 
Planning 
The police and local authority powers in relation to unauthorised encampments need to 
be assessed in relation to the repeal of the statutory duty for site provision contained in 
section 80 of the CJA. By this section the obligation to provide "adequate sites for 
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gypsies residing in or resorting to an area" contained in the Caravan Sites Act, 1968, and 
the 100% Exchequer grant which went with it, were ended. It is noteworthy that even the 
repeal ` of statutory accommodation duties for Travellers is framed in public order law. 
Local authorities who wish to provide such sites can still use s24 of the Caravan 
Sites Act, 1960 where the power (rather than the duty) to do so remains. However, 
considering that this power was deemed inadequate to the task in the 1960s, it is 
difficult to be optimistic about recalcitrant local authorities using it now (especially 
as the grant for such provision has ended as well). In the stead of local authority 
provision, '- the government expects more private applications from Gypsies to 
provide their own sites; in effect, Traveller sites have been privatised (Home, 1995; 
Blaker, 1995). 
In anticipation of the withdrawal of public site provision, the government had issued 
circular, advice (circular 1/94) to planning authorities concerning private planning 
applications for Travellers sites. 1° However, this advice made it more, rather than less 
difficult for Travellers to obtain planning permission, as it withdrew previous guidance 
that Gypsy sites could be compatible in Green Belt and other protected areas. Henceforth, 
the government argued, Gypsies' "privileged position in the planning system" would be 
ended and they "would be treated on the same footing as any other applicant for planning 
permission. "11 This was a captious argument and was contradicted by the government's 
own data which showed that over 90% of Gypsy applications are turned down by their 
local authority, while over 80% of applications by sedentary people are granted (Todd and 
Clarke, 1991). This can hardly be legitimately described as "a privileged position" but, 
rather, would seem to suggest that Travellers are discriminated against in the planning 
10 Department of the Environment Circular 1/94, 'Gypsy sites and planning', HMSO, 5th January, 1994. 
11 Department of the Environment, 'Consultation paper - planning guidance on Gypsy sites', 26th May, 1993. 
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system. That research was published before the Green Belt restrictions were imposed, so 
it seemed likely that the success rate of Traveller applications would decline at the same 
time that private applications had become the sole route of site provision. More 
importantly, in the intervening period, the penalties for unauthorised encampments had 
also increased considerably. 12 Thus, while 'encouraging' Travellers to provide their own 
sites, this was made more difficult to achieve, and a battery of enforcement measures 
were made available to local government. 
Friends, Families and Travellers Support Group had carried out research in 1995 which 
confirmed Todd and Clarke's findings and "indicated a low success rate for initial 
planning applications for Gypsy and Traveller sites of less than 10%" (FFT, 1996), 
research which they expanded in 1998 to cover planning appeals. They argued that 
planning permission had become more important for Travellers since the CJA and yet 
refusal rates were no better; indeed, they seemed to be worse. Their research, therefore, 
concentrated on planning appeals by Travellers since 1994. They examined 101 appeal 
decisions and found that: 
"Data from the Planning Inspectorate reveals a declining success rate at appeal 
from over 40% during the period 1990-1992 to under 40% in 1994-1996... The 
overall success rate which is revealed is 34%, that is 30 succeeded and 71 were 
dismissed. Of the 30 that succeeded, 50% were for limited periods and 50% were 
permanent permissions... In relation to all temporary permissions, the average 
period granted by Inspectors was 2.7 years... Considering that the majority of 
planning decisions that relate to gypsies and Travellers are made at the planning 
appeal stage, the level of success is worrying and the decline in the success rate 
12 On top of the CJA, planning guidance had also been issued which extended the use of 'Stop Notices' - 
which can incur fines of up to £20,000 a day - to caravans parked-up without planning consent. This was no 
mere idle threat, but has been used on Traveller groups around the country since its inception. In one case, 
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indicates a worsening position (a six per cent decline since 1990/1). It would seem 
clear, therefore that since [January 1994] the success rate for planning appeals has 
fallen despite the stated intention of [circular] 1/94 being to provide for the needs 
of gypsies [through the planning system]. " (p6)13 
It is clear, that the 'fair and impartial planning system'14 has consistently failed to cater for 
the accommodation needs of nomadic people and that this failure has got worse at the 
same time as the state has been given draconian powers to 'deal with' unauthorised sites. 
In a situation of already inadequate provision accompanied by bureaucratic site denial, the 
prospect of confrontation between Travellers and the state seems inevitable. Together, the 
police and local authority eviction powers, coupled with the ending of statutory site 
provision, placed Travellers in a triple-whammy situation. Their right to sites was 
repealed (even though enough were never created when the obligation existed), 
new obstacles to private site provision were erected, and the penalties for unauthorised 
camping, were greatly increased. 
Immediate Effects of the CJA 
Acton (1993) has argued that the CJA changed Britain from a country ruled by consent 
to "a police state where we are governed not by the predictability of real laws, but by the 
arbitrary and capricious discretion of individual police officers. " Within weeks of it 
becoming law, the CJA was having real effects, though perhaps not those envisaged by 
its authors. A senior magistrate with 15 years on the bench, John Talbot, resigned in 
separate'Stop Notices' were put on each caravan and living vehicle, which could have incurred the £20,000 fine for each vehicle, each day. 
13 Friends, Families and Travellers Support Group'Planning Appeals and Gypsies and Travellers: results of 
a study of planning appeal decision letters from 1994 to 1997', p6,1998 (self-published). 14 For an analysis of the experience of Travellers in this area, see Wilkin, K 'Marginal grounds for 
negotiation: an examination of the experiences of newer [sic] Travellers of a'fair and impartial planning 
system', University of the West of England, 1996. 
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protest and , 
in an open letter to the Prime Minister, 15 argued that "changes in the law 
and the administration of justice have led me to believe that my contribution is being 
abused [through a criminal justice] system that is oppressive towards those who come 
before the courts, partial in the way different people are treated and used selectively 
against sections of society that do not fit in with the aims of your political party. " He 
concluded by arguing that the CJA "discriminated against groups such as trade unions, 
Travellers and protesters, single mothers and ethnic minorities" and that the law is 
"political and oppressive. " Perhaps unsurprisingly, the first people to be arrested under 
the Act were hunt saboteurs. 
If the intention of the CJA was, as Margaret Thatcher had promised back in 1986, "to 
make life as difficult as possible for such things as hippy convoys" then at least in the 
early days, it seemed to be working. Since the CJA became law, I have been collecting 
evidence on the continuing effects of its implementation. To my mind, these effects need 
to be divided into the intended and unintended categories, for, if the CJA was designed 
to stop festivals, raves, protests and "the growth of unauthorised sites" then it has had 
some very ironic consequences indeed. 
Intended Consequences 
Over 40% of all evictions carried out in the first year of the Act involved the new 
powers, with local authorities resorting to their use slightly more frequently than the 
police. 16 A breakdown of the raw data reveals that of 237 evictions notified to Liberty, 
35% (83) were local authority civil actions, 
3% (7) were planning enforcements, 
19% (46) were private civil evictions, 
15 The Guardian, 25th November 1994. 
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3% (7) were private 'self-help' evictions, 
23% (54) were local authority use of s77 of the CJA, 
17% (39) were police use of s61 of the CJA. 
These figures are supported by research carried out by the Telephone Legal Advice 
Service for Travellers (TLAST) based at Cardiff University who found that 46% of all 
evictions in the 6 months to August 1995 used the CJA powers. FFT also monitored the 
early use of the CJA and concluded that 
"It is clear that the CJA is being used widely and routinely against Traveller 
encampments. Many local authorities, usually district councils, have turned with 
enthusiasm to the new powers which give the possibility of rapid eviction of 
Travellers. [Further] there is a serious under-reporting of Traveller evictions 
[which] tend only to be reported to organisations such as FFT or lawyers when the 
Travellers involved believe there is something that can be done. Too often, the 
Travellers move purely under threat of eviction or do not bother to contest 
eviction orders" (FFT, 1998). 
The difficulty in establishing a causal link between the implementation of these new 
powers, and the decline in Traveller numbers discussed above, arises partly because no 
standardised counting system has been established, save that under Operation Snapshot 
by the police, (which as we saw in chapter 3 consists of "dreadlocks, live in a vehicle and 
a dog on a string = New Age Traveller"). However information from that source is 
sketchy, unreliable17 and difficult to obtain. Some local authorities count New 
Travellers in their twice-yearly Gypsy count, but many do not18, and these disparities 
16 Liberty Report: a year into the CJA, 1995. 
17 In September 1998, a New Traveller, 'rash' was awarded substantial damages by the police for releasing incorrect information about him which they had collected during various Snapshot operations. 18 The government's own research on the reliability of the counts reveals that the true level of Traveller 
settlement is often missed because many local authorities omit to include New Travellers: "[The term] 
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in approach lead to a partial picture of the situation (Halfacree, 1996). However, the 
following table can be used as a very rough guide to the trends : 
Table 4.3 Number of 'New Age' Travellers in the South West region 1993-1996. 
YEAR1 














341 people 88people 
84vehicles 7lvehicles/ 97vehicles/ 
34 people 165 people 176 people 
55vehicles 
16 families 16 families 
156 people 
75 vehicles - 
42vehicles/ 
96 people 
39vehicles/ 3lvehicles/ 44vehicles/ 
SOMERSE 600 vehicles 300 vehicles 
90 people 69 people 56 people 
T 
20vehicles/ l2vehicles/ 
WILTSHIR 60 vehicles 45 vehicles 
28 people 22 people 
E 
201vehicles/ 231vehicles/ 86vehicles/ 
TOTALS 1089 1069 
371 people 266 people 152 people 
vehicles vehicles 
Source: South West Regional Planning Conference, 8th July 1996. 
If we take this data at face value it can be seen that there are 1000 fewer New Traveller 
vehicles parked-up in the South West in 1996 than in 1993, and that now there are less 
'Gypsy' tended to encompass Irish Travellers, long-distance Travellers, non-local Gypsies, Gypsies passing 
through the area and Gypsies on authorised sites who do not travel, but to exclude New Age' Travellers" 
(Green, 1991) 
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than 200 New Travellers in all 7 counties. It could be argued that this situation is 
precisely what the CJA was designed to achieve. However, this view is overly 
simplistic and alternative data exists which challenges these figures. On top of the 
European migration mentioned earlier, many Travellers have moved away from the south 
west towards the south east, particularly around Brighton. 
The use of the new powers has also changed the demography on sites within the country. 
The eviction of large sites can be seen to have resulted in more sites it total, although 
individually these sites are smaller in size now. According to Somerset County Council, 
many would seem to be trying to stay under the 6 vehicles which allow the police to evict 
Traveller sites under the CJA. 
"Since the large (140 vehicle) unauthorised encampment on Somerton Moor [in 
1994]... traveller encampments have usually comprised 6 family units staying 
longer on a greater number of sites and seeking to use health and education 
facilities. " 19 
It is not just New Age' Travellers who have been affected by the Act. Hawes and Perez 
(1995) have argued that even the threat of eviction can take its own toll: "where Henry 
VIII and Elizabeth I failed to stop the British Gypsies a-roving, [the CJA] has 
succeeded" by frightening traditional Gypsies into clinging desperately to what few 
official pitches remain. 
"Lots of Gypsies have stopped travelling... Once they get themselves a legal site 
they tend not to move anywhere. They seem to be saying that it is too threatening 
19 From the minutes of Somerset County Council's Traveller Policy Review Panel meeting of 30th July, 
1996, page 20 (13.4.2) 
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out on the road. That is in effect stopping a traditional way of life, which people 
said the Act would do. "(op. cit. ) 
Thus, it is not just the Act's use which exacts effects upon nomadic communities, the 
very existence of these laws - let alone their actual employment by the state - can be seen 
to inhibit nomadism. As the Liberty Report argues 
"All too often, the very mention of the new powers in the 1994 Act either by the 
police or local authorities is enough to induce Travellers [on unauthorised 
sites] to move without any paperwork", 
while the CJA in toto has served to pacify Traveller culture. However, merely 
describing the type and frequency of evictions is distorting and disempowering as it 
doesn't do justice to the efforts Travellers themselves have made in overcoming the 
new powers assumed by the state. Whilst it is undoubtedly true that the CJA has had an 
effect on the numbers of New Travellers living on the road in Britain and has, at least 
in the short-term, reduced the number of Gypsies taking to the road in the summer 
months seeking seasonal work, it is also true that the Travellers who have remained in 
Britain haven't taken it lying down. The CJA inspired many Travellers to become 
politically active in defence of their culture. This activism didn't remain solely on the 
political level but spread into other areas closely related to their lives, like the law and 
planning. As we shall see, a combination of this political, legal and practical activism 
by Travellers and their supporters, ultimately provided successful challenges both to 
specific evictions as well as to the eviction sections in Part 5 of the Act. 
A year into life under the CJA, the Children's Society undertook new research to update 
their 1993 report, Out of Site, Out of Mind which had questioned the prevailing 
image of 'New Age' Travellers as dirty, lazy, drop-out descendants from the Convoy. 
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While their original report found that most Travellers are families who are on the road 
from necessity, their new research was interested in the differing effects the 
legislation would have on various groups' access to essential health, welfare and 
educational services - in essence to see if the CJA was likely to lead to a worsening 
of the living conditions of already homeless families (Webster, 1995). As the Children's 
Society is one of the few organisations with real experience in this area, their 
research is worth quoting at length. Their sample consisted of 80 New Traveller 
families (296 people, 139 of them children; 11 lone parents) living in the South West, 
who were divided into 3 groups : Group A- those who had not been evicted since 
November 1994; Group B- those who had been evicted at least once since November 
1994 but not repeatedly; Group C- those who had experienced "rapid multi-evictions" 




(47% of sample) had not been evicted since November 1994. There were 4 
reasons for this: the majority of Group A had put in an application for planning 
permission on their sites [which delays enforcement action until the application has been 
determined]; the council's decision to evict them was the subject of legal challenge 
(Judicial Review); non-enforcement by the council; living on council land which 
"offered a degree of stability". The research concludes that 
"the majority of the Traveller families in this group have not been evicted 
because they are trying to establish legal sites. The most stable and secure sites 
are those where the Travellers themselves are involved in the planning process. 
This and the amount of time that planning applications take has enabled 
Traveller children to gain access to consistent schooling and health care, also it 
has led to Traveller families becoming fully integrated into the local community. 
77% of the children in this group have a school place, while 42% [of school 
attending children] are on sites where planning permission is being sought" 
(p8). 
Group B (53% of sample) experienced 1 or more eviction with at least 3 weeks in- 
between evictions. The first major difference between Group A and the other two 
groups is that the latter have "No Fixed Abode" (NFA) status, which has implications 
for claiming Child Benefit. Although this is a universal benefit, 5% of Group B were 
having difficulty in obtaining. The main reasons for this are the rules restricting 
claimants to only 2 changes of Post Office; where Travellers are subject to evictions, as 
with this and the next group, these rules often mean that Travellers have to travel 
astronomical distances to cash Child Allowance cheques. In terms of health care and 
education, "only 35% of children in this sample whose parents want them to, has a 
school place" compared to 77% for Group A. Eviction, the Report argues, has 2 effects 
on children's education: it causes children to leave the school their at and it prevents them 
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being allocated a place as they're often not in the area long enough to enrol. Further, 
"access to consistent health care was a problem for Groups B and C" leading to their 
children missing out on regular health and dental checks, these being compounded 
by the lack of an address for correspondence and the difficulties in attending 
appointments when evicted from an area (pp9-10). 
Group C 31% of all Travellers experienced "rapid multi- evictions", i. e. were "issued 
with a direction to leave within 24 hours of pulling onto a piece of land... in the majority 
of cases the order. became effective within a few hours". The Report's authors argue 
that rapid multi-evictions have one of two effects: "one at odds with what the CJA had 
been designed to do and the other was exactly what the legislation had been designed to 
achieve - evictions can prevent Travellers leaving a county" as they lead to "working 
days lost, signing-on days missed and benefits uncashed - without these, many travellers 
are unable to maintain vehicles or fund fuel for inter-county mobility at the time of 
eviction". On the other hand, peremptory evictions "force some Traveller families into 
trying to rejoin the settled community"; however, even here Travellers 
experienced discrimination: 
"alarmingly, it was found that of the families that did present themselves as 
homeless [to the LA], 55% were not offered. any type of accommodation. They 
had been turned away prior to assessing their eligibility [for local authority 
housing, which] contravenes Part 3 of the 1985 Housing Act"(p12). 
As can be expected when subjected to eviction after eviction, "children of this group 
have much bigger problems accessing essential services than preceding groups... only 
15% have a school place [and there are] long gaps in education and health care". So 
far, as valuable as research such as this is, its results merely confirm the obvious: 
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"Traveller children in families who experienced evictions are unable to access 
stable and secure sites, or consistently access essential services. Furthermore, 
access to services significantly decreased as evictions increased. "(pl). 
They did come across one anomaly concerning access to ante-natal health care for 
pregnant women who had experienced evictions. 
"Pregnant women represented 8% of the sample but only one of these women 
was not receiving ante-natal care. As all the pregnant women were in Groups B 
and C, this finding seemed at odds with the research. It transpired that the reason 
the majority of women could access ante-natal care could be solely attributed to 
the resolve of the women and the determination and commitment of the mid- 
wives in ensuring that these women received the care to which they were 
entitled. " 
This finding is supported, I would argue, by the experience of Sarah Rhodes, a 
Travellers Health Visitor from Avon who, in 7 years of working with Travellers rarely 
encountered post-natal depression among her patients. She argues that effective 
networks of co-operation exist on sites, especially where the health of expectant and 
new mothers is concerned, which in turn lessens the sense of isolation felt by women 
after giving. birth. This, coupled with the more collective lifestyle that exists on many 
Traveller sites, leads to a much reduced level of post-natal depression among New 
Traveller mothers. 
Unintended Consequences 
In my experience it has been precisely because the CJA has been so 'draconian' that 
such splendid and effective opposition to it emerged, and this opposition finally brought 
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forth concrete results in August 1995. Earlier in the chapter we saw how the introduction 
of the Act had created feelings of identity between disparate groups such as ravers, road 
protesters and Travellers which previously did not exist to anywhere near the same 
degree. - In this way the CJA became a rallying-call for thousands of the dispossessed 
and disenfranchised who saw that through it they had a common cause and faced a 
common oppressor, a phenomenon discussed above in relation to the grass-roots 
opposition to the Act. Where Travellers were concerned, the CJA had even more far 
reaching effects, as their everyday lives would become criminalised, and it thus spawned 
even greater feelings of solidarity. These effects can be likened to Spicer's (1971) concept 
of implicit oppositionalism discussed in chapter 2, which suggests that some form of 
opposition is necessary for identity formation. In relation to Travellers, the CJA can be 
seen as having provided this opposition and thus helped create a sense of identity 
between different nomadic groups. In turn, these feelings of identity themselves 
engendered concrete methods of mitigating the excesses of the legislation. Below, I 
describe the work of one of the groups which were formed purely to champion the 
Travellers' cause, Friends, Families and Travellers Support Group, in challenging the new 
law. 
Friends, Families and Travellers Support Group 
Friends, Families and Travellers Support Group (FFT) was started by Steve Staines, a 
teacher from Dorset whose son and grand-daughter both live on the road and who felt 
that no national organisation existed which catered for the needs of New Travellers 
(various Gypsy organisations exist but many of these associate the enactment of the 
CJA with the 'hippies' and few allow non-Romani Travellers to join them). I was present 
at the , 
inaugural meeting of FFT in January 1993 and was voted onto the Steering 
Committee, with my remit being media representation. 
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Although many of us felt that the enactment of the CJA was a foregone conclusion 
(due to the Government's majority and collusion with the Ulster Unionist Party 
in 
passing the various stages of the Bill), FFT was created to "decide on strategy for the 
future and methods of combating the proposed legislation relating to Travellers, 
changing the distorted media images of Travellers and providing support for Travellers, 
their 'friends and families" No one then thought that such relatively humble 
aspirations would bear fruit until the longer term, but it was felt that at least FFT could 
provide a sense of belonging and of not being alone in a hostile environment during a 
period of crisis. 
Sure enough, despite FFT's extensive lobbying of both the Lords and the Commons, 
presenting legal, economic and humanitarian arguments against the proposals and 
winning valuable recognition from government departments in terms of consultation 
status, ultimately the government got its way. But the enactment of the CJA was not the 
end of the story for FFT; it was more like the beginning. In the same way that events 
caused me personally to become involved with the anti-CJB struggle, so events on the 
wider stage caused FFT to become an effective campaigning organisation. Had the 
CJA remained only a twinkle in Mrs Thatcher's eye, there would be no FFT as the need 
for such an organisation would not have arisen. I would therefore also like to take this 
opportunity to thank the then Home Secretary, Michael Howard for bringing the 
CJA into existence, and with it our political maturation as Travellers. 
FFT now sends out regular newsletters to a membership of over 1000 people, has 
secured funding from the Rowntree Foundation and the National Lottery, has created 
an advice unit/shop called Nomad' in Glastonbury, as well as "FFT Ltd" for 
distributing Traveller crafts and books. It also provides a nation-wide advice service for 
Travellers, undertakes planning appeals for Traveller sites and mediates between 
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Travellers and the authorities at evictions. It is arguably in the legal sphere, however, 
that FFT has had a lasting impact, but to understand that, it is necessary to examine 
the government circulars which were drawn up in relation to the CJA. 
We have already seen that circular 1/94 "Gypsy sites and planning" encouraged 
Travellers to apply for planning permission for sites on their own land. Conversely, it 
had also made it more difficult to obtain such permission in protected areas such as 
Green Belts, except in "very special circumstances. " Circular 1/94 wasn't the only advice 
issued in relation to the CJA; both the police and local authorities were given guidance on 
their use of their new eviction powers. Whilst not carrying the force of law, these 
circulars "formed the benchmark of reasonable behaviour"20 and were material 
considerations when the authorities consider the use of their new powers. 
Circular 45/94 in relation to police powers, was issued by the Home Office shortly after 
the enactment of the CJA and set out guidance for police officers on the scope of the 
Act and outlined what mitigating circumstances, i. e. mechanical breakdown, illness or 
pregnancy might forestall peremptory eviction. This circular is, in effect, an updating of 
the 1991 guidance on the use of the old section 39 of the Public Order Act, the anti-hippy 
law discussed in chapter 3. 
Circular 18/94 "Gypsy sites policy and unauthorised camping" was issued by the 
DoE three weeks after the CJA came into force 
".... following concerns raised in Parliament during the passage of the CJA at the 
possible abuse of local authority [eviction] powers ... [It] urges 
'toleration' of 
20 Graham Jones' paper to the Conference held at Avon County Council on Travellers and the CJA, 14th 
December 1994. 
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unauthorised encampments and cautions that local authorities should not evict 
Travellers needlessly. "21 
Circular 18/94 has provoked the largest reaction against the law in practice and its 
importance can not be overstated. I aim to devote considerable space here to elaborating 
the ways in which this advice affected the implementation of the CJA and hence how 
the CJA came to affect Travellers. While the circular begins by referring to the repeal 
of the statutory duty for site provision and the new "powers to control unauthorised 
camping" (paras 1-5), it then goes on to advise local authorities to adhere to a national 
"policy of toleration towards unauthorised encampments" (paras 6-9) rather than 
indiscriminate, peremptory evictions. The reasoning behind this policy is that evicting 
unauthorised encampments when there are no alternative sites available merely 
creates another unauthorised site somewhere else: 
"An immediate forced eviction might result in an unauthorised camping site 
elsewhere in the area which could give rise to greater nuisance. 
Accordingly, authorities should consider tolerating gypsies presence on land 
for short periods" and provide basic facilities, such as water, sanitation 
and rubbish disposal "to minimise the level of nuisance. " (para 6). 
Moreover, the circular recommends that local authorities should "try to identify 
emergency stopping places" complete with basic facilities. The circular then spells out 
the scope of this toleration: 
"It will continue to be the policy of the Secretaries of State that government 
departments should act in conformity with the advice that gypsies should not be 
moved unnecessarily from unauthorised encampments" (pars 8) and that the 
21 Minutes of the Traveller Review Panel at South Somerset District Council, 2nd May, 1996. 
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power to evict should be used "in a humane and compassionate fashion and 
primarily to reduce nuisance and to afford a higher level of protection to 
private owners of land" (para 9). 
As important as this 'toleration' policy is, the most significant paragraphs in terms of 
legal challenge to proposed evictions is concerned are those detailing "local authority 
obligations under other legislation" (paras 10-13). Many organisations had warned the 
Government that the CJA would be unworkable in practice because it conflicted with 
duties towards health, education and welfare incumbent on local authorities under 
other legislation. In the circular, local authorities are reminded of these obligations, 
particularly under Part 3 of the Children Act, 1989 (Support for Children and Families) 
and Part 3 of the Housing Act, 1985 (Housing the Homeless), as well as the "duty to 
make appropriate educational provision available for all school-aged children" under 
various Education Acts. 
As the Children's Society report (1995) showed, evictions often denied children and 
other vulnerable people access to essential services, therefore, it was necessary for the 
local authority to take their statutory obligations into account before going ahead with 
an eviction. The circular also advises that it will be necessary for authorities who wish 
to evict unauthorised Travellers' sites "to liaise with other local authorities who may 
have statutory obligations to those being evicted" (Para 12) especially where pregnant 
women and newly born children are concerned (para 13). In effect, local authorities will 
be compelled to undertake needs assessments of Travellers on sites they are 
contemplating evicting - which will take time to complete - in order to be in a position to 
consider their obligations as elaborated in the circular. Despite the need for such 
investigations into the welfare, education and health needs of Travellers faced with 
eviction, the government did not believe that the new powers would have "any net 
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manpower implications for local authorities" (para 26). This is a very optimistic 
interpretation of costings and will be challenged later in the chapter. 
The Wealdon judgement 
In August 1995, three cases of Judicial Review (legal challenge issued in respect of 
unreasonable decision making by public authorities) were heard in the High Court by 
Mr Justice ` Sedley. His judgement demonstrates the ways in which FFT, itself largely 
created by the CJA, came to undermine that Act through applying the experience it had 
gained from working with Travellers and their supporters around the country. Travellers 
living near Crowborough in Sussex had been issued with a direction to leave by Wealdon 
District Council under section 77 of the CJA (Crowborough was the main case in the 
Judicial Review, while two similar cases were heard with it). Travellers on the site 
contacted FFT for help in fighting the eviction; FFT then joined forces with a national 
legal body called the Public Law Project. This group (whose patron is Lord Scarman) 
specialises in taking cases on behalf of minorities who face discrimination in law. 
Together, FFT and the Public Law Project challenged the decision to evict the 
Travellers on the grounds that Wealdon District Council had failed to investigate the 
circumstances of the Travellers prior to issuing the direction, as advised by 
government policy in circular 18/94. As the council had failed to take the relevant legal 
duties mentioned in the guidance into account in arriving at its decision to evict, the 
Public Law Project's solicitor, Ravi-Low Beer argued that they had acted 
unreasonably. Justice Sedley found for the Travellers and quashed the eviction decision. 
Sedley's judgement is worth quoting at length because of the legal precedent it set and 
the ways in which it affected the use of the CJA nation-wide. 
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"For centuries the commons of England and Wales provided lawful stopping 
places for people whose way of life was, or had become nomadic. Enough 
common land had survived the centuries of enclosure to make this way of 
life still sustainable, but by section 23 of the Caravan Sites Act, 1960, local 
authorities were given powers to close the commons to Travellers. This they 
proceeded to do with great energy, but made no use of the concomitant powers 
given to them by the same Act to open caravan sites in compensation for the 
closure of the commons. By the Caravan Sites Act, 1968 therefore, Parliament 
legislated to make the section 24 power a duty... For the next quarter of a 
century there followed a history of non-compliance with the duties imposed by 
the '68 Act, marked by a series of decisions of this Court holding local 
authorities to be in breach of their statutory duties, but to little practical effect. 
The culmination of the tensions underlying the history of non-compliance was the 
enactment of the CJA, 1994. " (emphasis added). 
Summing-up in relation to the Wealdon decision, Sedley remarked that, as the local 
authority had ignored the relevant advice in the circulars, their decision was unlawful; 
but then he went further. 
"Those matters which are not statutory obligations are nevertheless 
considerations of common humanity, none of which can properly be ignored 
when dealing with one of the most fundamental of human needs, the need for 
shelter with at least a modicum of security. " 
With one fell swoop, Sedley had undermined the efficacy of local authority powers under 
the CJA because the judgement meant that local authorities would have to undertake 
extensive and time consuming investigations into the personal circumstances of 
unauthorised campers before even deciding to evict them, in case vulnerable people had 
their rights abrogated by the eviction. Moreover, the section 77 direction, Sedley ruled, 
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could only apply to those Travellers living on the site at the time it was issued, as only 
they would have had their circumstances investigated; therefore, should other Travellers 
turn up at a later date, the whole process would have to start again. In this way, the 
Sedley ruling made the process of eviction potentially endless and extremely expensive 
in staff and legal costs. Perhaps it would be better to assess this judgement from the 
perspective of the very authority taken to Judicial Review. 
Local authori responses to the Sedley ruling: the view from Wealdon. 
Following'the judgement, Donald Cudd, Head of Environmental Services at Wealdon 
DC was invited to address the Association of District Councils' seminar on the theme 
of "Gypsies and Travellers: After the Act [CJA]; After the Circular [18/94]. 22 In his 
paper, he admits that the Travellers moved to the Crowborough site in January 1995 
because they had been evicted from another unauthorised site nearby. Despite the 
existence of 18/94, his council had not undertaken a review of the Travellers' 
circumstances as they didn't consider it to be necessary until the eviction was due to 
take place. When they did come to do it, however, they found 
"carrying out the welfare assessment process... extremely time consuming and 
fraught with difficulty. Not only does it require the networking of numerous 
agencies" Mr Cudd lamented, but "requires a good deal of co-operation from the 
Travellers themselves. Passive resistance can take many forms and in our 
experience obtaining basic information can take days or even weeks. " 
The difficulties he mentions are compounded by 
"the fact that a direction under section 77 will only apply to those properly served 
at the time. This renders the procedure endless, especially if the Travellers 
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decide to adopt a tactic of circulation between sites [making] the prospect of 
actually clearing and securing a site remote" (p3). 
He concluded his paper by stating that for the above reasons 
"my authority and our legal advisers have branded the new legislation 
unworkable in practical terms. It will take very substantial manpower resources 
of the District and County Councils, Health Authority and Police to deal with a 
single incident and with no guarantee of success... The real problem has not 
been addressed by the Government and in fact has been increased by the 
abolition of Designation [under the Caravan Sites Act, 1968, repealed by the 
CJA s80] and therefore, the continuing lack of adequate site provision 
throughout the country as a whole" (p5, original emphasis). 
In this way, the CJA can be seen to have had quite the opposite effect of that intended: 
rather than making eviction a simple and speedy process, it has been made inordinately 
more difficult and time-consuming than under the previous legislation. 
The view nationally 
The Sedley ruling received widespread publicity and sent shock waves throughout 
the country. In response to the judgement, the Association of District Councils undertook 
a national survey to gauge how effective the CJA powers were considered to be by 
those attempting to remove unauthorised sites. 23 They found that 89% of local 
authorities "consider powers available to deal with unauthorised encampments to be poor 
or unworkable. "24 The report from the survey argues that 
22 ADC Conference Gypsies and Travellers: After the Act, After the Circular, 29th November 1995. 
23 ADC seminar Reducing problems from unauthorised encampments - how well are we doing? A council 
checklist, 18th September, 1995. 
24 Result of ADC questionnaire, November 1995. 
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"the figures show clearly that there is a widespread disenchantment with the 
powers introduced in the 1994 Act, which were intended by the Government to 
provide more effective means of dealing with unauthorised encampments. " 
The effectiveness of the CJA was debated in the Commons25 where Luton North MP, 
John Carlisle, in particular, bemoaned the fact that 
"... the law has not proved effective. The [government] has promised that it will 
examine the law and monitor its effectiveness. It is a fact that it is not working. 
Some of the [circular] guidance the [government] has given is flawed... " 
One of the effects of the judgement has been that local authorities have had to 
resort to using Order 24 and Order 113 possession proceedings through the civil courts 
and planning enforcements instead of the CJA when contemplating evictions. This 
fact validates the case made by and on behalf of Travellers during the consultation 
process which proceeded the enactment of the CJA that the existing mechanisms for 
eviction were sufficient and that the CJA was unnecessary and unworkable, unjust 
and unjustified. Indeed, the CJA has made matters worse for local authorities who 
wish to evict, as the repeal of the statutory duty for site provision has led to a serious 
shortfall in the number of sites available for Travellers, which in turn affects the 
practicability of enforcing an eviction. As the report states 
"this does not address the fundamental question of where those moved are able 
to go if there are no pitches on local authority-managed sites or the 
gypsies/Travellers have no other legal site on which to reside" (op cit. ). 
25 fiansard, 22nd May, 1996. 
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Here we can see echoes of Hoyland's retort, made way back in 1816, that "it is worse 
than useless to harass them [the Gypsies] from place to place when no shelter or 
retreat is allowed. " Have we learned nothing in the intervening 180 years ? 
As we will see in the next chapter, the Wealdon decision has radically altered the way 
local authorities relate to Traveller sites. Indeed, in Somerset, the principal area of my 
research, Sedley's decision has resulted in a volle face and the local authorities now 
"consider eviction to be a gross waste of resources that would be better spent on site 
provision. " To this end the County Council have resolved to create 1 permanent and 5 
temporary sites for New Age' Travellers at a cost of £20,000 over 3 years. 26 When 
one considers that no duty was ever incumbent on local authorities to provide sites for 
New Age' Travellers, this must surely be seen as an unintended consequence of the 
legislation. - 
Further developments following from Sedley's judgement 
The fact that more authorities were resorting to civil and planning enforcements after 
the Wealdon judgement was bound to be tested in the courts sooner or later. In 
November 1995 such challenge finally arrived and was once more a collaboration 
between FFT and the Public Law Project. In this case, Kerrier DC in Cornwall was 
Judicially Reviewed when it resorted to planning enforcements to evict an unauthorised 
site on a county council owned (disused) chipping store. Justice Latham took on board 
Sedley's concerns over the rights of vulnerable people suffering eviction and extended 
his ruling beyond action taken under the CJA to all enforcement measures by a public 
26 Notes from the South West Regional Planning Conference 'New Age Travellers' meeting 23rd February, 
1995, point 15.2.1. 
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authority. 27 Again, due to the precedent setting quality of this judgement, it is worth 
quoting Latham's summing-up: 
"In the context of enforcement action, there is ample scope for 
considerations of the personal circumstances of those who are in breach of 
planning controls and the Government recognises [in the relevant Planning 
Policy Guidance notes issued by the DoE] that such circumstances could apply 
when local planning authorities are considering a breach of planning controls by 
Gypsies... As considerations of common humanity, they must, it seems to me, 
be equally applicable to decisions in relation to enforcement actions" [under the 
Planning Acts as they are to the CJA. ] 
Conclusion 
So now, as we near summer 1996, the CJA can be seen to have had some ironic 
consequences: on the one hand, criminalising Traveller culture has resulted in a 
marked reduction in the number of Gypsies travelling, particularly in the summer 
months, while fear of the Act has led to over half of the 'New Age' Travellers leaving the 
country for Europe and Ireland. On the other hand, this very criminalisation has created 
realistic strategies for combating the new powers, strategies which were largely created 
by the Travellers themselves. The results of the legal victories which developed from 
these scenarios have led to the Government shooting itself in the foot with its own 
legislation, as it is now harder than before the CJA was enacted to evict Travellers 
parked on unauthorised sites. Moreover, the case that tested the Sedley ruling further 
complicates eviction procedures to the extent that some local authorities are now in the 
process of creating sites for New Age' Travellers as enforcement is seen as unworkable 
without sites being available to which evicted Travellers can be directed. To 
understand the reality of how these developments have affected the everyday life of 
27 See also Moore, V Journal of Environment and Planning Law, January, 1996. 
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real people, the next chapter is concerned with how Travellers themselves view the 
situation in post-CJA Britain. 
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Chanter 5- The experience of the Travellers in my ethnography 
"And I learned to fight with a weapon called the word, 
And I learned to raise my voice that had never been heard. " 
The Levellers, 'The Last Days of Winter' 
Introduction 
71c, dearth of academic or other research on New Traveller culture (bar the 
honourable exceptions already mentioned) was one of the main reasons I undertook 
this research in the first place. I had been enraged by the fabrications, distortions and 
half-truths that came to pass as the contemporary perception of my own group and 
decided that it was time we had our own say. This chapter, therefore, will be devoted to 
examining the effects of the CJA writ small, on the lives of individual Traveller groups, 
and how the Travellers concerned reacted to the changed political climate. In particular, it 
will focus on the experience of one group of New Travellers - who I shall call the Brook 
Green Travellers - and the ways in which their lives and livelihoods were impacted by 
the CJA. 
As different groups have been affected in different ways by the Act, the Brook Green 
Travellers' experience is then compared with that of other nomadic groups during the 
same period. In describing these groups' experiences, I do not, obviously, claim that this 
to be representative of all Traveller groups (that is beyond the scope of this or any other 
research project). All I can do here is to show something of what has happened in the 
lives of some New and traditional Travellers since the introduction of the CJA. However, 
to a large extent this mirrors the experiences of many other Travellers nation-wide. 
From the beginning of the research, my adviser has continually encouraged me to 
utilise the 'primary data' supplied by my nomadic 'informants' but I have been reluctant 
to do this for a number of reasons. Firstly, they are not merely 'research subjects' but 
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active participants in (as well as critics of) the research process; moreover, they are my 
friends, colleagues and associates which makes revealing their inner-most lives 
complicated by the desire to protect them from undue intrusion. However, in order to be 
able to tell their stories, some background information is required. 
All the people discussed in this chapter consented to be included and, in the main, they 
are people with whom mutual trust has been built up through personal and working 
relationships. As discussed in chapter 1, due to my desire to avoid repeating 'exploitative' 
research methods, I chose Traveller groups who, to varying degrees, had already made the 
decision to enter the public arena, either those who were submitting planning applications 
for their sites or were contesting appeals. I had also chosen groups who had asked for my 
help with their planning problems in order that the respondents benefited from the 
research process. The following table represents a 'snapshot' of my involvement with their 
attempts to legitimise their sites. 
Family/ group 
O'Connor's - Queen's 
Charlton, near Bristol 
Slough Green - West Hatch, 
near Taunton 





1st appeal I attended. Case 
run by Ron Stainer and Dr 
Donald Kendrick 
2nd appeal I attended. Case 
run by John Lloyd 
(barrister and Steve Staines, 
FFT 
Ist appeal at which I gave 
evidence (ECHR argument) 
Steve Staines acted as agent, 
although the Travellers and 
I composed the argument 
and delivered it orally at the 
meeting. 
FFT acted as agent, 
although Val Easty -a 
barrister from London - ran 
the case on the day. My 
ECHR argument utilised in 
this appeal. 
Appeal decision 25/09/1995 
Harvey - Pucldechurch, near Appeal decision 20/02/1996 
Bristol 
Brook Green Travellers - Planning application Clay Close Copse, near decision 24/05/1996 
Ilminster 
Dommett Wood - near Appeal decision 14/06/1997 
Taunton 
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Brook Green Travellers - 1st planning decision FFT acted as agent, 
Slippery Sam's near 15/07/1997 although the Travellers and 
Glastonbury, I formulated the argument 
which I delivered to the 
planning meeting. 
Brook Green Travellers - 2nd planning decision FFT continued as formal 
Slippery t Sam's near 19/08/1997 agent. I presented the case at 
Glastonbury the meetings. 
In the analysis of the effects of the CJA in chapter 4, we saw how the increased penalties 
for 'unauthorised camping' coupled with the withdrawal of statutory public site provision, 
had been interpreted as the 'privatisation' of Traveller sites. Further, as the 100% grant for 
site " construction was also ended, future provision by cash-strapped local authorities 
would be few and far between. In the absence of state provision, private applications by 
nomadic groups were seen by the government to be the sole answer to Travellers' 
accommodation needs. However, as FFT's research (1998) demonstrated, both at local 
council level and at appeal, Travellers are unlikely to achieve planning permission, even 
to live on their own land. One of the most obvious effects of this change in policy could 
be seen with every group in my study. None of these groups had previously entered the 
planning system but had moved from site to site, sometimes staying a few days, 
sometimes weeks but never settling. The prospect of criminalisation under the CJA had 
resulted in them all trying to find a permanent site on which to reside. Every group cited 
the CJA as the catalyst for this course of action, although this was far from a purely 
negative act for the people concerned, as we will see. 
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TheCJA in action 
Group A- The Brook Green Travellers. 
This group was main case-study and I travelled with them for nearly 2 years, from autumn 
1995 to summer 1997. The Travellers on this site have been consistently referred to as 
'New Age' Travellers in public and council meetings, as well as in the press, since 
they first pulled onto Brook Green common in June 1995. As so often happens with 
marginalised groups, these Travellers have been rendered an 'other' through being 
assigned a pejorative label, the New Age' Traveller, by the dominant group (Gauja). The 
concentration on group rather than the individuals within the groups, is one of the key 
processes which rationalises their discrimination and legitimates their unequal treatment. 
For the purposes of my research, however, this label is insufficient to explain how the 
CJA has affected their lives. To understand that, we need to look at the people behind the 
label. 
As a group, the Brook Green Travellers, like most people on the road, are a mixed 
bunch. Some have been travelling for years and are well known on the festival circuit, 
while others are new to the life, having just escaped the rural poverty trap. The term 
'New Age' is universally rejected by them in preference for 'Traveller', although, when 
probed on the subject, they qualify this by calling themselves 'New Travellers' - or, in 
mock parody `hippies'. Their story, like that of countless Travellers down the centuries, 
is a living reflection of what is going on in the wider social sphere. 
By January 1996, there were 2 coaches, 1 double decker bus, 2 trucks and 4 caravans on 
the site, housing 11 adults and 3 children. A little of the personal history of the site 
occupants reveals the breadth of background and circumstance which led to us all living 
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together. In chapter 2, I mentioned the general trend of New Travellers becoming 
increasingly recognised as 'gipsies' due to the similar ways both traditional and New 
Travellers seek their living, i. e. their economic nomadism. Here, we will be looking at 
this phenomenon in relation to the Travellers in my ethnography. 
Julie is one of the veteran Travellers amongst us, having been on the road for over 10 
years. She lives in a double decker bus with her partner, Pug, and they are new parents 
to Layla Fae born in December 1995. Julie was living on a site in Somerton, about 20 
miles away, when she first met Pug and they have been together for over 5 years now. 
They are working towards (and are close to achieving) a mobile cafe and sound 
system which they intend to take around the festivals in Europe. In this country, they 
used to work the free festival circuit, but, when these were curtailed by the CJA, branched 
out into free parties or 'raves'. In recent years, they have turned their attention towards 
commercial festivals, such as Glastonbury, and, in the summer, they tour these with their 
`Not Dogs' vegetarian cafe. Both Julie and Pug are well educated: indeed Pug was 
training to be a pilot in the RAF until a trampolining accident brought his career to a 
premature end. Contrary to the popular stereotype of fecklessness, many New Travellers 
are ex-servicemen and women, as the Children's Society Report (1993) revealed. 
Slim and Anne are also veterans of the travelling lifestyle, having been on the road 
since the 1980s and 90s respectively, although they have not been continuously nomadic, 
having spent a little of this time back in houses. Slim first took up travelling when he was 
16 after leaving home, while Anne had been a married housedweller before she 
became a Traveller. They met while working in a factory and within months, Anne had 
left her husband and taken up a life on the road. Like all the Travellers on this site, they 
did not have had endless opportunities from which to choose when they started 
travelling, but now they have lived on the road, with its sense of community and 
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comradeship, they are adamant that they want to stay Travellers. They are trying to get 
a fair-ground ride together (hopefully a carousel) which they intend to take to Europe 
with some of the other Travellers on the site next year. They live in a converted truck 
with their 2 small children, Lorna aged 8 and Liam, nearly S. Slim and Anne are 
probably the most experienced Travellers on site and were extremely active on the 
festival circuit in the early'90s, travelling with a sound system called 'Bedlam' which 
played the infamous Castlemorton festival in 1992 (see chapter 3). Before the 
'crackdown' against Travellers began, they had made their living from selling food and 
drink at such events from the coach they then lived in. They had believed that the 
disestablishment of the free festival economy would deny them a livelihood in this 
country and they too had planned to leave for the Continent. Then, in the summer of 
1997, Slim was offered work erecting marquees for a'straight' firm who supply'tents'1 for 
huge commercial events, such as Tribal Gathering, Phoenix and Reading festivals. He 
now moves from venue to venue with the other crewmembers, living in the truck all the 
while. Anne recently bought an ex-army signal-box which they have converted into a 
large caravan. When school time permits, the family travel together but for the rest of the 
year Anne and the kids stay on site in the trailer and Slim returns as often as possible. 
After all the hassle which followed the Castlemorton festival, they are happy to able to 
continue making a living nomadically, even if it is for a commercial company. Turning 
the negative into a positive, Slim describes his new found proletariat status thus: 
"It's great really, although it's very long hours. We travel from gig to gig like in 
the old days, 'though now I get diesel money, regular food and good wages. 
Really, I'm getting paid for being a hippy! " 
Although they refer to these structures as 'tents', this is a deliberate understatement: many of the 'tents' they 
erect have a seating capacity of 5ooo and take up to three days to assemble. 
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Paul and Michelle are, in some ways, typical of many New Travellers interviewed 
by the Children's Society. Along with their three children, they were living in a house 
until rent arrears led to them to become homeless in the autumn of 1995. They bought a 
van and caravan and moved from campsite to campsite for the first month or so, until 
they came across the Travellers on Brook Green common and asked if they could pull on. 
'I hey've been part of the group ever since. Their children, Karl 11 and Terry 10, both 
attend the local school, where they are doing well. In fact, Terri won the Progress Cup 
for the year. Michelle's own personal history reveals a phenomenon that I am coming 
across more and more (indeed with parallels in my own life): while she was born and 
brought up in house, her family are Romanies (nee Lee, a well known Romani name). In 
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Lorna and Liam outside their home. 
the future I think there is valuable research to be done on the prevalence of Gypsy 
lineage among New Travellers. Before losing their house, Paul had been a mechanic at 
Brand's Hatch motor-racing circuit and still keeps up his mechanics today, bringing 
with him to site much appreciated skills. Michelle and Paul are also planning to go to 
Europe with the others. After a few months on the road, they traded-in their caravan and 
van for an ex-military bus which they are preparing for the trek. 
Andrew and Cindy are also new to the travelling life, having been on the road just over a 
year. They bought a 57-seater coach, which they have converted into a beautiful home. 
Both had been unemployed when they became Travellers, although they had been 
working previously - Andrew as a roofer and Cindy in a factory. Recently they have 
bought an old horsebox which they are lovingly converting into their home (having 
found the bus too cumbersome). Like many Travellers, they have spent the winter 
making things to sell at the summer festivals and they too plan to travel to Europe next 
season. 
The Brook Green Saga 
When I first met Pug and Julie back in 1994, they had moved from Watery Lane and 
joined other Travellers at Dommett Wood, a traditionally used site in the Blackdown 
Hills, above Taunton. I had been contacted by a local Councillor who was worried that 
by having extra vehicles at Dommett the pending planning application for authorised 
use as a Travellers' site would be jeopardised. I had visited Dommett a number of times 
in the past and so knew the Travellers living there (their experience is discussed below). 
My first feeling on seeing their large double-decker bus was of amazement that they 
had managed to get it in the woods at all! Over a couple of cups of coffee with Pug and 
Julie, I discovered that they were already aware of the potential planning problems their 
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presence might cause and were aiming to move elsewhere in the district as soon as 
possible. 
Meanwhile, some 5 or 6 miles away at Brook Green Common, near Ilton a large, highly 
stigmatised Gypsy family, the Sheridans, had set up camp on their way to a wake. 
The numbers of caravans continued to grow and this, coupled with the negative 
reputation that had preceded them, led to an increasingly open hostility towards their 
occupation of the common, manifested by heated public meetings and unfavourable 
reports in the local press. After some weeks on Brook Green, the Sheridans pulled off 
under their own steam in June 1995 and moved on elsewhere. 
To fully appreciate the events that followed we need to be aware of the workings of local 
government. In this case, although Brook Green is called a 'common' by name, its legal 
owner is Ilton Parish Council who have owned it since 1891. However, South Somerset 
District Council (henceforth SSDC) maintains the physical management of the site, its 
Area North Committee is the local planning authority and has ultimate responsibility 
for enforcing the bylaws there. Brook Green Common is divided by a small country lane 
which makes it possible to drive onto the land from any point along the road. As soon as 
the Sheridans had gone the parish council ordered both sides of the common to be 
trenched to prevent future occupation by Travellers. Work started on 26th June 1995 
and just before it was finished, Pug and Julie pulled onto the land with their double- 
decker bus, thus preventing the total closure of the Common. 
Not everyone was opposed to Travellers using the site, but many were outraged when it 
was trenched. Ilton Parish Council was reminded that, as it hadn't applied for planning 
permission to carry out the trenching, its actions had been unlawful. At an angry Public 
Meeting the parish council changed its tune and claimed that the trenching wasn't to stop 
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the Travellers at all, but was for 'drainage'. In fact there had been almost 
uninterrupted sunshine since before Easter and the banking created by the trench 
ensured that when it did finally rain in the September, it flooded the Common more 
heavily, than usual. Sitting behind me in the Village Hall were Commander Alistair 
Ross (C. O. at the Royal Naval Air Station at Yeovilton) and his wife, the nearest 
neighbours to Brook Green Common, who had suffered flooding problems of their own 
in the past. On hearing the council's explanation that the trench was to alleviate the 
flooding, Mrs. Ross let out the expletive "bollocks", which fairly summarised public 
sentiment at the time. 
Notwithstanding the illegality of the earthworks, the parish was never prosecuted, 
which contrasts sharply with the treatment of Travellers who have been evicted for 
'damaging' land merely by driving across it. Under pressure from the parish council and 
some local people, SSDC wrote to the Brook Green Travellers in July informing them 
that they would be evicted under section 77 of the CJA if they hadn't left by 23rd 
August? 
In the weeks before the eviction, Pug and Julie were joined by 2 other Traveller 
families and together they looked for somewhere to move to. After much searching, they 
finally came across what they thought was an ideal site about 3 miles away, known as 
Clay Close Copse. This was a2 acre wood with partial hard-standings which adjoined a 
country lane, was near local schools and services, and which had once been used as a 
Gypsy site by Somerset County Council, who owned the land. Since its last use, the 
entrance to Clay Close Copse had been trenched and blockaded but was still accessible 
with effort. The Travellers clubbed together, hired a JCB digger and set about clearing 
2Letter from SSDC's solicitor Ian Clarke, dated 26th July 1995. 
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the access. About half an hour into the work, a county council official arrived and, on 
discovering that they were Travellers, alerted some of the local farmers. Within 
minutes, three tractors with hay-bale spikes on their front ends arrived. Two tractors 
blocked the lane, threatening to spear any Travellers' vehicle that tried to enter the woods, 
while the farmers triple-ditched the entrance and set a large tree-trunk on top of the 
nearest mound. Each trench is about 15 feet long, by 2 feet wide, by 3 feet deep and there 
is little prospect of effecting an access without substantial works, by which time the 
farmers would have returned. When this site was last used, the Gypsies were ultimately 
'torched' out, and these Travellers were understandably reluctant to put their homes at 
similar risk. 
SSDC and the CJA 
The Travellers now found themselves in an all-too-familiar position: they were due to 
be evicted and had nowhere to go. This is where the legislation impacts on the lives of 
real people and in this respect, the events that occurred at Brook Green personify the 
effects of the CJA nationally. But we can also see how the implementation of the new 
law inspired resistance and politicised these Travellers and how this contributed to some 
of the other, unintended effects of the CJA., such as galvanising group identity. Pug, for 
example, described the CJA as "a form of ethnic cleansing [and an attempt] to stamp out 
our way of life. "3 In a very concrete way, the CJA inspired forms of awareness-raising 
and inter-group collaboration which allowed the Travellers at Brook Green to 
successfully challenge their impending eviction. 
3 Pug allowed me free reign to all of his legal papers relating to the Brook Green case, but as so much of 
this is of a confidential nature, I can only produce truncated excerpts from them here. See also the Western 
Gazelle, 4th January 1996 -'It's ethnic cleansing'say Travellers. 
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The - events unfolded as follows. After the experience of trenching at Clay 
Close Copse, 
the Travellers and I had a site-meeting where it was decided that securing another site 
would be difficult in the extreme at present and that they would have to challenge the 
eviction from Brook Green. I referred them to Steve Staines at Friends, Families and 
Travellers Support Group (FFT) for help; FFT put them in touch with a solicitor Tony 
Griffen and together they launched a Judicial Review4 of SSDC's decision to evict them. 
The basis for such a challenge, as we saw in chapter 4, revolved around Department of 
the Environment Circular 18/94 and its requirements for local authorities to ensure that 
evictions do not conflict with their duties to provide education, health and welfare 
services. At this point, although Sedley had yet to rule on the Wealdon case, Tony 
Griffen's argument followed the same line. In essence he argued that the enforcement 
action taken by SSDC was unreasonable and therefore unlawful because its Area North 
Committee "failed to investigate the personal circumstances of the Travellers before 
deciding to evict, which is contrary to Government advice in DoE circular 18/94. " In 
spite of this, SSDC pressed on and, paradoxically, delivered the final communication 
on eviction proceedings on the 31st August 1995, the very day of Sedley's ruling! 5 
The council's enthusiasm for peremptory evictions, however, soon waned when leave to 
seek Judicial Review was granted by the High Court. In the face of this legal challenge, 
SSDC gradually began to backtrack on their demands and agreed to postpone the actual 
eviction until the case had been heard in the High Court. 6 The provisional date was set 
for 14th February, 1996, St Valentine's Day, which gave the Travellers 7 months respite 
4A Judicial Review is a High Court examination of the decision-making process itself, rather than an 
assessment of the 'rights' and 'wrongs' of that decision. 
5 Letter from SSDC informing the Travellers that its Area North committee resolved on the 23rd August 
that the eviction "should be enforced without further delay. " 
6 Letter from Cartridges to Pug informing him that SSDC had deferred eviction proceedings until the 
Judicial Review had been heard, 6th September 1995. 
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from -eviction. The immediacy with which the eviction process was de-railed by 
prospective court action was greatly appreciated by the Travellers, particularly Julie, as it 
allowed her a period of stability while she completed her pregnancy. 
The galvanising effects of criminalising nomadism discussed earlier can be seen in the 
Travellers' interpretation of the council's actions against them: 
"In view of the passing of the CJA, if we move from this site we will be forced 
into a position where we are committing a criminal offence wherever we stop 
[while] having no lawful place where we can lawfully park our vehicles and 
live. "7 
The resistance strategies employed by the Travellers arose because the state had 
intervened in their lives both legislatively - through enacting the CJA - and 
administratively - by enforcing it on them. SSDC were in no way obliged to carry out this 
enforcement; in fact, the guidance to local authorities on the use of their powers in the 
Act recommended a 'toleration' policy where Traveller encampments are small and 
causing no real harm. (When they first tried to evict them, there was only one bus on the 
common, home to one young couple expecting their first baby). The decision to evict 
them had put these Travellers in a position where they had had to learn the law and most 
were extremely vocal on the injustices which they perceived they had encountered, as 
were Travellers on every site in the study. 
Over the next few weeks, Pug and Julie were joined by more Travellers and by 
November 1995, there were 4 families and 2 single people living on Brook Green. 
7 Taken from Pug's Statement of case for the Legal Aid Board on the Brook Green case by John Lloyd, 
22nd August 1995. 
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For a time life on the common went well: the school bus stopped next to the site to 
collect and drop off the older children, and they were all well accepted in the local 
schools. However, while Brook Green was an ideal site in summer in many ways, 
during the rest of the year it was liable to flooding and this, coupled with the lack of a 
water supply, refuse collection or toilets made it difficult to live there. This situation 
was complicated by the fact that there were 5 children in permanent residence, with an 
additional 4 to 5 on weekends. When the floods eventually came, they were exacerbated 
by the 'drainage' works. From November 1995 until February 1996, the common 
remained totally waterlogged, often being 2-3 feet under water. It was only through the 
determination of their parents that these children remained in good health, since the 
county council refused their request for minimal services - made under the "Children In 
Need" section of the Children's Act 1989, coincidentally on "BBC Children In Need 
Day". 
By December 1995, both the Travellers and SSDC had received their respective Counsel's 
advice, both of which agreed that the decision to evict them had been "unlawful in 
that in making it, the Council failed to have regard to the relevant matters [i. e. to circular 
18/941". Sedley's recent ruling at Wealdon had further strengthened their case and the 
prospects looked good. The Travellers were therefore encouraged to continue their legal 
fight . They were spurred on, however, not purely on the strength of the Sedley ruling 
but also by the fact that they had literally nowhere else to go, as there were no alternative 
sites available. Moreover, they hoped that the prospective costs involved in the 
forthcoming Judicial Review would convince either the district or the county council to 
provide an alternative site. 
Following the Sedley case, part of the Travellers' personal circumstances which had to 
be considered by the council was the availability (or otherwise) of alternative sites. June 
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Buckley, a Gypsy; had taken the government to the European Commission on Human 
Rights over being evicted from her own land and the Commission took the view that 
enforcing an eviction whilst there is no lawful alternative site is disproportionate and 
violates Article 8 of the European Convention on Human Rights, the right to respect 
for one's family life, private life and home. Applying these precedents to the Brook 
Green case, the Travellers' solicitor followed a similar line of argument. 
The Travellers themselves argued that they did not want to be on the common any more 
than the locals wanted them there, and if there was a suitable alternative they would go. 
The local , weekly paper, the Chard and Ilminster News, barely missed an issue 
without including a report, often on the front page, about the site. Not all the reporting 
was of the hang-em-and-flog-em variety though and in one issue the centre-spread was 
given over to the Travellers' story on one page and the parish and district council's 
on the other. The reporting inspired a lively post-bag, far from all of which was hostile 
towards the Travellers. 
Tony Griffen tentatively welcomed SSDC's decision to retract eviction proceedings, 
but remained sceptical that the District might "collude with the Parish Council [as 
owners of Brook Green] to achieve the same ends". To resolve this impasse, SSDC 
suggested drawing up a Consent Order which would give "an undertaking that 
[they] would not institute proceedings to evict [the Travellers] from [Brook Green] 
Common without first offering them suitable alternative pitches". The parish council 
argued that local feeling was hostile to the Travellers remaining on the common8 and 
the 'local press, following a front page headline which declared "Village Prays for 
8 Chard and !! minter News, 20th December, 1995. 
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Washout"9 continued "villagers are hoping that the English weather will succeed 
where SSDC has failed and force a band of Travellers off their land. " The article 
suggested that the site was "attracting drugs, disease and ravers to the area, " the latter 
being an oblique reference to a birthday party held earlier in the month. 
Then, as feared, Ilton Parish Council considered taking enforcement action of its own 
to clear the site and consulted the National Association of Local Councils (NALC) for 
advice. The parish's main argument was that the duties towards health, education and 
welfare on which Sedley based his decision at Wealdon were incumbent only upon 
district and county councils as providers of those services, and that, therefore, the parish 
council was free to act without considering the personal circumstances of the 
Travellers. In many ways, this action was a test case for the scope of the Sedley 
judgement and had the parish won, could have had a profound impact on future 
evictions. 
Public debate was aroused by these developments and the following week's paper 
devoted an entire page to considering the arguments from each side. Within the article, 
the parish, district and county councils, as well as the Travellers themselves, were given 
space to put their position. '0 Whilst much of the article was balanced, some of the 
unsubstantiated (and anonymous) allegations made about the Travellers clearly 
demonstrated the fact that many people remain ignorant of Traveller culture and 
lifestyle, and use this ill-informed position as a basis for their judgements. One man 
quoted in the article went so far as to claim that the Travellers were drinking from the 
brook, into which some village septic tanks overflowed. 
9 Western Gazette, 16th November, 1995: "Villagers are hoping that the English weather will succeed 
where SSDC have failed and force a band of travellers offtheir land. " 
10 Chard and Ilminster News, 20th December, 1995. 
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"It's not just serious for the Travellers" he said "there are such things as cholera 
epidemics. These children are going to local schools and the spread of disease 
could be horrific. " 
Allegations of dirt and disease are the staple fare of much press coverage of Travellers 
and Brook Green would see more of this type of reporting in the future. What these 
articles omitted were the pertinent facts: that the main source of ill health on Traveller 
sites is a result of the lack of basic resources such as wholesome, running water, 
sanitation and rubbish collection. l l It also ignored the fact that these Traveller families 
had followed government advice and asked the county council to provide these but were 
refused, and that even without these services, the children remained in good health, 
despite the added disadvantage of living in permanently flooded conditions. 
For their part, the Travellers saw the Sedley ruling as "good for humanity [as it]... now 
put people, not land, first. " They claimed that the county Gypsy Liaison Officer had 
told them to find a site, which they had at Clay Close Copse but that he had since 
refused to co-operate with them. "We've got to stay in the area because we've got kids 
in the local schools [and] the parents don't want to pull them out. " The Travellers 
therefore decided that they would re-new their own efforts to secure a legal site at Clay 
Close Copse. To this end, they clubbed together and raised the £190 fee for a planning 
application and began preparing their case. 
None of these Travellers had been involved in the planning process before, although all 
had been on the receiving end of evictions; they were all, however, articulate, literate and 
tI Chartered Institute of Environmental Health Officers report "Gypsies and Travellers: an alternative 
strategy", 1995. 
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knowledgeable about the law. They decided that they should consult Traveller support 
groups, and also asked for my help. From this time on, I became intimately involved with 
these Travellers and was soon living with them full-time. (However, I deliberately chose 
not to be a named applicant or to benefit from any future planning permission or pitch 
that might result, as I was a single man with no dependent children and there were others 
whose needs were greater than mine. ) In order to formulate our argument, we arranged a 
site meeting in one of the trucks to which everyone brought information and literature 
which was then discussed within the group. The way we formulated our strategies was 
organic in the sense that it developed freely from the exchanges of knowledge, 
information and experience that we each brought together. There were no formal leaders 
and decision-making was more of a collaborative process than the result of a deliberate 
agenda. To add a certain legitimacy to our aims, we decided to ask FFT to stand as our 
official agent, although we agreed that we would compose our own argument for the 
planning committee and speak on our own behalf. The resulting letter drew heavily from 
the CJA's case-law and argued that 
"... granting planning permission for a Travellers site at Clay Close Copse would 
contribute to the provision of adequate sites in the district and would offer us the 
security of base from which we could maintain our nomadic habit of life, whilst 
also ensuring access to health, education and welfare services for our children and 
ourselves. The experience of Slough Green [another New Traveller site in the 
area, discussed below].. serves as an example of how authorised sites can benefit 
both the Travelling and settled communities - economically, environmentally and 
socially - and we would welcome the opportunity to create a similar site here. "12 
12 Letter from the Brook Green Travellers to SSDC's planning officer, Daphne Hayward, see Appendix Sb. 
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In the face of their potential criminalisation, these Travellers devised collective strategies 
of both resistance - for example, to the specific eviction itself - as well as of 
reclamation - such as reclaiming the traditional sites at Brook Green and Clay Close 
Copse, and as we will see, elsewhere. Spicer's 'implicit oppositionalism' (op. cit. ) seems 
relevant once more. Before the CJA became law, none of these (or any of the other 
Travellers discussed in this chapter) had become involved with the planning system. The 
attempted implementation of the new powers at Brook Green resulted in a legal challenge 
which delayed the actual eviction for months. This, in turn, inspired them to submit plans 
for a Travellers' site at Clay Close Copse, as well as at other sites in the future. The 
strategies employed by the Travellers illustrate the argument that the CJA may be 
counter-productive and produce more 'problems' for the state than they had anticipated, 
such as inspiring organised resistance. 
The withdrawal of statutory site provision had increased the importance of private 
applications by Travellers and yet their attempts were often frustrated by the planning 
authorities. A frequent criticism is that Travellers often occupy the land first and apply for 
the right to live there afterwards, what is called retrospective applications - despite the 
fact that 18% of all planning applications are made retrospectively. In this case, the 
Travellers decided that applying ahead of occupying the land would be good 'PR' and 
perhaps mitigate some of the objections that inevitably follow when Travellers try to 
legitimise their sites. 
While they awaited the outcome of the Clay Close Copse application, the Travellers 
remained on the common. Although the district council wanted to evict them, the Judicial 
Review had tied their hands. Their solicitor, Ian Clarke argued that their "main problem 
is the new interpretation of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act. We have to be 
seen to be humane" he added "and not just a paperwork exercise either". Another 
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significant development in November was Justice Latham's High Court ruling on Kerrier 
District Council which extended Sedley's "considerations of common humanity" 
beyond the powers in the CJA to planning enforcements by public authorities. Whilst 
the parish council remained ignorant of the way in which domestic law was developing 
in relation to personal circumstances, the Travellers, through FFT and contacts in the 
Traveller network, were not and brought these cases to the council's attention. By the 
end ' of November 1995 the parish had received legal advice from NALC which 
confirmed that they had to investigate the Travellers' needs before acting to evict 
them13 and Tony Griffen reminded them that the Travellers reserved the right to 
challenge any such decision. 
The advice the parish received also suggested that the final legal bill incurred by the 
council could be as high as £500,000, and therefore a Public Meeting was called in Ilton 
to consult the parishioners. At that same meeting, the council argued that it could not 
afford to make the village playground safe or provide a pavement for a busy stretch of 
road, yet all 10 councillors voted to pursue the eviction, despite the enormous potential 
costs. Instances such as these demonstrate the depth of the fear and loathing mentioned 
earlier and shows that getting rid of homeless families from a disused and waterlogged 
common has a higher priority than public safety for councils such as this. The council's 
priorities reveal their prejudices, as Councillor Matravers made clear. Pursuing the 
action, she argued "will make them stop coming back and make other Travellers think 
twice" and was, by implication, money well spent. 
So to recap on the situation just before the Christmas holidays. The 4 families living on 
Brook Green first faced eviction in August and successfully challenged SSDC's 
13 Chard and !! minter News, 15th November, 1995. 
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decision to take that action on the strength of the Sedley ruling. The parish council 
then decided to try to evict them on its own and, even when it received advice that it 
must follow the same guidelines as district councils and that the costs involved could 
reach half a million pounds, Ilton Parish Council pressed ahead with its plans to clear 
Brook Green Common. And still the rain came down. 
With the 'children home for the school holidays, the practicalities of living on a 
flooded common began to take their toll on the Travellers. The water-level often 
reached lft-18insdeep, which meant that the opportunities for the children to go out to 
play were severely restricted, leading to frustration for both parents and children alike. 
Even when it was possible to play outside, the mud caused by the flooding meant that 
enormous amounts of time, energy and money were spent washing clothes (remember, 
they had no water supply on the site). The Travellers were reluctant to leave, 
however, as their previous experiences indicated that as soon as they did so, the 
common would be trenched and yet another site would be lost; moreover, they had 
nowhere to go to. Their Judicial Review had given them some (albeit limited) 
negotiating power with the district and county councils, and after many months of 
suffering in the mud, the Travellers finally decided that they would have to move on. 
They therefore approached the County GLO with a view to moving to a site with hard- 
standing. 
Keen to be seen as having "solved the Traveller problem" the GLO offered them 
temporary use of a disused county chipping store at Watery Lane, Peasmarsh near 
Ilminster - which is where I had first met these Travellers and where we were again 
parked-up when I began writing this up (May, 1996). The date for the move to 
Peasmarsh was set for 15th January and the GLO arranged for a local wrecker to 
come and pull the vehicles out of the mud. The night before the move, however, 
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those vehicles capable of getting there under their own steam did so, leaving only the 
double- decker, a large coach and a caravan on the common. The Travellers' fears that 
their homes would be damaged in the move proved well founded as the towing 
vehicles hired by the county council struggled to remove the coach, ripping off its tow- 
bar, bumper and breaking a side window in the process. Then the wrecker was 
attached to the caravan, but couldn't get back off the common and had to be towed out 
itself - in the course of this the entire front end of the council lorry was torn off. The 
GLO then turned to the now very concerned owners of the double-decker and said 
"You're next. " But having seen the damage done to the smaller vehicles, Pug and 
Julie weren't willing to see their 10 ton, 20ft tall bus and only home of their 3 week old 
baby, ruined in the same way and refused to move. After several minutes of heated 
altercation, a local councillor placated the GLO, and Pug and Julie were allowed to 
remain on Brook Green while the others moved to Peasmarsh. 
Even though the new site had been suggested by the county council, the press ran a front 
page article 
, 
captioned "Donyatt dismay at site switch"14 (Donyatt being the parish 
covering Peasmarsh). Meanwhile it maintained its protest that the "Brook Green 
clearance battle continues" even though only one family now remained there. Ilton 
Parish Council also continued its legal action to evict them from Brook Green, while 
SSDC's position remained that "no attempt will be to remove [Pug] or his family... while 
they remain on the green. " 
The site at Peasmarsh to which the other Travellers had gone is a stretch of disused road, 
perhaps 500 yards in length and was once used as a chipping store. It stands in marked 
contrast to the isolated and rural character of Brook Green as it borders and is overlooked 
14 Chard and Ilminster News, 24th January, 1996. 
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by the busy A358 trunk road. The site, though provided with minimal facilities such as 
plastic barrels of water and chemical toilets, was so narrow that it became overcrowded 
even without the double-decker. Pug and Julie came down to inspect the site but in view 
of the above, decided to stay and fight the Brook Green case, as well as continue with 
the planning application on Clay Close Copse, a mile away from Peasmarsh. 
For their part, SSDC came up with the wording for the Consent Order. This read - 
"By consent, upon the Respondent undertaking not to evict or assist any other 
person or organisation in evicting the Applicant [Pug]... while his home remains 
on Brook Green Common, Ilton. And upon the Respondent further undertaking 
to use its best endeavours to assist the Applicant in finding a suitable alternative 
site on which to station his home" then Pug would drop his Judicial Review. 
Ilion Parish Council held a further Public Meeting on whether they should continue 
with the legal action. Tony Griffen sent a letter to the Chair of the parish which was 
read to the meeting - 
"My clients have no site to which they can lawfully move [Peasmarsh lacked 
planning permission and was therefore unlawful]. The bringing in to law of 
the CJA has meant that Travellers who take to the open road... risk criminal 
prosecution. If my clients are simply evicted from Brook Green Common you 
will be in danger of forcing them into a position where they have no option but 
to commit criminal offences, as they cannot simply travel constantly but must 
stop and sleep, eat and live. This surely is not a sensible solution to the problems 
they face. " 
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He further cautioned them against evicting without considering the Travellers' personal 
circumstances, but to no avail: the Parish voted to continue with eviction 
proceedings. Pug and Julie became increasingly concerned that they faced imminent 
eviction and decided to put more pressure on the district council by re-iterating their 
desire to find a negotiated compromise to the present impasse. To their minds, the 
planning application at Clay Close Copse - which would be decided by the same 
district 
council - represented the best way forward for all concerned: it would give the 
Travellers some stability and the council some control. 
Although they now had professional legal representation, Pug and Julie were not content 
to take a back-seat role and surrender all involvement in their future accommodation to 
outsiders. In a letter to the 'Chair' of the planning committee, we can see quite clearly how 
their strategies are moving from those of resistance to consolidation: 
"In agreeing to the Consent Order, we have shown that we are more than willing 
to work with councillors to achieve a mutually satisfactory solution to my family's 
accommodation needs and we applaud your recognition that 'eviction now 
represents a waste of resources and the risk of Judicial Review and that resources 
would be better placed in site provision' (Minutes of the Traveller Review Panel 
of SSDC, 1/12/1995. )15 In that vein, we have submitted a planning application in 
respect of Clay Close Copse, Donyatt in accordance with South Somerset Draft 
Structure Plan and government advice in circular 1/94. Your support for this 
application would be constructive for the longer term, but with [Ilton] Parish 
Council pressing for our removal from the common, an interim measure is 
urgently needed. " 16 
15 SSDC's Traveller Review Panel is discussed in chapter 6. 
16 Letter to Sue Miller, Chair of Area North Planning Committee, 28th February, 1996, see Appendix 5a 
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That support was never forthcoming. Meanwhile, SSDC started retracting significant 
words such ` as "best" from before "endeavours" in the Consent Order prior to the final 
version being signed. The finished version simply said that they would not enforce their 
decision made the previous August, but this left them free to decide to evict in the 
future. Moreover, they had yet to carry out an assessment of the Travellers' needs 
as demanded by the Sedley and Latham rulings, and so sent one of their officers, Liz 
Payne, to the site to obtain the relevant information. Her report stressed the need for 
Julie in particular to have a period of stability following a complicated pregnancy and 
emphasised the lack of alternative lawful sites open to these Travellers. It went on to 
discuss the compound problems which being siteless can create. 
"[Pug] has been following a travelling lifestyle for the last six to seven years but 
has found this increasingly difficult since the implementation of the CJA... He 
would now like to find a more secure base from which to run a small business 
although this would still retain a large element of travelling. Last year [he] sought 
a small business grant from the Prince's [Youth] Business Trust but at the 
interview to discuss his application concern was expressed at the lack of a legal or 
secure base from which to carry out his intended plan of running sound systems 
and coffee shops at outdoor events and private parties. "17 
Once this information had been gathered, SSDC offered Pug and Julie 4 unsuitable sites 
-a pitch on a local Gypsy site; Peasmarsh; a steep disused road near Chard and a site far 
away in the Quantock Hills above Taunton. When Pug refused to go to these sites, 
protesting that they were highly unsuitable, Area North Committee of SSDC voted to 
give him and Julie 30 days notice that they would be evicted under the CJA. To the 
Council's mind they had carried out the investigations into personal circumstances as 
17 Report by Liz Payne, Community Development Officer, SSDC, March, 1996, p 1. 
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demanded by Sedley, had offered them alternative sites and therefore had honoured 
their legal obligations - they were now free to evict at will. 
The following weekend, Pug and Julie were due to participate in a district-wide 
seminar on Traveller issues run, coincidentally, by SSDC (see Chapter 6). The idea of 
the seminar was to 'build bridges' rather than 'dig ditches' which had been the usual 
method of "dealing with" Traveller encampments. The Travellers decided that they 
would surprise everybody by moving themselves off the common of their own volition 
weeks ahead of the eviction date - thus saving the council considerable eviction costs - 
in a gesture of good will. Over the next few days, the Travellers from Peasmarsh joined 
in tidying up the site and on Friday 28th March Pug and Julie moved off the common 
and joined their friends at Peasmarsh. 
Dirt and Disease 
Even now, when they had shown substantial willing by moving themselves off 
without the need and expense of a Court Order, the response of the press and 
parish council remained confrontational. The next morning the trenches were 
completed and fences then erected along the whole of Brook Green which carried 
dozens of signs declaring: 
"DANGER - CONTAMINATED AREA : NO ACCESS TO THE PUBLIC 
PENDING AN ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ASSESSMENT. " 
The press gleefully reported this on the front page once more, in an article that 
sandwiched unsubstantiated allegations of faecal and narcotic dirt at Brook Green around 
a consideration of the Donyatt planning application. By the end of the article one got 
the impression that the Travellers had filthed up the common and, if given the 
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opportunity, would repeat that at Clay Close Copse. Again we need to remember that 
Brook Green, though owned by the parish, is the responsibility of SSDC, and again 
the parish exceeded its powers by erecting the fences and signs, both of which need 
prior planning consent. Moreover, when SSDC carried out the environmental 
health assessment, they found the area to be clean. Perhaps unsurprisingly to 
anyone involved with Travellers, the local paper chose not to retract its previous 
allegations in spite of concrete evidence to the contrary. 
Behind the scenes machinations carried on right up until the application at Clay 
Close Copse was heard and culminated in a concerted campaign by some councillors 
to arouse public hostility to the site. Dee-Dee Dobell, ' 8 ward member for neighbouring 
Coombe St Nicholas, sent a letter to the Chairman (sic) of every Parish Council in South 
Somerset imploring them to come to the planning meeting on the site where the 
application would be decided, a letter which was also published in the Chard and 
Ilminster newspaper (see press cuttings in Appendix 5d). On the cold, raining evening of 
the 24th May, some 80 or more people from all over Somerset converged on the site in 
a bid to demonstrate their opposition through force of numbers. 
"The Area [West] Committee of South Somerset District Council... are weak, wet 
and extremely misguided, but are determined to bend over backwards to allow 
New Age Travellers to ... ride rough shod over the planning 
laws which the 
Taxpayer [sic] has to obey... It is unacceptable that leading members of the 
Council are positively encouraging these so-called Travellers to live, at the 
expense of the Taxpayer, in a manner which is not conducive to the well-being of 
their children's health or education... [Copies were sent] to the Clerks of all 
18 Mrs Dobell and her husband are both Conservative Councillors who stood at local elections on an anti- 
Traveller platform. Mrs Dobell, in particular, has gained something of a reputation in the area and has 
argued publicly that Travellers should have their children taken off them as they are, in her view, unfit 
parents. See, for example, her letter of May 19th 1996 in Appendix 5c. 
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Parishes within SSDC [to] strongly suggest that they attend the site meeting next 
Friday, 24th May at 7pm at Clay Close Copse and make their views, and those of 
rural Parishes, forcibly heard. " 
Mike Grabbam, Chairman of Donyatt Parish Council had initiated a petition and, by 
sending photocopied pages of it around the South West, got 500 signatures opposing 
the site. , 
However, the majority of the signatures where from outside the area, from 
places as far apart as Devizes and Glastonbury. I sincerely doubt whether many of the 
signatories had ever even heard of Clay Close Copse before the application, let alone 
visited the site. Simply knowing that 'Hippies' might be living in the woods was reason 
enough for many of these 'objectors'. 19 It is clear that the planning officers and members 
of the committee took these objections into account in deciding the application, as the 
minutes to the meeting demonstrate. 
""The Principal Planner 
... reported that a petition of over 
500 signatures has been 
received together with 2 further letters of objection" 20 
This reaction is consistent with the conclusions of the Cripp's Report (1976) which found 
that frenetic opposition from local objectors was the principal reason most Traveller sites 
are refused planning permission. This application was to be no different and was similarly 
refused. The grounds for refusal in the Clay Close Copse case, however, erred in law. 
Once more, we can see how these Travellers had developed strategies in response to the 
opposition they encountered and how these had been shaped by the CJA. The Travellers 
had written to the Planning Officer, Daphne Hayward (Appendix 5b) before the 
meeting putting the case that their personal circumstances where material to the 
19 There was, of course, some support for the site. The Children's Society (as ever) were highly supportive 
of what the Travellers were trying to achieve. See Appendix 5e. 20 Minutes of Area West Planning Committee, 24th May, 1996. 
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application. Mrs Hayward took advice from the council's legal department which 
stated that such circumstances were material only in relation to enforcements and not 
planning decisions, advice which formed the basis for refusing the application. However 
this advice was flawed - there are numerous instances in government policy on Gypsies 
and Travellers where personal circumstances are given the status of material 
considerations in planning terms. Indeed the Travellers had made the council aware of 
many of these cases in their letter (op. cit). Therefore, as the council had made an 
erroneous decision based on incorrect advice, the Travellers considered challenging the 
decision to refuse them planning permission. They were considering doing this in 3 ways 
1) Through a Judicial Review of the council's decision-making process on the grounds 
that in arriving at their decision, the council ignored relevant information (i. e. the 
applicants' personal circumstances) and took into account irrelevant information (i. e. 
the advice . 
from the legal dept that personal circumstances are not material in planning 
decisions). 21 
2) By an appeal under the Town and Country Planning Act, 1990 arguing that the 
decision was flawed in planning terms on the same personal circumstances theme. If 
they win, this appeal, they will be granted planning permission , whereas if they win 
the Judicial Review the Council will merely have to make its decision again and could 
just as easily decide to refuse permission a second time. The two avenues of appeal can 
be pursued consecutively, which is one of the options the Travellers seriously 
contemplated. 
21 The advice from the Travellers' barrister, John Lloyd, substantiates their case that personal circumstances 
are material to planning applications as well as evictions. See Appendix 5f. Ultimately, SSDC came to 
accept this argument and changed their planning policies accordingly, although this came too late for the 
Brook Green Travellers. 
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3) Ms Lee,, one of the Travellers (who is of Romani birth) also considered launching an 
official complaint with the Commission for Racial Equality against Councillor Dobell 
and Mr Grabbam on the grounds that they had encouraged the planning committee to 
discriminate against Gypsies, which is a criminal offence. 
Challenges such as these take time and day-to-day living has to continue in the meantime. 
With the school holidays looming once more, half the Travellers on Watery Lane decided 
to move on, principally due to the overcrowded conditions there, and I moved with 
them. At the time, it seemed as though we had taken a hiding for nothing. Despite all the 
work we had put in we were still treated as social pariahs, had been vilified both in public 
and by the press, and, even if we had one the appeals, there was no real hope of the 
county council allowing the site to be used by Travellers. We found a potential site at 
Ding Drove, in Broadway, a few miles away. The drove -a grassy lane also owned by the 
county council - is on top of a high hill overlooking the Blackdown hills. As well as 
my truck, there were 2 buses, 1 caravan and 1 horsebox on site accommodating 3 
families (5 adults and 3 children). Those staying on Watery Lane now numbered 3 
caravans, ,1 double-decker and 1 lorry, altogether housing 4 children and 8 adults. 
Slippe Sam's 
It was clear that both the Ding Drove and Watery Lane sites were stopgap measures and 
that ultimately we would be evicted from these. Many of the Travellers had had enough 
of being herded around the country with the pace of movement dictated largely by the 
enthusiasm of local authorities for evictions. We had previously discussed the idea of 
clubbing together to buy a small piece of land ourselves and applying for permission to 
live there once we had moved on. However, for the time being, this remained beyond the 
resources of most of the site members, although it did start a train of thought that was to 
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have profound repercussions in the near future. We had seen how other sites in the area 
had escaped the tedious ritual of perpetual evictions by finding some private land to rent 
and then going through the (lengthy) planning process. It was not an easy feat to find 
landowners who were willing to allow Travellers to park-up on their land, not least 
because of the pressure they would be put under by local people and the planning 
authority to remove them. In this instance, we were extremely lucky, and after much 
searching, Pug found a potential landowner a few miles from Glastonbury. 
The site was a small patch of land on the Somerset Levels known as 'Slippery Sam's' 
which commanded a spectacular view of Glastonbury Tor. (Sam had been given this not- 
so-gracious nickname in view of his ability to secure a good deal in business). Until 
recently, this land had been used as a scrap-yard but as Sam was now in his mid-seventies 
and lived there alone in his caravan, Mendip District Council - genuinely concerned for 
his welfare - had finally shut down the scrapyard down and wanted to move him to 
'sheltered accommodation'. Standing alone on the moors, screened on three sides by tall 
conifers, with hard standing and a water supply already connected, Sam's land seemed an 
ideal prospective site. When we heard that he was having to move off, some of the 
Travellers and I approached him to see if it would be possible to rent it from him - an idea 
he embraced with relish, partly because of the rent he could charge, and partly because he 
would remain a thorn in the side of his neighbours even after he had left. We decided 
upon submitting a fresh planning application for a 10 pitch, permanent Travellers site, as 
this would protect us, as well as Sam, from enforcement action by the council. After our 
experiences in South Somerset, we didn't really believe this application would be any 
more successful, although with the landowner's consent, we could go to appeal where the 
chances were slightly better. In the interim, we would have a new site and be freed from 
evictions in the short term. We agreed a peppercorn rent of £5 a pitch per week, which 
also covered water. 
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Slippery Sum 's yard. 
Looking back, it is interesting to see how confident we were that life would be better on a 
site owned by a private landlord than one owned by the state. Although these "Travellers 
had been living on council-owned land for over a year, ultimately this afforded them only 
a relative protection from immediate, precipitate evictions and did not give them any 
kind of real control or long term security, which is what they were after. They had tried 
again and again to 'legitimise' their sites and at every turn met obstacles and defeat. They 
had worked with the authorities, submitted planning applications and attended more 
council meetings in a year than many people do in a lifetime. At the end of it all, they 
remained living on over-crowded, under-resourced sites and yet still faced eviction Isom 
these. In this situation, the consent of a landowner to live on their land appeared a better 
option. 
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On top of this, we had been living in the same district for over a year and we were ready 
for a change of scenery anyway. Due to all the adverse publicity these Travellers had 
attracted during that time, it was felt that moving on to pastures new might lessen the 
public hostility that has been generated by the press, and that we could start again with a 
clean slate. Sam's land was so rural that there were no immediate neighbours to object, 
and was a safe environment for the children. As we had the landowner's consent to be 
there and were going through the formal channels to legalise the site, we (perhaps rather 
naively) assumed we would encounter less opposition here. 
Steve Staines once again agreed to act as official agent for the application. In his 
statement in support of the application refers to a "ten pitch site for Travellers who 
qualify as gypsies as defined in DoE Circular 1/94 'Gypsy sites and planning'... The 
application is being made on the basis that the applicants are gypsies. " This was a 
deliberate move on Steve's part and was designed to raise the issue of the need for more 
Gypsy sites in district, as this is a material consideration in planning terms. If these 
Travellers qualify as 'gipsies' and it is acknowledged that there is insufficient 
accommodation for Gypsies in the area, then the application for planning permission at 
Sam's could be allowed as a'warranted exception' under the council's own policies. Even 
if the application was refused by the local planning authority, the issue of Gypsy status 
would be relevant at any future appeal. 
In the beginning, it seemed as though the application might be successful in that no real 
objection had materialised. In fact, support for the project came from some diverse 
organisations, including (one of) the local parish councils (Walton) as well as the 
Council for the Protection of Rural England, both of whom suggested granting a 
temporary three year permission. As they saw it, regulated lawful sites were better 
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than the option of roadside encampments. 22 The Travellers also garnered the support of 
The Children's Society and Somerset Traveller Education Service. Jennifer Sanderson, 
one of their workers, wrote a report to the planning committee arguing that the 
application should be granted to safeguard the children's education. It is clear that she 
recognised the debilitating effects of eviction on children in particular: 
"The one child from the Sharpham site now attending Walton school has been in 
school since September 1996. She has three months' stability in her home and 
school environment. From my observations of this child in class and through 
working with her, I would say this stability is reflected in her attitude, self-esteem 
and increased academic achievement. Granting permission for the Sharpham site 
would ensure the possibility for some continuity of education for her and those 
who follow her. "23 
As well as this official support, there seemed to be less hostility from residents in the 
area, perhaps because the site was becoming well integrated with the local community, 
both through contacts with parents and teachers at the school and playgroups, but also in 
the world outside. Although the site is in an isolated rural location with few other 
residents, some of the local delivery services quickly discovered that there was a captive 
audience of ready consumers on site. The first person to work this out was a very 
enterprising ice-cream man. The first time he turned up on site was a surreal moment, as 
the sight and sound of an ice-cream van in the wilds of the Somerset moors was hardly an 
everyday phenomenon. We were literally the only customers en route but he knew that 
when he arrived, there would be anything up to 10 children, let alone their parents, who 
couldn't resist some instant refreshment, especially in the summer. Soon he was turning 
22 Minutes of the meeting of Mendip District Council Planning Panel, pl para 1 and p2 para 5,15th 
October, 1996. 
23 Statement of Jennifer Sanderson, support teacher with Somerset Traveller Education Service, 15th 
November 1996. See Appendix 5g. 
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up two or three times a week and, even when money was short, would still give the kids 
a lolly each. 
At this time I was absorbed with my thesis, and this growing relationship illustrated the 
theme of the economic inter-dependence between sedentary and nomadic communities 
that I had been looking at, albeit a somewhat trivial one. I had been arguing that 
Travellers' skills have been consistently underestimated in the contemporary sedentarist 
ideology, but here I was seeing a more mundane, though equally important aspect 
of this neglected relationship. One of the frequent criticisms of (especially New) 
Travellers is that they do not contribute to society economically, yet here was a clear case 
where traders in the wider society had seen an opening for their services among nomads. 
Once summer had passed, the ice-cream man called less frequently, although he was soon 
replaced by first a coal-man and later a chopped-wood salesman. These traders continued 
to visit the Travellers at other sites they moved onto later in the year and a friendly 
rapport has built up between them. What was interesting to me was that not only are 
Travellers, contributions to society in relation to work overlooked, but so is their reliance 
on the dominant groups for many of their services. It also shows that hostility towards 
Travellers is not universal and that not all the locals were opposed to the site. 
After all the opposition we had encountered in South Somerset, the support of some of 
the local community - as well as the CPRE and the parish council - was most welcome 
and it was starting to look hopeful for the planning application. The site had caused no 
problems, and we had deliberately kept below the 10 pitches for which permission had 
been sought, in order to show we could control the site ourselves. Perhaps this time we 
would be given the chance to prove it. 
As we neared the planning hearing, things began to change. The other local parish 
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council, Sharpham, was opposed to the site and, after a public meeting at which only 38 
of the 1000-plus villagers took part, wrote to the planning panel: 
"[Sharpham villagers] are unanimously against the proposal on the grounds 
that... the presence of Travellers and their lifestyle would be detrimental to the 
fragile eco-system in the locality, as well as a ... potential 
increase in crime in the 
locality" 
Two things are immediately apparent from this letter. Firstly, the well-being of the 
environment is given a greater weight than the needs of homeless families. In order to 
justify this treatment, the people concerned must be de-humanised somehow, wherein the 
references to crime here (and drugs below) form part of this process of dehumanisation. 
As at Clay Close Copse these 'objections' were allowed to go unchallenged and came to 
inform the committee when they decided the application. The chief planning officer, Les 
Kimberley, summed up the complaints at the public meeting. 
"26 letters of objection have been received from local residents on the following 
grounds:.. concern about poaching; concerns relating to the cleanliness of the site; 
increase in petty crime in the area and drug problems.. In addition, a petition has 
been received which contains a total of 172 signatures and objections as outlined 
above. "24 
By this time, the site had been inhabited for nearly 5 months and none of the fears 
expressed above had 
come to pass. It is a peculiarly disempowering feeling to be described as a criminal and 
drug dealer by people who have never met you, visited your site or checked their facts. As 
24 Minutes of Mendip District Council Planning Panel, p3,15th October, 1996. See Appendix Sh. 
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far as many of these people were concerned, these Travellers were 'hippies' so, almost by 
definition, were criminal. What objections such as these reveal is how ideology becomes 
translated into concrete prejudice which, in turn, becomes part of the rationalisation for 
the discriminatory treatment Travellers then receive. For the Travellers on site, this was a 
deflating experience as they had invested so much time and effort accommodating the 
concerns of local residents. The children especially, were upset by the negative 
descriptions we received both at the meetings and later in the papers. Having done 
nothing to deserve the vituperative we were receiving, we were worried that the planning 
committee would bend to the pressure these objectors were exerting. 
Steve Staines was supposed to speak on behalf of the Travellers at this, and subsequent 
planning meetings but was ultimately unable to attend personally and so the applicants 
asked me to speak in his stead. In' the end, Steve and I formalised this arrangement by 
assuming joint responsibility as agents for the Travellers. Although FFT would remain 
involved, henceforth I would do the public speaking on behalf of the site, a role for which 
I now had plenty of experience. 
The planning meeting to decide the application was heard on the evening of the 15`h 
October, 1996 and was unusually well-attended by the public. Partly for moral support 
and partly out of interest, 4 of the Travellers from site accompanied me to the meeting, 
and we sat in the public gallery awaiting our turn with growing trepidation. In spite of the 
objectors' campaign, not all the Councillors were opposed to the site and a lively debate 
ensued when the application was finally discussed. Bob Ashford, former Mayor of 
Glastonbury, argued that Travellers should be encouraged to provide their own sites and 
passing this application would send the right message to other Travellers. He could also 
see that refusing the application would eventually lead to eviction, unnecessary human 
suffering and public expense: 
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"The other answer is the CJA and that's no answer at all... We must be bold. "25 
When it came to the vote, 5 voted for permission to be granted, but 7 voted against. One 
of the councillors then suggested a temporary 1 year consent so that the behaviour of the 
site, and its alleged environmental impact could be assessed. This was put to the vote as 
well and this time, the vote was tied 7-7. The Chairman (sic) had the casting vote and 
turned down our application. Ultimately, one individual held the future of our site in his 
hands and in spite of the support we had received, was not prepared to give the site a 
chance, even temporarily. 
This was not an entirely unexpected result. Nearly all Travellers applications are refused 
by local authorities, but it is nonetheless disheartening to lose every time you try. What is 
most frustrating is that the issues are rarely settled by rational argument but are more 
often based on the prejudices of the ill-informed. The ultimate effect of refusing planning 
consent is eviction and where there are inadequate alternative sites, this results in more 
'unauthorised' sites over which the local authority has little influence. Even the 
government recognises the increasing significance of private applications by Gypsies and 
Travellers, and yet, at local level, the hostility of a minority of the electorate comes to 
determine the future accommodation of Traveller families, many of whom have made 
great sacrifices in their attempts to provide their own accommodation solutions. 
25 Ibid. 
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The Second Application 
The next step for us was to decide upon strategies for the future. Although we had lost, it 
was a surprisingly close result and, from a positive reading of the situation, we only 
needed one more councillor to support the application to get planning consent. If we 
achieved this, it would be the very first New Traveller site in the country passed by a 
local council. (There are only a couple of sites which have the benefit of planning 
permission and these were granted on appeal. ) Within a year of a refused application, 
everyone has the right to submit amended plans free of charge, and we decided upon this 
course of action. Taking on board the alleged concerns about the behaviour of the site, we 
revised the application from a'permanent' to a'temporary' (in this case 3 year) permission 
in order to give a trial period where the site could be assessed for environmental and other 
effects. 
The second planning hearing was heard in July 1997, although by now the opposition to 
the site had somewhat intensified. The local MP, David Heathcoat-Amoury had been 
dragooned into the fray and had written to the committee protesting at the proposal. But 
bringing out the'big guns' was only part of the strategy of our opponents. Their other 
strategy was less overt and can be likened to a war of attrition. For the last 5 years, Sam 
had received his water supply via a local farmer's mains pipeline. When we moved onto 
the site, we took over payment of the water and always paid three month's in advance. 
Having a ready connection was one of the factors in support of the site, as no works 
would have to undertaken which, from a planning perspective, weighed in favour of 
granting permission. Worried that the committee might pass the site this time, the 
objectors put pressure on the farmer to withdraw the water supply, which, after much 
coercion, he was forced to do. 
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The Travellers and I had encountered stiff opposition nearly everywhere we had lived, but 
these tactics plumbed new depths and showed quite how far some people were willing to 
go to deny Travellers somewhere to live. It was the middle of a long, dry summer and 
there were as many as 10 children on the site, now with no water supply for miles around. 
It still amazes me even now that the people concerned felt no troubled conscience about 
their actions, if not towards us, then for the children. Granted they were at liberty to try to 
convince the planners not to give the site permission, but it was another thing altogether 
to attempt to bring this about using such underhand methods. Sure enough, the issue of 
the lack of water supply was duly brought up at the meeting as an argument against 
passing the site. 
The lengths to which the objectors were willing to go illustrates how anti-nomadic 
ideology remains a dynamic political force. None of the objectors had visited the site or 
spoken with any of the occupants; as far as they were concerned, we were New Age 
Travellers' and therefore anathema. The image they held of New Travellers, in the 
absence of actual experience with them, was based on the stereotyped horror-stories 
promulgated by the media. In response to the potentiality that New Age Travellers' might 
be permitted to live in their area, these objectors had mobilised an effective resistance to 
the Travellers plans and were quite unmoved by the suffering they might produce, either 
by the actual withdrawal of the water or the effects of having to resume a roadside 
existence. By the time of the meeting, even Walton Parish Council had been co-opted into 
the objectors' camp, which now had swelled to include 
"Both parish councils.. . the Environment Agency, the County Council, English 
Nature and the RSPB objection have been received from people in 
the surrounding area. David Heathcote-Amoury MP has asked the committee to 
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reject the application. "26 
In response to the sheer volume of representations over the site, the Planning Officer 
drew up a 14 page dossier of relevant information (see Appendix 5i). The Travellers and I 
had already written to the committee members putting our own case, although we now 
felt that it was necessary to counter some of the disinformation which was being spread 
about the application. Once again, we had a site meeting to discuss tactics and formulate 
our arguments. It was generally agreed that we should ignore the personal issues, such as 
the manner in which the water supply had been withdrawn, and concentrate on planning 
law, as this would be part of the evidence for any future appeal. We had far more 
experience of the planning system this time around, as the letter we devised shows. The 
issue of Gypsy status raised by Steve Staines was particularly important because if the 
Travellers were accepted as Gypsies, their need for a site could outweigh the objections, 
according to national planning policy. Much of our argument centred around this issue. 
"The applicants are all Gypsies in terms of South Hams, ex parte Gibb... [in that 
they are] 'persons of a nomadic habit of life... [The courts have held] that by this 
definition there'should be some connection between the wandering or travelling 
of the persons claiming to be gypsies and the means whereby they made or sought 
their livelihood' i. e. that nomadism had an economic purpose. In 1992 Lord 
Ferrers, [then] government spokesperson in the Lords said 'Gypsy status may 
therefore be acquired by a person who does not belong to any long-standing 
tradition of travelling, in other words, New Age Travellers. '... An economic 
purpose is followed if, as in the applicants' case, one travels with the aim of 
gaining money or some material benefit... This could be paid labour as normally 
understood or it could be paid in kind. In the case of traditional Gypsies, they 
might perform a service, such as tree felling, in exchange for a fixed-fee or a meal. 
26 Minutes of the Planning Panel, 14th July 1997. See Appendix 5i. 
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The parallel today might be working in a cafe at a festival in exchange for food. 
Many Gypsies are self-employed, so alternatively, they might travel somewhere to 
buy, sell or trade something, say horses at a fair, or go scrapping, or hawking 
wares they had made over the winter. They would then be travelling with an 
economic purpose, even if on that occasion they did not succeed in buying or 
selling anything. The patterns of economic activity followed by many New 
Travellers, including these applicants, is no different from the past or present day 
work patterns of Romany Gypsies. Therefore, the applicants are Gypsies in 
planning terms, and as such, this status goes some way towards establishing a 
special case. Their need for a secure site from which to maintain their nomadic 
habit of life is compatible with circular 1/94 which 'recognises the need for 
accommodation consistent with a gypsies nomadic lifestyle. "'27 
The meeting itself was packed with objectors and members of the press. This time, only 
Slim and I attended and we felt very much outnumbered by the opposition. We were 
determined not to be intimidated out of putting our case, although this was easier for Slim 
than for me, as I was due to address the public, most of whom were visibly hostile. After 
3 of the objectors finished their diatribe against the application, I briefly outlined the 
issues involved, and argued that granting a temporary consent would be more cost 
-effective than pursuing an eviction policy. I also argued that the only way the panel could 
properly adjudge whether the land was suitable as a Travellers site was to visit it. One of 
the councillors forwarded this as a proposal, and the ultimate decision was deferred until 
after the planned visit. 
Considering that the site was supposed to be a blot-on-the-landscape, it was surprising 
how many of the planning panel could not even find the site on the day of the visit and 
had to be directed there over their mobiles. The objectors had massed in their ranks and 
27 Update paper for the 14th July meeting, Appendix 5j. 
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saved their piece de resistance for the site meeting. The local 'Peat Plan' - which is the 
agenda that dictates the rate of peat extraction from the moor - had 25 years to run in 
Sharpham before expiry. As a final nail in the application's coffin, the peat-owner with 
the land that bordered the site informed the panel that he was going to bring his schedule 
forward, and was fully prepared to extract all the peat from around the site within the 
next three months. Once this was completed, he would clay-bank the sides of the site and 
flood his fields, thus leaving Sam's land as an isolated island. Much of the area had 
already been reverted to lakes, but the area around Sam's had another quarter of a century 
to go before it too went that way. 
It was interesting to see how the objectors utilised this latest tactic. Just as with the water, 
they feigned concern for the children who, in this case, might fall into the lake and drown. 
Not only were they willing to cause this danger to be brought about, but they had no 
compunction about then using it to influence the committee. The rest of the site visit was 
equally unpleasant, although it did provide the first opportunity for the two sides to get 
together and talk face to face. For about an hour after the planners had left, some of the 
objectors remained behind to continue discussions with their unwelcome neighbours. 
After all the opposition which had been mobilised against the site, we saw the application 
result as a foregone conclusion, and we were not surprised when it was rejected by the 
committee at the following meeting. A sucker for punishment, I attended this meeting as 
well, and had a final say on behalf of the site. We knew we had lost even before we 
entered the room, but we were determined not to just roll over quietly. I argued that the 
site had been in existence for well over a year and none of the gloomy predictions of the 
site's detractors existed anywhere except in their imaginations. At the least, the site 
should be given the opportunity to prove their critics wrong, and this could be sorted via a 
temporary permission with stringent conditions attached. 
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Grass roots collaboration 
One of the issues highlighted in FFT's (1998) research was that the type of representation 
Travellers received affected the success of their application or appeal. They found that 
voluntary groups had the best success rate followed by professional planning consultants 
and then solicitors, but that even then only about 40% of appeals are successful. My own 
experience supports their findings, although this is admittedly limited. When I began this 
research, I had been involved in planning applications but the appeals' system was new to 
me. As nearly all Travellers' applications are refused planning consent by their local 
authority, it seemed a necessary step to become familiar with appeals if I was to continue 
advising Travellers. The following represents a chronology of the appeals with which I 
became involved during this research. 
The O'Connor Appeal 
With the prospect of increasing harassment on the open road, this family of traditional 
Travellers decided to follow the government's advice and buy their own land. I thought it 
would be an interesting parallel to follow the progress of this case in order to compare 
their treatment with the New Travellers above. A consistent theme raised by the objectors 
in the Brook Green case was that they would have no problems with a 'real Gypsy' site, 
only with `New Age Travellers'. The O'Connor family comprises two parents and their 
children; two girls and a boy. The site where they live is in Queen's Charlton, between 
Bristol and Bath, inside the Green Belt. Although they were unfamiliar with planning law, 
they believed if they owned the land there wouldn't be any problems and sought help in 
submitting a planning application. As with all the sites I looked at, this was refused 
planning permission by their district council. Within weeks of the decision, the council 
had put an enforcement order on the site which required the family to leave or face 
criminal prosecution. Ron Stainer from Avon Travellers Support Group and Dr Donald 
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Kenrick, an advisor to the Romani Guild, had agreed to conduct the appeal against this 
enforcement order and refusal of planning permission. 
Whereas planning consultants, solicitors and barristers also take planning appeals, their 
fees are often beyond the financial capacities of Traveller families, especially once they 
have spent money on a piece of land. Ron Stainer is a lorry driver and does this work in 
his spare time on an entirely voluntary basis for local Travellers, while Donald will work 
for Travelling people for a fixed fee well below the 'going rate. ' As I was interested in 
learning more about the planning process, Ron invited me to attend the hearings and learn 
'on the job' during the O'Connor's appeal. 
The appeal took the form of a Public Inquiry and was held in the local village hall. It was 
conducted much like a trial, with witnesses swearing on oath and facing cross- 
examination, and cases decided by a single 'judge', an Inspector of Planning sent by the 
Department of the Environment. The room itself also was divided like a court, with the 
appellant and their team on one side and the council and theirs on the other. This was 
admittedly my first appeal but I found the whole affair overwhelming. I was particularly 
struck by how unbalanced the representation of each side was. On the council's side, there 
was the district solicitor and his juniors, the planning officer, the county highways officer, 
the GLO and a clerk. The parish council had also hired a barrister to present evidence on 
behalf of'local villagers', and he had assistants with him - as well as the physical support 
of the more vocal parishioners who attended daily. On the other side, there was Mr 
O'Connor, Ron, Donald and I. Only Donald was professional in the real sense of the word 
but the whole team was fully committed nonetheless. 
I had a lot more to learn than I had to contribute to this appeal and was happy merely 
observing, taking notes and discussing tactics with Ron, Donald and Mr O'Connor. The 
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first half-day was spent arguing whether Mr O'Connor and his family were 'Gypsies'. It 
seemed especially captious of the council to try to argue that he wasn't a Gypsy when he 
was born in a caravan, his family had lived on the road all their lives in caravans, and 
carried out traditional work including horse breeding and scrapping. Both ethnically and 
economically, they were Gypsies. Moreover, they were being prosecuted for living a 
nomadic existence by the same council who now denied they were Gypsies, even though 
they had conformed to planning regulations by applying for permission to live on their 
own land. Indeed, it seemed to me that their Gypsy status was more than evidenced in the 
level of opposition they encountered. 
One of the problems this family faced is one common to many Travellers who find a 
piece of land to buy, and occurs consistently with the groups discussed in this thesis. 
Sedentary opposition to the establishment of Traveller sites, as we have seen, is often 
acute, but never more so than when that site is close to their houses. There are few 
people who would willingly pull onto a piece of land which borders settled 
accommodation, unless under duress. On top of this, there is an added economic 
dimension, in that land within permitted development limits in towns and villages has a 
commercial value which is often beyond the financial reach of many Travellers. The land 
outside these limits is strictly controlled by planning regulations and caravans are 
considered 'inappropriate development' within them and denied planning permission 
through being in conflict with development plan policies. Under strict control are the 
areas of Green Belt which separate urban sprawls - such as Bath and Bristol - but other 
protected places including Special Landscape Areas, Areas of Outstanding Natural 
Beauty and National Parks come under similar controls. In the district where the 
O'Connor's lived, 78% of the land was 'protected' by Green Belt and other restrictions and 
was, in effect, a cordon sanitaire, free of Gypsy people. 
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The Inspector outlined the salient issues at the beginning of the Inquiry and these came to 
I f. 
be determinative during the 4 day hearing that followed: 
"I consider that the main issue in this case is the balance between, on the one 
hand, the harm to the Green Belt arising from this inappropriate development, 
plus any harm from its effects on the appearance of the local landscape... and, on 
the other, consideration arising from [Mr O'Connor's] gypsy status and his family's 
circumstances [in relation to health, welfare and education]. "28 
It had become apparent that the issue of Gypsy status was far from an academic or 
esoteric concern but had physical repercussions for the real lives of nomadic people. 
Here, establishing Gypsy status was a stratagem for achieving the desired ends for the 
Travellers. In this case, the family wanted to avoid the 'draconian penalties' they could 
well suffer on the open road by creating a legitimate site on their own land. Gypsy status 
formed part of the argument to achieve this, because there is an acknowledged need for 
more Gypsy sites in the district - there being none whatsoever. If it could be shown that 
the O'Connors were Gypsies (in the planning rather than ethnic sense of the word) this 
would then form part of the considerations taken into account by the Inspector. During 
the Inquiry, the Inspector gave the issue careful consideration: 
"You argue that, in the wake of the CJA... [Mr O'Connor] would be at serious risk 
of committing a criminal act of trespass if permission were not granted for him to 
remain on... his land. In the absence of adequate gypsy caravan site provision in 
Avon generally [and this area].. in particular, you said he would have to go back 
on the road. I have no reason to doubt that would be the case given the 
acknowledged need [for such sites. Further, although both Avon County Council 
and Wansdyke District Council have made] a long and largely fruitless search [for 
28 Appeal decision of Inspector Tamplin, page 3, para 8. See Appendix 5k. 
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alternative sites, this] has yet to yield a single authorised development. It seems to 
me that it is almost impossibly difficult for [the family] with limited finance and 
knowledge of ... the planning system to identify, obtain planning permission and 
purchase a suitable private site which would meet [their] accommodation needs. 
Because of what I regard as this serious disadvantage, which largely arises from 
his nomadic lifestyle, ... correspondingly great weight should 
be attached to his 
gypsy status. "29 
Despite the mobilised resistance of local objectors and a well-staffed council legal team, 
Ron and Donald managed to convince the Inspector of their case. Judgement is always 
reserved at Inquiries but, a few weeks later, Donald was sent confirmation that the family 
had achieved planning permission. 
"[Mr O'Connor's] gypsy status and the matters it gives rise to, including 
his family's circumstances, amount to very special circumstances which 
outweigh the presumption against this inappropriate development in the 
Green Belt. "30 
The Inspector passed the site for a temporary three year period in order to asses its impact 
and to guarantee the children's education. To say that I was impressed with the result 
would be an understatement. It fired my enthusiasm to think that, in spite of the massed 
ranks of professional legal advisers and local objectors, Ron and Donald had succeeded. 
It appealed to my sense of justice that, by collaborating and sharing experiences in very 
much a D-I-Y fashion, they had overcome the considerable bureaucratic obstacles in their 
way. _ 
Mr and Mrs O'Connor were similarly delighted, even though the permission was 
only temporary. Three years is a long time to be free from the prospect of eviction 
29 Ibid. paras 17-19. 
30 Ibid. Para 23. 
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The Slough Green Appeal 
The O'Connor appeal result was published a matter of weeks before another Traveller 
appeal was due to be heard. This was a New Traveller site at Slough Green, near Taunton 
in Somerset, and was home to 8 different families, most of whom had young children. 
The land on which these Travellers lived belonged to a local Gypsy man who had once 
lived there with his own family. Although he came from a different nomadic community, 
he was impressed by the similarities with traditional Traveller culture and actively 
supported these Travellers attempts to formalise their use of the site. This somewhat 
contradicts the truism that Gypsies are universally hostile to New Travellers and blame 
them for, amongst other things, the CJA. 
I knew some of the Slough Green residents personally and socially, and thus when the 
O'Connor's result came out took it straight round to the site for them to digest. They were 
facing similar eviction problems (although they had not applied for planning permission) 
and their site was also in a protected area, a Special Landscape Area (SLA). Thus, they 
would have to demonstrate similar'special circumstances' to be granted permission at the 
appeal (SLAs need slightly less than the 'very special circumstances' necessary to depart 
from development plans in the Green Belt). It seemed to me that there could well be 
useful arguments in O'Connor that could be transposed onto the Slough Green appeal. It 
was their first experience with the planning process, having been continually nomadic 
before moving to Slough Green, but I knew that many were keen to become actively 
involved nonetheless. Since the CJA had become law, they were also keen to legitimise 
the site in order to avoid evictions and were well versed in the law. We discussed the 
O'Connor case at length and the process involved in appeals and sought to extract 
arguments to use in their case. I left them a copy of the Inspector's report to pass on to 
their legal team. 
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The Travellers were represented at the Public Inquiry by Steve Staines from FFT - who 
did the background research - and John Lloyd (the barrister instructed by the Brook 
Green Travellers earlier in the year) - who conducted the cross examinations. Mr Lloyd 
took this case for no fee because the Travellers were not able to raise sufficient funds, 31 
and because he had a personal interest in Travellers' issues. 
Somerset County Council provided offices in their Taunton headquarters for the Public 
Inquiry. The date had been set for the 21st June - summer Solstice - the poignancy of 
which had great significance for the Travellers, yet seemed lost on the everyone else 
present. I attended the Inquiry for the two days it lasted, in order to see how other people 
conduct them. The Inquiry itself was far less formal than O'Connor's had been, despite 
being as equally wide ranging. While the district council was opposed to the site, some 
members of the county council actively supported what the Travellers were trying to do. 
One of these was Humphrey Temperley, then Deputy Leader of South Somerset District 
Council and a county councillor since the mid 1980s. Mr Lloyd called him as a witness 
and in the evidence he gave, he made clear he favoured granting permission. 
"I found the site tidy and well run... The occupants seem to be respecting the site 
and [the woods to the rear]. There is a clear need for such sites in the county - 
regularly over 150 vehicles over-winter in Somerset that can not be 
accommodated on existing lawful sites. A much larger number arrives in the 
summer and very few of these have legitimate places to park... The people on the 
site seem to have become relatively well-settled and integrated with schools, 
medical services and a section of the local community. "32 
31 Legal Aid is not available for advocacy at planning appeals. 
32 Councillor Temperley's proof of evidence to the appeal. See Appendix 51. 
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At this point, these were no other legal private or public sites for New Travellers in the 
whole country, let alone the county but although this fact supported the site, on its own it 
would be insufficient. To allow development in protected areas needed personal and 
special circumstances similar to those demonstrated in the O'Connor appeal, the former 
being the Travellers' homelessness and their children's need for essential services, while 
the latter involved a consideration of their Gypsy status. The Inspector, Mr Frears 
addressed this latter issue directly: 
"It was accepted by the [District] Council that if the Appellants had the status of 
gypsies, their need for a site for residential caravans could constitute a special 
need [under various local plan policies]... Gypsies are defined as 'persons of a 
nomadic habit of life whatever their race or origin'. The Court of Appeal 
... suggested 3 matters as being relevant in deciding whether a particular group 
is 
composed of gypsies - living a travelling together as a group; the 
habit, even if 
they have a permanent residence, of continuing to travel from place to place, and a 
recognisable connection between the wandering and the means whereby they earn 
their living [rather than] just moving from place to place as the fancy takes 
them. "33 
Many of the Travellers at Slough Green could be said to pursue livelihoods that were 
nomadic, and thus conform to the above criteria. Almost without exception, they had 
been referred to as New Age Travellers', the very group the definition was taken to 
exclude, and yet here they were arguing that they were 'Gypsies'. They had good reason to 
argue this, as many of them could legitimately fall within this definition. For example, 
some of the residents had been involved with festivals - indeed several still were - and 
travelled in the summer from site to site. One person in particular had found a way of 
33 Inspector Frear's report on the Slough Green Public Inquiry, 25th September, 1995, paras 9-10. See 
Appendix 5m. 
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combining his love of travel and performance with making a living, much in the same 
way Slim had, by becoming the driver for an alternative (yet successful) circus. Another 
person getting paid for being a hippy. He was far from alone in working in traditional 
nomadic employment. Bec, one of the original appellants, was an experienced rider and 
once the site had been accepted locally, had regular work at the village stables, both 
teaching and looking after the horses. However, it was one thing to argue that you are a 
Gypsy, it's quite another to have that accepted by a planning Inspector, people who are 
not usually renown for their sympathy with the unorthodox. 
On the second day, Inspector Frears requested a site visit for the afternoon in order to 
familiarise himself with the immediate environment of the site. I arrived at Slough Green 
slightly ahead of him and was engrossed in conversation with the Travellers when his car 
arrived. We could see that Inspector Frears' wife had accompanied him - which was in 
itself unusual - but when she got out the car with a picnic hamper and spread a tartan rug 
on the floor on site, we could hardly believe our eyes (neither, I think, could the council). 
While she sat there nibbling her sandwiches, the kids on site let their curiosity get the 
better of them and went to explore the woman delicately sprawled on the grass. It was 
clear she had children of her own and before long, while the Inspector, the council and the 
barrister discussed the site in earnest tones, Mrs Frears was sharing her packed lunch with 
a group of New Traveller children. It was one of those moments you wish you'd caught on 
camera, yet were also pleased you hadn't, as it would have affected the natural flow of 
events. 1 don't know if it left a lasting impression with Mrs Frears but it did with me, and 
has become part of the Travellers' folklore in the area. 
When he issued his report, Inspector Frears recommended granting 3 years' temporary 
permission, based on the special and personal circumstances of the Travellers. In 
justifying his decision, he paid particular attention to the Gypsy status issue: 
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"The Appellants-were described as New Age Travellers and are clearly not 
traditional gypsies. [However] it appeared to me that some members of the 
group... fulfil the... definition of gypsy... Occupations mentioned [by the Travellers] 
included seasonal employment on farms, scrap metal collection, working at cafes 
or public houses, collecting whelks, hawking, crafts, casual building work and 
odd jobs... [even] in the view of the Gypsy Liaison Officer ... a number of the 
occupants could claim gypsy status...! accept [that if the appeal is allowed, there 
will be the] need for a condition limiting occupation of the site to gypsies and 
travelling people because that was the origin of the warranted exception to 
countryside policies... "34 
His report was wide ranging and recognised that the growth of New Traveller numbers in 
the years preceding the appeal had material, as well as ideological, bases. He perceived 
the central issue to be one of social inequality and poverty, and saw the Travellers as 
contributing their own solutions to the problems created by the wider society: 
"Another common theme was the experience of homelessness and of being unable 
to cope in a conventional house. They mentioned the advantage of mutual help 
and support inherent in a group of travelling people and contrasted it with the 
isolation experienced in towns and houses. " (para 11). 
The Harvey Appeal 
Having witnessed two appeals from start to finish, I had grown in confidence and was 
ready to participate fully in the future. On top of my experience with planning 
applications, I had learned an enormous amount from watching the different type of 
advocacy skills employed by Donald Kendrick and John Lloyd, and was keen to put them 
34 Ibid. Paras 11,12 and 34. 
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into practise myself. A few months after the Slough Green result, I got my first 
opportunity to give evidence at a Public Inquiry. 
Ron Stainer and Donald Kenrick had been asked by another Gypsy family in Avon to 
conduct, their, appeal against the refusal of planning permission and subsequent 
enforcement action. This family, the Harveys, were traditional Travellers in the sense that 
they had been born and raised on the road and came from an established nomadic culture. 
For most of their lives, they had lived and travelled in caravans, although when the CJA 
became law they had moved into conventional housing. This move had been a disaster for 
the family and within a couple of years, they had moved back on the road. In order to 
avoid the sanctions in the CJA, they too had bought a small piece of land on which to live 
and had encountered similar obstacles to those experienced by the O'Connors above, in 
that their land was in the Green Belt and considerable opposition to the site had 
materialised. 
My contribution to the Inquiry was, like Ron's, given freely and consisted of creating a 
proof of evidence on the significance of the European Convention on Human Rights 
(ECHR) to planning decisions which affect Gypsy people. As the Buckley case in 
Strasbourg made clear, it was disproportionate to bring eviction proceedings against 
Gypsies living on their own land when no alternative sites exist. By analysing planning 
regulations, government statements and case law, I adapted this argument to cover the 
Harvey's situation. Again, this was a collaborative effort and my final argument drew on 
the work of other advisers in the area. For example, the barrister who represented the 
King's Hill Collective at their appeal (discussed below), had tried to use the ECHR to 
substantiate the case that the eviction proceedings they were facing were unreasonably 
severe. This argument was rejected at King's Hill because they were bender-dwelling 
'settlers' rather than nomads, and lived on their land all year round. From reading their 
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appeal, it seemed to me that their refusal opened the way for an ECHR argument by a 
Traveller, and the Harvey's presented a good opportunity to test this. I contacted Ravi-- 
Low-Beer from the Collective's legal team, the Public Law Project and discussed my 
plans with him and he was very supportive, sending me relevant court cases and other 
references. On top of this, I contacted Lord Lester of Herne Hill, a Liberal Peer who had 
been campaigning for decades on human rights' issues. He was particularly helpful and 
forwarded a number of written answers to questions he had put to the government on the 
issue over the years. By 'distilling' these sources I was able to construct an argument in 
support of the Harvey's case. 
The first thing to establish in the appeal was that the Harveys were indeed Gypsies, and 
this was covered by Ron and Donald's evidence. Once more, the issue of Gypsy status 
proved determinative, although, as usual, the council denied that the family were Gypsies. 
Inspector Garnham, however, was convinced that they were: 
"Mr Harvey 
... was in no doubt of Romany extraction and had lived in a caravan 
most of his life [but the relevant definition is based on lifestyle, rather than 
ethnicity... In that vein] the phrase 'nomadic habit of life' was held to import the 
requirement that there must be some recognisable connection between the 
wandering or travelling from place to place and the means whereby the persons 
concerned make or seek their livelihood.... [The Harvey family had travelled]... to 
take advantage of the fruit and vegetable picking seasons in various 
locations... [while] Mr Harvey, sometimes aided by his son, customarily but not 
exclusively, sought other work, notably collecting and trading scrap [metal], tree 
and hedge work and tarmac laying ... 
[For these reasons] the Harvey 
family-should be treated as Gypsies for the purpose of the Planning Acts. "35 
35 Inspector Major's report on the Harvey Public Inquiry, paras 16-17,20th February, 1996. See Appendix 
Sn. 
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It was necessary to establish their Gypsy status as this was important both in terms of 
domestic and European law. With regard to the latter, Gypsies were recognised under the 
ECHR as a minority group with special needs, particularly for accommodation and thus 
it was necessary to show this family were Gypsies. Although the ECHR had yet to be 
incorporated into domestic law, 36 the UK had been a signatory for over 50 years, and the 
state is bound by its laws. Individuals who feel that their rights have been abrogated by 
the state at present have to petition the court in Strasbourg, once they have exhausted all 
avenues of appeal in their own country. What I was trying to show in the Harvey case was 
that the executive remained bound by the terms of the Convention notwithstanding that it 
was not yet on the statute books in Britain. The main argument I used concerned Article 
8 of the ECHR, 'the right to respect for one's private life, family and home' and in essence 
I argued that the district council had denied the Harvey's their human rights: 
'. 'The decision to refuse planning permission and to take enforcement action 
effectively prohibit the Harveys from living in a caravan on their own land... which 
will prevent them from perusing a Gypsy lifestyle.. [This action] therefore 
interferes with their rights under Article 8. Because Article 8 applies, and because 
interference with it is demonstrated, it is up to the council to show that such 
interference is justified... It is disputed that the council's actions were 'necessary in 
a democratic society' because the proportionality of means to ends is unbalanced: 
[in the Buckley case, it was held that]... 'interference must correspond to a 
pressing social need and must be proportionate to the aims pursued' [and that was 
far from demonstrated here]. 37 
Part of the difference between the Buckley case and this one was that Buckley was 
initiated before the CJA became law. The Harveys had the additional problem that 
36 The New Labour government has published a Human Rights Bill which was due to become law in the 
autumn session of 1998. Discussed in chapter 7. 
37 Page 2, paras 1-3 of my proof of evidence to the Harvey Inquiry. See Appendix 5o. 
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wherever they moved off their land, they would be trespassing and face criminal 
prosecution. My argument utilised the Sedley and Latham judgements to show how 
eviction frequently led to further problems for nomadic families, especially their children. 
The effects of eviction should, therefore, form part of the consideration of the personal 
circumstances of the Harvey family. 
"Circular 18/94 gives local planning authorities guidance on their powers of 
eviction under the CJA. In R-Lincolnshire CC... Mr Justice Sedley... held personal 
circumstances to be 'considerations of common humanity, none of which can 
properly ignored when dealing with one of the most fundamental of human needs, 
the need for shelter with at least a modicum of security. ' This decision was tested 
[by] Justice Latham 
... [in a case which] extended such considerations 
beyond the 
narrow remit of the CJA powers alone, to enforcement action per se: 'It follows 
[from Sedley] that ... certainly in the context of enforcement action, there 
is ample 
scope for considerations of the personal circumstances of those who are in breach 
of the planning controls and that the Government recognises that such 
circumstances could apply when local planning authorities were considering a 
breach of planning control by Gypsies. .. As 
'considerations of common humanity' 
they must, it seems to me, be equally applicable to decision in relation to 
enforcement actions. ' Sedley and Latham together demonstrate the way in which 
domestic law is developing in relation to the relevance personal circumstances. "38 
Where domestic law is evolving, the ECHR may be used as a guide by the courts and, as 
such, the recent rulings on the use of the CJA powers against Travellers reinforced the 
argument that evicting nomadic people from their own land, when there are insufficient 
alternative sites available, was disproportionate. The council's desire to protect the Green 
39 Ibid. pp2-3. 
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Belt, in essence, had been elevated above the needs of a vulnerable minority. The 
Inspector considered this issue at length: 
"What is important in the present case is an assessment of the accommodation 
options available to [the family]... For practical purposes, there are no vacancies on 
any authorised sites within the District. In recent years, applications for private 
Gypsy sites in North Avon have been notably unsuccessful [not a single site had 
been granted planning permission]... In my view, if the enforcement notice is 
upheld, the accommodation options open to the Harvey family seem 
negligible... [In these circumstances] it would be unwise and unreasonable to force 
a situation now which could well result in the family's classification as 'homeless 
persons'... [The Inspector also bore] in mind the desirability for stability in family 
circumstances and continuity of education for [the] children. "39 
The decision came through within a month of the Inquiry, and Inspector Major quashed 
the enforcement order and granted planning permission for a temporary 4 year period. 
The family were given at least a few years' respite from the stress of evictions, which was 
obviously appreciated by them, but I was also interested in the principles involved. While 
the majority of the case had hinged on the Gypsy status/site availability/personal 
circumstances arguments, the ECHR was also cited as a material consideration', and so 
could be used in future appeals. The Inspector concluded that: 
"My attention was drawn to the ECHR case of Buckley-v-the U. K... [and] was 
reminded of the [government's] advice... regarding the need for those operating the 
planning system to take account of international obligations... The need to take the 
ECHR into account is clear, notwithstanding its non-incorporation by Parliament. 
In the Buckley case... the Commission considered. the issue of an enforcement 
notice and a refusal of retrospective planning permission relating to Gypsy 
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caravans and determined that a violation of Article 8 of the ECHR had occurred. 
The effect of enforcement action would place the applicant in a position where she 
would be required to ... move without any 
lawful place where she could go... The 
alternatives offer the prospect of insecurity and the threat of disrupting family 
stability and existence... In the present case, I am bearing in mind the majority 
opinion of the Commission in the Buckley case ... I am also aware of the changes 
in 
UK Gypsy policy which have occurred since the Buckley case was initiated [i. e. 
the withdrawal of statutory site provision and increased eviction powers which 
came from the CJA and attendant circulars]... Bearing in mind the points made in 
relation to personal circumstances... in Latham's judgement.. . 
it seems to me, [they 
are relevant here]. "40 
Dommett Wood appeal 
As soon as the Harvey report was published, I distributed it amongst other Traveller 
advisers 'around the country, along with a transcript of my evidence. The principle was 
now firmly established that the ECHR is relevant to planning appeals by Gypsy people 
and the argument could be utilised in other cases. I visited Steve Staines in the FFT 
offices and discussed the argument with him and gave him consent to use my version 
where he sought fit. As far as I was concerned this information was only useful if it was 
shared around and used as part of other Traveller groups' struggles to legitimise their 
sites, whether I was personally involved or not. To my knowledge, this argument has now 
been used in a number of different appeals, including the one discussed below. 
At the time, Steve was acting as agent for a group of New Travellers in Somerset who 
had been refused planning permission and were now faced the prospect of eviction. Val 
39 Paras 22-25 of Inspector Major's report, op. cit. 
40 Ibid., paras 23-24. 
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Easty, a barrister from London, had volunteered to present the case at the Inquiry for a 
reduced fee, most of which was met by the Travellers themselves. If they were to use the 
ECHR argument at Dommett, they would first need to show that these Travellers were 
Gypsies. This would be more difficult to establish than with either Harvey or O'Connor 
because these weren't traditional Travellers and it had yet to be generally accepted that 
New Travellers could fit the definition. Indeed, locally there was a marked tendency 
amongst both the council and the press to describe these Travellers as anything but 
Gypsies. For example, Paul Goltz, the district council's Traveller Community Worker 
informed the Inquiry that : 
"... no legal sites for 'new age' travellers currently existed in the district. Two sites 
for traditional travellers have been provided and are managed by [the County] 
Council. " 
However, the issue of Gypsy status revolved around an economic purpose to nomadism 
rather than ethnicity, as we have seen. On the basis of the facts of the case, even the 
district solicitor recognised that "that the S. Hams definition of 'gipsy' means that most 
travellers [at Dommett] qualify. "41 The Inquiry also heard evidence from a number of 
sources which confirmed their Gypsy status, even if some accounts were rather 
begrudging. Michael Williams was the council's planning officer and had recommended 
refusing planning permission for the site at local level. In his evidence to the appeal, he 
comes to accept the inevitable: 
"[SSDC has] no specific policy relating to travelling people. However, [the 
policies do set out] certain advice concerning the way in which applications for 
gypsy sites should be considered... Planning applications may arise for sites for 
other travelling people [than traditional Gypsies], i. e. persons of an established 
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nomadic way of life, such as 'New Age' Travellers, not covered by the statutory 
definition... [Having said that] in my opinion, most, if not all the people currently 
residing [at Dommett] could be regarded as Gypsies... "42 
I knew all the Travellers on this site fairly well and attended every day of their Public 
Inquiry, as I had their three planning hearings in the past. The Inquiry heard more 
evidence on the occupations of the Dommett Travellers and came to form the view that: 
"The Appellants are gypsies as defined in ... the 1960 
[Caravan Sites Act], as 
amended by the CJA. The Appellant's gypsy status is accepted by SSDC and is not 
in dispute... This proposal has been made by travellers who form a distinct group 
within the definition of gypsy people. Both the Appellants and the Council accept 
as much. The County Council, in seeking to provide [emergency] sites [for New 
Travellers] implicitly endorses this view. " 
Many of the Travellers on the site followed traditional nomadic working patterns, such as 
seasonal labour in agriculture, scrapping and hawking. There was a modern edge to these 
activities, however, as many of the Dommett residents had also been involved in the 
alternative festival and rave culture in the past. On top of their accepted status as legal 
'gipsies', one of the Travellers, Jacqui, is also an ethnic Gypsy by descent and her 
biography reveals more parallels between traditional and New Travellers. I found her 
history particularly interesting and so she became one of the Travellers who I interviewed 
at great length over a period of months. While Jacqui's family have travelled in England 
for generations, they originated from Greece, where they had made a living as dancers 
and musicians. Her paternal family name is Sandys and, although sedentarised since the 
War, their exploits as Gypsies had earned them local renown. In their history, it is clear 
41 SSDC solicitor, Chris Charlton, minutes of the Traveller Review Panel meeting, 19th September, 1997. 
42 Michael William's proof of evidence 
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that their economic patterns soon adapted to the situation they encountered in England. 
For example her great-grandparents, like many Travellers, were able to turn their hands to 
many things when it came to making a living, from dealing in antique furniture to rag- 
and-boning and turned away from performance to these trades. Her grandfather also 
bought antiques and (later) laid tarmac, while her grandmother would hawk chicken, 
rabbit and hare in Taunton on Sundays. 
The family seem to have been fairly successful with the antiques business as can be seen 
from the fact that they were awarded the contract to furnish Dunster Castle for the last 
family resident there. Their lives as traders were eventually immortalised in print in The 
Furniture Dealer by a local author, where they were the principal characters. During all 
this time the family had remained nomadic, travelling originally with a horse and tent, 
and later in a Varda43 and finally a modem caravan. 
Towards the end of the Second World War, Jacqui's immediate family became 
sedentarised, occupying some of the nissan huts abandoned by the Army on the outskirts 
of Taunton. (Other relations remained nomadic, some of whom are now residents on the 
County Council official Gypsy site at Culme Head, a few miles from Dommett wood 
itself). Jacqui's grandmother opened a cafe in the town, while her husband continued rag- 
and-boning, although he now worked from a flat-bed lorry rather than with a horse. He 
also had a talent for grass-track riding -a now-extinct sport where people raced each 
other on lightweight pushbikes made with bamboo wheels - ultimately becoming the 
county champion. Facts such as these imply that the family had become integrated into 
the local community; indeed, there was a distinct lack of opposition mentioned by Jacqui 
43 'Vardas' - ornate, horse-drawn wagons - are often considered the quintessential nomadic home, although 
their usage has largely died out now. 
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when describing her family history, although I doubt whether opposition was absent 
entirely. 
Sat in Jacqui's caravan over a cup of tea, I am struck by the wonderful miss-mash of 
cultures in her life: born to traditional Travellers, she now lives at Dommett Wood with 
people she describes as 'hippies'. In fact, she has such a hippy for a partner and now has a 
baby son with him. Her living arrangements also illuminate the apparent incongruities of 
her situation, which Jacqui herself recognises. Last year she bought a new (to her) 
caravan from a relation and it stands in stark contrast to the other dwellings at Dommett, 
most of which are brightly coloured buses and lorries. Her caravan is layered with strips 
of shiny chrome, such as one finds on many traditional Gypsy sites, and it is her pride and 
joy. She revels in its nomadic authenticity and feels that she is both literally and 
symbolically regenerating traditions which have waned in her immediate family. Every 
time I've visited, her 'chromy' is polished brightly, and there are other touches of 
traditional Gypsy culture in evidence, such as lace curtains and doilies, brass horse-shoes 
and bone-china plates - and, again, Jacqui is acutely conscious of their symbolic, cultural 
significance. 
I was fascinated about how she came to be living here in the woods with these New 
Travellers, instead of with her kin, and so I probed her on the subject. Her biography 
provides a further example of the duality of choice and circumstance which has underlain 
the growth in Traveller numbers in recent years. Jacqui had been living in a flat in 
Taunton for a few months after leaving the family home in the winter of 1985. Although 
she had never travelled herself, she had been brought up with stories of the nomadic life 
from her grand-parents, and many of her relations remained on the road. Living alone in a 
house made her extremely unhappy, and feeling constrained by the four walls surrounding 
her, she longed for an alternative life. That spring, some Travellers pulled up on the top 
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of a nearby hill and, seeing their apparent freedom, she felt a yearning for nomadism. In 
her own words, she "decided to go and visit the hippies on the hill" in order to see if their 
way of life had any appeal for her. She returned to the site frequently thereafter and 
eventually made up her mind to join them. She bought a small caravan from a relation - 
"from the weigh-in on the house"44 - and towed it on site. That was 13 years ago now 
and in that time has lived on a large number of sites. She remains adamant that she'll 
always be a nomad. 
"But what sort of nomad? ", I asked, "would you describe yourself as a Gypsy? " As with 
all the other Travellers in the study, Jacqui was aware of the legal definition of 'gipsy' and 
so began by stating that she fitted that criteria, but that she rejected the term 'Gypsy' 
outright. 
I use the term 'Traveller' [to describe all nomadic groups] as I make no 
judgements or distinctions between them. If you live in a vehicle, you're a 
Traveller - you can't separate one from the other. " 
She went on to show some of the many ways one type of nomad has similarities with 
others, particularly where making a living is concerned. Using examples from Dommett's 
community, she argued that New Travellers undertake so-called traditional nomadic 
enterprises, like scrapping, hawking and entertaining but that they also conduct much of 
their business with local Gypsy sites, particularly Culme Head. Moreover, some of the 
New Travellers with whom she had moved onto Dommett had now lived on an official 
pitch at Culme Head, which shows the level of mutuality between these Travellers. 
(Granted this is an extreme example of the inter-play between traditional and New 
44 By'weigh-in' Jackie means the money she raised through the sale of her furniture and other now- 
redundant household items from her flat 
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Travellers -'and that hostility still often exists between them - but it does demonstrate that 
hostility is not a universal feature of interaction here). 
In her own life, Jacqui's economic patterns mirrored those of other Travellers both now 
and in the past, and has earned her membership of the Showman's Guild, an exclusive co- 
operative which is notoriously difficult to join. (Jacqui's partner also carries out nomadic 
work and, like Slim at Brook Green, erects marquees in the summer). Her own principal 
money-makers at the moment are a bouncy castle and hot-dog stand which she takes 
around fairs and car boot sales, although she has her sights set on higher things. Her 
ultimate goal is to buy a Waltzer (which she would run) and a duck-stall (for Sandy, her 9 
year old daughter). 
Jacqui was also keen to point out that while her family had been nomadic for generations 
before becoming sedentarised, she was the first person to become involved with the 
planning system. Indeed, even in her own nomadic life, entering the planning system has 
only arisen since the CJA was launched Before that, Jacqui and her fellow Travellers at 
Dommett had been consistently nomadic, travelling from site to site, and festival to 
festival. In her own words, she argues that 
" [Previously] I had never even thought of planning [permission] but now, due to 
the CJA and harassment of Travellers, and the lack of stopping places, it's become 
necessary. In the past, you'd get say a fortnight [on an 'unauthorised' encampment 
before eviction] but nowadays it's more like 24 hours. " 
The way she conceptualises Dommett's role in her life illuminates the consistent link 
between nomadism and economy: not only does applying for planning permission 'buy 
time' in terms of delaying the eviction process, but the space this allows gives the 
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Travellers the opportunity to make some money. In fact, she described Dommett Wood as 
the "business base-camp" where the equipment is stored between shows and argued that 
without such a site, it is next to impossible to remain economically mobile.. 
Although they had been accepted as Gypsies by all the official parties to the appeal, local 
objectors were adamant that they were New Age' Travellers and disabused the group 
publicly. One of the local councillors, Dee-Dee Dobell - the woman who worked so hard 
to have the Clay Close Copse application refused - was a principal mover 
in the 
attempts to have the site evicted. She had been opposed to the site every time it come 
before the planning committee of which she was a part, and at every opportunity 
recommended eviction. This was not too surprising, as her election campaign had raised 
the issue of New Age Travellers swamping the county as a 'bogey-man' with which to 
induce the electorate to vote for her. At the very first public meeting in 1995, she had 
argued that Travellers should have their children removed from them by social services 
because they are unfit parents, and had made frequent outbursts on the subject since then. 
The local parish councils were also opposed to the site claiming that as the Blackdown 
hills had been designated an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONB), any 
development at all would be detrimental. They also doubted whether the Travellers were 
Gypsies, in spite of all the evidence presented at the appeal: 
"There is no statutory requirement... to provide for travellers other than 
gypsies... [Circular advice also] refers solely to gypsies. It defines them and also 
clarifies what gypsies are not'persons who moved from place to place without any 
connection between their movement and their means of livelihood. "45 
45 Undated statement from Buckland St Mary Parish Council to the Dommett appeal, circa 1997. 
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The site itself had been used by Travellers for centuries, as revealed by the parish records 
and the local census. Government advice suggested that traditionally used sites could be 
passed, even if they did conflict with AONB status and Steve conducted some research to 
discover the extent of Gypsy habitation in the area. The results were staggering: 
"Dommett... has a very long history of use by nomadic people. A trilogy by 
Patricia Wendorf is centred on the occupation of Dommett Wood by Gypsies in 
the 19th century ... There are numerous references to the Blackdown's being used 
by Travellers for many, many years. Ms Wendorf, who lived locally, is reported as 
saying that she remembered seeing Gypsies at Dommett Wood in the 1950s. The 
Local History Library contains many press cutting from the 1920s and 1930s 
relating to Gypsies in this part of Somerset, whilst 'Pestiferous Carbuncles in 
Somerset' by WG Willis-Watson describes the history of Gypsies in Somerset -a 
tradition which he traced through written records back as far as 1614 within the 
county. Additionally, research in Somerset Records Office reveals that in the 1851 
census return there was recorded a Traveller, Rebecca Seuton, aged 44 and her 
son, Robert, aged 14 residing in the parish of Buckland St Mary. The two 
Travellers concerned were not recorded as living in a house, that is they were 
encamped. There is extremely strong evidence for the presence of Travellers in 
the parish and in Dommett Wood, in particular, over many hundreds of years. "46 
The Travellers themselves had been aware that the site had been used by nomads for 
generations, through the folklore told on sites. They argued again and again that the site 
had been used years before the AONB status came in, and therefore should supersede it. 
They publicised their campaign to have the site granted planning permission in the press, 
and invited local people - as well as councillors - to come and see the site for themselves: 
46 Steve Staines' statement in support of the planning application at Dommett Woods, undated. See 
Appendix 5 
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"This site has been used by gipsies for more than 300 years. It is not owned by the 
council. We want to see it taken over by English Heritage so that it can always be 
used by Travellers. "47 
Despite all the evidence that they were Gypsies - which was accepted now by the council 
and the Inspector - the press couldn't help but refer to them as New Age' Travellers and 
hippies. Those labels seem to be impossible to shift, even when the media are being 
supportive. They have entered mainstream consciousness as 'common sense' descriptions 
of New Travellers and no amount of argumentation is likely to convince those who 
presently insist on using those terms to abandon them. The Western Gazette, on the same 
page which devoted an article to the Dommett appeal, sandwiched a couple of other 
Traveller stories: 
"'Farmers fear hippy heaven' Plans [by the county council that were never fully 
implemented] 
... to set up a string of New Age Travellers sites across Somerset will 
turn the county into a hippy heaven, say farmers. " 
Directly below this was another Traveller story, titled 'Paradise awaited' 
"Villagers held public protests when the plan [to establish a site for 'New Age 
Travellers' at Paradise Quarry] was first announced" which led to it being 
abandoned. 
It is interesting to see that the media dichotomise the local population into two 
homogenous and (supposedly) mutually antipathetic groups. On the one side there are the 
'villagers' and 'farmers', while on the other there are the hippies and other ne'erdowells. 
47 Western Gazette, 'Mums-to-be want eviction delayed, 2nd March, 1995. 
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This construction need not be deliberate, in the sense that the press were overtly 
prejudiced to the Travellers (although this is, of course, a distinct possibility) but it 
nevertheless had the function of dividing the rural population into those who had a 
legitimate claim to be there and the nomadic interlopers, and was frequently exhibited in 
press reports on all the sites in my study. 
However, the appeal was decided on the facts of the case, rather than on prejudice, part of 
which was that the Travellers should be treated as Gypsies. Once this was accepted, the 
way was open for an ECHR argument. Both Steve and the barrister raised Article 8 
during the Inquiry and argued that refusing planning permission would interfere with their 
Convention rights. In his argument, Steve drew extensively from my proof of evidence to 
the Harvey Inquiry - and also cited the Inspectors conclusion's on the issue from there - 
in 
arguing for permission to be granted 48 
This appeal was 'called-in' by the Secretary of State for the Environment49 for his own 
decision. For 'called-in' appeals, the Inspector recommends whether the site should be 
passed or refused and the Secretary of State then makes the ultimate decision, either 
accepting his Inspector's recommendation or rejecting it. In the Dommett case, both 
parties agreed that the site should be granted three years planning consent, at least partly 
because they were Gypsies. In a decision letter from the Government Office of the South 
West, -'Mr Neal Whitehead on behalf of the Secretary of State, clearly accepted their 
Gypsy status. In allowing the appeal and granting planning permission, the conditions 
imposed included the following: 
48 See pages 3 to 8 of Steve's proof of evidence in Appendix 5p. 
49 As far as I am aware, this was the first Travellers' appeal decided by the New Labour government. 
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"The mobile units/dwellings to be stationed on the site shall not be used other than 
for occupation by gypsies, as defined by Part 2 of the Caravan Sites Act, 1968. "50 
With regard to the ECHR submissions, both the Inspector and the Secretary of State 
accepted that refusal of planning permission would have interfered with their Convention 
rights, but as permission was granted, there was no such interference now. However, both 
state that in allowing the appeal "regard had been had to the ECHR. " This was a 
significant statement because it meant that at future appeals against refusal of planning 
permission and attempted evictions, New Travellers could now argue that their ECHR 
rights had been interfered with by the state and cite Dommett in substantiation. 
As with the other nomadic groups discussed above, while I was happy that the individuals 
concerned had won their case, I was also looking to the bigger picture. As most Travellers 
- whether traditional or New - were denied the right to live on their own land by their 
local council, the ultimate fate of their sites would often be decided at appeal, where the 
significance of the ECHR was now well established. Over the course of this chapter, we 
have seen how the argument was first used in relation to ethnic Gypsies but that once it 
had been accepted there, it was a short step to applying it to non-ethnic Gypsies, to groups 
who are frequently described as New Age' Travellers. The next step was to see whether 
these arguments stood up with non-nomadic Travellers, such as people who live in bender 
communities. 
50 Letter from Neal Whitehead on behalf of the Secretary of State, 25th September, 1997. 
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Tinker's Bubble and King's Hill Collective Appeal 
"The task of constructing a bender entails levelling the land" - Planning Inspector on 
King's Hill appeal. 
{ 
The King's Hill Collective and Tinker's Bubble are environmentally-conscious groups of 
individuals who live in benders on their own land in Somerset, as social experiments with 
sustainable lifestyles. I will examine their cases together because of the considerable 
overlap between both their members and their experiences. Just as with the Gypsy and 
New Traveller groups discussed above, they were also refused planning permission - in 
their case for benders, yurts and geodesic domes - faced eviction from the site and 
appealed these decisions. What would distinguish these appeals from the others 
considered so far was that both groups remained on the same piece of land throughout the 
year and could not, therefore, argue that they were Gypsies, i. e., had a nomadic habit of 
life. Without this benefit, they also could not argue that there was 'special need' for their 
sites and would have to rely on agricultural and personal need. As both sites were in 
protected areas, the presumptions against development which impinged the Travellers' 
planning applications above, would also stand in their way. 
Tinker's Bubble appeal was heard by Inspector Frears, the Inspector at the Slough Green 
appeal, although in this instance, he was merely making a recommendation to the 
Secretary of State (at the time, this was John Gummer, MP), who in turn would make the 
ultimate decision. Some of the residents at Tinker's Bubble are among the most eloquent 
of orators on environmental issues, including Chris Black (one of the original owners) 
and Simon Fairlie (editor of The Ecologist). They produced a strong argument which 
suggested that permission was warranted on the grounds of environmental sustainability 
and low-cost housing. Inspector Frears agreed and recommended a three year, temporary 
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permission' in order to give what he called "this social experiment" the opportunity to 
prove itself. 
"The main claim advanced by [Tinker's Bubble] as a special need is the 
experimental character of their project... The philosophy underpinning it requires 
participants to live on and cultivate the land as a small community, using, as far as 
possible, renewable materials available on their land... The alternative lifestyle and 
the form of agriculture are... manifestly part of the one experiment. It therefore 
follows that if they are to make this experiment work, they need to live on their 
land. "51 
However, Secretary of State Gummer disagreed, over-ruled him and refused permission. 
Part of the argument against the site was that, in the absence of the 'special need' accorded 
to gypsy status, the Tinkers were just people living under canvas in the Somerset woods. 
Tinker's Bubble now faces eviction, although no time-scale for this has been decided by 
the local authority. 
When it came to the King's Hill appeal, the Secretary of State also 'called it in' for his 
own decision so the prospects didn't look any better. The Collective, which is situated in 
East Pennard outside of Glastonbury, also possess many erudite individuals, some of 
whom have worked very closely with Tinker's Bubble and learned by their experiences. 
One of their number, Brian Monger, 52 had stood as a prospective candidate for the 
District Council elections, although he was ultimately unsuccessful. He argued that as 
they were already on the land, they should be allowed to see their project through: 
S1 Paras 66 and 69 of Inspector Frears' recommendation on the Tinker's Bubble appeal. 
52 Brian had also been an active member of South Somerset District Council's Traveller Review Panel, 
discussed in chapter 6. 
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"We think we should be allowed to stay. It is simple common sense - we believe 
we are living simply on the land [which] we own. Unlike housing developments, 
our homes are not permanent structures. They are only there when the people are 
there. When the people go, the land will revert to its original appearance. "53 
Like Tinker's, the Collective decided upon professional representation at the appeal and 
instructed Ravi Low-Beer from the Public Law Project to act as their solicitor, with 
Murray Hunt QC acting as their advocate at the Inquiry. As indicated above, I had 
consulted Ravi and Mr Hunt when preparing my argument for the Harvey appeal, as they 
are both experts on the ECHR. For this appeal, they also argued that the refusal of 
planning permission and subsequent enforcement action had breached the Article 8 rights 
to respect for home, family and private life. However, as the Collective were clearly not 
Gypsies, they would lack the protection (such as it is) afforded to minority groups. This 
was the first ECHR argument used in an appeal by bender dwellers, as far as I am aware. 
However, before the ECHR question could be addressed, the Inspector, Mr Griffiths, had 
to decide whether benders were merely a 'change of use' of the land or 'operational 
development', such as a house. His reasoning on this was perverse: 
"The benders, which are based on a kind of tent used by nomads [are] structures 
of wooden frame construction covered with canvas... The task of constructing a 
bender entails levelling the land, forming a circular enclosure roughly 6 metres in 
diameter using timber poles which are driven into the ground up to 200mm. The 
poles are woven with others to form a framework which can support a canvas 
covering. Second-hand windows are attached to the framework and the covering 
is anchored around the perimeter. A timber stove is installed with a flue-pipe 
through the canvas roof. The result is a sizeable enclosure which is assembled in 
53 Quoted in the Western Daily Press, 'Troubled pastures for the New Age settlers', October 31st, 1995. 
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situ. It is permanent, in that some of the benders at King's Hill have been there for 
up to three years, and may last for ten years.... " 
On this basis, Inspector Griffiths decided that building a bender was comparable to 
building a house, which is clearly untenable. (When the Secretary of State came to decide 
the appeal, he disagreed with this analysis and compared the site to a change of use. )54 
Inspector Griffiths could, nonetheless, see the benefits of the project: 
"The comparison between a bender and a house in terms of materials, energy and 
cost appears to bear out [the fact that]... the site is contributing to a sustainable 
way of living... However, the Collective is more a demonstration of a way of living 
in harmony with its surroundings than a rigorous scientific experiment... There are 
likely to be savings to the public purse in providing a private site for homeless 
families and this is a factor which favours this project... Similarly, security of 
tenure which a consent would bring, is a strongly felt desire for all travellers who 
are less likely to find places to stay under the provision of the CJA... The Council 
see the [Collective's] lifestyle as a matter of personal choice rather than the habits 
of a particular group recognised by the planning system. In my view, this appeal 
can be distinguished from [Buckley]: the appellants are not gypsies who have a 
particular status in planning control; they are a group of self-build homeowners 
who share a strong belief in environmental protection. "55 
In spite of the benefits he had mentioned, Inspector Griffiths nevertheless recommended 
dismissing the appeal, a recommendation which the Secretary of State was happy to 
accept (although for slightly differing reasons). When it came to considering the 
arguments over the breach of Article 8 rights, they were, however, of like mind: 
54 Letter from Latham, RJ, on behalf of the Secretary of State giving the appeal decision, 18th March, 1996. 
5 Inspector Griffiths' recommendations to the Secretary of State, paras 9.12-9.20. 
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"Regarding the submissions at the Inquiry relating to the European Convention on 
Human Rights... [although this is] not incorporated into English domestic law, [it] 
may be deployed for the purpose of resolving an ambiguity in 
English... legislation. In this instance, there is no such ambiguity. The direct 
question as to whether the enforcement action... constitutes a violation of your 
clients rights under Article 8... does not arise, and no view is expressed on it. "56 
This was a clear misdirection on the part of the Secretary of State, for, as we have seen 
above, while Gypsies are afforded an especial protection under the ECHR (due to the 
discrimination they face), everyone is entitled to protection under the Convention. Having 
exhausted every other avenue, the King's Hill Collective launched a High Court appeal 
against the decision. 57 In his judgement, Judge Rich made plain that the ECHR is a 
relevant consideration to the Collective's planning appeal: 
"All the court can properly do is to review the question whether the Secretary of 
State has arrived at a view of the effect of the Convention which a reasonable 
Secretary of State could properly arrive at. It is not the court's business to say 
whether the view is right or wrong. [However] if the Secretary of State proceeds 
to a decision without forming such a view [of its effects on ECHR rights] then he 
has... failed to take the Convention into account and to that extent has acted 
irrationally and his decision must... be quashed. "58 
This victory in the High Court was only a partial one: although the decision to refuse 
planning permission and to take enforcement action were self-evidently flawed, their 
striking out did not legitimise King's Hill as a bender site. It still needed planning 
56 Para 9 of Latham's letter, above. 
57 Lisa Britton -v- Secretary of State for the Environment, Queen's Bench Division (CO/1348/96; 
COI 1349/96), 24th October, 1996. 
58 Ibid. pp46-47. 
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permission and faced an enforcement notice. All the judgement meant was that the appeal 
would have, to be decided again, and this time the Secretary of State would have to 
consider the effects of his decision in relation to the ECHR, even if he refuses permission 
once. again. The point is established, nonetheless, that the ECHR is of growing 
significance when dealing with the accommodation needs of nomadic and quasi-nomadic 
'low-impact dwellers' such as King's Hill and Tinker's Bubble, both of whose futures are 
far from decided. 
Conclusion 
Over the, course of this chapter, we have seen how, in response to the CJA, many 
Travellers had to sought to find a piece of land and attempt to legitimise its usage through 
the planning system. In the absence of publicly provided sites, submitting planning 
applications for private sites had been encouraged by the state, and was embraced by 
many Traveller groups as a means of protecting themselves and their sites from eviction. 
In this way, entering the planning system need not be viewed entirely in negative terms - 
for example, as the Travellers becoming sedentarised by default - but can be interpreted 
as the formulation of positive strategies of resistance employed to great effect. 
It was also clear that, regardless of what sort of Traveller applied for planning permission, 
whether they owned the land they lived on or whether they were squatting it, they faced 
bureaucratic obstacles of immense proportions, particularly at local level where there was 
a 100% refusal rate among my sample. This refusal rate is inconsistent with the assertion 
that the planning system is 'fair and impartial' in the way it treats different groups that 
come before it and suggests that Travellers encounter institutional discrimination (see' 
also Wilkin, 1996). 
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Similarly, the effect of denying planning consent to nomadic people when the result is 
likely to be potential criminalisation on the open road, is rarely taken on board by local 
planning authorities when considering applications. In contrast, the largely irrational 
prejudices of a minority of the population come to heavily influence the future 
accommodation of homeless families, even when they conform to the sedentarist ideal of 
a permanent place of residence. 
The appeal process, though not infallible itself, seems to offer better prospects of success 
for nomadic people, both nationally as well as in terms of my modest sample. While FFT 
(1998) revealed a 34% success rate for appeals post-1994, in my sample more than 60% 
of those Travellers who went to appeal were granted at least a temporary consent, that is 4 
were successful and 2 dismissed (and one of the dismissals had itself been overturned in 
the High Court). Of the nomadic groups who appealed, every one was granted planning 
permission by the Inspectorate -a complete reversal of the picture at local level. 
Part of the discrepancy between the outright refusal to grant permission to Travellers' 
planning applications when considered by local councils and their subsequent 
permissions at appeal, is that Inspectors from outside the area are appointed to oversee the 
Inquiry and they are much less amenable to the coercion from local objectors which 
district councillors customarily endure. This distance allows rational decision-making to 
be given an opportunity to run its course, and for material arguments to win the day, free 
from the emotive pressure which often attends local public meetings on the Travellers' 
issue. Nevertheless, the fact that every single site which was refused planning consent at 
local level was later awarded it on appeal, demonstrates the potency of the hostility 
which Travellers face wherever they live. 
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The experience of these sites also illustrates the fact that the CJA has inspired an effective 
resistance among the nomadic groups criminalised by its provisions and that the strategies 
employed by Travellers have become increasingly sophisticated in relation to the 
increased opposition they have encountered. This is clearly evident in the inter-group 
collaboration with regards to the appeal process in general and the significance of the 
ECHR arguments in particular, where the experience of first traditional Gypsies was 
established and then transposed onto New Traveller nomads; once it was accepted there, 
it was transposed onto non-nomadic groups who could loosely be described as New 
Travellers. These developments are not linear except in hindsight; at the time they were 
eclectic and uncertain and each extension of the argument was exciting for this reason. 
The ability of nomads to successfully engage with such a discriminatory planning system 
is further evidence of the vitality of our contemporary, diverse nomadic populations and 
may herald other changes in the relationship between the settled majority and Travellers. 
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Chapter 6- The Local Authority and the Criminal Justice Act 
Introduction 
Although the Brook Green Travellers' experience with South Somerset District Council 
had been characterised by attempted evictions and denied planning consent, this was only 
part of the picture. Running concurrently with these events, the local authority also began 
a long process of self-education about the social issues raised by Travellers. To this end, 
the council set up the Travellers Review Panel in 1995 -a sub-committee initially 
comprised of 14 council officers and Ward Members (elected representatives) that held 
monthly meetings in order to: 
"Explore and identify the reasons why individuals adopt an alternative lifestyle. To 
consider the challenges faced by gypsies, travellers, other nomadic groups, 'low- 
impact' dwellers 
... and the impact, real or perceived, of such 
lifestyles on 
established [sedentary] communities. To examine options for a more positive 
response to the challenges presented. To review the existing level of inter-agency 
liaison and liaison between travellers and those agencies. To explore the possibility 
of change in policy and practice. To identify appropriate locations and types of site 
and review progress towards enabling provision of sites. "1 
These are fine words indeed and they stand in stark contrast to the more usual hostility 
which underscores local government's treatment of its nomadic communities. Bearing in 
mind that the CJA eviction powers had been available to the council for more than 6 
months - and that Sedley had not yet ruled in the Wealdon case - this panel's perspective 
appears surprisingly tolerant. However, it has to be remembered that the panel was vested 
only with the power of recommendation and could not - in itself - change policy, set-aside 
1 Terms of reference' taken from the minutes of South Somerset District Council's Travellers Panel 
meeting, 10th August, 1995. 
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land for sites or award planning permission, and thus there was always a danger that the 
panel could become a mere 'talking-shop, ' places where well-meaning ideals never seem 
to translate into concrete reality. The Travellers Panel met regularly for the following two 
years and held its last meeting in December 1997, after which. the Travellers' issue was 
- in council-speak - 'mainstreamed' (subsumed within the Race and Equality Group). 
Over the course of this chapter we will be looking at the ways in which it realised the 
objectives it had set itself back in 1995 by reference to the policy initiatives it 
recommended and how the council as a whole reacted to these. 
Personal History 
This seems an apt moment to raise a little more personal biography that is relevant to the 
following analysis. Once more, I cannot claim to be objective here but then that is not an 
ideal that I have sought to attain in this thesis. However, while it clear that my identity as a 
Traveller is bound to colour my perception of the actions of the council against Travellers, 
there is an additional layer of subjective influence that also needs to be explained, a more 
personal one. When the Travellers Review Panel had its first meeting, it held elections 
among interested district councillors for the post of Convenor: the panel chose ward 
member for Ilminster, Annie Murdoch - my mother. As a Traveller and as her son, I was 
delighted at their choice, as was Annie herself. In terms of my own research, this seemed 
to be manna from heaven: I had a total contact with both the Travellers themselves, as 
well as within the council in whose area many of those Travellers lived. 
By the second meeting in early September 1995, the panel was already aware of the 
recent Sedley ruling and proposed to discuss its possible ramifications at the next 
meeting. 2 The rest of that meeting was devoted to arranging the visits by the panel to 
2 The implications of the Wealdon judgement were first debated by the panel on the 3rd November 1995 - 
exactly a year after the CJA became law. 
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Traveller sites in the area. Discussions during these early meetings covered such issues as 
the recent Tinker's Bubble appeal dismissal and forced evictions, and emphasised the need 
to keep abreast of a dynamic legal environment. In that vein, the Panel agreed "that the 
work programme should include a Travellers Seminar to take place... in 1996 and that 
traveller representation and participation were a vital component for a meaningful event. "3 
The site visits by the councillors took place in October 1995 and proved to be a catalyst 
for the future direction of the panel. Until then, many of the panel members had never 
actually met a flesh-and-blood Traveller at home on their site, sat down with them over a 
cup of coffee and held a proper conversation. In order to appreciate the diversity of 
nomadic life within the county, the panel decided to visit a mixture of sites including 
'Gypsy' sites on county council owned land, private Gypsy sites run by the residents 
themselves, 4 New Traveller sites, including Slough Green, Dommett Wood and Brook 
Green, as well as Tinker's Bubble bender community. The notes from those meetings 
speak for themselves (see below and Appendix 6a). This period marks the beginning of 
what I will refer to as the 'building bridges' strategy which the council came to adopt, 
where mutual suspicions become allayed through human interaction: 
"All those [councillors and officers] who had visited sites for the first time and 
talked to the people living there felt their attitudes had changed considerably. 
Observations included the difference between county provided sites and the sites 
on which travellers would choose to live. "4 
Already by these early days, the panel is taking on board developments which other 
authorities take years to come to terms with. In that vein the panel can be seen as 
3 Minutes of Panel meeting, 8th September, 1995. 
4 Minutes of Panel meeting 3rd November, 1995. 
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progressive. But even this 'progressive' group doesn't yet include any actual representation 
by Travellers themselves, although this had been suggested as an idea from the beginning. 
Then in early 1996 the panel made tentative steps in this direction and invited the first 
Traveller participant, Brian Monger, one of the settler's from the King's Hill Collective 
bender community. Over the following months, other Travellers, including some from 
most of the New Traveller sites in my ethnography, also joined until finally Traveller 
involvement became an established feature of the panel. I also became one of the regular 
Traveller participants, and joined partly out of a personal interest in Traveller politics and 
partly because it appeared an excellent research opportunity: the panel meetings were one 
of the few places where regular interaction between some of my Traveller and council 
respondents took place. 
Building Brides? 
The panel continued to meet monthly until the end of 1997 and Travellers continued to 
take part throughout the remainder of its existence. It wasn't only Traveller participation 
which increased over this time, but ultimately representatives from a wide variety of 
organisations - some quite unlikely - also attended the meetings 
"The panel meetings have been attended by a variety of interested parties and have 
included regular attendance by Members, residents of Slough Green [and other 
Traveller] sites, a representative from FFT and input from.. . the Children's Society, 
the Church, the Police, Traveller Education, the Health Service, the National 
Farmers Union and Country Landowners Association and other [key players]. "5 
5 Page 1 of the recommendations to the District Committee from the Travellers Panel, 2nd May, 1996, see 
Appendix 6d. 
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The diversity of panel members was its greatest strength - by bringing together all the 
various 'factions' in what they described as a 'partnership' approach to problem-solving, the 
panel saw its role as providing a forum and an environment where differences could be 
addressed. If the councillors and the Travellers had all sat in those council chambers 
putting the world to rights in splendid isolation, independent of both public opinion and 
political process, then the panel would have been a failure. Without reaching the power- 
holders and power-wielders, as well as the landowners, farmers and other important 
people, the 'talking-shop' scenario seemed the inevitable outcome of our efforts. 
As all the councillors on the panel were members of the 4 planning areas of the council, 
information brought to the meetings was quickly disseminated throughout the district and 
came to inform policy initiatives. We have already seen that the panel discussed the Sedley 
ruling at its second meeting - even before Travellers and their support groups had begun 
attending. Once Travellers participated in the panel, this information sharing continued 
apace, and developing case-law was brought to the meetings by participants on a monthly 
basis, as were results from various planning appeals which had been decided over the 
period. These in turn formed the basis of further changes to council policy, as we will see. 
Two inter-related events demonstrate the possibilities which contact between protagonists 
can create. The first of these is, to my mind, the single most important achievement of 
the panel. In March 1996, the council sponsored a day-long seminar devoted to Traveller 
issues, with representation on the platform by Travellers themselves, the police, 
landowners and councillors. The seminar was the result of the panel's first six months' 
work and culminated in the second achievement, the creation of a new post within the 
district council for a Traveller - as opposed to just Gypsy - worker. 
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The Seminar 
Entitled Building Bridges or Digging Ditches ? the seminar was designed to promote the 
former by using the strategy that had worked so well when the panel had first convened: 
let people meet Travellers in their home surroundings and allow the dialogue to begin 
naturally. Foreseeing practical difficulties with ferrying the 100 or so delegates out to 
Traveller sites, the panel decided to bring the sites to the conference. They invited some of 
the Travellers - myself included - to drive their homes to the council offices in Yeovil so 
that settled people could see for themselves that Travellers are normal people, just like 
them. The idea behind this aspect of the seminar was to challenge the mainstream 
stereotypes of Travellers by offering an opportunity where non-Travellers could see what 
nomadic life was like for themselves. As with the councillors on the panel, few of the 
prospective delegates had actually been inside a Travellers' home or conversed with 
Travellers - at least outside of heated exchanges at planning meetings, eviction situations 
and such like. The seminar would provide a unique forum where all sides in the debate 
would have the chance to put their case, free from the pressures which often accompany 
Traveller-sedentary discourse. 
In the end about twenty Travellers were invited to the conference, with many given time 
to address the assembly (see delegates list, Appendix 6b). There are few opportunities 
when Travellers are allowed to speak for themselves in public, to contribute their own 
solutions to the problems they confront and this opportunity seemed too good to miss. 
Travellers and Gypsies from sites all over Somerset presented a delegation to explain their 
personal history as Travellers, and to locate the current legislative assault on nomadism 
within a wider argument about access to land. A woman called 'horse-drawn Kate' from 
Mendip explained how she came to live on the road, as did Liz and Bec from Slough 
Green, while I spoke about the need for traditional sites - as well as avenues of 
communication between the settled and nomadic communities - to be kept open. 
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Just before the Travellers took the platform, the audience had been addressed by two anti- 
Traveller delegates - Jim White, a representative from the National Farmers Union and Ian 
MacDonald from the Country Landowners Association. The tone of their speeches was 
comparable to that of the tabloid press discussed iin chapter 3 and in the least 
sophisticated arguments of the day, managed to resurrect stereotypical horror-stories 
about 'New Age' Travellers living in squalor, selling drugs to children and shitting in 
churchyards. 
The idea that bringing seemingly incompatible and mutually suspicious groups together 
might lead to real change - of attitudes as well as policy - is not to suggest that it is a 
universal panacea suitable for all conflicts. Indeed, where minority groups such as 
Travellers are concerned, there are age-old conflicts that are clearly beyond resolution 
during a day-long seminar. However, that was not the seminar's purpose: it was merely the 
beginning of a dialogue that was long overdue. Jim White and Ian MacDonald may not 
have gone home after the conference thinking that perhaps they had misjudged the people 
they described so unsympathetically but for the first time in their life they had sat in a 
Traveller's home and had a discussion with them. These weren't the only Gauja to visit our 
trucks that day and in the end we had a former Chief Constable, 6 council officials and 
farmers sat around our homes supping tea (some grabbing a quick cigarette break while 
they were at it). One councillor who visited us was a very well presented woman called 
Sylvia Seal. At the end of the conference, she made a closing address in which she said 
6 As can be seen from the delegates' list, the former Chief Constable in question was John Alderson, a 
man who was somewhat unorthodox for a police officer, but who nevertheless rose to Assistant 
Commissioner at Scotland Yard. 
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"Until today, I had never met a Traveller, been inside their homes, listened to their 
stories or talked to them and their children. But now I have and from now on I'm 
in your corner. You've got my support. " 
The local press published a very supportive article and hailed the day as a success (see 
Appendix 6c) as had the majority of the delegates themselves. When the panel met to 
discuss 'Building Bridges' the following week, two things emerged as the most significant 
proposals to come from the day. One was the need for planning policy throughout the 
district to become updated regarding the developments in Traveller law which the panel 
had been discussing, which had inspired the seminar in the beginning, and shaped its final 
outcome. As we saw in chapter 4, the CJA had precipitated case law such as the Sedley 
and Latham judgements, which came to undermine its more draconian aspects and had 
implications for both evictions and planning permissions that the council needed to take on 
board. In recognition of these developments, the panel drafted a set of recommendations 
to the District Committee in charge of planning policy (discussed below).? 
The second important proposal was for the creation of a specific post of Traveller 
Community Development Worker within the District Council. Personally, I was sceptical 
about the prospects of success for this particular proposal. It was one thing to adopt more 
progressive policies, it is quite another to commit public funds to such an unpopular 
cause. In many other counties, the logic of the 'provision is cheaper than eviction' 
argument had failed to result in the concrete realisation of a single pitch. 8 It seemed highly 
7 See the minutes of the District Council meeting of the 2nd May, 1996 in Appendix 6d. 
8 In the year 1993-4, Avon County Council hired a firm of consultants - at a cost of £100,000 - to find 
sites that would enable it to meet its statutory duty towards the many hundreds of Gypsies and Travellers 
within its borders who were without a lawful site. Ultimately, public hostility meant that not one site was 
created. Figures for the same period show that Avon County Council also spent nearly £1 million pounds 
a year in eviction related costs. 
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unlikely to me that Somerset, with its tradition of recurrent hostility towards (especially 
New) Travellers, would prove ground-breaking here, but I was to eat my words. 
Planning Policy 
In May 1996, Steve Briggs - one of the council's own planning managers - presented the 
Traveller Review Panel's recommendations, which he had helped draw-up during previous 
meetings, to the full council. In a5 page preamble which laid out the justifications for 
adopting the panel's proposals, he argued that 
"[These] recommendations have been arrived at through the meetings of the 
[Traveller] panel held on a monthly basis since August 1995... The main concerns 
of the panel have revolved around the issues of eviction, welfare and site 
provision. [wherein]... the impact of the CJA has been the most fundamental issue 
which has emerged. [The council's] main areas of responsibility resulting from the 
CJA are: 
i) Circular 18/94, 
ii) Legal rulings and court cases in the UK, 
iii) Recourse to International Obligations" (ibid. ). 
The dialectical effects of working with both Travellers and the local authority can be seen 
in the panel's recommendations to the District Committee. In chapter 5, part of the action 
research strategy had entailed working with various Traveller groups in their attempts to 
'legitimise' their sites through the planning system. In particular, I had given evidence to, 
among others, the Harvey family's public inquiry over the significance of the ECHR to 
planning decisions which affect nomadic people. My argument - itself drawn from 
developing case-law - was that it was contrary to international human rights law to 
enforce evictions (which is the logical result of refusing planning permission to Travellers) 
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where the Travellers concerned had no alternative practicable site available to them. Given 
that the CJA rendered unauthorised encampments a criminal offence, the effects of 
eviction were disproportionate and excessive in the absence of alternative site provision 
(see Appendix 5o). 
In chapter 5, we also saw how collaboration between various Traveller groups and their 
respective supporters led to effective strategies for overcoming bureaucratic inertia, a 
phenomenon glaringly evident when local government considers applications for Gypsy 
and Traveller sites. By sharing information, knowledge and experience - particularly of 
planning hearings, inquiries and developing case law - most of the Travellers in the study 
were able to secure planning consent on appeal and so gain for themselves a respite from 
perpetual evictions, at least temporarily. In some ways, this collaboration can also be said 
to be dialectical, with the results of one appeal affecting those which came after it. When 
the O'Connors achieved planning consent on appeal, for example, the residents of Slough 
Green and their advisers adapted some of the arguments used there for their own (also 
ultimately successful) appeal. The Slough Green appeal decision, in turn, was distributed 
among members of the Travellers Review Panel during its inaugural meeting and came to 
help shape the panel's direction. It seemed a logical step to include the results of other 
then still pending inquiry decisions and court cases. 
That these decisions had a part to play in the formation of policy can be seen from the fact 
that the panel itself refers to these inquiry results as justification for the changes it 
proposed. With regards the European argument itself, the panel utilised both the content 
and the structure of the evidence I had submitted to the Harvey inquiry.: 
"[The fact that] planning inspectors must follow the [European] Convention was 
recently demonstrated in an appeal against the refusal of planning permission for a 
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mobile home (already in situ). The inspector gave due regard to the personal 
circumstances and 'the [government's] advice... regarding the need for those 
operating the planning system to take account of international obligations' and 
he allowed the appeal (ref. No. APP/G0120/A/95/254770)... [In future dealings 
with Travellers] there should be a presumption to conform to the obligations in 
the European Convention on human Rights" and other treaties (op. cit. ). 
As soon as the inspector had granted the Harveys planning permission to live on their own 
land, the Travellers and I presented the inquiry result to the panel during one of its many 
meetings. Often it was only through producing incontrovertible evidence such as this, that 
the panel took on board the Travellers' arguments at all. However, after months of round- 
the-table discussions between the panel's 'straight' members and Travellers, they had come 
to take our arguments more seriously, particularly where the law was concerned. 
This European angle was admittedly new to the panel and they deserve credit for 
embracing it so speedily. After Sedley and Latham's ground-breaking judgements, the 
panel saw the ECHR argument as a further justification for a radical change of council 
policy towards Travellers. The recommendations they made to the full council reflected 
their new found knowledge: 
"It is therefore recommended that: 
1) A named officer be identified to deal with Romany/Traveller issues, 
2) The principles [of toleration in line with recent case law] .. 
in relation to eviction 
should be adopted as the policy and practise of this council, 
3) This council makes strong representation to the Health Commission in support 
of the creation and funding of the post of Traveller Liaison Health Visitor, 9 
9 Joan Batstone -a former 'Nurse of the Year' - was finally employed as Travellers Health Liaison Officer 
for Somerset in September, 1998. 
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4) This council, in partnership with Somerset County Council, to compile a 
register of appropriate land for use by Travellers. " 
Along with three other Travellers in the area, I attended the meeting of the full council 
where these recommendations were voted on. This was far from a 'rubber-stamp' exercise 
as the Travellers' issue is hardly a popular cause celebre in the south west, and councillors 
in the main do not support Traveller sites in their area for fear of losing votes in the 
elections. Although the panel itself was making helpful noises, it should be remembered 
that, on the road, nothing seemed to have changed: planning permissions for sites were all 
refused and eviction proceedings begun, often against some of the very Travellers who 
attended the panel meetings. Indeed, it was during the build-up to the seminar that Pug 
and Julie had faced a forced eviction from Brook Green common under the CJA by South 
Somerset District Council itself. 10 The need for a change of policy was therefore 
underlined by the material reality of homeless families facing imminent criminalisation in 
the very district where the panel's councillors resided. 
There were also material obstacles to the council adopting the panel's proposals: the full 
council was attended by some vociferous anti-Traveller stalwarts, including the 
indomitable Mrs Dobell, who put up a fierce resistance to the proposals, arguing that such 
policies would make South Somerset a 'honey-pot' that would attract more Travellers to 
the area. Ultimately, however, the council was convinced by the panel's arguments and, by 
11 votes to 2, adopted the recommendations as council policy. 
10 As we saw in chapter 5, Area North planning committee had voted to evict the Travellers if they had 
not moved off the common by the end of May 1996. In a gesture of goodwill, other Travellers and I helped 
Pug and Julie to move to the Watery Lane site where we were parked-up weeks ahead of the eviction date 
- in fact, we moved them the night before the seminar itselfl 
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The Traveller Community Development Worker 
The conversion of this written policy into physical practice followed swiftly in the wake of 
the successful seminar. The panel considered the nature of the prospective post in detail 
and agreed on the following broad criteria: 
"The role of the [Traveller Community Development Worker] would involve 
- offering advice and mediation between parties, 
- informing and advising Town and Parish Councils and landowners [about 
Traveller issues], 
- promoting regional and inter-agency policy and practise. " 
In August 1996, Paul Goltz was appointed to the post on a temporary (6 month) part-time 
basis, although the post has been re-newed since then and is now permanent. Paul saw 
part of his role as mediating between Travellers on (especially unauthorised) sites and 
local sedentary residents who object to the council when Travellers arrive in their area, 
particularly parish councils. In his review of his first 6 months' work, we can perceive the 
council's 'community development' approach in action (see Appendix 6e i): 
"I have managed to build up a good working relationship with the Travelling 
people on ... sites within South Somerset [which]... provides a strong and 
direct 
channel for communication. The first example of the potential of the role of the 
Traveller Community Development Worker was at Ding Drove... [where] 
confrontation and expensive court action was avoided by negotiation with the 
Travellers. I I [Another] of the initial aims of the post was to establish a satisfactory 
method of undertaking investigations.. . 
into the personal circumstances of the 
Travellers in accordance with current legislation and advice. "12 
II In chapter 5, half of the Travellers in my main sample left Watery Lane for Ding Drove when the 
others moved to private land in Glastonbury. 
12 See notes to the Traveller Review Panel meeting of the 7th February, 1997 in Appendix 6e (ii). 
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As we have seen, the need for enquiries into the health, welfare and educational needs of 
the Travellers faced with eviction had been made clear after the Sedley and Latham 
judgements. In order to fulfil the demands of circular 18/94, Paul worked closely with the 
council's legal department in compiling a questionnaire for use with Traveller groups faced 
with eviction (see Appendix 60. The gathering of information about Travellers parked-up 
in South Somerset became a major part of Paul's work, as his first report shows: 
"[The main responsibilities of the post are] to respond to unauthorised parking of 
Travellers/Romanies in order to - 
understand and meet reasonable welfare needs, 
ensure that health, education and welfare [agencies] have a full awareness of the 
issues involved in evictions, 
assess local community concern..., 
give assistance to Travellers with submitting planning applications. "13 
However, the personal circumstances information gathered by Paul was intended to inform 
not just eviction decisions but also planning applications by Traveller groups for private 
sites. (This change in policy arrived too late to help the Travellers who had applied for 
such permission at Clay Close Copse, where the planning officer had erroneously rejected 
the Travellers argument that the personal circumstances of applicants were material to 
planning applications, and recommended refusal). This recognition of the significance of 
the special needs of nomads, as well as their personal circumstances, had developed 
through the deliberations of the Traveller Review Panel and their growing familiarity with 
the ways in which domestic law was developing in relation to Travellers' rights post CJA. 
To my mind, this is a clear example of the dialectical effects which co-operation between 
the Travellers and the council generated, and is discussed below. 
13 Notes to the Chairman's [sic] Panel of SSDC, 22nd May, 1996, p17. 
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Further planning developments 
In October 1996, the panel consolidated the planning work it had been considering over 
the last year. With the help of council Planning Manager Steve Briggs, the panel 
formulated a discussion paper which, it was hoped, would ultimately be adopted as council 
policy. The input of the various Traveller groups and their supporters is once more 
apparent: 
"In the light of recent experience, planning appeal decisions and court rulings, it is 
considered necessary for the District Council to adopt a 'Code of Practise' for 
dealing with proposals for Traveller/Gypsy sites [on top of the 'toleration' policy 
towards unauthorised sites]... It can be argued that the same public law principles 
governing eviction decisions apply to Gypsy and non-Gypsy Travellers' [planning 
applications]... Are personal circumstances material considerations for planning 
purposes? Lord Scarman's ruling... clearly states that it can... and sometimes 
should, be given direct effect as an exceptional or special circumstance... ' The 
principle has evidently been established through the Sedley and Latham judgements 
that personal (or special) circumstances should be fully taken into account when 
dealing with eviction and [planning] enforcement in relation to Travellers. It 
therefore follows that if a council is considering a planning application for the use 
of land by Travellers/Gypsies, and refusal of that application is likely to lead to 
enforcement action which in turn will lead to eviction, then the special 
circumstances relating to 'considerations of common humanity' should be fully 
addressed by the decision makers" (ppI and 5). 
All through the paper, there are numerous references to the planning and legal cases with 
which Travellers on the panel had been involved. It is noteworthy that these arguments 
were ignored by the planning committees when the Travellers concerned attempted to 
legitimise their sites through the formal channels; now that they are 'filtered' through the 
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panel, however, these same arguments are readily accepted by the council. One paragraph 
in particular seems to describe the situation the Travellers faced when they were living at 
Brook Green and had applied for permission to live at Clay Close Copse: 
"If an application has been submitted by Travellers who are presently residing 
elsewhere in the area on an unauthorised and unacceptable site, then the prospect 
of eviction from that site requires the council to consider their personal 
circumstances when addressing the merits or otherwise of their planning 
application. " 14 
After discussing the paper at length, the panel decided to suggest the following 
recommendations to the full council for adoption as policy: 
"When dealing with applications for planning permission or when considering 
possible enforcement action in relation to Travellers/Gypsies, officers should 
endeavour to obtain full information about their special needs/personal 
circumstances. This information needs to be presented to Members in order that 
they can give full consideration to this issue... "15 
The fact that the panel now recognised the pertinence of personal/special circumstances in 
planning terms - after rejecting that argument in the real world - can be interpreted in one 
two ways. It is either a measure of how far the panel has come since it began, or it 
indicates that the 'talking shop' scenario is coming true. However, once more, the full 
council embraced the panel's recommendations and they remain the policy of South 
Somerset District Council to the present day. 
14 Paragraph 6, page 5 of the minutes of the Traveller Review Panel, 4th October, 1996. See Appendix 6g. 
1s Ibid. p6 
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The panel felt that there was still further to go. In spite of all the hyperbole and growing 
consensus among panel members that creating sites rather than pursuing evictions was the 
solution, every Travellers' application that came before the planning committees was 
nevertheless refused. Thus there still remained a wide gulf between the intentions of the 
policies and the realities on the ground. The panel had heard from officers from both 
Housing and the Benefits Agency about the effects of changes to social security and 
housing benefit regulations in the 1980s and '90s which fuelled the growth of homeless 
people, many of whom subsequently became Travellers. They had also seen evidence of 
this at first hand via the testimony of Travellers who attended the panel. Many councillors 
(and officers) were beginning to see the overall 'problem' as one of inequality in both 
outcome and provision. The solution, as they saw it, was to counter the discrimination and 
disadvantage which Travellers entering the planning system face by making the decision 
makers aware of the fundamental issues involved. The panel had also gained from the 
experience of the Children's Society and FFT who circulated their reports about the lives 
of today's New Travellers and the struggles they encounter. Progressively, the panel was 
coming to consider the treatment of Travellers as an 'ism', as discrimination comparable to 
that of ethnic minority groups in the country. To achieve a re-balancing in Travellers' 
favour, the panel suggested 
".. that the [District Council] should be made aware of, and address, the combined 
issues of homelessness, land-use, environmental health and social inequality that 
comprise the Traveller issue. " 16 
However, the panel was also aware that Travellers were far from 'victims', even if they are 
discriminated against. They understood that there is a complex inter-action between 
choice and circumstance which underlies the emergence of New Travellers in recent years, 
16 Minutes from the panel's meeting of the 10th January, 1997. 
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evidenced by the lives of the Travellers they had met, both on the panel and elsewhere in 
the _ county. Many of these Travellers - rather than being members a despairing 
'underclass' - were actively creating their own solutions to the 'housing' and other 
problems they experienced. The trouble was, these efforts were often obstructed by a 
narrow reading of the official regulations by the council. In recognition of the diversity of 
nomadic lifestyles in contemporary British society, the panel recommended that the 
general housing strategy of the district council should explicitly embrace the 
accommodation needs of its whole Traveller population, not just ethnic and 'traditional' 
nomads. These recommendations were also adopted as council policy. 
"Groups such as Romanies, New Travellers and Settlers have a different 
expectation of 'housing' [than buildings with conventional walls and roofs]. It has 
been estimated that there are 35 adults and 15 children living as Travellers in South 
Somerset with no-where lawful to stay. In various parts of the district, the 
differences between their expectations and those of .. members of the 
[settled] 
community has led to conflict. In response to this, the council set up a Travellers 
panel... consisting of councillors, council officers and other interested parties. The 
main concerns have revolved around eviction, welfare, site provision, health and 
education... [The panel's] recommendations ... and principles relating to eviction 
have been laid down and adopted as policy and practise. A Traveller Community 
Development Worker was appointed... in August 1996. "17 
Land. People. Freedom 
Following the success of the 'Building Bridges' seminar, invitations for some of the 
Travellers to address other conferences were made via the panel. One of these was the 
Lard People, Freedom conference run by the National Council for Voluntary 
17 Following the panel's suggestion that the district-wide 'Housing Strategy 1996-1999' should include this 
section on Travellers, it too has been adopted by the council. 
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Organisations"Rural Anti-Racism' project in Peterborough. The conference organisers had 
heard about my advice-work with Travellers and invited me to facilitate one of the 
workshops. I travelled there with two residents from the Dommett site and met up with 
other Travellers from Somerset - as well as Paul Goltz - at the conference. Other speakers 
on the day included: Eli Frankham - Romani Rights Group; Peter Mercer - the Gypsy 
Council for Education, Welfare and Civil Rights; Bernard Bayldon -a New Traveller on 
the road for over 20 years; Hester Hedges and Eloise Abbott, two young traditional 
Travellers, and Catherine Joyce from Pavee Point (Irish Travellers support group). 
The structure of the day was that after the morning speeches by the above, the afternoon 
sessions would break up into various workshops, each exploring a different issue raised in 
the morning. Apart from myself, the workshops were facilitated by a wide variety of 
involved individuals, many of whom were leaders in their respective fields. These included: 
Robert Home, a planning consultant and lecturer in planning law; Tony Thompson from 
FFT; Sylvia Dunn from the National Association of Gypsy women; Dr Donald Kenrick, an 
advisor to the Romany Guild18 and Ravi Low-Beer (then) solicitor with the Public Law 
Project. 19 
In the end, Robert Home, Ravi Low-Beer and I convened a joint workshop which covered 
the combined themes of planning law and the need for law reform. Excepting the appeals 
with which I had been involved, this was the first time my knowledge of Traveller law had 
been called upon in an official way. With the other conferences, I had been invited because 
I was a Traveller, rather than as an 'expert'. Personally, I find most conferences - this one 
included - less useful than they appear on paper. Their main benefit comes not from 
IS This is the same Dr Kenrick with who conducted the Gypsy appeals in Avon discussed in chapter 5. 
19 Ravi had been the solicitor who had been instructed by the Travellers in the Wealdon case, as well as 
the King's Hill Collective. 
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immediate results on the day, but from the sharing of knowledge and experiences - that 
much over-used phrase'networking'. Land, people and freedom was to be no different in 
this respect, although with such a high profile delegation, the networking was particularly 
inspiring. 
A review of the panel's progress 
In 1998, the Panel itself came to an end, although the Travellers' issue was subsumed 
within another body in the council, The Social and Equality Group. Looking back, many 
of the objectives which the panel had set' itself bore fruit: 
"It is recognised that there will be very few suitable, or affordable sites within the 
development limits of settlements and therefore provision will be mainly sought in 
the countryside.... It should [also] be recognised that a special need does exist for 
the provision of sites in Somerset as illustrated by the general lack of legal sites... In 
accordance with recent legal rulings, the personal circumstances of the applicants 
will be taken into consideration when the decision is finely balanced.... 120 
The panel went on to recommend a series of further changes to planning policy designed 
to accommodate the diversity of nomadic existence in the district, including Gypsies and 
New Travellers, by supporting applications for short-term, emergency sites as well as 
long-term residential sites, all of which could be allowed under their recommended 
amendments. The policy also embraced the needs of low-impact dwellers, such as Tinker's 
Bubble. As we saw in chapter 5, the majority of planning applications by Travellers are 
refused because they are in protected areas outside development plan policies. What South 
Somerset had done was to alter these policies so that there was at least some hope of a 
successful outcome (provided its effects on the locality were controllable and kept under 
20 From the minutes to the panel meeting of 18th July, 1997. 
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review). Unfortunately, I had to curtail my fieldwork after the summer of 1997 and so was 
unable to assess the effects of this change of policy on planning applications by Travellers 
in the district. Although the policies were far more positive and encouraging than that 
found in many other areas of the country, just because they could grant consent for 
Traveller sites did not necessarily mean that they would; in fact, without a single site 
passed since 1994, the evidence suggested they wouldn't. In the final analysis, applications 
for Traveller sites of any description will be decided by a dozen or so individual 
councillors, each of whom would have been 'lobbied' by the opponents of the site and put 
under a considerable amount of pressure to turn it down. It remains to be seen how these 
changes translate into practise in the real world and until there are some concrete 
examples of progress - with Traveller applications being granted by the local authority - 
then the jury is out on the issue of actual effectiveness of these policies. 
On the issue of recommendations, the panel very much lived up to its word and the policy 
and best practise of SSDC reflect the panel's findings. The significance of developing 
case-law had long been embraced by the panel and also came to be fully endorsed by the 
District Committee. Clearly there had been movement on a number of contentious issues 
and the whole emphasis had been on mediation, rather than confrontation. In view of the 
powerful enforcement measures given to local authorities under the CJA, this emphasis 
was an unexpected outcome for me, as I had anticipated a much more enthusiastic usage 
of the new Act. Perhaps if Sedley had not made his judgement, there would have been a 
different, less tolerant attitude towards Travellers on unauthorised sites. 
One particular recommendation that was fully implemented by the council was the 
employment of Paul Goltz as the Traveller Community Development Worker, a role which 
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has now become institutionalised within the council bureaucracy. 21 The benefit of having a 
single point of contact in the council was greatly appreciated by both the Travellers and 
parish councils. Indeed, when there was a funding problem with the post, parish councils 
were among the most ardent supporters of not just the retention of the Traveller 
Community development Worker's post, but Paul in it. Many Travellers became friends 
with Paul and a level of trust was built-up which is rare in the extreme. Most Travellers 
experience of council workers is of people who turn up on site en masse, either to hand 
out eviction papers, or to find out personal circumstances information in readiness for an 
eviction. An employee of the state actually helping them with their legal and other 
problems is a precious resource, and it is generally welcomed among Travellers in the 
area. 
Moving On 
The positive ethos of the panel has permeated other parts of the council in recent months, 
as "is ably demonstrated by one of the panel's final projects - the creation of a booklet on 
the rights and responsibilities of nomads and their sedentary neighbours, Moving 011.22 
which represents, perhaps, an appropriate moment to try to bring to a close developments 
which are still on-going. Moving On can be seen as the culmination of the panel's efforts 
and the ultimate expression of its reconsidered position: 
"Travelling people are a part of British culture and have been for centuries. As 
such, they have the right to enjoy their chosen way of life in peace, without fear of 
discrimination, [with] the right to accommodation which satisfactorily meets their 
needs, and the right to basic services, such as health and education. Over the past 
few years, many of the traditional stop-over sites have been banked, blocked or 
21 Pauls post was finally made permanent in 1998. 
22 SSDC booklet, Moving on, compiled by Goltz, P on behalf of the council, self published, Yeovil, 
(undated), 1998. 
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trenched to prevent this stop-over use. There is now a need to re-create 
sustainable facilities for nomadic people.... [It goes on to explain the need for the 
adopted 'toleration' policy] Toleration provides a period of stability during which 
Travellers are able to access welfare facilities that are taken for granted by the 
settled population, for example, medical or educational resources. If Travellers are 
moved on they will still be somewhere and the new site may be more unsuitable. " 
(p1 and p5). 
The booklet is wide-ranging and gives practical advice and guidance on such issues as 
submitting a planning application for a site, how to access the Somerset Traveller 
Education Team and the health service, and provides a fairly comprehensive list of 
national contacts that may be helpful to Travellers and their neighbours. Littered with 
children's drawings of nomadic homes throughout, the booklet suggests that the 
accommodation of difference provides the most practicable solution for all concerned. 
Only time will tell if these good intentions become realised via the creation of nomadic 
sites. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and implications 
Introduction 
Over the four and a half years that I have been preparing my thesis, I have consistently 
argued that the distance between the researcher and the researched remains one of the 
many institutional chasms to be bridged in the sociology of contemporary nomadism. The 
absence of 'praxis' in much academic research has given rise to concerns that the 
predilections of essentially bourgeoisie, uninvolved research students may obscure and 
misrepresent the lives of real Travellers in similarly misinformed ways as had the media in 
the late 1980s (Dearling, 1998b). By pathologising and romanticising Traveller cultures, 
such accounts simplify the complex processes of inclusion and exclusion which underlie 
the existence of diverse nomadic populations as we approach the new millennium. 
The involvement of Travellers themselves is critical in both the research process and in the 
policy initiatives which the research may precipitate. In my own work, I made every 
endeavour to involve Travellers in every stage of the research process in an attempt to 
overcome problems of paternalism. The experience with SSDC in the previous chapter 
suggests some of the possibilities which Traveller participation in the political process at a 
local level can have and that such involvement can achieve demonstrable results. Below, 
we will examine some other positive developments which have attended the 
implementation of the CJA by organisations beyond this small district. 
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The state's interest in New Travellers has not waned over the period of this research, 
despite the enactment of the CJA to deal with unauthorised sites through draconian public 
order laws. In fact, the 'perennial' resurgence of anti-New Traveller discourse each 
summer has become something of a British institution. As Angus Wilson argued 
"It takes only a couple of sunny days and a few brightly coloured Travellers' 
vehicles for the British property-owner to nurse thoughts of violence. "' 
Even in Parliament, the 'obsession' with New Travellers has not diminished and a number 
of debates have been raised in both Houses on the issue. It seems as though the Travellers' 
issue is one that is not going to go away in the near future. On the 14th July, 1997, 
Edward Gamier MP (Harborough) initiated a debate on how intolerable New Travellers 
had been in his constituency: 
"These New Age Travellers... [set up an] encampment [which] became a centre for 
drug dealing in the area, as dealers from the city of Leicester found a ready market 
there. The site became a health hazard as the travellers defecated in the hedgerows, 
left litter and burned open fires along the verges. The travellers would steal petrol 
from local garages and demand drinking water from nearby farmers. [When the 
council tried to evict them, the Travellers contested the action in the courts, and 
the fact that some were eligible for legal aid was held to be an outrage because] 
this meant that the very people who were continuing to do harm to [my 
constituents] were being financially assisted by the state - over and above their 
welfare benefits that they were already receiving - through legal aid to allow them 
to do further harm. It was a case of the law-abiding, tax-paying citizen subsidising 
1 Angus Wilson Why 1 wish I'd been a New Age Traveller, cited in Festival Eye, 1992. 
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the unlawful, social-welfare-receiving trespasser in the continuance of his anti- 
social behaviour. " 
The debate went from bad to worse as other Honorable Members from each of the major 
political parties took their turn to lambaste Travellers. Nick Raynsford, Under-Secretary 
of State, in replying for the government, made it clear that he sympathised with his 
political opponents on this issue and recounted a series of similar anecdotes to the debate. 
He then went on to confirm that operation Snapshot or similar schemes were still 
ongoing, 5 years after they had been set up to 'monitor New Age' Travellers: 
"A body called the Northern Intelligence Unit, which is hosted by Cumbria police, 
and a sister unit, which is hosted by Wiltshire police, collect data from all forces 
about the movements of new age travellers [sic] and ravers in England and Wales. 
Intelligence is provided to police forces to liaise with local authorities on the basis 
of such intelligence where that is appropriate. " 
This data is, of course, supplemental to that collected in the bi-annual Gypsy count 
undertaken by local authorities. Since the CJA became law, this counting has continued, 
although the true level of Traveller habitation revealed through this method is highly 
questionable. 
"There is no reliable independent data on the number of caravans in unauthorised 
places within the UK. There are indications that the figures reported to the DoE 
are suspect and can only be relied upon as a guide to the trends in unauthorised 
camping... a conservative estimate must be that total demand for sites is least 
double that indicated by the DoE figures and possibly much more than that. The 
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significance of the [DoE] figures, of course, is that Inspectors at appeal use them 
to assess need in any one area... The figures indicate a decline of 1,247 caravans 
camped on unauthorised sites... As far as FFT is aware, so-called 'new' Travellers 
are not included in these counts. A proportion of "new' Travellers undoubtedly 
qualify as gypsies ... [however, New Travellers are chronically short of 
legitimate 
sites: ] FFT is aware of only 18 caravans which have the benefit of planing 
permission and occupied by so-called 'new' Travellers" (FFT, 1998, p5 and p6). 
Given that most local authorities do not include New Travellers in their bi-annual Gypsy 
count, the source of this data on New Travellers must come from some other source, 
probably the police. Certainly, the figures supplied by Ofsted would seem to indicate that 
regular counting of New Travellers still takes place. Regardless of what sort of Traveller 
one is, information gathering by various arms of the state continues as a dominant theme 
in the treatment of nomadic people. 
"In 'The Education of Travelling Children' (HMI [Ofsted], 1996) estimates of the 
numbers of 'new' Travellers are given... of some 6000 [people]. [The 1995 results 
form Operation Snapshot reveal that] a total of 1,755 new Traveller vehicles were 
reported for England that year" (FFT, 1998, p6). 
Parliament similarly was not content to let the issue of Gypsy status rest after the CJA. 
Not only were Gypsy refugees to Britain the subject of outrageous mis-reporting during 
this period, but British Gypsies too came under an unsympathetic spotlight, this time in 
the Lords. 2 What is interesting here is that the 'crimes' with which each group of nomads is 
associated in the sedentary mind is related to the stereotypes which have built up around 
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them. With New Travellers, these 'crimes' were drugs and 'rave' parties, while with 
Gypsies, it was theft and intimidation. Lord Avebury began the debate positively: 
"(Will the government ensure] that the use of police manpower is commensurate 
with the criminal activity likely to be uncovered [on nomadic sites]... On 7th 
October [1997] in north Oxfordshire... over 200 police officers raided a gypsy site, 
bashed down doors, separated parents from their children, prevented children from 
going to school, and people from visiting the doctor ... 
The police spent 11 hours on 
the site with minimal results in terms of the detection of criminal activity... This 
kind of practice is reported from counties as far afield as Kent, Northamptonshire 
and Somerset ... [The] police seem to behave towards gypsies in a manner which 
they would not adopt if they were dealing with the settled population. " 
On the opposite side of the argument was (among others) Lord Dean of Beswick who, 
under the protection of Parliamentary privilege, put voice to prejudices for which could be 
prosecuted if asserted outside the House. He is not alone in expressing such intolerance 
towards Gypsy people, despite the hyperbole concerning the 'gentlemen of the road' when 
Parliament had seen fit to enact the CJA. 
"[The government argue] that gypsies should receive equal treatment with anybody 
else. Therefore, is it the case that he is prepared to accept that other sections of 
the public may be permitted to cause filth, damage and vandalism that the majority 
of people on these gypsy sites cause at present? " 
2 Hansard, Ist April (1) 1998, cols. 278-280. 
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The European Convention on Human Rights 
In chapter 5, we saw how the ECHR was becoming increasingly relevant to planning 
appeals by Gypsy and Traveller groups when facing eviction or trying to legitimise their 
sites, following the success of Buckley -v- the U. K. before the European Commission (the 
lower court). In late September 1996, the European Court of Human Rights made its final 
ruling on the Buckley case. Although the Commission had found that Mrs. Buckley's 
rights under the ECHR had been breached by the attempted eviction she suffered, the 
higher Court disagreed on a technicality, and her case was dismissed: because the council 
had offered her an (albeit inadequate) alternative site, the enforcement measures were not 
considered to be 'disproportionate'. Many local authorities and Traveller advisers had been 
waiting with bated breath for this result and the implications which arose from its failure 
were far reaching. 
While it would be disingenuous to suggest that the result was anything other than 
disappointing, it is also important to appreciate the limitations of the judgement. June 
Buckley lost on the strengths of the facts in of her particular case and not on the 
argument itself, which remains valid. 
"The importance of the European Court of Human Rights' decision.. . was not that 
the application failed, but that she almost succeeded. "' 
3 Clements, L and Johnson, C, TravellerLaw Review, in the Legal Action Journal, June, 1998, p22. 
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Other cases by Gypsy people with different circumstances could well do better. What is 
more, the Court did not consider the effects of the CJA, as Mrs. Buckley made her 
complaint before it was enacted. Since her case, other complaints by Gypsy people have 
been declared admissible by the European Courts, including that of Mrs. Chapman, who, 
like Mrs. Buckley, had been prosecuted for living in caravans on her own land. This case 
can be distinguished from Buckley on the grounds that it was made post-CJA and that 
there had been no offer of alternative accommodation. 4 That the Commission allowed 
Chapman's complaint - and at least 5 other Gypsy cases - to be admitted suggests that the 
Buckley argument still holds good. 
It is not just at planning hearings that the ECHR is of increasing significance, the domestic 
courts, too, are starting to appreciate its potency. Writing in the Legal Action Group 
journal, Clements and Johnson suggest that 
"The most noticeable trend [in recent years] is the court's appreciation that Article 
8... requires respect to be shown for Travellers family and private lives and home 
and that interfering with this right (by refusing planning permission or eviction) 
needs to be adequately justified. In this respect, the courts are clearly anticipating 
the incorporation of the Convention into domestic law.... The courts may also be 
aware that six new UK complaints [by Gypsies] have recently been declared 
admissible. "5 
4 Chapman v- UK was declared admissible by the European Court on 4th March 1998. 
5 Clements and Johnson, op. at. 
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The government is committed to incorporate the ECHR into law within the lifetime of the 
current Parliament. This will allow Travellers to complain about violations of their rights 
in their own country, which will save them the time and expense of going to Strasbourg 
(although the European route will remain available as a last resort). Case law has already 
established that evictions can conflict with rights guaranteed by the ECHR and the 
implications for nomadic people of incorporating the Convention into domestic law are 
profound. 
"[The Local Government Association] believes the Human Rights Act, 1998 will 
certainly have implications for Gypsies' rights on the basis that they are classified 
as an ethnic group. There is a likelihood in particular that their treatment under the 
1994 [CJA] could be subject to renewed challenge in the courts. "7 
We have seen how many New Travellers have become recognised as Gypsies in law, and 
by extension they should be able to mount a Gypsy defense under the Human Rights Act, 
but this has obviously yet to be tested in court. However, it is not illogical to suppose that 
New Travellers who qualify as Gypsies for planning purposes could also qualify as a 
'minority group' in the same way as traditional Gypsies. 
The need for adequate accommodation for all nomadic groups has recently been 
reinforced in the domestic courts, co-incidentally in a case involving Mr. Rexworthy, one 
of the first New Travellers ever to qualify as a Gypsy. His case further substantiates the 
argument that evicting Travellers when they have nowhere to go is unlawful. Mr. 
6 The Human Rights Act, 1998 is due to be enacted in the autumn of 1998. 
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Rexworthy, who faced eviction after having been refused planning permission by both the 
local council and the Secretary of State, took his case to the High Court. He argued that 
the planning regulations had placed the protection of the visual landscape above the needs 
of his family, which he claimed was a reversal of priorities. The judge, in agreeing with 
Mr. Rexworthy, was clearly conscious of the increased difficulties in finding a site - and 
the increased potential penalties for roadside camping - in post-CJA Britain: 
"By relegating the Gypsies' needs for accommodation and [their] personal 
circumstances, and elevating development plan policies and the character and 
appearance of the countryside [the Secretary of State misdirected himself] ... The 
need to consider the availability of alternative sites and [Gypsies'] personal 
circumstances is more acute now the Criminal Justice Act, 1994 has been passed. "S 
This judgement was a clear extension of the Sedley and Latham rulings on the CJA and 
demonstrates a judicial awareness of the welfare implications of severe enforcement 
measures against Travellers. As such, it would seem to indicate that Article 8 challenges 
under the Human Rights Act by nomadic people have a good chance of success in the 
right circumstances. These are when the penalties for remaining on an unauthorised site 
are great and the prospect of finding alternatives is slim. By withdrawing the duty to 
provide sites and increasing local authority eviction powers, the CJA has exacerbated both 
these conditions and so gives rise to legitimate complaints of human rights violations. 
1 Cited in Travellers Times no. 4, November, 1997. 
Rexworthy -v- Secretary of State for the Environment and Leominster DC, CO/2405/97,23rd January, 
1998. 
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Other Articles from the ECHR may also be relevant to Traveller cases, as evidenced by 
another of the Strasbourg cases recently admitted. The Beard family had also been 
prosecuted for living in caravans on their land and eventually forced off. Once on the road, 
they were evicted repeatedly, both by the police and by local authorities. Having to move 
around so frequently, the family had to withdraw their children from school and 
complained to the European Commission that not only had their Article 8 rights been 
interfered with, but their children's rights to education had also been violated by the 
evictions (Article 1 of the First Protocol). This complaint was also accepted. Further, at a 
planning inquiry late in 1997, the Inspector had rejected the Article 8 argument but 
accepted that the childrens' rights to education had been affected and awarded planning 
permission. 
In chapter 4, we saw how the penalties under the CJA had been somewhat mitigated by 
the advice issued to local authorities on the use of their new powers, circular 18/94, which 
precipitated the CJA's case law. Many councils still very much wanted to be able to evict 
Travellers from their areas but had become wary of using the CJA in case they were 
challenged in the courts, and many turned to civil possession orders, and even to the 
police, in an attempt to circumvent the need to undertake inquiries into the Travellers' 
personal circumstances which Sedley demanded as a minimum. This was new ground for 
both the Travellers and the councils concerned, and remains a grey area of law to this day. 
In April 1995, the Telephone Legal Advice Service for Travellers wrote to the 
government asking for clarification on the scope of circular 18/94 and received an 
unequivocal reply: 
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"You asked for advice on whether circular 18/94 applies only when a local 
authority evicts gypsies [sic] under Part V of the [Criminal Justice] Act. The policy 
is intended to apply to any circumstances where a local authority is considering 
whether it is appropriate to evict an unauthorised gypsy encampment" (emphasis 
added). 
The need for local authorities to undertake 'meaningful inquiries' into Travellers' needs 
before deciding to undertake eviction action under any legislation must surely be seen as 
the CJA backfiring on itself, as it necessarily delays the effect of evictions. The need for 
such inquiries arose because the CJA was so 'draconian' and had made nomadic life 
extremely difficult and effectively criminal. The government had implicitly recognised 
these problems when it issued circular 18/94 three weeks after the CJA entered the statute 
books, but that this circular should go on to undermine the effectiveness of other eviction 
powers represents a supreme miscalculation by the government. 
Eviction Costs 
Back in 1976, Cripps had advised the government that the provision of adequate sites 
would result in savings for local authorities. The argument that it would be cheaper to 
provide sites for Travellers rather than squander resources on perpetual evictions was lent 
further support by research from Cardiff Law School in 1997. By surveying county 
councils in England and Wales, they estimate that the annual bill for eviction related 
expenses could be as high as £3.5 million. Only one district council was able to itemise 
their annual eviction costs, but if the figures it gave (£1,200 per eviction, £20,000 over the 
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year) are typical, this suggests an additional 14.9 million spent by district councils. Put 
together, this represents, at a conservative estimate, £7 million pounds a year spent 
evicting Travellers from sites. Of course, this figure does not include police costs, so the 
total bill should be much higher. 
When the government published the CJA, it had justified withdrawing the duty to provide 
Gypsy sites partly on the gröunds that it had not succeeded in eliminating unauthorised 
encampments. More than £56 million had been spent in 27 years on site provision, yet a 
third of all Gypsies were still on unauthorised sites. However, the site provision 
programme only 'failed' because local authorities were reluctant to incur the wrath of local 
objectors and create enough sites in their area, as both the Cripps' and the Wibberley 
reports had made clear. This shortfall in the provision of adequate sites could have been 
easily remedied, given the political will. Further, even if one only relies on the figures 
supplied by county councils of 14 million eviction related costs per annum, it would still be 
more cost effective to provide sites than evict them. On these figures, nearly twice as 
much is spent evicting Travellers today than was spent creating authorised sites before the 
CJA. Besides, it is far from established that the site provision programme was actually 
failing. Lord Avebury, the man who had put the Caravan Sites Act before Parliament and 
thereby created the duty to provide sites, was not convinced that it had failed: 
"The 1994 CJPOA was a regrettable step backwards in social policy concerning 
Travellers.... From the beginning, governments had failed to implement the 1968 
Caravan Sites Act. They ignored the recommendation in the Cripps report that 
government and local authorities should agree on a country-wide network of sites 
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matched to the needs of the Traveller population, and they left unused the powers 
in the Act to compel local authorities to fulfill their obligations to provide sufficient 
accommodation for Travellers [in their areas]... Nevertheless, the 1968 Act 
succeeded in reducing the number of people on unauthorised sites over a period 
when the Traveller population was growing. Between 1986 and 1997, when the 
numbers of Travellers rose by 20%, those on unauthorised sites declined from 
3,800 to 2,600. At that rate, unauthorised sites would have disappeared naturally 
through continued provision.... It is true that many Travellers have already resigned 
themselves to settling down, perhaps less from choice than because of the difficulty 
of finding temporary stopping places. These people form a part of the most 
disadvantaged and underprivileged section of the population" (in Clark, 1998, p1) 
The health and welfare implications of evictions - let alone their astronomic financial cost - 
led to a resurgence in the calls for a national site provision programme to be reintroduced 
-a call which remains ignored by the new government. 9 Support for this idea was not 
restricted to Travellers and their advisers, but also came from organisations not normally 
seen as sympathetic to the Travellers' cause, such as the Chartered Institute of 
Environmental Health Officers. At their 1998 AGM, Stephen Battesby put forward a 
motion to reintroduce the duty on the grounds that it was more than 
"... an issue of ethics, morals and human rights, there are practical issues for local 
authorities. At the moment [their] only option is to move travellers on, but to 
9 Correspondence from Rob Read, Prime Minister's Office, 23rd March, 1998. on behalf of Tony Blair, 
rejects the need to reintroduce this duty. See Appendix 7a. 
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where? Simply passing the problem on to another local authority just creates more 
environmental health and educational problems. It does not solve anything. "'o 
Chris Whitwell, assistant Director of Environmental Services for Brighton and Hove - 
where the Wealdon site was - told the conference that his authority had come to the 
conclusion that without legitimate sites, evictions were worse than useless. 
"The best way of dealing with travellers is not just to evict them [but to provide 
sites]... Trying to deal with the situation in isolation is not possible, considering the 
huge costs involved. The current situation is resulting in an endless merry-go- 
round of evictions" (ibid). 
The campaign was endorsed by the AGM and the Institute became the latest recruit to the 
pro-provision argument. But provision by the authorities is only part of the future for 
nomadic people. A large part of their identity involves the ability to be economically 
independent, and many Travellers have revived traditional skills, such as coppicing, 
hedgework and dry-stone walling. The need for accommodation consistent with nomadic 
lifestyle, as argued in circ 1/94, therefore lends weight to the need for working sites as 
well as residential ones, Somerset County Council has proved ground-breaking in this 
area and have come to an understanding of the need for such sites. The county, which 
owns many thousands of acres of farmland and woodland, has come to see the facilitation 
of working site, rather than their provision as the solution to site provision. Part of the 
means of achieving this provision, however, necessitates both an understanding of 
10 Environmental Health News, volume 13, no. 23,19th June, 1998. 
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nomadic skills and allowing access for these to become realised practically. The county 
council came up trumps on both accounts. 
The Woodland Skills for Travellers Training Project 
In 1997, FFT secured funding for a scheme to train nomadic people in traditional skills 
with which they could seek an independent form of employment. The project, which is 
funded by a wide variety of individuals including the National Lotteries Charities Board, 
BT, the Post Office and private donation, represents some of the most promising 
developments, and points the way forward for nomadic-sedentary relationships. Not only 
is the support-base wide, but the actual land on which the training courses are run were 
owned by some traditional anti-Travellers stalwarts, including the National Farmers 
Union, the Country Landowners Association and the National Trust. In fact, the first 
course run by FFT was located in Clay Close Copse near Ilminster, land which, as we saw 
in chapter 5, belongs to Somerset County Council and was subject to a concerted attempt 
by local objectors when Travellers had recently tried to turn it into an authorised 
residential site. 
The benefit of nomadic people undertaking woodland skills work lies both in their abilities 
to move with the work, and as traditional skills are an under-used resource (as are many of 
the woodland areas themselves). The continuing relationship between nomadism and 
economy is another recurrent theme of the these illuminated in FFT's project: 
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"Charcoal is a good example [of an under-used resource] with Britain producing in 
the region of 3000 tonnes a year and importing 48,000 tonnes of a predominantly 
inferior product from unsustainable resources... Traditionally, many woodlands 
were worked by a migrant labour force.. . 
In many areas, there are not enough 
woodlands within sensible daily commuting distance for [sedentary] woodsmen 
[sic] to work. This is the same with other associated rural trades, such as dry-stone 
walling and hedgelaying ... 
Travellers are happy to move to where the work is and 
then move on to the next job elsewhere when the work is completed. A lot of 
woodland work and hedgeing needs to be carried out in the winter time when the 
sap is down, which is traditionally when Travellers have [little] work. During the 
summer and autumn, they are often working as seasonal labour on fruit farms" 
(FFT, 1997, p2). 
Of a total of 15 Travellers trained in the first year, more than half went on to either full 
time employment or self-employment, which makes the Woodland Skill Project the most 
successful New Deal'-type training course in the country. This is a clear example of the 
mutual benefits of enabling nomadic people to realise their potential, and how the process 
stems from and reinforces the economic interdependence of both communities. Funding 
has been secured for years 2-3, although the long term future of the project still hangs in 
the balance until repeat funding is made available. 
Birmingham University research 
The patent inadequacies of the CJA had become evident to everybody concerned with 
Travellers sites (although, obviously for different reasons). The government too 
recognised the Act's shortcomings and commissioned the School of Public Policy at 
Birmingham University to research 'local authority powers for tackling unauthorised 
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camping'. 11 The research involved interviewing local authority workers in sample areas 
around the country, and Traveller support groups, although few Traveller themselves were 
included in the process. It is interesting to see how the researchers rationalise hostility to 
Travellers presence, and focus almost exclusively on 'unauthorised' sites which 
"[may] cause conflicts with the settled community over property rights and lifestyle 
clashes... A further factor is the growth since the 1970s of 'New Age' or 'New' 
Travellers - members of the settled community who adopt a nomadic lifestyle" 
(Niner, 1998, p 10). 
This ignores the problems faced by Travellers who own their land, try to legitimise it and 
still encounter 'conflicts' with some sections of the sedentary population nonetheless, 
merely because they are Travellers, rather than because they are Travellers on 
'unauthorised' sites or trespassers. That the research should begin in such an ill-informed 
way was disappointing, though by now, not unexpected. The re-location of the 'problem' 
away from the lack of provision and onto the shoulders of Travellers was a familiar 
phenomenon, but as this research was going to support potential changes to government 
policy in this area, it was something of a missed opportunity to follow such a well-worn 
argument. Later in their report, the authors come to perceive the profound obstacles 
which stand in the way of achieving authorised sites, but by this time the 'problem' has 
already been defined as resulting from Travellers occupying land unlawfully, rather than 
the hostility causing this situation. 
11 This research will not be published before my thesis is submitted. My thanks to Pat Niner, School of 
Public Policy, Birmingham university for allowing me to draw from their draft report, ( July, 1998) and to 
Jan Bird from the Department for the Environment, Transport and the Regions. 
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"Exercises to identify suitable sites usually flounder in the face of intense public 
and political pressure. For the most part, our research supports the general view 
that private provision of gypsy sites is very difficult and, under present 
arrangements, unlikely to significantly increase supply... private site provision is 
difficult if not impossible in many areas" (Niner, op. cit, p28) 
Although the research can be criticised on a number of counts, it did not overlook the 
obvious: that eviction alone is not the answer. But it stopped short of recommending the 
re-introduction of the statutory duty for site provision, arguing instead that there needs to 
realistic chances of planning applications succeeding if adequate numbers of sites for 
Travellers are to be found. 
"[The repetitive use of eviction powers on the same groups of Travellers within a 
single local authority area] also clearly signals the need for increased provision of 
authorised sites where travellers can stop legally. Without such provision 
nomadism does become, by implication, an impossible or criminal way of life ... 
So 
long as there are people pursuing a nomadic style of life and a resentful settled 
community, tensions [between them] are likely to continue. Adding in issues 
around ethnic and cultural prejudice and discrimination, social exclusion and 'law 
and order' suggests that a magic wand will be hard to find. In this context it is clear 
that the powers local authorities have to deal with unauthorised encampments can 
only be a small element in a much larger picture, and will solve very little in 
isolation" (Niner, op. cit., pp55-56) 
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The Travellers Advice Team 
In June, 1998 I was given the opportunity to put my advice skills into practice 
professionally, an opportunity I embraced with relish. A large firm of solicitors, McGrath 
and Co. in Birmingham had become very involved with Travellers' cases during the 
previous couple of years and was now so established in the field that FFT's advice line 
referred Travellers directly to them in cases of emergency. The workload had become so 
great that the firm had set up a specialist department, the Travellers Advice Team, which 
consisted of 3 trained solicitors and 3 Travellers Advisers, people who visited sites to take 
instructions from Travellers faced with evictions and other emergencies. As so much of 
their Travellers' work was located around the westcountry, they were looking for another 
adviser to cover their expanded 'client base', and offered me the job. 
Although my thesis was only 4 months away from completion, I felt that this was too 
good an opportunity to miss and accepted the job eagerly. It was a rare chance to put the 
knowledge I had gained through my voluntary work - and through this research - to 
practical effect in the real world. Evictions remain a part of the everyday existence for 
thousands of Travellers and the hands-on experience that I have gained working for the 
Travellers Advice Team will be useful whether this post remains open in the future or not. 
Some of my first clients were a group of Travellers who had been living in benders in 
Cornwall for well over a decade and now faced eviction. They had contacted McGrath's 
essentially for planning advice and as I had a lot of experience in this area, I was happy to 
advise them. In planning law, once an 'unauthorised' development - such as a bender site 
without planning permission - has been in existence for more than 10 years without 
enforcement action having been taken against it, it becomes exempt from any future 
enforcement action. What these Travellers needed to do was to substantiate their claims to 
have lived on the land for this period and they could qualify under this criterion, and to 
achieve this, they collected statements from residents in the local village, and a 350 
signature petition from walkers who had regularly passed by the site. The Travellers also 
had an ace up their sleeves: they had been evicted from land nearby in 1986 and retained 
the court papers from that date (indeed, they had occupied Penzance County Court in 
protest at the eviction so there was plenty of evidence of their movements in the press and 
elsewhere). They moved straight to the lane where they now lived which was clearly over 
12 years ago, let alone the 10 they needed to prove. In view of the strength of their case, I 
contacted the local council and arranged a meeting between the Travellers, myself and the 
planning officer to discuss reaching an agreed settlement. Once he had seen their evidence, 
he agreed that the 10-year time period for evictions was over and within weeks the council 
had sent the Travellers an 'immunity' from future eviction action. As far as I know, this 
makes them the first legal permanent bender site in the country, and they can never be 
evicted from that land. 
Not all encounters with Travellers end so well, and the Travellers Advice Team publishes 
a quarterly newsletter, TAT News, which demonstrates the very varied picture across the 
country. In one issue, there was a disturbing story about Lincolnshire police using CS gas 
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to prevent a group of Travellers pulling onto a piece of land, but the police action didn't 
stop there: 
" [After the use of the CS gas] the police proceeded to form a blockade at a 
roundabout... and a large number in riot gear arrived ... The police proceeded to 
escort the Travellers towards the [county] border by using roadblocks. Once the 
convoy had reached the border, Nottingham police took over and continued with 
the roadblocks. By this time, some of the drivers had been moving non-stop for 
close to 24hrs and a number were falling asleep at the wheel... Lincolnshire police 
had only been issued with CS gas a week previously... The guidelines issued by the 
ACPO states that 'the aerosol incapacitant is issued to provide officers with a 
tactical advantage in a violent encounter.. {and is] primarily designed for dealing 
with violent subjects who cannot otherwise be restrained. It is used primarily for 
self-defence'. It would appear that its use by Lincolnshire police was certainly an 
over-reaction to the situation. 42 
As helpful as firms like McGraths are for Travellers in emergency situations, their best 
efforts are merely 'treading water; without access to sites, Travellers and their advisers 
will be working hard merely to stand still. However, as Dearling (1998b, p 178) suggests, 
"It is true that new Travellers can get to stay on grounds for longer periods than 
many traditional Gypsies because they are used to the systems employed by the 
authorities to move them off. Courts can be used to argue the legal minutiae that 
can mean, in terms of people's lives, longer stays on [land] where the conditions 
are thought to be more favourable. Children can play in better surroundings for 
longer. In the Traveller's world, these are valuable skills to be shared and used by 
12 TAT News 3, McGrath and co. Solicitors, Birmingham, November, 1997. 
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all. We need, for instance, a determined initiative from New Travellers to support 
and further the legal actions of traditional Travellers with eviction orders 
pending ... Many Gypsy Travellers feel unable to contest such orders and pack up 
and go to another ground where the same thing recurs. It is our experience that 
increasing numbers of Gypsies are finding that 'pulling off is no longer a solution 
to conflicts with the authorities. There are becoming fewer places to go and 
shorter and shorter stays to be had when somewhere to stop is eventually found. " 
Conclusion 
This thesis would not be complete without a final appearance by Dee-Dee Dobell and right 
on cue she provided a fitting closure to the work. In September, 1998, Mrs. Dobell took 
part in a TV fly-on-the-wall documentary called Living With The Enemy. '3 The idea of 
the programme was for adversaries to walk a mile in their opponents' shoes by literally 
going to live with them for a week. Full respect must go to Mrs. Dobell for leaving her 
manor house in Somerset and going hundreds of miles to live in a truck on a large, 
unauthorised New Traveller site in Brighton. In chapter 5, Mrs. Dobell first made her 
entrance over the Clay Close Copse planning application and later at Dommett Woods, 
and her forthright views on the "Traveller problem' are legendary in the area. By 1998, her 
views had hardly tamed and she began by recounting how 'New Age' Travellers "made 
absolutely no contribution to society and were worthy of so much more than living like 
this [as nomads]. "" 
13 First broadcast on BBC 1 on the 26th September, 1998. 
14 See the Telegraph article Lady of the manor tries and fails New Age life, 27th August, 1998 in 
Appendix 7b 
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Chris, an affable New Traveller in his mid-twenties, drove his truck out to collect Mrs. 
Dobell from Whitestaunton Manor and take her to Brighton (a journey which took them 4 
breakdowns and 2 days). The contrast between the affluence of her Somerset home and 
the muddy site in Brighton were compelling. There was only one tap between over 50 
vehicles, no toilets and no rubbish collection. The site was so waterlogged that the truck 
had to be towed onto the land by one of the Travellers' large army lorries. Travellers 
went to great lengths to make her feel welcome, especially Chris, who not only provided 
her with his own home but also arranged her family photographs inside it. 
It was a long week for all concerned - some of the Travellers on the site were unhappy 
about sharing their space with a hostile Tory councillor, while Dee-Dee herself found the 
earthyness of the experience - particularly going to the toilet - somewhat traumatic. At one 
point she addressed the camera and explained "It's the pits - I've just had to perform in a 
bucket! " Unfortunately she does not go on from there to argue that sites provided with 
basic facilities are the solution and lobby for change in this direction. On the contrary, for 
her it serves as further substantiation for the argument that this is no way to live or to 
bring up one's children. Neither side reaches agreement during the programme, although 
genuine feeling is apparent between Dee-Dee and Chris. After she makes her final 
assessment of the inadequacies of a nomadic existence, she is accused of being patronising 
and begins to cry. It is clear that she is well-meaning - if misguided - in relation to 
Travellers' welfare as her reaction shows. Chris comforts her by putting his arm around 
her, and leaves the programme hoping that when other Dee-Dee Dobells come across a 
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Travellers site in their area, they might try to get to know the people first before coming to 
a judgement on their lifestyle. 
In this thesis, I have argued that the involvement of Travellers in the processes that affect 
their lives is essential if the 'problems' which belie the conflict between nomadic and 
sedentary society are to be addressed. FFT provides an excellent example of the 
possibilities such involvement can create: who, a few years ago, would have predicted that 
Somerset County Council would allocate woodland for Travellers to regenerate, and that 
this would have support from the National Trust, the National Farmers Union the Country 
Landowners Association and other former adversaries? The work by SSDC provides a 
further example of the benefit to both the settled and the nomadic communities of 
including Travellers in the process of local government, and how co-operation rather than 
conflict is the way forward. Whatever the future holds for nomadic communities in Britain, 
their ability to adapt to changing circumstances means that their way of life looks set to 
remain a feature of the contemporary social and political landscape. Perhaps things will 
improve with the coming into force of the Human Rights Act, but even if they don't, 
Travellers will still be here. Moreover, 
the modern British state has found, and will increasingly find, that by appearing to 
create problems for Travellers, they had created a Traveller problem for 
themselves" (Clark, in Acton, 1997). 
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'I Guy MbcL I 
Daphney Hayward Watery Lane Traveller: : litt 
Ar=a West Planning Committee Peasmarsh 
äcuth crnerset District Council Hr Ilrninster 
Dear Mrs Hayward, 
apse, We, the Applicants for planning permission at Clay Close C 
ti 
would like to tale this opportunity to reply to the points raised 
by the Planning Officer in respect of our application. To our 
minds the essence aIf the objections raised by the various 
' interested parties can be grouped under 3 headings - departure 
It from development plans; highways grounds and the environmental 
e-Ifect on a Special Landscape Area (SLA). 
Cevelopment Plans 
The starting point of our argument in relation to development 
plans is Planning Policy Guidance 1 (PPG]), para 4 where it reads 
"the planning system must also take account of international 
ahligations" including the European Convention on Human Rights 
(ECHR) continuing at para 30, "local planning authorities... may 
find it appropriate, on occasion, to permit a development 
proposal which departs from the development plan because of the 
particular contribution it will make to fulfilling an 
international obligation". At a recent Public Inquiry 
(AFP/C/95/GOI2O/638520) Her Majesty's Inspector of Planning (HMI) 
tools these international obligations into account and allowed the 
Appeal. 
We are all Gypsies in terms of South Hams e:: parte Gibb {1994 26 
HLR 007) and Ms Lee in a Romany Gypsy by descent. As Travellers 
ti 
without a lawful site, we are homeless under Part 3 of the 1985 
a }sousing Act, a condition which would be resolved through granting 
p? 4nning consent. Our children are settled in local school= and 
4 
0 
their continuity of education would be assured if we had a lawful 
' site on which to live. We have conformed to planning law by 
submitting an application before occupation (although 18% of all 
applications nationally are retrospective) as well as Govt. 
advice in 1/94 which encourages Gypsies to enter the planning 
system. 
e 
As Travellers with no practicable alternative, the options open 
to us are far more restricted than usual applicants for planning 
permission, as established in the Buckley -v- Uli in the European 
Courts. We submit that our personal circumstances are material 
considerations in planning terms, and cite Westminster City 
Council -v- Great Portland Estates (1985) 1 AC 661 where Lord 
e 
Scarman states "a test of a material consideration in the control 
of development is whether it serves a planning purpose, and that 
a planning purpose is one that relates to the character of the 
use of land... However, personal circumstances... personal 
hardship, the difficulties of businesses that are of value to the 
character of the local community are not to he ignored in the 
administration of planning control. It would be inhuman pedantry- 
to exclude from the control of our environment the human factor. 
o The human factor is always present, of course, indirectly [it] is 
, tithe 
background to the character of land use. It can however and 
sometimes should be given direct effect as an exceptional or 
special circumstance". Further, PPG 1, para 38 specifically 
e 
mentions the relevance of personal circumstances, while in the 
Courts, Justice Sedley held personal circumstances to be 
"considerations of common humanity none of which can be properly 
ignored when dealing with one of the most fundamnetal of human 
a 
19 needs, the need for shelter with at least a modicum of security" 
a 
" 
Special Landscape Area 
" In terms of environmental impact in a SLA we refer to a recent 
" Appeal (APP/C/94/D3315/635640-1; APP/D3315/A/94/246092; Council 
" ref: 47/94/004, para 17) where HMI states that " the advice in 
1/94... indicates that sites outside existing settlements but 
" 
within reasonable distance of services might be considered in 
. 
rural or semi-rural settings if special circumstances apply". In 
" 
that case, permission was granted for 3 years in a SLA; however 2 
A 
recent Appeals near Bristol were allowed in Green Belt because 
. 
the personal circumstances of the Gypsies outweighed the 
" objections. We argue that the same is true of our own case. 
Moreover, Travellers have been co-habiting with the natural 
environment for centuries and, as the recent King's Hill 
decsision demonstrates, low impact dwellings, such as Travellers 
° vehicles and benders, by definition have a much reduced effect on 
° the countryside than the construction of a house would; and, most 
° importantly, the land can recover from occupation within 3 






The Highways Agency's "considerations" do not amount to 
objections and are contradicted by the evidence: whereas they 
state that. there are no passing places the length of Chilworthy 
Lane, we counted 12 places used as passing bays from the A358 to 
0 
IS 
the site entrance, and 6 going from the site up to the "T" 
junction above the farm. Visibility from the site entrance is 
ä good, the road lightly trafficked and the movement of our cars to 
ry 
e 
R -v- Lincolnshire County Council ex parte Atkinson, 31/08/95) 
in a case tested by Justice Latham ( R-v- Kerrier District 
Council ex parte Uzell 06/11/95). Sedley and Latham together show 
the way in which domestic law is developing in relation to 
personal circumstances, and this makes the provisions of the 
ECHR in this present application of even greater significance. 
In departing from the development plan, the proposal should 
accord with other policies, and in this regard, the site fulfills 
all 6 criteria in Policy D/Hll in South Somerset Local Plan. 
w 
Although we have been living at Peasmarsh since Janruary 1996, no 
attempt has been made by either the County or the District 
Council to investigate our needs in relation to health, education 
and welfare, in line with the cases cited above, as well as 
Government advice in circular 18/94. Until this is done, it is 
unreasonable to reach a decision on this application - in the 
Wednesday case (Queen's Bench, 1948) the courts held that public 
authorities, in making their decisions must "make their own minds 
aware of all relevant considerations" and dismiss all others. As 
our needs have not been assessed and, as detailed above, 
personal circumstances are material considerations in a planning 
o context, then it follows that no reasonable decision can yet be 
arrived at. 
0 
Further, both District and County Councils have the power to 
create Travellers sites under S23 of the Caravan Sites Act 1960, 
as well as under the Children's Act, 1989. It has been held that 
ss the power to create sites e%icts, the local plannizlg authority 
has a duty to :: ansider the use that power. 
is 
" tale the children to an 
' and gravel lorries which 
or the other objections 
" accumodated through a 
conditions of usage. 
" 
d from school incomparable with the wood 
perviously used the site. None of these 
are insurmountable; indeed all could be 
section 106 agreement governing the 
" 
Donyatt Parish Council has asked for clarification of some of the 
" 
terms used in the application, and we therefore suggest an 
"i 
fro al, non-decision making meeting be arranged where all 
" interested parties can air their concerns and have them 
answered. 
4D 
In conclusion, we feel that granting permission for a Travellers 
site at Clay Close Copse would contribute to the provision of 
adequate sites in the district and would offer us the security of 
base from which we could maintain our nomadic habit of life, 
whilst also ensuring access to health, education and welfare 
services for our children and ourselves. The experience of Slough 
Green Caravan Site, West Hatch serves as an example of how 
authorised sites can benefit both the. Travelling and settled 
communities - economically, environmentally and socially - and we 
would welcome the opportunity to create a similar site here. 
10 
Yours faithfully, 









Chairman of. Donyatt Parish Council. 




May 19th 1996 
1 
Planning application No: 96/00503/FUL Clay Close Copse, Chilworthy Lane, Donyatt. 
h 
Dear Mr Grabteam 
I am very concerned that you can no longer rely on the planning officers' recommendations 
regarding the planning application by the Travellers in Clay Close Copse. 
The Area Committee of South Somerset District Council now appears to have reversed its entire 
planning policy. The present members of The District Council are weak, wet and extremely 
misguided, but are determined to bend over backwards to allow New Age Travellers to settle as 
and where they like. Every village and hamlet in our district is in danger of these bigoted 
Councillors. 
Two years ago Travellers settled in Dommctt Wood in the Parish of Buckland St Mary, and 
although they applied for planning permission and this was rejected, our Council has since been 
bending over backwards to find ways to circumnavigate this planning decision so as not to 
enforce the law. 
The same is about to happen in Donyatt. One of the most beautiful, unspoilt and isolated parts of 
Somerset, an area that is protected by planning law from development is about to be desecrated 
in a manner which is wholly suspect. . 
Although the Officers of South Somerset District Council, the County Council Highways' Dept. , 
and the Somerset Wildlife Trust have all recommended refusal, there is great danger that the 
° Area Committee will ignore the planning law and allow this application for a permanent 
Travellers' site. 
ft 
Telc7phnne: Chard (01-160) 63.36S Fa : Chard! (01'I6O) 63975 
There is danger that the Committee, made up of elected members, will disregard the people whom 
they purport to represent, and allow the Travellers to ride roughshod over the Planning law which 
the Taxpayer has to obey. Many of these Members represent urban parishes and show they have 
no concept of the effect of Travellers on the Parishes on which they descend . 
The Convenor of the Travellers' Panel, a panel set up by the Councillors to advise the Councillors 
is not impartial. She has a very close personal relationship with the travellers and is manipulating 
and influencing the Panel and the Area Committee. She and her family, on her own admission, are 
closely involved with the lifestyle of these Travellers. She admitted to the Committee that her son 
has a vehicle on the site and lives with them for at least two days a week, and is doing a PhD on 
the effects of the Criminal Justice Bill on the Travellers. I believe her daughter has also stayed 
with the Dommett Wood Travellers during her University vacation 
When Planning permission was orignally rejected at Dommett Wood, it was entirely consistent 
with the Planning law which has been accepted and carried out throughout Somerset. 
There are no grounds, either at Dommett Wood or here, in the Parish of Donyatt for abusing the 
countryside which is protected by law from development by any other person. 
We, and those in other rural Parishes must stand up to the bullying and browbeating tactics of the " 
misguided and ignorant urban Councillors. It is unacceptable that leading members of the Council 
are postively encouraging these so-called Travellers to live, at the expense of the Taxpayer, in a 
manner which is not conducive to the well-being'of their children's health or education. 
1 
We are not impressed by the appointment of special welfare and personnel Officers to make 
amends. 
I am sending copies of this letter to the Clerks of all rural Parishes within South Somerset District 
Council and strongly suggest that they attend the site meeting next Friday 24th May at 7pm. at 
Clay Copse and make their views, and those of rural Parishes, forcibly heard. 
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"`' -I ,r,; . 
Mrs DEE-DEE DOBELL 


















The Children's Society 
A VOLUNTARY SOCIETY OF THE QIURQ{ OF ENGLAND AND THE CHURCH IN WALES 
Travellers' Support Project 
92B High Street, Midsomer Norton, Bath BA3 2DE 
Telephone/Fax: 01761411771 24hr Ansaphone 
It 
0 
LETTER OF SUPPORT RE: PLANNING APPLICATION FOR TRAVELLER SITE AT 
Clay Close Copse, Chilworthy Lane, Donyatt, Ilminster, Somerset. 
N 
I am the Traveller Support Worker for the Traveller Support 
Project of the Children's Society. I work with travellers in the 'South West and am based in Midsomer Norton. 
I have had a lot of contact with the families named in the 
Planning application and am aware of all their individual 
circumstances. 
I believe that the applicants and their families have special 
needs which would outweigh any planning objections to the site 
and I believe that this principle has been established by the 
grant of appeal on sites outside normal development limits. 
'The applicants have 6 children between them, 3 of whom are in 
full time education in the area. Two of the children attend 
Swanmead, Ilminster and are settled and happy in the school. The 
3 other children are under 5 and 2 of them have recently started 
attending a local playgroup, where they have settled well. One 
of the applicants has a young baby of 6 months and another of the 
oapplicants is expecting her first baby in November. 
o One of the applicants has chronic health problems which require regular hospital treatment. 
"We have conducted research with eighty different traveller 
families in the South West to look at the implication of eviction 
and the lack of stable sites. Within that group we could see that 
for families on stable sites (ie sites that were in existence for 
, several months or longer) 77% of children had a school place, 
after eviction only 35% were able to gain or maintain a school 
place and of those who suffered repeated evictions only 15% were 
able to access schools. The outlook for the schooling of the 
applicants children is not good unless they have access to a 
°stable, secure site. 
°Our research also showed that children on stable sites had good 
access to health care. However the more times they were evicted 
the less chance they had of gaining consistent health care. 
These travellers and their children will not be able secure 
access to appropriate services unless they are can find a secure 
6 site 
on which to live. I believe that the above site would give 
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i1 them the stability and security mat they need. 
Debbie Harvey 
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1. I am asked to advise travellers at Watery Lane Travellers' Site as to a 
challenge by way of judicial review or planning appeal to the South Somerset District 
Council ("the Council") decision, taken by way of its powers delegated to the West 
Area Committee, on 24 May, 1996. 
2. A determination by a local planning authority is susceptible to quashing 
by certiorari (R v London Borough of Hillingdon ex p Royco Homes [1974] Q. B. 720) 
In this case the High Court held there was power in appropriate cases to control the 
acts of local planning authorities by prerogative orders and that although the appeal 
system was normally more appropriate, where the decision was liable to be upset as a 
matter öf law because it was on its face made without jurisdiction or in consequence of 
an error of law, certiorari would go to control it. 
3 ý. The minutes of the meeting of the Council reveal that the committee 
members were advised that they should not take into account the personal 
circumstances of the applicants. Issues were raised by objectors which were not 
relevant planning issues, particularly the waterlogged nature of the site and the risk of 
fire though it is unclear that these were taken into account by the committee. 
The status of the applicants as gypsies as defined by Rv South Hans District Council 
ex-larte ribb [1994] 26 HLR 307 appears to be accepted by the Council. 
Relevant issues were raised by Anne Elgood, the travellers' representative. 
Circular 18/94, which is cited, advises councils to take into account the personal 






Housing Act 1985 when considering the eviction of gypsies from unauthorised sites. It 
is silent about the consideration of planning applications. 
Circular 1/94 requires local planning authorities to make provision for gypsies in their 
local plans. The only reference to local plan in the minutes comes from Ms Elgood. 
She claimed that the site fulfilled all the criteria in Policy D/H11 in the Draft South 
Somerset Local Plan. 
6 
It is further clear from the minutes that members considered further investigation of 
alternative sites as a reason for refusing this application. Also, they took into account 
the Special Landscape Area (SLA). This is not a statutory designation. 
Conclusion 
4 
I think there are two hurdles which the travellers will have to surmount to succeed at 
40 
judicial review. Firstly, they will have to persuade the court that this is one of those 
cases which fall into the RoycoHomes category. The remedy is discretionary and if the 
court take the view that it would more conveniently pursued by way of appeal, they 
1 may refuse relief. The travellers would need to show that there was some special 
reason why they did not use the statutory machinery. (R_ v ry of State for the 
me Department exp arte Swati (1986] 2WLR 290. ) Expense, including legal aid 
. matters, could be such a reason. 
ei, 
A 
Secondly, the travellers must persuade the court that the decision is unlawful. There 
are some features which make this a Wednesbury unlawful case( Associated Picture 
of 
Houses Limited v Wednesbury Corporation (1947] 2 All ER 680) where members 
have taken into account those things they should not have taken into account and 





,. not fall into the category of being so unreasonable that no reasonable authority could 
take it. Also, the courts have tended to allow some latitude for lay tribunals. 
But it falls more clearly into Lord Diplock's first category in Council of Civil Service 
I Yniont v Minister for the Civil Service (GCHQ) [1984] 3 All ER 935: 
"....... illegality .... 
[where] the decision maker must understand correctly the law that 
regulates his decision-making power and must give effect to it. " 
I 
The advice given to the committee that they should not take into account personal 
" circumstances is wrong in law. (Westminster v Great Portland Estates [1985] 1 AC 
" 661) It must 
have been a determining factor in the decision. It therefore follows that 
the decision was a nullity. That being so, it is my opinion that the court would grant 
the relief requested. 
Legal Aid 
q 
This is a serious matter concerning the provision of homes for several families. It is a 
matter of public importance, concerning a principle about the proper implementation of 
planning law. My opinion is that this is a matter to which legal aid should properly 
apply. I believe that it is a case which more likely to succeed than not by about 60/40. 
0 
w 
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In my experience and the experience of colleagues in Education whose opinion I sought, there 
go 
was a consensus that it is in a child's best interest to receive prolonged periods, rather than 
10 
s 
intermittent bursts, of education. It is generally agreed that children have a need to be accepted 
and feel a sense of belonging. From this sense of belonging, within a safe physical and 
emotionally secure environment, a child's self esteem can grow. They can begin to realise their 
q 
potential both educationally and as a whole person. 
The one child, from Sharpham site, now attending Walton School has been in school since 
September 1996. She has had three months of stability in her home and school environment. 
11 From my observation of this child in class and through working with her I would say this 
stability is reflected in her attitude, self esteem and increased academic achievement. 
Granting permission for the Sharpham site would ensure the possibility for some continuity 
of education for her and those who follow her. 
amol 
re 
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PLANNING PANEL - 15TH OCTOSBR, 1996 
SECTION EM 
" ITEMS RAISED BY MEMBERS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
(EMO1) 101499/009 Walton 
M LEE, J COOMBES, R PUGH, C SHOTTON, A HEAL, AAP 
A ELGOOD AND H TUNE 
GRID REFS 34585013885 TYPE: Change of Use 
DATE ACCEPTED: 25-JUL-96 
I ALLOTMENT DROVE WALTON HEATH SHARPHAM 
CHANGE OF USE TO PROVIDE TRAVELLERS SITE (COMPRISING 7no 
PERMANENT PITCHES AND 3no TRANSIENT PITCHES) 
PLANNING 
This application proposes the change of use of land to a travellers site 
comprising 7 permanent pitches and 3 transit pitches. 1 
The site lies approximately two and a half miles from Glastonbury on the 
Somerset Levels, access to which is gained via narrow lanes and a rough 
track. It is located in an area of open countryside which is designated as 
a Special Landscape Area and in close proximity to a number of important 
wildlife conservation sites. The site is very well screened by birch and 
9 conifer trees. 
Until recently a mobile home on the site has benefited from planning 
consent. Permission for the caravan was originally granted for a temporary 
10 year period in May 1978. It was originally allowed to provide security 
for a scrap yard on the same site. After several subsequent renewals of the 
temporary consent, further permission was refused in July 1994 on the 
grounds that the site is located in the open countryside where dwellings 
are to be strictly controlled. There was no special agricultural need for 
the mobile home and the development was therefore contrary to Policy. 
Permission for the use of the site as a scrap yard expired in April 1996. 
9 
In October 1994 the Council served an enforcement notice on the owner of 
the land to cease the use of the land for the siting of the mobile home and 
to remove it from the site by the 27th November 1995. On 9th July 1996 it 
was brought to the attention of the Development Monitoring Section that at 
least 10 travellers vehicles had moved onto the site. The current 
application was received on 25th July 1996. 
Walton Parish Council have no objection to the principle but question how 
the number of pitches would be controlled and suggest that permission 








Sharpham Parish council are unanimously against the proposal on the grounds 
that: 
° 1. The area is designated for conservation and is internationally 
recognised as the most important site in Western Europe, 
2. The presence of travellers and their life style would be detrimental to 
the fragile ecosystem in the locality, 
3. The site has no sewage or fresh water facilities and is contaminated as 
it has been used as a scrap yard for several years; as such it is 
unsuitable for residential development, 
4. 'Substandard approach roads and detriment to traffic flows, 
5. Potential increase in crime in the locality. 
County Surveyor recommends refusal on the grounds that Sharpham Lane, by 
reason of its restricted width, poor horizontal and vertical alignment and 
° substandard junctions, is considered to be unsuitable to serve as a means 
of access to the proposed development. 
Environmental Health Officer recommends the attachment of conditions 
relating to drainage, water supply, caravans and contaminated land if 
permission is forthcoming. Furthermore the site is situated on a large peat 
field which could become unstable depending on rainfall. As a result of 
A this sewage disposal could be difficult and the septic tank could be 
crushed. A cess pool could also cause considerable problems and therefore 
e the sewage disposal system should be to the satisfaction of the Planning 
Authority if permission is granted. Finally there is concern whether there 
q is to be a wholesome piped supply of water into the site, if so, this 
should be to the satisfaction of the Planning Authority. 
Upper Brue Internal Drainage Board would be concerned about possible 
pollution caused by residential use of the site and the proposal could ° conflict with preferred after uses for worked out peat land. 
CPRE suggest that permission should be granted for a temporary period to 
ensure some control over the site. 
it 
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds state that the site is of 
international importance for bird life. The site lies within 1 kilometre of 
the proposed Somerset Levels and Moors Special Protection Area and within 
the Avalon Marshes area. Policies in the Peat Local Plan are the most 
A relevant, Policy P12 of which states that the following are outlined as 
broadly conforming with the Council's framework for reclamation: - 
I. Activities that promote nature and landscape conservation and enhance 
wildlife interest; and 
2. Activities, including appropriate forms of agriculture. 
In conclusion it is the RSPB's view that the proposal would conflict with 
the intent of both the Peat Local Plan and the Glastonbury and Street Local 
Plan, that the land is surrounded by proposals for land use that are 
sympathetic to nature conservation, disturbance could arise from 







Somerset Environmental Records Centre confirm the following within 1 
kilometre of the application site: 
- South Drain : Rhyne Network with rare invertebrates; 
- Street Heath SSSI : remnant of raised mire, now wet and dry heath, bog 
pools and carr woodland habitats; 
- Sharpham Wall SSSI : site of historical and research interest with a 
herb rich glade. 
There are also legally protected species within 1 kilometre of the site. 
26 letters of objection have been received from local residents on the 
following grounds: 
°- damage to the resident otter population, 
- pollution from effluent produced on the site would end up in local 
° water courses, 
- there is no water supply on the site apart from a private arrangement 
for one occupant, 
- concern about poaching, 
- roads approaching the site are narrow and additional traffic could be 
dangerous, 
- the previous use of the site was a scrap yard and the residential use 
° would therefore be inappropriate, 
- concerns relating to the cleanliness of the site, 
- increase in petty crime in the area and drug problems, 
- the development would lead to an uncontrolled settlement, 
- the site would be prominent from the south, 
- unsuitable use in a wildlife sanctuary area, 
- destruction of the environment, 
- lack of services on the site could lead to considerable pollution 
problems, 
°- the traveller problem would not be resolved by providing sites for 
then, 
- the fragile local ecosystem would be damaged, 
- land is within the area of the Avalon Marshes scheme. 
ö 
In addition to the above a petition has been received which contains a 
total of 172 signatures and objections as outlined above. 
03 
letters of support have been received. 
A letter has been received in support of the application from the Friends, 
Family and Travellers Support Group Advice and Information Unit. The letter 
acknowledges that gypsies and travellers have traditionally used the 
locality for many hundreds of years. It is argued that the travellers who 
have submitted the current application would qualify as gypsies for the 
purpose of planning and that there is a need for such sites in the 
locality. The organisation claims that the application is in line with 
emerging local, county and regional policy and also advice contained in 
Circular 1/94 in that the nomadic people would be providing for themselves. 
The site proposed is already a degraded site having been used as a scrap 
d yard with a residential caravan. The site, it is claimed, is well screened 
and supplied with water. Satisfactory treatment of human waste would be 
provided in composting toilets. It is further claimed that the development 
would not have any significant highways implications. The screening around 
the site means that the site would not constitute a prominent visual 
intrusion and is very secluded with no real impact on other dwellings in 
the locality. . Furthermore nomadic lifestyles are low consumption and are 
environmentally sustainable with far lower impact on the environment than 
that of house-dwelling people. It is also contended by the Group that the 
fact that Mendip District Council has no specific policies for Travellers 
sites in this locality is a material planning consideration. 
a3 
s 
In addition to the above the Council's attention is drawn to arguments in 
relation to the personal and special circumstances which should be taken 
into account by the committee. Notably issues relating to the European 
Convention of Human Rights and related case law and the developing domestic 
law on the relevance of personal circumstances are outlined. Also 
e attention is drawn to the individual circumstances of each applicant and 
their requirements to obtain a stable, secure site with access to schools, 
health facilities and other services. 
Relevant policies for the area are contained in the adopted Glastonbury and 
Street Local Plan, Somerset Structure Plan, planning advice contained in 
PPG's 7 (The Countryside and the Rural Economy) and 13 (Transport) and 
further advice contained in Circular 1/94 (Gypsy Sites and Planning). 
Policy S2 of the Local Plan indicates that outside of settlements 
development will normally be permitted if .... it would benefit the local 
economy, serve a genuine agricultural or essential need which cannot be met 
within existing settlements in accordance with the relevant Structure Plan 
policy and the proposal would enhance the environment and the benefits to 
ti the landscape outweigh any adverse impact; and other interests of 
acknowledged importance are not adversely affected. This is consistent 
with Structure Plan Policy C4 which normally seeks to restrict development 
in the countryside unless justified by the special need for and benefits of 
it. 
0 
Policy C2 of the Somerset Structure Plan relates to the designated Special 
Landscape Area and states that the landscape quality and visual character 
of the area shall be safeguarded through careful control over the siting, 
design, scale and landscaping of all developments. 
PPG7 contains advice that Local Planning Authorities should take into 
account special landscape designations and weigh the need to protect the 
a 
landscape, wildlife habitats and historic features whilst determining 
applications for planning permission. The overall flavour of the advice is 
to encourage rural economic activity, to conserve and improve the landscape 
and to conserve the diversity of wildlife. Developments which are harmful 
to the countryside should not be permitted. 
a 
Planning advice on transport issues contained in PPG13 highlights that 
Local Planning Authorities should consider carefully the impacts of travel 
of all new development before planning permission is granted. 
The main intentions of circular 1/94 are firstly to provide that the 
planning system recognises the need for accommodation consistent with 
a gypsies' nomadic lifestyles, to reflect the importance of the plan led 
system in relation to the provision of gypsy sites, and finally to withdraw 
d previous guidance indicating that it may be necessary to accept the 
establishment of gypsy sites in protected areas. Although the current 
a applicants are not bona fide gypsies the circular contains guidance of 






In particular, circular 1/94 states that as a rule it will not be 
appropriate to make provisions for gypsy sites in areas of open land where 
development is severely restricted, for example protected areas. Planners 
should consider locations outside existing settlements, but within 
reasonable distances from local services. Sites should also be identified 
having regard to transport and highways considerations. Furthermore 
e proposals for gypsy sites should be determined solely in relation to land 
use factors and the granting of permission must be consistent with 
countryside and environmental policies. 
Whilst officers fully recognise the need for the planning system to cater 
for groups with alternative lifestyles, such as travellers and gypsies, as 
set out in Circular 1/94 there appear to be several fundamental policy 
objections to the proposed use on this site. Firstly, the site is located 
in an open area of countryside which is designated as a Special Landscape 
Area due to its high quality natural environment and is therefore in a 
location where development of this kind would not normally be permitted. 
The proposed development would constitute an unacceptable residential 
intrusion into the area and would clearly be contrary to the objectives 
that development should be sensitively located in relation to existing 
settlement patterns in the interests of countryside protection and wider 
objectives of sustainable development. 
Secondly the site is in an isolated location and, whilst it is considered 
that the site is well screened, the character of the locality would 
undoubtedly substantially change and would be harmful to its rural 
character. 
Thirdly the site is poorly related to a place where there are local 
services such as shops, job opportunities, education and health facilities, 
access to all of which m:: st be gained by private transport in this case. 
The proposal is therefore contrary to objectives. relating to reducing the 
need to travel and therefore contrary to Government guidance. 
Finally, the proposed access to the site is severely sub-standard in width, 
horizontal and vertical alignment and has sub-standard junctions. As such 
the proposed use is likely to give rise to an unacceptable increase in the 
level of traffic in the locality to the detriment of road safety. 
For reasons of the above fundamental policy objections the application 
d should be refused. 
Work continues in order to develop a policy framework for the District 
Local Plan which would balance the need for travellers to seek and obtain 
permission for the provision of their own sites against locational 








' BECOM4MIDATION : Refuse Permission 
10 REASON(S): 
1 The site is located in open countryside, outside the development 
limits of, and poorly related to, any existing settlement and 
therefore in a location where development would not normally be 
permitted. The development would be harmful to the rural character 
of the area and would be contrary to the objective that development 
should be sensitively located in relation to existing settlements in 
the interests of countryside protection and wider objectives of 
sustainable development. The development would, therefore, be 
contrary to Policy C4 of the Somerset Structure Plan (Alteration No. 2) 
and Policy S2 of the Glastonbury and Street Local Plan and to 
Government guidance contained in Planning Policy Guidance Note 7 
(The Countryside and Rural Economy) and there are not considered to be 
any overriding benefits resulting from the development which would 
outweigh the harm and justify setting aside development plan policies 
in this instance. 
+2 The site is poorly situated in relation to a location where a range of 
services, including shopping, employment opportunities, education and 
health facilities are available by means other than the private car. 
The proposed development is, therefore, contrary to the objective to 
reduce the need to travel and therefore contrary to advice contained in 
Planning Policy Guidance Note 13 (Transport). 
3 The proposed access and approach roads into the site are considered 
to be substandard in width, horizontal and vertical alignment and 
have substandard junctions and are, therefore, unsuitable to serve 
as a means of access to the proposed development and would give rise 


























Les Kimberley, Planning Services Manager 
Date: 14 July 1997 
LAND AT ALLOTMENT DROVE, SHARPHAM. CHANGE OF USE TO 
TRAVELLERS' SITE (GYPSY) SITE COMPRISING SEVEN 




application is for a travellers' site for seven permanent pitches. It lies in the open 
countryside in the Levels on an unworked site within an area of largely worked out peat 
mining and latterly used as a scrap yard. There are significant concerns relating to the site 
, 
itself, the effect on afteruse strategy and nature conservation in the Levels and Moors, 
pollution, flood risk and access. The application is recommended for refusal. 
I 
1. TIC PROPOSAL 
1.1 This application has been submitted following the refusal of a similar one in October last 
year. The agent writes, 
' 1.2 "In view of the closeness of the previous decision the applicants have decided to resubmit an 
amended application. They have taken on board the concerns of local councillors and people who 
live on the moor about vehicle movements. Instead they have removed the three transient pitches 
from the application. The revised application therefore is for seven permanent pitches only. The 
applicants wish to make clear that by "permanent" they mean a site which is permanently open 
for their use, but from which they may travel in pursuance of their nomadic habit of life 
1.3 The applicants are gypsies within the legal definition of the term and also homeless under the 
Housing Act. In view of the passing of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act this makes 






ensure adequate access to health, education and welfare services for both them and their 
children. " 
1.4 A letter submitted in support of the former application is also relied on in reference to the 
present one. It states "gypsies and travellers have used the locality for many hundreds of 
years. The travellers who have submitted the current application would qualify as gypsies 
for the purpose of planning and there is a need for such sites in the area. The application is 
in line with Circular 1/94 in that the nomadic people would be providing for themselves, 
The site is already degraded having been used as a scrap yard with a residential caravan. 
The site is well screened and supplied with water. Satisfactory treatment of human waste 
would be provided in composting toilets. The development would not have any 
significant highways implications. The screening around the site means that it would not 
constitute a prominent visual intrusion and is very secluded with no real impacts on other 
dwellings in the locality. Furthermore, nomadic lifestyles are low consumption and are 
environmentally sustainable with far lower impact on the environment than that of a 
house-dwelling people. The fact that Mendip District Council has no specific policies for 
travellers sites in this locality is a material planning consideration. 
kv 
1.5 In addition, the Council is referred to the personal and special circumstances which should 
be taken into account. Notably issues relating to the European Convention of Human 
Rights and related case law and the developing domestic law on the relevance of personal 
circumstances. Also attention is drawn to the individual circumstances of each applicant, 
and their requirements to obtain a stable, secure site with access to schools, health facilities 
and other services. A letter from the Traveller Education Service of the County Council is 
also provided as an appendix for consideration. 
I 
1.6 The application drawing and a site location plan are provided as appendices to this report. 
,, 
2. THE SITE AND ITS SURROUNDINGS 
2.1 The site lies about two and a half miles from Glastonbury on the Somerset Levels. It is part 
of a site previous worked for peat and located in open countryside. It is close to a number 
of important wildlife conservation areas but well screened by birch and conifer trees. 
Access is via narrow lanes and a rough track. 
I$ 
3. PLANNING HISTORY 
3.1 The previous application for use of the site for seven permanent pitches and three transient 
pitches was refused on 16 October 1996. That decision is now out of time for appeal. 
3.2 Permission was granted here for a caravan for 10 years in May 1978. It was allowed to 
provide security for a scrap yard on the same site. After several renewals, the retention of 
the caravan was refused in July 1994. Permission for the use of the site as a scrap yard 
expired in April 1996. 
4 2 
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3.; " An enforcement notice was then issued requiring the removal of the caravan from the site 
by 27 November 1995. On 9 July 1996 it was brought to the attention of the Development 
Monitoring Section that at least ten travellers vehicles had moved onto the site. 
4. CONSULTATIONS AND REPRESENTATIONS 
s 
10 These are provided in full in the appendices. Both Sharpham Parish Meeting and Walton 
Parish Councils object as do the Environment Agency, the County Council, English 
Nature and the RSPB. 17 letters of objection have been received from people in the 
surrounding area. The Rt Hon David Heathcoat Amory MP has asked the committee to 
reject the application. 
5. PLANNING GUIDANCE AND POLICY 
5'. 1 In considering this proposal it is necessary to take in to account relevant Government 
guidance, the provisions of the Development Plan for the area and other material 
considerations, in particular the case put forward by the applicants and the representations 
which have been made by others. 
5.2 Government guidance is contained in Planning Policy Guidance Notes, (PPG1, PPG7, The 
Countryside and the Rural Economy, PPG9 Nature conservation and PPG13, Transport), 
and Circulars 30/92 "Development and Flood Risk" and 1/94 "Gypsy Sites and Planning". 
It 
5.21 PPG7 advises that Local Planning Authorities should take into account special landscape 
designations and weigh the need to protect the landscape, wildlife habitats and historic 
features whilst determining applications for planning permission. The overall approach of 
the guidance is to encourage rural economic activity, to conserve and improve the 
landscape and to conserve the diversity of wildlife. Developments which are harmful to the 
countryside should not be permitted. 
5.22 PPG9 emphasises the importance of designated sites for nature conservation and states 
development control criteria, particularly for SSSI's with additional national and 
international designations. 
5.23 PPG13 advises that Local Planning Authorities should consider carefully the travel impacts 
of all new development before planning permission is granted. 
5.24 Circular 30/92 section 16 is referred to by the Environment Agency in theii response. 
They say that the site is at risk from flooding and development here could increase the risk 
of flooding elsewhere. 
5.25 Circular 1/94 seeks to ensure that the planning system recognises the need for 
accommodation which is consistent with the gypsies' nomadic lifestyles, to reflect the 
importance of the plan led system in relation to the provision of gypsy sites, and finally to 
withdraw previous guidance which stated that it may be necessary to accept the 
establishment of gypsy sites in protected areas. Circular 1/94 defines gypsies as "persons of 
3 
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nomadic habit of life, whatever their race or origin. " Any question of Romani descent is 
separate and not material to this application. 
5.26 In particular, Circular 1/94 states that as a rule it will not be appropriate to make provision 
for gypsy sites in areas of open land where development is severely restricted, for example 
protected areas. Planners should consider locations outside existing settlements, but within 
reasonable distances from local services. Sites should also be identified having regard to 
transport and highway considerations. Furthermore proposals for gypsy sites should be 
determined solely in relation to land use factors and granting of permission must be 
consistent with countryside and environmental policies. 
5.27 The Somerset Structure Plan : Policy C4 of the adopted Alteration No. 2 requires 
development outside the identified settlements 'tö be strictly controlled. It refers to 
developments which may be permissible because "öf special need and provides criteria for 
their assessment. .4 ý, ", 
5.28 Policy C2 provides guidance for the handling of. applications in Special Landscape Areas 
and specific priority is given to the protection of Si Levels and Moors as a wetland habitat 
and archaeological area.. 
5.29 Policy 38 of the Deposit Version of the Structure Plan Review states that the provision of 
sites for gypsies and other travelling people should be made where the site is within 
reasonable distance of a settlement providing 11 {sseivices and facilities. ' Policy 6 states 
that "provision should only be made for development which is essential for the 
management of the Levels and Moors... ' + 
5.30 The Peat Local Plan : the site falls within aä t area designated in the Peat Local Plan 
Framework for Reclamation to be returned tö activities, including appropriate forms of 
agriculture, that respect and do not conflict ävtlithe maintenance and promotion of 
wildlife. r; ý'1; iý;; ý"" y L" :ý fi'y t? S. `. . <j c `. =ý fY1ýý" ý'. t ýIt1 # C. i" t 
5.31 Glastonbury and Street Area Local Plan : Policy: S2of the Local Plan states that outside 
settlements ' development will normally be peiinitted if ... 
it would benefit the local 
economy, serve a genuine agricultural or essentiä! need which cannot be met within 
existing settlements in accordance with the relevant Structure Plan policy and the proposal 
would enhance the environment and the benefits to the landscape outweigh any adverse 
impact ; and other interests of acknowledged importance are not adversely affected. This is 
consistent with the Structure Plan Policy C4 which seeks to restrict development in the 
countryside unless justified by the special need for and benefits of it. 
6. ISSUES, ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATION 
ö v. .. ý"ý'ýr'; lý.. 
äJ''1. ': ý .. . 'ýi jt- 
: tt"týliLi2ft: 1: "f 
The issues are: 
It It '! 6.1 Settlement policy and provision of sites for gypsies and other travellers : this, and the 
need for sites for gypsies and other travellers, need tö be considered together. The Structure 
ql Plan requires development outside settlements to. trbe strictly controlled and refers to siting 
and design, and landscaping where proposals nie allowed. The fact that the site lies in a 
Special Landscape Area means that the l2ndscaPe4üa4t3' and visual quality of the area has 




water levels and the wetland habitat. The emerging Structure Plan Policy concerning 
gypsies and travelling people would require sites to be well related to facilities and 
emerging Structure Plan Policy 6, which relates to the Levels and Moors, only allows 
development which is essential for the management of the area. Mendip's own approach to 
site provision for gypsies and other travellers is being developed through the District Local 
Plan and a criteria based approach would be likely to make reference to such issues. 
6.2 Access: The County Highways advisor has repeated his advice that the approach roads are 
unsuitable to serve the development. 
6.3 Development in the wetlands, nature conservation impact and Peat Area afteruse 
strategy: The site lies within the Peat Local Plan area now known as the Avalon Marshes. 
It is important to the overall strategy for this area that uses do not conflict with the 
County Council's framework for reclamation. Ia. addition, the wildlife and nature 
conservation interest of the area means that special consideration has to be given to these 
issues. I consider that the proposal would be likely to be prejudicial to them. 
6.31 On 26 June, twelve SSSI's on the Levels were designated as the Somerset Levels and Moors 
special Protection Area, and also, as a wetland of international importance it will be listed 
as the Somerset Levels and Moor Ramsar site. This places an international obligation upon 
Government to take steps to avoid any significant pollution, disturbance or deterioration 
of the habitats within the site. It is clear that both English Nature and the RSPB are very 
concerned and object to the application. PPG9 makes it clear that "SSSI's can be seriously 
damaged or even destroyed by development outside their boundaries. In addition, if there 
are any negative consequences to such developments and permission is to be granted, there 
is an obligation internationally to take compensatory measures. 
y 
6.4 Development in an area liable to flooding: the Environment Agency's advice is clear that 
this is not a site suitable for residential use as set out in their consultation reply. 
7. RECOMMENDATION: 








REASONS FOR REFUSAL 
The site is located in open countryside, outside the development limits of, and poorly 
related to, any existing settlement and where development would not normally be 
permitted. Notwithstanding the guidance in Circular 1/94 Gypsy Sites and Planning and 
the case put forward by the applicants, the site is unsuitable for use as a travellers' site by 
virtue of the effect of the development on the landscape, the distance from facilities, the 
liability of the site to flooding, the level of the water table, and the nature of access. As 
° such it would be contrary to the guidance contained in PPG7 and PPGI3. It would also be 
contrary to the principles set out in the Somerset Structure Plan (Alteration No. 2) Policies 
C2 and C4, and Policy S2 of the Glastonbury and Street Area Local Plan and the emerging 
policies published in the Deposit Version of the Somerset Structure Plan Review. 
2 Development in this locality would risk wildlife interest, in particular and the after use 
strategy being developed from the Peat Local Plan. The development would pose a risk to 
the Somerset Levels and Moors Special Protection Area in which there is an obligation to 
avoid any significant pollution, disturbance or deterioration of the habitats within the site. 
As such, the proposal is contrary to the guidance contained in Planning Policy Guidance 
Note 9, "Nature Conservation. " 
3 The proposed access and approach roads into the site are considered to be substandard in 
width, horizontal and vertical alignment and have substandard junctions and are, 
therefore, unsuitable to serve as a means of access to the proposed development and would 
give rise to increased and unacceptable traffic levels to the detriment of road safety. 
4 The development lies within the flood plain of the South Drain and as such is in an area 
where it would be at risk from flooding. It would increase the risk of flooding elsewhere 
and as such would be contrary to the advice given in Circular 30/92. 
Note: If members accept this recommendation it will be necessary to bring a further report 













Sharpham Parish Meeting : object, site is not secluded and surrounded by trees, luge 
vehicles parked here are obtrusive, against planning policy, roads not suitable, site 
contaminated, in Avalon Marshes scheme area, fragile eco-system and contrary to long 
term plans for the area. No permanent safe water supply, no control of effluent, more than 
seven families and vehicles likely, unfair to others refused permission in the area, SCC site 
at Middle Drove meets the need. 
2 Walton Parish Council : object, site outside development limiis, contamination on site, 
acuss not suitable, contrary to character of area and work ' of Levels and Moors 
partnership, rising -rater table would affect effluent treatment, sire management problems - 
understand more than seven families on site, lack of permanent water supply. :; ' 
3 Sommerset County Council 
3.4 As Minerals Planning Authority : The site is covered by a permission for peat extraction 
and which is valid until 2045. A condition of that permission is that the site shall be 
restored to a condition suitable for agriculture within one year of excavation being 
completed and msintained to the satisfaction of the MPA for 5 years thereafter. The ry applicants should be advised that they must apply to the MPA for permission for non- 
compliance with the afteruse condition. The county Council has delegated the decision on ., .ý 
the current application to NIDC. 
3 .2 The application site 
falls within an area designated in the Peat Local Plan Framework for 
Reclamation to be returned to activities, including appropriate forms of agriculture, that " respect and do not conflict with the maintenance and promotion of wildlife. The proposed 
development may conflict with reciamation strategies outlined in the Levels and Moors 
Partnership Avalon Marshes Advisory Group's draft Habitat and Farming Map. 
ý! 3 The application site or one in the vicinity, was used for waste disposal some years ago and 
may be contaminated. This may have a bearing on its suitability for the proposed use and 
I should be investigated before permission for a change of use is granted. 
3,4 In conclusion, there is no objection from the point of view of protecting mineral reserves. 
However the MPA are concerned that use of the land as a travellers' site may conflict with 
the long term reclamation and of cruse of the area. It is =commended that a decision is 
deferred until investigations into the contamination issue are complete. -k..; an afte: use 
strategy has been put forward. If your Authority are minded to grant permission the MPA 
object to this being longer than for a temporary three year period. 
35 As Highways advisors- recommend refusal as Sharpham Lane is unsuitable to serve as a 
y means of access to the proposed 
development. 




4.1 Object to the proposed development. Consider that the development proposal has real 
potential for causing a significant impact on nearby areas of national and international 
importance to nature conservation through disturbance to waterfowl. Such disturbance 
would arise from an increase in the level of human and dog activity within the area, and 
from the associated disturbances of noise, lights and vehicles which would accompany this 
development. 
4.2 The planning' application does not appear to contain details concerning the disposal of 
domestic sewage, waste and surface water drainage. No assessment has been made of the 
potential impact of such facilities on the wetland environment. Shapwick Heath SSSI is of 
national and international importance for the aquatic invertebrates it supports. There are 
dependent on a high quality water environment which could be at risk from the possible 
adverse and cumulative effects of pollution and eut rophication, resulting from 
development elsewhere on the wetland. 
4.3 The proposal conflicts with the reclamation framework for the Southern Peat Production 
Zone as it does not return the land to activities, including appropriate forms of agriculture, 
that respect and do not conflict with the maintenance and promotion of wildlife. They 
point to the proximity of two SSSI's (at 1000 and 1200 metres) and a National Nature 
Reserve. 
It 
5 Exvixor 'T AGENCY 
5.1 Object to the proposed development as it would be at risk from flooding and increase the 
risk of flooding elsewhere. The site lies within the flood plain of the south drrain. 
'5.2 In the event of permission being granted they advise. 
a condition concerning foul drainage is required 
" any discharge to watercourses requires their consent 
the south east quarter of the site has been used as a scrap yard and may be 
contaminated. 
" there has been landfill in the a ra, no monitoring for landfill gas has been carried out 
here and this issue should be carefully considered in the event of any permission being 
granted- . 
1-9 
6 ROYAL SOCIETY FOR TSE PROTECTION OF BIRDS 
6.1 Objects : the proposed development would be. inappropriate, counter to the planning 
ti policy background and'a threat to current and planned future interests -of the adjacent 
areas. They provide a two page detailed analysis of protected sites in the area, the policy 






7 UPPER BRUE INTERNAL DRAINAGE BOARD 
7.1 The board would be concerned about possible pollution caused by residential use of this 
site. Septic tanks, and the associated soakaways are not likely to function in a high water- 
table area such as this. The proposal would also appear to conflict with the preferred after 
uses of worked-out peat land. 
,ý 
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH (MDC) 
8.1 Recommend that conditions are attached to any permission covering drainage, water 
10 supply, caravans and contaminated land. Furthermore the site is situated on a large peat 
field which could become unstable depending on rainfall. As a result of this, sewage 
disposal could be difficult and the septic tank could be crushed. A cess pool could also 
cause considerable problems and therefore the sewage disposal system should be to the 
satisfaction of the Local Planning Authority if permission is to be granted. Finally, there is 
concern whether there is to be a wholesome piped supply of water into the site, if so this 
should also be to the satisfaction of the Planning Authority. 
" 
REPRESENTATIONS 
A letter has been received from the Rt Hon David Heathcoat-Amory MP who says , 
"I have been contacted by a number of people ... and I conclude that it would be wrong to grant planning 
permission for the proposed site. I am not convinced that there is any realistic way of controlling these 
sites or limiting the number of pitches which are actually occupied. 1 also believe the topography and 
environment of the area make it unsuitable fora development of this sort I would therefore ask the 
Planning Committee to reject the revised planning application. " 
Letters were sent to 27 people who wrote concerning the previous application. Replies have been 
received from 12 who make the following points 
The numbers refer to the number of times issues are mentioned. 
" proximity to nature conservation sites and otter habitats in particular makes the 
proposal inappropriate (5) 
" numbers of residents would increase 
" site is polluted which has been illegally backfilled with scrap batteries etc and is 
unsuitable for residential use of any kind (6) 
" water level will increase when pumping stops, affecting foul waste and polluting 
surrounding area. (4) 
" action should have been taken to clear the site earlier (2) 
9 
pIanning/comrep/Ikk4 
" roads and access generally unsuitable (2) 
"" lack of facilities here, particularly an appropriate water supply (3) 
" contrary to planning policies (2) 
°" dangerous for children because of proximity of peat traffic(2) 
" conflicts with proposals for afteruse of the area (4) 
°" conflicts with peat extraction which may cause pollution nearby 
(noise and dust)(2) 
"" adverse visual 
impact 
" numbers quoted have already been exceeded, who will manage and control it? (4) 
" one writer points that a petition with 172 names was submitted in connection with the 
previous application and he maintains that this should be taken into account with 
regard to the current application. 






Location plan and site layout plan 
Letter from Jennifer Sanderson, Support Teacher Somerset Traveller Education Service 
l RELEVANT DOCUMENTS 
d 
0 Government Policy Guidance and Circulars as referred to 
in the report 
_s 
Somerset Structure Plan (Alteration No. 2) June 1993 
Somerset Structure Plan Review (D(Tosit Plan)February 1997 
Peat Local Plan : August 1992 
d 
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Environment Committee 
'14 July 1997 - Updating 
Zj 
Public Requests 
Item 6 Mr John Harding (objector) 
Malcolm Lloyd (in support) 
Mr D McGregor (support) 
Items 9(a), Lynn Johnson of Transport 2000 
Item 10 Mr Richard Bone 
Item 11 Lynn Johnson of Transport 2000 
Paul Aston of Railway Development Society 
Item 12 Lynn Johnson of Transport 2000 
Item 15 David Edwards of Somerset and Avon Railway Company 
Paul Aston of Railway Development Society 
Planning Applications 
Q 
Item 8 Mr Angus Murdoch (supporter) 
Item 9B Mr C Boyne (CPRE - objector) 
Alan Pringle (objector) . 15 
: 01, 
Agenda Item 5A 
Following the resolution of the last meeting of the Committee, Group Leaders have nominated the following Members to 
the Highway Maintenance Working Group: 
Councillors : Andrews, Doble, Gilham, Hague, Lockey, Ward, Wilson, wool lcombe-Adams 
and Stokes. 
Named Substitutes: Cann, Champion, Gait, Potter, Harrison, R Hughes, King, Mackay, Mattick, 
Moulding and Richards. 
Please note there is an error in this report as the title refers to the 5th and 6th of September whereas in the summary of the 
report it refers to the 6th and 7th. The correct dates are the 5th and 6th of September. 
A- letter from Trudoxhill Parish Council is attached. 
y 
Agenda Item 8 
The applicants have written to amend the application. They now seek a temporary permission for use of the site as stated 
in the report for three years. They also suggest a Section 106 Agreement on terms of usage. Their full letter is attached to 
this updating as they also seek to highlight the main differences between the present application and that determined last 
October. 
e5 I F: IPLANNINCýUPDATINc 140796. WPO 
ýNb 
-- `'The recommendation remains unaltered. 
. 
Letter from Sharpham Parish Meeting raising concerns that this application should not be successful, and 
that nothing justifies the granting of this application. The applicant's suggestion of needing this site to 
allow access to health, welfare and education services seems to contradict with their wish to maintain their 
nomadic habit of life. Concerned that the site will be used by more travellers other than the number of 
pitches applied for, and therefore concerned about control after permissions are given. 
S Additional letters of objection - raising concerns as expressed previously. e 
Mr Alan Bridges of Wells Tennis Club would like to have the following comments included in the updating 
reports 
0 
"In principle, we are happy with the development but our main concern is that the Tennis 
Club will be locked In and have no room for any expansion. We are a thriving tennis club 
with 217 members, of which over half are juniors and we consider that, for future 
developments, we need 6 courts plus the possibility of another 2 for future expansion". 
Pollowing the distribution of the Environment Committee Agenda, a meeting was held with the Somerset 
& Avon Railway Company (SARC), members/officers of Mendip District Council and officers from 
Somerset County Council. At this meeting, a request to reserve land within the brief area to reinstate the 
, 
former rail link to Frome Station was made by SARC. 
This request has surfaced at a late stage in the preparation of the planning brief. Part of the area in 
question will be required for the road to service the redevelopment of the whole area and accommodate 
he key objectives of the planning brief. The request to reserve land is noted. Work with the Railway 
Group and landowners is encouraged to investigate if the railway and road can both be accommodated 
within this area and to ensure no options are dosed off in the immediate future. 
The recommendation remains unaltered. 
A formal request is also made to Somerset County Council to set up a Member Steering Group to 
investigate and progress proposals for a cycle route and the re-opening of the railway between Frome & 
Radstodc- 
I* 
Agenda Item 18 
Proposed key performance indicators for Environmental Health: 
Performance is monitored against specific targets on a quarterly basis in the following areas: 
1) Response times to complaints (requests for service) broken down by type. Data also reviewed against 
individual officers. 
2)' Volume of planned audit work undertaken on food safety inspections in terms of numbers and risk category 
against targets set. Also reviewed against individual affair performance. 
3) Ditto for Health and Safety at Work inspectors. 
4) Report in process of being developed to enable performance monitoring on renovation grants by target times 
for the various stages. 
4 
F: IPUNNINGW PDATINGII ý 0796. W PD 
5) Ad-hoc customer surveys to look at specific aspects of the service, eg noise services survey. 
Performance indicators are available in other areas in terms of volume of work undertaken (where there are discrete targets, 
, pr no target) eg numbers and value of renovation grant, approvals and payments, numbers and type of infectious disease 
reported, numbers and type of formal notices served etc. 
Planning Obligations 


















f: 1PLANNING\UPDATINCW40796. WPD 
Mr L. Kimberley, 
Planning Services Manager 
Mendip District Council 
Dear Mr Kimberly, 
ACKNO 
7 Jill "!? jam 
DIRECTORATE'r 
ADMINISTRF+11ON, RN 
446t, 10A 1>c-ý 2 
Sam's Site, Allotment Drove 
Sharpham. 
Further to our recent meeting, I write to clarify the current position. The purposes of this letter are two- 
fold: firstly, to make an amendment to the application; and, secondly, to highlight the main differences 
between the present application and that determined by Mendip last October. In view of the closeness 
of that decision - you will remember that the Planning Panel was tied 7 for and 7 against - the applicants 
have made subsequent compromises in an attempt to satisfy the concerns raised at that meeting. 
Accordingly, they have instructed me to inform you that they wish to reduce the application from a 
'permanent' to a 'temporary' permission. They suggest that, in the first instance, permission be sought 
for a3 year period, and re-newed henceforth at 5-yearly intervals. A temporary permission, coupled 
with a section 106 agreement on terms of usage, would allow for a reasonable period of stability for the 
applicants and their children; it would also allow both the conduct of the site and its alleged impact on 
the local ecology to be assessed 
You will remember that the 3'transit' pitches mentioned in the original application have already been 
dropped. Thus, the present application seeks a temporary permission for a site accommodating 7 units, 
with one family unit per pitch. Your reasons for recommending refusal of the original application had 
three bases: highways grounds; the effects of the site upon the rural character of the area; and departure 
from relevant local and structure plans (p6 of Agenda, 1511011996). Each of these issues can be 
resolved and will be dealt within turn. 
Hiehwavs grounds - Since the October meeting, the highways objections have been dropped by 
County, who now, as you are aware, 'actively support' this application. Therefore, there are no highways 
considerations pertinent to this application. 
Environmental Impact - As you acknowledge, the site is "very well screened" by long established 
conifers and doesn't intrude into the landscape. It is already surfaced with hard standings and is serviced 
with drinking water, therefore, no works need to be carried out to render the site habitable. The 
applicants also welcome the support of the CPRE for their site and argue that well-maintained, 
authorised sites have a much reduced impact on the environment. They suggest that, in any event, a 
section 106 agreement could be drawn-up covering conditions of usage, thus minimising any effects. 
The fact that the site is in a rural setting does not, of itself, preclude permission: indeed, the national 
guidance for local planning authorities (LPAs) faced with applications from gypsies (circular 1/94) 
explicitly recognises that "many sites may be found in rural or semi-rural settings" (par 14) and 
the Sharpham site conforms in full to how the Department of the Environment (DoE) envisage the 
"ideal site (Annex B (1) of 1194). While the issue of sanitation didn't figure in your own deliberations, 
should permission be granted, the land-owner has offered to install a flush toilet, subject to negotiation 
with the LPA and the Environmental Health Officer. 
Departure from Plans - For the October meeting, you also recommended that permission be refused 
because the application fell outside existing policies, especially policy C4 of Somerset Structure Plan 
and policy S2 of Glastonbury and Street Local Plan in that, being in a Special Landscape Area (SI A), 
the "development would not normally be permitted". The key term here is "normally", and, in a similar 
way to the phrase "as a rule" at paragraph 13 of 1194, allows for exceptions. It is my argument that a 
mixture of the special needs and personal circumstances of these applicants warrant such exceptions. 
The argument is summarised below. 
. As the site is within a SLA then it would "normally" be refused permission as in protected areas, such 
as Green Belts and AONBs, "approval should not be given, except in very special circumstances" (PPG 
2. parr 13). However, this site is located within a SLA, which is of a lower environmental rating than 
Green Belts or AONBs; permission in SLA should not be given "except in special circumstances". The 
applicants argue that this is nora "normal" planning case in many respects. They submit that, through a 
combination of their gypsy status and the demonstrated need for pitches in the District, together with 
their individual personal circumstances, "special circumstances" exist which allow for departure from 
the plans. Moreover. they argue that the lack of specific policies for applications from gypsies is a 
material consideration which should weigh in favour of permission. 
A dossier of the personal circumstances of the applicants has been compiled by the Children's' Society 
and will be sent fQr consideration by the LPA. Its contents are confidential and should not be drawn 
upon in public. the general picture is shown below and is open for public scrutiny. 
Gypsy Status The applicants are gypsies in terms of S. Hams ex parse Gibb (1994 26 HLR 307). This 
case tested the definition of gypsy contained in the (now repealed) Caravan Sites AM 1969 (it has been 
ý" inserted into the 1960 Caravan Sites and Control of Development Act via the Criminal Justice and 
Public Order Act, 1994, section 80). The definition reads that a gypsy is "a person of nomadic habit of 
life whatever their race or origin". In the S. Hams case, Lord Justice Neill said that by this definition 
"there should be some connection between the wandering or travelling of the persons claiming to be 
gypsies and the means whereby they made or sought their livelihood", i. e., that the nomadism had an 
economic purpose. In 1992, Earl Ferrers, (then) Government spokesperson in the Lords said: "The 
effect of [the S. Hams case] is that gypsy status may therefore be acquired by a person who does not 
belong to any long-standing tradition of travelling, in other words the 'New Age Travellers'"(sic). 
Whilst obviously not traditional Travellers, all the applicants have pursued a nomadic habit of life for 
many years, which qualifies them as gypsies. The meaning of economic habit was tested in the case of 
Greenwich v Powell (House of Lords, 1988) where the Law Lords ruled that it was possible to be a 
gypsy at the same time as occupying a permanent site. They concluded that "a person may be within the 
definition if he leads a nomadic life only seasonally and notwithstanding that he regularly returns for a 
part of the year to the same place where he may be said to have a fixed abode or permanent residence". 
Thus, an economic purpose is followed if, as in the applicants' case, one travels with the aim of gaining 
money or some material benefit, even if resident on the same site for much of the year.. This could be 
' paid labour as normally understood or it could be paid in kind. In the case of traditional Gypsies, they 
might perform a service, such as tree felling, in exchange for a fixed fee or a meal. The parallel today 
might be working in a cafe at a festival in exchange for food. Many gypsies are self-employed, so 
alternatively they might travel somewhere to buy, sell or trade something, say horses at a fair, or go 
scrapping or hawking wares they prepared over the winter. They would then be travelling with an 
economic purpose, even if on that occasion they did not succeed in buying or selling anything. The 
patterns of economic activity followed by many New Travellers, including these applicants, is no 
different from the past or present day work patterns of Romany Gypsies. Therefore, the applicants are 
gypsies in planning terms and as such, this status goes some way towards establishing a special case. 
Their need for a secure site from which to maintain their economic habit of life is compatible with 
circular 1/94 which "recognises the need for acconunodation consistent with gypsies nomadic lifestyle" 
(Para 1). 
In a recent Appeal (APP/C194/D3315/635640-1) on a Travellers site at West Hatch, near Taunton, (a 
site also in a SLA) the Inspector agreed with the "Council that if the Appellant has the status of 
gypsies, their need for a site for residential caravans could constitute a special need under policy 
C4 (of the Somerset Structure Plan] and therefore warranted an exception to the restrictions on 
development in the countryside" (para 9). The issue of need also relates to the lack of practicable 
alternatives available to the applicants, as there is a short-fall in the number of pitches available in the 
District. The need for sites in the area is also demonstrated by the unsucessful attempts by the County 
Council to create ade minimus allocation of emergency sites. Moreover, as Travellers without a lawful 
site, the applicants are homeless under Part 3 of the Housing Act, 1985. As circular 1/94 states: "LPAs 
need to be aware of their of the accommodation and occupational needs of gypsies, having regard 
to their statutory duties, Including those In respect of homelessness" (pars 6). Under this guidance, 
the provision of accommodation for gypsies can take the form of land, and granting permission on this 
site would mean that there were 7 less homeless families in the District. Thus it would also contribute 
towards the LPAs duties to provide low-cost social housing (see PPG 3) 
Again, while development would "normally" be prohibited in SLAB, this application can not be viewed 
in the same light as bricks and mortar development. Firstly, no substantial works need to be undertaken 
in order to facilitate habitation. Secondly, Travellers sites can recover from occupation within a matter 
of a few months, whereas after conventional housing the land takes years to recover. Thirdly, as the 
Buckley case made clear, Travellers with no practicable alternative have far more restricted options 
open to them than normal applicants for planning permission. This factor is exacerbated by the fact that, 
since the Buckley case, the enactment of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act, 1994 has rendered 
roadside encampment an offence at law. In the absence of an alternative site, the refusal of planning 
permission makes these applicants' homelessness absolute. Further, the criminalisation of nomadism has 
also made the issue of personal circumstances carry even greater weight. In this regard, the statement in 
support of the previous applciation (viz the import of the ECHR) remains pertinent and I would refer 
you back to that document rather than repeat it here again. 
Personal Circumstancest - Two recent Appeals ably demonstrate this point: both Appeals were in 
Green Belt post-1/94 and both were allowed on the strength of personal circumstances. As SLA is of a 
Please refer to the Childrens' Society confidential report on the applicants individual health, 
educational and welfare needs. 
-46 
lower categorisation than Green Belts, it follows that a lower level of "special circumstances" should 
be demonstrated to warrant an exception to policy. In the first case (T/APP/C/94/Q0125/635478) the 
Inspector concluded that while 1/94 indicated that sites should not be identified in Green Belts "it is 
entirely different where the site arises fortuitously, as in this case, and where the particular 
" circumstances of the gypsy family have then to be weighed against site specific planning policy 
considerations. In that situation, PPG2 recognises that there may be very special circumstances 
" when inappropriate development might be approved. In this case I consider that at this moment, 
the combination of the acknowledged local need for gypsy sites, the absence of any local provision 
(private or public), the undoubted efforts of the council to obtain sites, the absence of serious 
' harm to the interests of landscape and the amenity of occupiers of nearby land and buildings, 
and the important material consideration of your client's agreed gypsy status amount to very 
special circumstances which outweigh the strong policy presumption against this inappropriate 
development in the Green Belt" (para 24). Similar considerations led the Inspector to grant 
permission in the second Appeal (APP/Cl95/G0120/638520): "I find that the combination of 
situations and considerations discussed above amount to material considerations sufficient to 
overcome the fundamental planning objections to the use of the land, Including the presumption 
against inappropriate development in the Green Belt" (par 25). The issues which weighed 
particularly heavily with these Inspectors are the same in this case: there are no available local authority 
or private sites; the applicants are homeless and without planning permission their homelessness is 
rendered absolute by the CIA; they are within the legal definition of gypsy which confers an exception 
to some restrictive policies; their children are well settled in local schools afforded by this period of 
stability which would be imperilled by refusal; with permission the applicants can maintain their 
nomadic habit of life whilst simultaneously having access to health, educational and occupational 
services. A combination of their special needs and their personal circumstances demonstrate sufficient 
special need to warrant exception from policies C4 and S2 in relation to developments in SLAs.. In 
view of the above, I invite you to consider this application in a new light and to recommend that the 
Planning Panel grant permission on the basis of the special and personal circumstances of the case. 
Yours Faithfully, ( 
Angus Murdoch, Co-Agenffor the Applicants. 
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TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990, SECTIONS 174 AND 78 AND 
SCHEDULE 6 
PLANNING AND COMPENSATION ACT 1991 
APPEALS BY MR M O'CONNOR 
LAND NORTH OF THE POPLARS, QUEEN CHARLTON, BRISTOL 
1. As you know, I have been appointed by the Secretary of 
State for the Environment to determine your client's appeals, 
which are against, firstly, an enforcement notice issued by 
the Wansdyke District Council- concerning the- above-mentioned 
land, and secondly, a refusal of planning permission by the 
same Council, also concerning that land. I held an inquiry 
into these appeals between 21 and 29 March 1995. 
2,. a., The date of issue of the enforcement notice is 19 
August 1994. 
b. The breach of planning control alleged by the notice 
is a material change of use from use as agricultural ° land to use as a site for residential occupation by 
the stationing of residential and touring caravans, 
trailers, lorries and other materials without the 
benefit of planning permission. 
° 
c. The requirements of the notice are: - `, 
ýTý, 
1t 
c1C. r: _7 
( i) Cease the unauthorised use of the land. 
(ii) Remove the residential and touring ° caravans, trailers 
and lorries together with all materials 
° associated with the unauthorised use. 
d. The period for compliance with both of these 
requirements is six months. - 
e. The appeal is proceeding on the grounds set out at 
Section 174(2)(g) of the 1990 Act, as amended by the ° Planning and Compensation Act 1991. Because the 
appropriate fees have not been paid in this case, 
the deemed application for planning permission does 
not fall to be determined. 
-0 
3. The development for which planning permission was refused 
is change of use from agricultural to domestic use, although 
the Council's decision notice refers to the change of use from 
agriculture to stationing of residential caravans. At the 
inquiry it was agreed by you and the Council that I should 
determine this appeal as if the application had been for the 
use of land for the stationing of two residential caravans 
occupied by one gypsy family, which is development already 
carried out. In the light of the provisions of Section 180(1) 
of the 1990 Act as amended, I propose to deal first with this 
appeal under Section 78. 
_ 
THE APPEAL SITE AND SURROUNDINGS 
4. The appeal site lies some 300m south-east of the small 
, settlement of Queen Charlton, on the northern side of Redlynch Lane and about 100m west of that road's intersection with 
Charlton Road. It has an area of some 1.3 ha and is of 
,, irregular shape being divided into two parts by a wire fence. 
The smaller portion, close to the road, contains a small 
. timber loose box and an access at the centre of a small lay- by. On this land at the time of my inspection were four 
,, caravans, 
two of which were of the small tourer type, one 
containing toilet facilities, and the second holding vehicle 
,, parts and 
tools. The other two caravans were larger and had 
the appearance of small mobile homes. These contained bedroom 
and living accommodation. Nearby were parked a horse box °lorry, a flatbed HIAB lorry, a blue transit-type van, a four- 
wheel drive vehicle, a trotting cart, a box van body and a `"large yellow compressor. There was also a large quantity of 
broken tarmac, some of which had been laid to give a firm 
°surface. Along the eastern side of this part, of the site is 
an earth bund about 1m high on which whips have been planted. 
, The larger north-western portion of the site consists of a 
triangular field in which a horse was grazing. The only other 
, animal I saw on site was a young dog tethered close to the 
caravans and 
.a 
small petrol generator. 
5. To the west of the site, alongside Redlynch Lane, is a 
small field containing a timber shed, some hives and young 
'trees. In the field to the north is a half-built blockwork 
building, a shed, cement mixer, van body and a portable 
toilet. East of the crossroads stands Poplar Cottage, a 
substantial-detached house, but apart from this, and another 
isolated dwelling a considerable distance to the south-west, 
the only visible housing is in Queen Charlton. The land falls 
, steadily in that direction giving extensive views towards Stockwood and the Avon valley. The surroundings appear 
gntirely agricultural and open with fairly large fields 
separated by-hedges or fences, but relatively few mature 
frees, although there are several areas where new trees have 
been planted, including land. between the appeal site and the 




THE SECTION 78 APPEAL 
d A. Policy Background and Other agreed Facts 
°6. The Council confirmed that they accepted your client's 
gypsy status in the light of the judgment in Rv South Hams 
D"C, ex parte Gibb (1994). They. also agreed that there are no °authorised gypsy caravan sites in Wansdyke District and 
accepted that a need exists for between five and eight pitches 
in that area. You acknowledged that the site lies within the 
designated Bristol and Bath Green Belt, the boundaries of 
Owhich have been defined by the adopted KeynsHam and Chew 
Valley Local Plan 1992, and *that the development before me is 
-inappropriate in a Green Belt. Local. Plan policies KCV 7 and 
10, and 26A are also material to this case as are the 
-corresponding policies of the Approved Third Alteration to the 
Avon County Structure Plan 1994, that is, GB6, H7, H11 and 
C3A. I have also had regard to Structure Plan Policies C7, 
concerning the effect on landscape character of development 
proposals in the countryside, and H12 regarding the provision 
on public or private, sites of approximately 100 additional 
caravan pitches for travellers/gypsies as permanent and 
, transit sites. 
e7. The Consultation Draft of the Wansdyke Local Plan was 
published in December 1994 but has not yet been adopted for. 
, development control purposes. Nonetheless I have had regard to the corresponding policies as material considerations in 
'this case, including Policy k022 concerning the need for up to 
eight pitches in the District for permanent residential use by 
, gypsies who reside in, or resort to, Wansdyke. The centre of Queen Charlton is a designated conservation area. 
°B. Main Issue 
/118. I consider that the main issue in this case is the 
balance between, on the one hand, the harm to the Green*Belt 
oarising from this inappropriate development, plus any harm 
from its effects on the appearance of the local landscape and 
, the amenities of occupiers of nearby land and buildings, and on the other hand, considerations arising from your. client's 
gypsy status and his family's circumstances. I 
C. The Green Belt Issue 
9. You argued that use as a caravan site would, by 
"comparison with permanent building or structures, be short' 
term and reversible, so that the previous agricultural use 
" could be easily and quickly restored. But in my view that 
-argument in itself admits that this use detracts from the open 
character of the land. Hence for so long as the caravans 
remain, this most important attribute of Green Belt land would 
be lost on this site. In addition the several vehicles owned 
by your client and his family, and the various items of 
equipment associated with their occupation, would exacerbate 
'the loss. of openness caused by the caravans themselves. Given 
°3 
that inappropriate development is, by definition, harmful to 
the Green Belt, I attach great weight to that harm which is 
caused by what you acknowledge to be this inappropriate 
development: 
O 
D. Effects-on-the Landscaae 
10. Having walked or driven along-the nearby public footpaths 
and roads I consider that I have obtained a generally , and view of the appearance of this land at a time 
of the year when it is probably most exposed.. From this it 
seems to me that the site has little visual impact on the land 
to the north and east, including from the footpath between 
'Queen Charlton and Keynsham which is said to be well-used, and 
from that part of Charlton Road north of the nearby 
, crossroads. In these directions the landform and/or the 
intervening hedges and earth bund largely screen the site from 
. 
view, so that in summer I would expect it to be all but 
invisible from the north and east. What can be seen from 
these points are the part-completed building and associated 
"items north of the appeal site, but those are not. on your. 
client'-s land and there is no evidence that he is in any way 
, associated with that clutter of items. 
all. From land to the-south and west the site is visible, from 
Redlynch Lane as one goes to or from Queen Charlton, from 
Charlton Road south-west of the crossroads, and from the 
direction of Charlton Fields as one drops down the slope 
, towards The Poplars. But even in that more distant view the hedges provide some screening and in the broad vista the 
, 
development on the site is a very small feature as some of the 
photographs demonstrate. You put in a suggested layout which 
showed the caravans confined to the south-eastern corner of the site, and if this were implemented I consider that the 
impact of the development would be largely confined to its 
Immediate surroundings, along Redlynch Lane. In my opinion a 
condition to this effect would be enforceable; whether it 
would be effective in terms of your client's vehicles is less 
certain. 
4 
12. In reaching my conclusions on this issue I have borne in 
mind that the surroundings are not subject to any national or 
löcal*landscape designation which might indicate that they 
warrant special protection; indeed I consider the area is 
Somewhat bleak in character due to the lack of trees and 
woods. That is confirmed by its inclusion in the Special Tree 
Planting Area identified, by Structure and Local Plan policies, 
both of which seek to improve the landscape quality by 
planting. I have also taken into account that until about 
December 1994 there were several other caravans and vehicles. 
c-n part of what is now the appeal. site, "but which it appears 
your client did not then own. Accordingly he had no power to ' 
remove those occupiers and their presence undoubtedly extended änd intensified the visual impact of the development and led 
to justifiable complaints from local residents that the site 




doubt made the site less intrusive so that I am satisfied that mit presently causes only limited harm to the surrounding 
landscape in general, and has no effect on the character or 
appearance of the Queen Charlton conservation area in 
particular. 
3. It therefore seems to me that were conditions imposed 
requiring the development to be confined to the south-eastern 
corner of the site, adjacent to the earth bund and existing 
new planting, it need not cause any serious harm to the 
c'haracter or appearance of the local landscape. The caravans 
and vehicles would remain visible from the gateway and nearby along Redlynch Lane, but only fleetingly, and from other 
public vantage points it appears to me they would be. largely 
screened from view by existing features. No doubt some Queen 
Charlton residents would be. able to see the site, especially 
when the trees and hedges were bare, but given the distance 
and limited number of such dwellings I do not consider that the effect on those views would be seriously harmful. Accordingly I conclude that this issue does not weigh against 
permission. 
Effects on the Amenities of Occupiers 
14. The only dwelling in close proximity to the site is 
Poplars Cottage which according to its occupiers is about 150m distant. I have therefore given particularly careful 
consideration to their evidence as the personswhose amenities 
are most likely to be affected by this development. From this 
I have no doubt that at times the site has been what was 
graphically described as an appalling mess, made worse by the 
Mud of the field being churned up by the many vehicles which 
were a feature in the past. Nor do I doubt that on occasions 
there were fires with choking thick smoke, noises of hammering 
and from a generator, use of open land as a toilet and the 
presence of scavenging dogs. All of these seriously and 
aldversely affected the residential amenities of those 
occupiers and *several are recorded by the Council as official 
complaints. Similarly it appears that the owner of the land to the west has had her shed entered, equipment taken and haves overturned, while another nearby landowner-refers to trespass by people and dogs affecting his farming use. 
15'. I do not underestimate the worry, annoyance and general harm that these activities have caused to the occupiers of 
PBplars Cottage and the land close to the appeal site. But there is no evidence that all of these have been caused by the 
appellant and his family, and where there is such evidence, as 
with cable-burning and the generator noise, the Council's 
Er'vironmental Health witness agreed that after a warning no 
further complaints had been received. I note-that the site is 
close to the urban fringe, being little more than 800m from 
the edge of Keynsham and the evidence of local people is that 
Q4een Charlton-is a popular route for Sunday walks from that 
area; nor is -the site far from the edge of Bristol. I have 
also referred above to the many additional unauthorised 
_5 
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caravans and vehicles which occupied part of the present site 
before it belonged to your client until about Christmas 1994, 
and whose occupants were evidently not under his control. In 
such a situation I would expect problems like those referred 
to in evidence. 
16. But the application before me is for two caravans for 
. this one gypsy family only. Though there is no doubt that they live a different, and probably less comfortable, life 
than occupiers of nearby land and buildings there appears to 
me no reason to expect that this will lead to unacceptable 
" 
harm to the amenities of those occupiers. The evidence 
suggests that, should harm be caused, this is likely to be 
rectified once drawn to your client's attention and in the " event of permission there would be both planning and other 
powers which could be exercised by the Council to control harm 
" if a warning proved ineffective. Hence, bearing in mind the 
limited size of the development, the distance between the site 
and Poplars Cottage"(and the even greater distance 'to dwellings in Queen Charlton), and the lack of evidence that 
your client's family has caused serious or continuing harm to 
the amenities of nearby occupiers, I conclude that this issue 
also does not weigh against permission. 
The Gvysv Status issue 
i 
17. You argued that, in the wake of the repeal of Part II of 
" the Caravan Sites Act 1968 by the Criminal Justice and Public 
Order Act 1994, and in the light of various provisions 
introduced by the latter, your client would be at serious risk 
of committing a criminal act of trespass if permission were 
not granted for him to remain on this land which he owns... In 
the absence of adequate gypsy caravan site provision in Avon 
"generally and Wansdyke in particular you said that he would have no choice but to go back on the road. I have no reason 
to doubt that would be the case given that the Council 
acknowledge the need for up to eight gypsy caravan pitches 
within their District in Policy H022 of the emerging Local 
"Plan. The evidence on provision'in Avon shows that at July 
1994 there were 132 gypsy caravans on authorised Council and 
"private sites but 66 on unauthorised sites. Of those 
authorised sites, two are subject to temporary permissions of 
, which one is currently being run down as pitches become 
vacant. In these circumstances Structure Plan Policy H12 
, remains unfulfilled. 
18. It seems to me that Government policy on proposals for 
caravan sites for occupation by gypsy families is clear; that 
such applications should be treated in the same manner as all 
'other development proposals, recognising. the importance of the 
plan-led nature of the planning system, but also recognising 
*the need for accommodation consistent with gypsies' nomadic 
lifestyle. Accordingly Circular 1/94 acknowledges that the- 
'land-use requirements of the gypsy population need to be met, 
and anticipates that the repeal of the duty on local 




t more applications for private gypsy sites. It is also 
apparent from Circular 18/94 issued after the coming into 
force of the Criminal Justice Act, that, in respect of 
Government and local authority lad occupied by unauthorised 
. gypsy caravans, 
there should be no moving on of those 
occupiers where they are causing no nuisance. 
. 19. In these circumstances I agree with the Parish Council 
that the planning system requires that gypsies are treated no 
. more, and no less, favourably than anyone else. To my mind this means that accommodation consistent with their nomadic 
, 
lifestyle has to be found. The Council themselves have 
" acknowledged this by their efforts in seeking sites for up to 
eight pitches for gypsy families in this area, notwithstanding 
that the former statutory duty to provide gypsy sites has now 
been abolished. But it is apparent that this has been a long, 
'and to date largely unfruitful, exercise in Avon, and that in 
Wansdyke the examination of many sites'by both the County and 
'District Councils has yet to yield a single authorised Idevelopment. Therefore it seems to me that it is almost 
impossibly difficult for your client, with limited finance and `knowledge of land ownerships and the planning system to 
identify, obtain planning permission and purchase a suitable `private site which would meet this family's accommodation and 
occupational needs. Because of what I regard as this serious 
}a disadvantage, which largely arises from his nomadic lifestyle, 
. it seem to me that correspondingly great weight should be 'attached to his gypsy status. That view appears to me to be 
supported by the interim judgement in the case of Buckley v 
" United Kingdom to which you referred. 
'Family Circumstances 
620. You drew attention to letters from the family doctor, the 
Avon Travellers' Health Project and the education project 
, concerning the four children in this family. There is no 
evidence that the location of this site is especially 
, convenient or necessary 
for medical or educational reasons, 
and it appears that some of the medical problems have appeared 
or recurred since your client arrived on site. Hence the. 
*particular personal circumstance do not in my view add weight 
to your client's case. Nonetheless there must be a"general 
concern that, if permission is refused, the enforcement 
notices take effect, and the family is moved off this site, 
*they will then be continually on the move given that, in the 
Avon area, there. is insufficient accommodation on authorised 
, sites for the present numbers of gypsies in the County. 
In 
such a situation it is less likely that adequate medical 
, 
treatment and schooling could be obtained than on a fixed site 
and that must cause some harm to the family. Accordingly I 
, consider that 
the family circumstances. in this case add weight 





21. My starting point here is the development plan and in 
particular its policy aims in terms of the Green Belt. There 
is no dispute that this development is inappropriate to such a 
location and hence is contrary to Structure Plan Policy GB6 
, and 
Local Plan Policy KCV22. This is undoubtedly a sensitive 
area close to the inner edge of the Green-Belt at both 
Keynsham and Bristol as shown by the many applications and 
'appeals all of which, in terms of inappropriate development, 
have been refused and/or dismissed. Structure Plan Policies 
"H11 and C7, and Local Plan Policies KCV7 and 10 reinforce that 
unacceptability on policy grounds of development unrelated to 
"the rural economy and of caravans and mobile homes in* 
particular. There is thus a very great weight of policy 
. objection to this development. 
22. But aside from policy itself the site appears to be 
'largely unobjectionable. The landscape is not of particularly 
high quality which is reflected in the absence of local or 
. national landscape protection designation. Despite arguments 
that the site seriously harms the entry to Queen Charlton, 
. which certainly is a most attractive village,. I do not 
consider that to be the case and find that it has a neutral 
effect on the conservation area, from which it is largely 
hidden. The site is open to view from certain directions and 
, is in open countryside, but most of it is occupied-by a 
grazing field which is entirely appropriate to its rural 
, situation, while on the small remaining area, substantial 
existing screening by the earth bund, hedgerows and new tree 
, planting on and off site, already exists. Similarly, though there has undoubtedly been great annoyance to local residents 
and landowners in the past from activities on the present 
site, I consider on the balance of probabilities, that this 
has not been caused solely or mainly by your client, and hence 
$in future it is unlikely to occur if he were to continue to 
occupy this land. 
23. It therefore seems to me that the nub of this case is 
1 whether you ant` 5-gyýy status and e matters that gives rise to, including his famil` Tr-E stances amount tc*very"" 
species cir_cunls.. 
_ances. which might outweigh 
the presumption 
-against this ina ýröpriäte evelo men in-Efie Green Belt. """On 
this I have had regar firstly to Policy HÖZf the emerging 
'Local Plan which specifically deals with gypsy site provision 
in Wansdyke. That policy recognises the need for site 
. provision but also indicates that permission may be granted 
provided that, inter alia, a site does not lie within the 
Green Belt or AONB. Hence it is consistent with and 
. reinforces the other Green Belt policies in the statutory 
. development plan. It also reflects advice in Circular 1/94 
paragraph 13 concerning site allocation in development plans. 
The Council's site search also appears to be mainly 
'concentrated in such non-Green Belt/AONB parts of the District 





24. Nevertheless the situation remains that in Wansdyke at 
the moment there is no authorised gypsy site provision, public 
or private, despite the need acknowledged by the Council in 
Policy H022. In my opinion that is a most important material 
, consideration 
in this case because, on the one hand if 
permission were refused in this. instance there is no 
alternative locally for this gypsy family whose accommodation 
. needs Government recognises should be met; yet on the other- 
hand if permission were to be granted this site would make 
. some contribution to local provision and would do so on the basis of private initiative which is encouraged by Government 
policy. That policy also seeks to discourage the 
identification of gypsy site provision in Green Belt 
locations; as inappropriate development that is logical and consistent. But in my view it is entirely different where a 
site arises fortuitously, as- in this case, and where the 
jDarticular circumstances of the gypsy family have then to be 
weighed against site specific planning policy considerations. 
, In that situation PPG2 recognises that there may be very / special circumstances when inappropriate development might be 
approved. In this case I consider that at this moment, the 'combination of the acknowledged local need for gypsy-sites, 
the absence of any local provision (private or public), the 
'Undoubted efforts of the Council to obtain sites, the absence 
of serious harm to the interests of landscape and the amenity 
l*of occupiers of nearby land and buildings, and the important 
material consideration of your client's agreed gypsy status 
amount to very special circumstances which outweigh the strong 
policy presumption against this inappropriate development in 
the Green Belt. 
'25. My conclusion is based on those particular circumstances 
as they exist at this point in time. An important plank of 
the Council'ss case was that the possibility of planned site 
provision with Wansdyke providing funding could not be 
, 
discounted and that local government reorganisation would not 
necessarily delay or halt that process. I accept that 
submission and, given present progress, consider there is a reasonable prospect within a matter of perhaps two or three 
years that a site or sites in this area could be authorised 
and developed. Were that now the case my conclusion would be 
that the combination of circumstances-referred to above would 
not be sufficient to outweigh the policy objection to this 
case. I am. aware that paragraph 21 of Circular 1/94 advises 
that private applications should not be refused on the basis 
that public provision in the area is adequate or that 
alternative accommodation is available elsewhere on the 
authority's own sites. However my conclusion rests on the 
combination of several factors and on the weight which I would attach to the existence of any sites in the area (as opposed 
to none at present) in comparison to the'addquacy of k accommodation on public sites to which the Circular refers'. 
Accordingly I conclude that in the case before me there are 
sound and justifiable grounds which warrant permission for a 
temporary period but which do not justify a permanent 
permission. In particular permanent permission would 
9 
undermine the essential nature of the Green Belt, its 
permanence; by definition a temporary permission would. not do 
so. 
"26. I have taken into account all the other-arguments 
advanced by the. Council and by local residents in support of 
their cases. No, doubt the latter will be dismayed by my 41 decision, but having regard to all-the evidence and the public 
interest as a whole, which necessarily includes that of the 
'appellant, I conclude that their arguments, powerful as they 
were, do not outweigh the reasons leading to my conclusions as 
'above. I have also taken into account the fact that the 
appellant's choice of this piece of land was fortuitous-and 
. not the result of any careful search, and that in the Green 
Belt precedent is an important consideration. But it seems to 
. me that many pieces of land are acquired and developed fortuitously, and that in this case the circumstances of the 
site are not precisely. repeated on nearby land so far as I was 
'able to see. Hence I attach little weight to those arguments 
which are not, with any of the other arguments, so cogent as 
to outweigh my conclusion that planning permission should. be 
granted for a limited period. 
" 
27. In so doing I have considered the conditions put forward 
, by the Council together with others referred to during the inquiry. Because L consider that, in the light of the 
, 
Council's efforts to find suitable gypsy sites in the 
District, a three year permission only is warranted, it 
,,, 
follows that the suggested landscaping conditions as drafted 
are inappropriate. However in recognition of the existing 
landscaping which helps screen the site I shall impose a 
modified condition to protect those features. In the light of 
the fact that one of the touring caravans now accommodates 
*toilet facilities I consider that Condition 2 should be 
modified to permit a third caravan to be sited, if 
*appropriate, in pursuance of Ccnditions 7 and 8 which concern- 
foul drainage arrangements. Because your client brings scrap 
, vehicles back to the site pending transfer to scrapyards I 
consider that Condition 3 requires some amendment to allow for 
this activity which is an important part of your client's 
'income. In addition I consider that conditions preventing 
dogs being kept on site and the use of power driven' machinery, 
except with the Council's consent, are necessary to protect 
the amenities of neighbouring occupiers. I shall also impose 
conditions limiting the number of vehicles and trailers to no 
more than six and the occupation of the caravans to your 
. client and his family because of the nature of the evidence on harm to neighbours on which my conclusions are based. Finally 
a condition is necessary requiring a scheme to be agreed for 
siting the caravans and vehicles on the lines you put forward, 
, in order to minimise visual intrusion. All these conditions 
are in my judgement necessary and reasonable and fulfil the 
other tests oý"Circular 1/85. 
10 
THE SECTION 174 APPEAL ON GROUND (g) 
X28. Although there is no appeal on the planning merits 
against the enforcement notice so that it comes into effect, 
. Section 180(1) of the 1990 Act as amended provides that the 
notice ceases to have any effect insofar as it is inconsistent 
with any planning permission granted for any development 
'carried out before that grant of permission. Hence the notice 
will in my view still remain effective in respect of any more 
than the permitted numbers of caravans and in respect of 
trailers, lorries and other materials. Because your client 
appears to have complied with the notice other than in terms 
of his own caravans and vehicles which are being permitted 
under the Section 78'appeal, in these circumstances I consider 
that no planning purposes would be served by my determining 
the ground (g) appeal. Therefore the period for compliance 
with the requirements of-the notice, insofar as it comes into 
effect, will stand. 
FORMAL DECISIONS 
29. For the above reasons and in exercise of the powers 
. 
transferred to me I hereby determine your client's appeals as 
follows: - 
A. Section 174 Appeal: Ref: T/APP/C/94/Q0125/635478 
I dismiss the appeal and uphold the enforcement 
notice. 
B. Section 78 Appeal: Ref: T/APP/QO125/A/94/243662/, P6 
I allow the appeal and grant planning permission for 
the use of the land north of The Poplars, Queen Charlton, 
°' Bristol, for the stationing of two residential caravans 
occupied by one gypsy family in accordance with the terms 
of the application (No. WB 16881) dated 22 February 1994, 
and the plans submitted-therewith, subject to the 
following conditions: - 
1. The site shall not be used for any purpose 
other than a residential caravan site for 
occupation by gypsies as defined by Section 24 
of the Caravan Sites and Control of Development 
Act 1960. 
2. No more than two caravans shall be stationed on 
the land at any time except with the written 
permission of the Council on application. 
3. The use hereby permitted shall be carried on, 
and the caravans occupied only by Mr & Mrs 
Michael O'Connor and members of their immediate 
, -family normally residing with them, and shall " be for a limited period being the period of 
three years from the date of this letter or the 
period during which the premises are occupied 
S 11 
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by Mr & Mrs Michael O'Connor and members of 
their immediate family normally residing with 
" them, whichever is the shorter. 
" 4. When the premises cease to be occupied by Mr & 
Mrs Michael O'Connor and members of their 
immediate family normally residing with them, 
or at the end of the period of three years, 
whichever shall first occur, the use hereby 
permitted shall cease and all caravans, 
vehicles, materials and equipment brought onto 
" the premises in connection with the use shall 
be removed. 
5. No open storage or burning of materials or 
+ equipment or scrap working or dealing, other 
than the stc=age of scrap on one vehicle over 
one night c_ over a single weekend while in 
transit, shall take place on site at any time. 
+ 6. No power driven machinery shall be installed or 
used on site at any time except as previously 
+ agreed in writing with the local planning 
authority. 
7. No dogs shall be kept on site without the prior 
written approval of the local planning 
authority. 
8. The use hereby permitted shall cease and all 
caravans, vehicles, equipment and materials 
shall be removed from the land within 28 days 
of any one of tha following requirements not 
being met: - 
(i) within one month of the date of this 
letter there shall have been 
" submitted for the approval of the 
local planning authority a scheme for 
the siting of caravans, vehicles, 
equipment and materials ("a siting 
scheme") in the south-eastern corner 
of the site adjacent to the existing 
earth bund. 
(ii) within nine months of the date of 
" this letter a siting scheme shall 
have been approved by the local 
planning authority, or if the local 
planning authority fail to approve 
" such a scheme, or fail to give a 
appropriate decision within the 
. period an appeal shall have been 
lodged and accepted by the Secretary 





(iii) in the event of an appeal being made 
in pursuance of (ii) above, that 
appeal shall have been finally 
determinad and the submitted siting 
scheme shall have been approved by 
the Secretary of State. 
' (iv) all works comprised in the siting 
scheme as approved shall have been 
' implemented, and completed within the 
timetable set out in the approved 
" scheme. 0 
9. In the event of the use ceasing by virtue of 
Condition 8 the caravans, vehicles, materials 
and equipment shall be removed from the land 
within one month of the use ceasing. 
10. The earth bund in the south-eastern corner of 
the site and all existing hedges, trees and 
whips on and around the site shall be 
identified on a plan to be submitted to the- 
local planning authority within one month from 
the date of this letter. Thereafter none of 
d these items shall be removed or reduced in height and if any tree, hedge or whip dies or 
is seriously damaged or diseased it shall be 
replaced with another of similar species and 
size in the next planting season. 
11. Details of a system for foul drainage shall' be 
submitted to and approved by the local planning 
authority within three months of the date of ° this letter. 
12. The approved foul drainage system shall be 
installed and fully operational within three 
4 months of the'date of approval under Condition 11. 
13. Notwithstanding the provisions of the_ Town and 
Country Planning (General Permitted . Development) Order 1995, or any Order revoking 
amending or re-enacting that Order, no 
buildings or structures shall be erected on 
site without the prior written consent of the 
local planning authority on application. 
39. Attention is drawn to the fact that an applicant for any 
consent-, agreement or approval required by a condition of this 
permission has a statutory right of appeal to the Secretary of 
State if approval is refused or granted conditionally or if 





31. This letter does not convey an approval or consent which 
may be required under any enactment, bye-law, order or 
'regulation other than Section 57 of the Town and Country 
Planning Act 1990 as amended. 
RIGHTS OF APPEAL AGAINST THE DECISIONS 













SLOUGH GREEN, WEST HATCH - PLANNING APPEAL - 21 JUNE 1995 
NOTE OF EVIDENCE FROM HUMPHREY TEMPERLEY 
.I am Humphrey Temperley, a South Somerset District Councillor since 1983, and a Somerset 
County Councillor since 1985. 
For the past 6 years I have been Chair of South Somerset's Planning and Development 
Committee and have recently been elected Deputy Leader of that Council. 
"I was Chairman of the Planning, Highways and Transport Committee of the County Council 
(now the Environment Committee) from 1985 to 1989 and from 1993 until today. During the 
whole of that period I have had political responsibility for Traveller and Gypsy issues, either 
in administration or as opposition spokesman. 
Recently I have been involved in the development of draft Structure and Local Plan Policies 
i and these I attach as Appendix A. A draft Policy Statement has now been adopted as Council 
policy by the County Council and this is attached as Appendix B. 
I have known the Application Site since 1986, when it was a candidate site for consideration 
" as a possible 25 pitch Romany Transit site. In broad terms it was regarded as a sensible 
option, given its previous use, however it was not selected for two reasons; 
 a. the inadequacy of the junction with the A358 to serve such an intensive use. b. the proximity of a privately run transit site with scope for expansion. 
On my most recent visits to the site, I found it tidy and well-run. The Wash-house has been 
restored. The occupants seem to be respecting the site, and since they have been informed 
of the importance of the SSSI, respecting that too. 
There is a clear need for such sites in the County - regularly over 150 vehicles over-winter 
in Somerset that cannot be accommodated on existing lawful sites. A much larger number 
arrives in the Summer; very few of these have legitimate places to park, other than for 28 
` days as a GDO exemption. 
The County Council has adopted policies 'for the selection of sites and this site meets the 
Planning criteria reasonably well. 
The site has already had the physical works done, under previous Planning Consents, to 
enable it to function very well as a long-term residential (if specialist) caravan site, so no 
further physical works are proposed which would damage the countryside. 
The siting of the vehicles themselves has little visual impact on the immediate vicinity, but 
has a modest visual impact on the distant surrounding countryside. That impact could easily 
be mitigated by the implementation of an appropriate tree-planting condition to further screen 
the hardstandings from the South and East. 
The people on the site seem to have become relatively well-settled and integrated with 





A more settled existence makes obtaining casual work rather easier. 
Their lifestyle suggests that traffic generation figures would be relatively modest compared 
with a busy transit site of three times the size - hence the difference in response to this 
application as opposed to the prospect of the earlier transit site. 
The junction with the A358 is not up to full modern standards; however there have been two 
" recent Planning Consents involving much more substantial turning movements at this junction. 
' Most recently a landfill site has had its temporary Permission extended, with a Condition 
which seeks to avoid over-use of the junction during peak hours. My observations suggest 
that the present occupants would be unlikely to cause a problem in the morning peak, 
particularly as the primary schools are in the opposite direction. 
In conclusion, my view fully supported by the Environment Committee of the County Council 
on 4 May 1994, (Minute attached as Appendix C), is that there is no reasonable objection to 
this Application on Highway Grounds, no major policies in the Structure Plan are 
compromised, there is a clear need for a site of this sort in the County and there is no serious 
damage to any interests of acknowledged importance. 
In this Appeal I would argue that Planning Permission should be granted possibly on a long 
term, say five years, temporary basis with stringent conditions in order to meet local concerns. 
Humphrey Temperley 
Deputy Leader - South Somerset District Council/ 








1.5.26 The provision of new town centre dwellings through the re-use of under-used 
floorspace can provide affordable homes and can bring life back into town 
centres. It also makes an economic use of existing buildings. In many cases 
only modest alterations are required to buildings to create the new dwelling. 
However, alterations which damage the character or appearance of listed 
buildings or a conservation area will not be permitted. 
0 
1.5.27 In most cases new car parking provision will not be required because the 
existing premises will have their own notional provision. That is to say, the 
existing use will already have an assumed parking provision. In the case of 
office uses, this may actually be greater than that required for the new 
residential use. Where there is no notional provision, a commuted payment 
" towards provision of car parking may be sought, as a planning obligation. 
However, it should be stressed that this is only likely to be in exceptional 
d circumstances, such as where a significant highway problem would otherwise 
occur is a result of the proposal. 
POLICY DIH9 PROPOSALS FOR THE CONVERSION TO RESIDENTIAL USE 
OF UNDER-USED FLOORSPACE ABOVE SHOPS AND 
COMMERCIAL PREMISES WILL BE PERMITTED WHERE 
THE FOLLOWING CRITERIA CAN BE MET: 
(1) THERE IS NO DAMAGE TO THE CHARACTER AND 
APPEARANCE OF A LISTED BUILDING OR 
CONSERVATION AREA; 
(2) NO SIGNIFICANT HIGHWAY PROBLEM IS CREATED. 
9 
WHERE THE PROPOSAL WOULD CAUSE A SIGNIFICANT 
" HIGHWAY PROBLEM AND CAR PARKING PROVISION 
CANNOT BE OTHERWISE SECURED, THE DISTRICT 
COUNCIL WILL SECURE THE APPROPRIATE PROVISION 
THROUGH A PLANNING OBLIGATION. 
Sites for Gypsies and Other Travelling People 
1.5.28 Gypsies are defined by the 1968 Caravan Sites Act as "persons of nomadic 
habit of life, whatever their race or origin"; this has been interpreted judicially 
as requiring a connection between their travelling and their means of malting 
or seeking their livelihood. The District Council has fulfilled its obligations 
under the 1968 Act to make provision for gypsies residing in, or resorting to 
the area. Currently, there are sites at Ilton and Tintinhull. These provide 26 
pitches, of which 21 are occupied. However, it is recognised that there may be 
an increase in planning applications due to forthcoming legislation which will 
remove the County Council duty to provide sites and will end Central 
Government funding of site provision. In addition, planning applications may 
" arise for sites for other travelling people, i. e. persons of an established nomadic 
way of life, such as "New Age" travellers, not covered by the Caravan Sites Act. 
These applications could encompass long-term sites, temporary stopping places 
and transit sites. In assessing any applications, the District Council will have 
regard to the overall need for provision, based on the annual counts made of 
the numbers of gypsies and other travelling people in the District. 
d 
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IITlS FOR GYPSIES AND TRAVEWNG 
'EOPLE 
0 Guidance will be provided in Local Plans 
on the location of temporary and 
, 
permanent sites for gypsies and 
travelling people to secure adequate 
provision consistent with identified need. 
Permanent sites should be well related 
to Settlements. 
0 
. 14 Government guidance on the provision of sites for 
Gypsies is contained in Circular 1/94. It 
emphasises the need to ensure that development 
plans set out policies for the provision of sites for 
Gypsies. These changes remove the obligation on 
Local Authorities to provide sites which, in future, 
are expected to come forward from the private 
rector. Policy 44 therefore ensures that Local 
Plans provide a basis for site selection or allocate 
sites as required. 
1ECREATION 
'. ºs . The quality of life of the people of Somerset relies 
to an extent on the quality and distribution of 
recreation and leisure facilities. The provision of 
sports centres. playing fields and play areas is an 
. important component of sustainable development 
in that they improve quality of life and enhance 
Vie attractiveness of the larger Settlements where 
the Plan aim's to concentrate most new 
, development. 
" To address shortfalls in the provision of 
recreation facilities. 
" To protect existing recreational land from loss to 
other development unless compensatory 
facilities can be provided. 
POUCY 45 
FACIUTIES FOR SPORT AND RECREATION 
Proposals to provide, maintain and 
improve the availability, range and 
quality of facilities for sport and 
recreation will be permitted where they 
are compatible with the size and 
function of the Settlement Involved. 
Particular emphasis will be given to the 
provision of specialist facilities within 
Principal Centres. 
7.19 Sport and recreation facilities are provided by 
private operators and the public sector. Both have 
a key role to play in the provision of facilities to 
meet the future needs of the county's population. 
But it is the responsibility of the District Councils 
to identify future provision or any shortfalls and 
allocate land as necessary. Local Plans must 
identify those responsible for the implementation 
of such proposals. Often, it will be possible to 
provide facilities in conjunction with development 
proposals to address future needs or current 
shortfalls. This policy encourages these initiatives 
with an emphasis on developing specialist 
facilities consistent with plan strategy. 
F. 16. Government guidance is set out in PPG 17 (Sport 
and Recreation) and notes that "it is the policy of 
4the 
Government to promote the development of 
sport and recreation in the widest sense... to 
encourage the provision of a wide range of 
"`opportunities for recreation... available for 
everyone, including the elderly and those with 
`disabilities..: ' (PPG17, para 2). The guidance 
reflects the importance placed upon recreation 
provision in the Structure Plan as an element of 
sustainable development. 
a 
'. 17 The policies aim therefore to ensure that within 
the Settlements, the provision of more facilities is 
encouraged and that new facilities are planned 
concurrent with new development. In open 
`countryside, new proposals are strictly controlled 
for environmental reasons. The policies are 
'therefore consistent with the strategic aims of the 
plan to protect and improve the environment and 
'promote access to a range of facilities. 
. 18. Objectives. 
" To allow for the development of recreation 
facilities in Settlements. 
POLICY 46 
OPEN SPACE PROVISION 
An appropriate level and distribution of 
public open space will be provided for 
within Settlements. Particular emphasis 
will be given to addressing any identified 
shortfalls. 
New development will be required to 
make provision for open space to serve 
the needs it generates and other local 
needs where appropriate. 
POUCY 47 
PROTECTING EXISTING OPEN SPACE 
The loss to development of existing 
parks, playing fields, sports grounds and 
Informal open spaces will be resisted 
unless alternative land of equivalent size, 
suitability and convenience or other 
recreation opportunity Is provided. In 
addition, the loss to development of 
playing fields and allotments will be 
resisted. 
........................................................................................................................................................................ SOMERSETSTRUCTURE 
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5.29 Any new sites for gypsies or other travelling people should have good vehicular 
access and be reasonably convenient for schools and other community facilities, 
such as public transport, shops, doctors and public telephones. Potential 
nuisance to neighbours from vehicle movements and business uses on these 
typically mixed use sites will be taken into consideration. All sites should be 
landscaped to an appropriate standard. 
5.30 It is recognised that there are few suitable sites within or adjoining 
settlements and therefore the burden of provision will fall on to rural areas. 
" Other local plan and structure plan policies seek to protect the countryside and 
consistency with these policies rules out the development of green field sites 
" in most cases. In addition, sites are not appropriate in areas of open land 
where development is severely restricted, e. g. Areas of Outstanding Natural 
" Beauty or Sites of Special Scientific Interest. Favourable consideration, 
though, will be given to the redevelopment of derelict or unused sites in the 
countryside to meet this particular need. People intending to apply for 
planning permission for a site are advised to enter into pre-application 
" inquiries with the District Council. The District Council may seek a planning 
obligation to govern matters such as the occupation and management of the 
site. 
5.31 A distinction may be made between sites which are used only as short-term or 
transit sites and those which are occupied permanently. Short-term or transit 
sites meet the need of those who are passing through the District and require 
the provision of only a basic level of services. It is envisaged that, to reduce 
to a minimum their impact on the site and its surroundings, such sites would 
be limited in size (up to a maximum of ten units of accommodation) and would 
be occupied for only nine months of the year. For the rest of the year, the sites 
would be cleared and given a chance to recover from any over-use. These sites 
would not be intended" for permanent occupation or tourist use and so the 
services would be limited to a water stand pipe, a waste skip or other rubbish 
facility, and a chemical toilet disposal point. 
POLICY DIH10 PROPOSALS FOR SHORT TERM(TRANSIT SITES FOR 
GYPSIES AND OTHER TRAVELLING PEOPLE WILL 
ONLY BE PERMITTED PROVIDED THAT THEY 
CONFORM WITH OTHER LOCAL PLAN POLICIES 
AND, IN PARTICULAR: 
(1) THE PROPOSAL WOULD MEET AN 
" IDENTIFIED NEED FOR GYPSIES OR OTHER 
TRAVELLING PEOPLE PASSING THROUGH 
THE DISTRICT; 
(2) VEHICLE MOVEMENTS, NOISE, FUMES AND 
SUBSIDIARY BUSINESS ACTIVITIES WOULD 
CAUSE NO NUISANCE TO OTHERS; 
(3) THE SITE IS REASONABLY RELATED TO 
SCHOOLS AND OTHER COMMUNITY 
FACILITIES; 
R South Somerset Local Plan 44 September 1994 
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(4) THE SITE CAN BE ADEQUATELY SERVICED 
-oo WITH BASIC FACILITIES; 
(5) NO SERIOUS HIGHWAY PROBLEM WOULD 
RESULT; AND 
0 
(6) THERE IS MINIMAL ADVERSE EFFECT ON 
° THE AMENITY OF OCCUPIERS OF 
ADJACENT PROPERTIES. 
IN ALL CASES, PLANNING PERMISSION WILL BE 
GRANTED INITIALLY FOR A MAXIMUM OF THREE 
YEARS AND WILL BE SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS OR 
A LEGAL AGREEMENT WHICH WILL: 
(a) LIMIT THE USE OF THE SITE TO A MAXIMUM 
OF TEN. UNITS OF ACCOMMODATION; 
(b) RESTRICT USE OF THE SITE FOR A 
MAXIMUM OF NINE MONTHS IN ONE YEAR; 
AND 
(c) LIMIT THE FACILITIES TO BE PROVIDED 
ON THE SITE TO AN AGREED BASIC 
MIMMUM. 
1.5.32 On the other hand, there is likely still to be a need for permanently occupied 
sites for residential/long term use by gypsies and other travelling people. Such 
° sites cater 
for those residing in the District and require the provision of a 
higher standard of services, including hard-standings for caravans or other 
mobile homes. 
° 
POLICY D/H11 PROPOSALS FOR RESIDENTIAL/LONG TERM SITES 
FOR GYPSIES AND OTHER TRAVELLING PEOPLE 
WILL ONLY BE PERMITTED PROVIDED THAT THEY 
° CONFORM WITH OTHER LOCAL PLAN POLICIES 
AND, IN PARTICULAR: 
0 
(1) THE PROPOSAL WOULD MEET AN 
IDENTIFIED NEED FOR GYPSIES OR OTHER 
TRAVELLING PEOPLE RESIDING IN THE 
DISTRICT; 
(2) VEHICLE MOVEMENTS, NOISE, FUMES AND 
SUBSIDIARY BUSINESS ACTIVITIES WOULD 
CAUSE NO NUISANCE TO OTHERS; 
(3) THE SITE IS REASONABLY RELATED TO 
" SCHOOLS AND OTHER COMMUNITY 
FACILITIES; 
(4) THE SITE CAN BE SATISFACTORILY 
SERVICED; 
Draft South Somerset Local Plan 45 September 1994 
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(5) NO SERIOUS HIGHWAY PROBLEM WOULD 
RESULT; AND 
(6) THERE IS MINIMAL ADVERSE EFFECT ON 
THE AMENITY OF OCCUPIERS OF 
ADJACENT PROPERTIES. 
THE DISTRICT COUNCIL MAY SEEK A PLANNING 
OBLIGATION TO CONTROL THE MANAGEMENT OF 
THE SITE. 
.. 5. a3 The District Council has not at this stage identified any specific sites for 
gypsies or other travelling people. However, it may identify suitable sites in 
due course and these would be identified in the Area-based parts of the Local 
Plan. 
Low Impact Dwelling Sites 
A 
,. 5.34 Some travelling people and others who wish to have an environmentally low 
A, 
impact lifestyle live in "benders", which are temporary structures for which no 
conventional foundations are required. On removal of these structures, 
regeneration of the site to its former condition occurs in three to six months. 
. 5.35 Where temporary low impact dwellings cause no harm visually, 
environmentally or to the amenity of occupiers of adjacent properties, and 
where the site can be restored to its former condition, there would be no 
objection in principle. However, for planning permission to be obtained, a 
proposal must conform to the criteria set out in the policy below, and to Policy 
D/G1 and other relevant local plan policies. Sites are not appropriate in areas 
of open land where development is severely restricted, e. g. Areas of 
Outstanding Natural Beauty or Sites of Special Scientific Interest. 
0 
.. 5.36 Although the dwellings themselves may have relatively little visual or 
environmental impact, care needs to be taken to ensure that no harm is caused 
by associated requirements and activities such as vehicular access, parking and 
the presence of domestic paraphernalia. The site must meet the required 
environmental health standards. The District Council will seek to establish 
criteria which can be used to evaluate the success or otherwise of low impact 
dwelling sites. 
.. 5.37 In order to assess the effect of a proposal on an area, planning permissions 
where granted will be temporary. The District Council will seek a planning 
obligation to govern matters such as the occupation and management of the 
site. This should include identification of the area in which the temporary 
dwellings are to be situated and the maximum number of unitstpersons who 
will live on the site. In addition, the Council may, where appropriate, remove 
permitted development rights from adjoining land in order to prevent the 
casual use of associated areas for similar purposes. 
I 
ý ý. 
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325. New Age Travellers 
" 
The Committee considered the establishment of policies for dealing with the New Age 
Traveller issue, through providing 'temporary' sites to meet emergency requirements 
and encouraging private site provision. 
RESOLVED: to adopt the following policies and Statement of Intent: - 
1. POLICIES 
The County Council will establish six emergency stopping places for travellers 
comprising 
" One large emergency site for up to 20 living vehicles where the length 
of stay will be 28 days in any year, and 
° Five smaller emergency sites for a maximum of six living vehicles where 
the length of stay during the winter months (October to March) will be 
0 
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extended to a three month period reduced to the normal 28 days over 
the summer months (April to October). 
The County Council will use the following criteria when assessing potential 
emergency stopping places: - 
L Relationship of site to incidents of unauthorised camping. 
ii. Only County Council land considered. 
iii. Site can be satisfactorily accessed creating no serious highway problem. 
iv. Minimum adverse effect on the amenity of occupiers of adjoining 
property. 
v. Reasonably level and well drained site. 
2. STATEMENT OF INTENT 
w The County Council will encourage the establishment of private long stay 
traveller sites by: 
i. Requesting the inclusion of policies and criteria related to the 
development of traveller sites in District Wide Local Plans. 
ii. Providing an advice service through the Gypsy Liaison Officer to 
travellers aiming to provide their own sites. 
w r. - 
The County Council, having made a minimum level of provision for travellers 
related to the numbers that winter-over, will use legal powers will move on any 
remaining unauthorised encampments. Such powers would be used with due 
regard for the County Council's and District Councils' obligations and duties 
under the Education Reform Act 1988, the Children Act 1989 and the Housing 
Act 1985. ýr,, 
" 
i,. 
To respond to traveller incidents the County Council's Gypsy Liaison Officer. , 
will co-ordinate area response teams including Social Services, Education 
Authority, District and Health Authorities working in co-operation with the 
Police and Highway Authorities. r ., ;. 
The County Council's Gypsy Liaison Officer will liaise with travellers in 
Somerset to help provide better co-ordinated services. 
The County Council will develop a co-ordinated approach to travellers 
throughout Somerset and the South West by organising a seminar for Parish, 
District and adjoining Counties to consider the Environment Committee's 
approach when it has established a draft set of policies. 
The Policy Working Group is asked to look at detailed financial costings at a 
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mvsTR, (4) Application No 4/47194/004 - 
NSTER 1. Temporary use of land at Slough Green, West Hatch, for three years as 
a Transit Caravan Site for up to 8 mobile homes using existing 
hardstandings together with the erection of a toilet block and amenities 
" 2. The use of land at Dommett Wood, Folly Lane, Buckland St Mary for S 
temporary pitches for mobile units/dwellings and erection of amenities. 
The Committee was consulted on these two private applications for mobile home 
developments and sanitary arrangements by Taunton Deane Borough Council 
(Slough, Green) and South Somerset District Council (Dommett Wood). 
RESOLVED: (i) to raise no objection as landowner to the planning application 
for Dommett Wood; 
29 
(4 May 1994) 
grounds: 
(ii) to raise no objections to either application on highway 
(iii) that no major policies in the Structure Plan are compromised 
by these proposals; 
(iv) that there is a clear need for sites for travellers in Somerset; 
(v) taking (i) to (iv) into account the Committee is happy to 
support these applications. 
(N. B. References in the report to "5" mobile homes in the Slough Green 
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Date: I c5. $EQ 1995 
, ý+ Dear Sirs 
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990, SECTIONS 78 AND 174 AND 
SCHEDULE 6 
PLANNING AND COMPENSATION ACT 1991 
APPEALS BY PAUL D LITTLE AND ELIZABETH WATKINS 
LAND AT SLOUGH GREEN, WEST HATCH, TAUNTON 
1. I have been appointed by the Secretary of State for the Environment to determine your 
clients' appeals against an enforcement notice issued by the Taunton Deane Borough Council and 
a refusal of planning permission by the same Council, both concerning the above mentioned land. 
I held an inquiry into the appeals on 21 and 22 June 1995. 
THE NOTICE 
2. (1) The notice was issued on 1 September 1994. 
(2) The breach of planning control as alleged in the notice is the change of use of the 
land, without planning permission, for the stationing of residential caravans and vehicles. 
(3) The requirements of the notice are to stop using the land for the purposes of the 
stationing of residential caravans and vehicles and to remove from the land all caravans 
and vehicles used for residential purposes. 
(4) The period for compliance with these requirements is 28 days. 
GROUNDS OF APPEAL 
b 3. Your clients' appeal is proceeding on grounds (b), (f), and (g) set out in section 174(2) 
of the 1990 Act as amended by the Planning and Compensation Act 1991. The appeal on ground 
(a) lapsed as the prescribed fees under the Town and Country Planning (Fees for Applications and 
Deemed Applications) Regulations 1989-93 have not been paid to the Secretary of State and the 
0 PAPER 
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Local Planning Authority within the period specified. Consequently the deemed application for 
planning permission under section 177(5) does not fall to be considered. The appeal on ground 
(e) was withdrawn at the inquiry. 
THE APPEAL UNDER SECTION 78 
' 4. The development for which the Council has refused planning permission is an application 
for temporary planning permission for the use of the land as a transit caravan site for up to 8 
mobile homes using existing hardstandings, toilet block, and amenities for 3 years. 
CONSIDERATION OF THE APPEALS 
5. The caravan site, which is the subject of these appeals, is located near the scattered rural 
settlements of West Hatch and Slough Green. It is next to Thurlbear Wood, a designated Site of 
Special Scientific Interest (SSSI). Access to the site is provided by a gated tarmac roadway 
leading from a bend in the roau from Ash Cross on the A358 to West Hatch and Slough Green. 
The roadway continues through another gate into a meadow adjacent to the caravan site, which 
is in the SSSI. This meadow forms part of the enforcement notice appeal site but not pact of the 
site in the application plan. The caravan site is in a large ungrazed meadow and has a toilet 
" block, a number of concrete hardstandings, and a large parking area. There are currently 8 
pitches occupied by caravans or vehicles, with several large towing lorries and numerous cars on 
the parking area. The caravans are about 100m back from the road and close to the edge of 
Thuribear Wood. The site is part of a Special Landscape Area (SLA). 
6. The flits was used for an approved school before 1967, reverted to agriculture, and was 
granted outline planning permission for a golf course in 1970. In 1971, under its present owner 
who is or was a gypsy, it was granted a 5-year temporary consent for the siting of 8 caravans for 
his family. Renewal was refused after the gypsy family dispersed and a subsequent appeal against 
enforcement action dismissed in 1978. 
4 THE SECTION 78 APPEAL 
7. The main issues are whether this application is in conflict with the aims of policies to 
protect the countryside and the landscape, whether it would harm the adjacent SSSI, and whether 
it would prejudice road safety. 
8. Under policy C4 of the Somerset Structure Plan (1993) development in the countryside will 
be strictly controlled. If, in the light of the special need for and benefits of a particular 
development, an exception might be warranted, proposals will be assessed against the other 
policies of the Structure Plan. These include, with relevance to this appeal, policies C2, which 
requires the landscape quality and visual character of SLAs to be safeguarded, and NCI, under 
which developments harmful to SSSIs will be resisted. Policy H6 indicates that mobile home 
developments will be permitted within settlements, subject to the same criteria as permanent 
housing, but elsewhere will be considered against countryside policies. Policy TRIO of the 
Structure Plan requires development to have safe, adequate, and appropriate access both to the 
site and to'the road network as a whole. Policies ED/EC! 1 and ED/EC/7 of the East Deane Local 
Plan (1991) reflect the same aims as Structure Plan policies NC1 and C'2 but also seek to promote 
the enhancement of SSSIs and SLAB. 
2 
9. It was accepted by the Council that if the Appellants had the status of gypsies, their need 
for a site for residential caravans could constitute a special need under policy C4 and therefore 
a warranted exception to the restrictions on development in the countryside provided there was 
no conflict with other policies. I shall therefore consider this question at the outset. 
10. Gypsies are defined in legislation and government advice as `persons of nomadic habit of 
life, -whatever their race or origin'. The Court of Appeal, in R vs South Hams District Council 
" ex pane Gibb and 2 other applications (27 May 1994) suggested 3 matters as being relevant in 
deciding whether a particular group is composed of gypsies - living and travelling together as a 
b group, the habit, even if they have a permanent residence, of continuing to travel from place to 
place, and a recognisable connection between the wandering and the means whereby they earn 
their living. Just moving from place to place as the fancy takes them, without any connection 
., 
between the movement and the means of livelihood, would exclude them from definition as 
gypsies. 
11. The evidence of a number o: residents from the appeal site was that they had been 
travelling for a number of years and most had sought work as they went. Occupations mentioned 
included seasonal employment on farms, scrap metal collection, working at cafes or public houses, 
collecting whelks, hawking, crafts, casual building work, and odd jobs. Some worked at their 
children's local play group. Others were embarking on further education. A number of witnesses 
had or were expecting children, and a preoccupation common to them was the need for a settled 
period for child care and primary school. Another common theme was the experience of 
o homelessness and of being unable to cope in a conventional house. They mentioned the advantage 
of mutual help and support inherent. in a group of travelling people and contrasted it with the 
isolation experienced in towns and houses. Most stated they would eventually resume travelling. 
The Council's report to Committee indicated the view of the Gypsy Liaison Officer, who had not 
been asked by the Appellants for advice, that a number of the occupants of the site could claim 
gypsy status. 
12. I accept the evidence that the occupants of the site who appeared as witnesses had not 
permanently given up their travelling way of life and that they had a sense of belonging to a group 
of travellers. I also accept that there was for most of the witnesses in the inquiry an intention to 
seek ways of earning a living. I make a distinction, however, between work for which one needs 
to migrate or travel - such as seasonal fruit picking - and seeking a job, in a cafe for instance, 
wherever one hap-as to stop on one's travels. 
a 
13. The Appellants and other witnesses were described at the inquiry as New Age Travellers 
. and are clearly not traditional gypsies. It appeared to me on the evidence I heard that some 
members of the group, but not all, fulfil the Court of Appeal's definition of gypsy. I have 
therefore widened my consideration of special need under policy C4 to take account of the 
evidence I heard about Somerset County Council's emerging policy, incorporated in the 
consultation draft of the Structure Plan review (February 1995). Based on an assessment of the 
large numbers of unauthorised encampments in Somerset, draft policy 44 aims to encourage the 
provision of suitable private sites, both permanent and temporary, for gypsies and other travelling 
, 
people. This policy is at a very early stage and has very little weight. Nevertheless, I regard it 
as a material consideration not so much in favour of the site but in support of the case that this 
group of people constitutes a special need. 
3 
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14.1 also consider that the personal circumstances of the present occupants of the site weigh 
in the balance as demonstrating a special need. There is a shortfall of affordable housing in the 
area - as is made clear in paragraphs 4.38 to 4.40 of the deposit West Deane Local Plan and in 
the figures for Council house waiting lists (for the area as a whole - not just applications for West 
Hatch which have little relevance). Moreover there was evidence from a senior officer that the 
Council would be unlikely to accept responsibility for rehousing this particular group. of people 
because, being travellers, they had not been long in the district. It is. therefore clear that they 
would face a further period of, at best, bed and breakfast emergency accommodation or, at worst, 
homelessness and a further series of evictions and unauthorised camping. I heard evidence on the 
effect of this on child care and education. . 
15. My conclusion is that the gypsy status of some occupants, the identified need in the draft 
Structure Plan for sites for those travellers who do not fully qualify as gypsies, and the personal 
circumstances, notably probable homelessness, of the site's occupants together amount to a special 
need constituting a warranted exception under policy C4. I also consider that the gypsy status of 
" some members of the group makes k reasoi able to apply the advice of Circular 1/94 in this 
appeal. 
16. Having established a special need, the next question I need to consider is whether there 
is conflict with other policies which would prevent conformity with policy C4. Policy H6 
indicates a clear preference for mobile home sites to be within towns or villages. Draft Structure 
" Plan policy 44 also proposes that permanent sites should be well related to settlements. The 
Secretary of State at the 1978 appeal accepted the need for mobile home or caravan 
accommodation in the area but agreed with the Council that the special circumstances of 1971 no 
longer obtained after the dispersal of the gypsy family. He therefore considered that such sites 
would be better located on the edge of a residential area with access to shops, schools, and health 
services, than in an SLA. 
17. The advice of Circular 1/94, while not differing radically with the approach of the 
Secretary of State in 1978, nevertheless introduces new elements. It indicates that sites outside 
" existing settlements but within reasonable distance of services might be considered and in rural 
or semi-rural settings. In the light of this advice, it becomes, in my view, reasonable to give 
.0 fresh consideration to the appeal site, though of course I bear strongly in mind the Circular's 
reservations about sites in specially protected areas and the encroachment of the countryside. 
0 
18. On the appeals site. the buildings, pitches, and other facilities already exist, mains water 
and electricity are already available, and it would be difficult to return the site to agriculture. The 
occupants' evidence confirmed that access to services presented no inconvenience or difficulty, 
the school bus passes, disturbance to residents did not figure as a reason for refusal since the 
nearest dwellings are about 100m away - which would be unlikely to be the case in an urban area 
- and the site is well-screened from view. In addition, it appears to me that the special 
circumstances of the gypsies and others now on the site are in some respects comparable to those 
of 1971. Provided it does not harm the SLA, therefore, I do not regard this development as 
objectionable on locational grounds or in terms of policy H6 or draft policy 44. Indeed I consider 
the site to be well-suited for it, a view strongly urged by the Chairman of the County Council's 







19. Policies C2 and ED/EC7 aim to safeguard SLAB. SLAB do not figure specifically in 
42 
Circular 1/94 but must be considered as a protected area where gypsy. sites will not as a rule be 
appropriate. I accept that the stationing of caravans does not enhance the SLA as policy ED/EC7 
intends but neither policy nor the Circular preclude the possibility of development in SLAs. This 
development is very well-screened and unobtrusive from any public vantage points, and involves 
" no new permanent buildings or works other than a fence along the boundary with the wood to 
which I shall shortly refer. Consequently I do not consider that it causes any significant visual 
or other harm to the landscape of the SLA. I therefore conclude that it is acceptable within the 
terms of policies C2 and ED/EC7.. 
20. The application site is not in an SSSI. Nevertheless I accept the evidence at the inquiry 
that development of this type so close to it could cause harre. There are rare plants and insects 
in the SSSI and `non-intervention areas' for wildlife to flourish undisturbed. The main concern 
expressed in the evidence at the inquiry from the Somerset Wildlife Tust was the loss of timber, 
live and dead, from Thurlbear Wood. Dead timber is a. valuable habitat, 50 trees were felled, all 
: °Thete1taso evidence khatII t gis w disappeared g. remcvedby the occupants of the caravan 
site but, with their heäv eliance on wood for fuel, the temptation clearly exists. The Appellants' 
evidence was that, when. the ecological value of the dead timber was pointed out to them, they 
ceased to collect wood from the SSSI and now obtain supplies from merchants. Other concerns 
0 expressed by the Wildlife Trust included trampling of undergrowth to create paths. The Trust's 
evidence also was that voluntary agreements to protect nature had not worked with similar 
developments in other areas. 
21. I regard the protection of the SSSI as a matter of the greatest concern in this *appeal. I do 
note, however, that English Nature, the statutory mnsultee,. did not object in principle to this 
application but strongly advised that any permission should be subject to conditions which 
P protected the SSSI. Thuribear Wood is open to the public and is well-used. There are a number 
of footpaths, the main. one being now closed to horses which had caused damage in the past. 
a Incidences'of vandalism, not connected with the occupants of the caravan site, regrettably occur. 
I saw some informal paths in the wood which led directly to the caravan site but I was told that 
they predated the arrival of the present occupants. Some were obviously created by members of 
the public who use the private roadway on to the caravan site as a means of access to the meadow 
and wood. There was evidence from occupants of the site and some local residents that the group 
of caravan-dwellers did respect the environment and the SSSI. 
22. I am therefore not convinced that the occupants of the caravan site are damaging the SSSI. 
It could happen in the future because the leading members of the present group of occupants, who 
,r 
impressed me and the Council's witnesses as responsible people, have declared their intention 
eventually to resume travelling. To meet these concerns the landowner has signed a Section 106 
unilateral obligation indicating, amongst other matters acknowledged to be useful by the Council, 
that he will `take all necessary steps' to protect the SSSI from the caravan site's dwellers and 
visitors. 
23. I agree with the Council's view that this obligation fails to meet the all the concerns 
expressed at the inquiry. In particular, the undertaking to take all necessary steps is not an 
adequate or enforceable safeguard. I also note that the Wildlife Trust witness could recall no 
instance of successful use of a Section 106 undertaking to protect an SSSI - although English 





objectionable on the grounds that it would materially increase turning movements at the Ash Cross 
-junction. 
; 
8. The second highway element in this appeal concerns visibility at the site entrance. There 
is a right-hand bend to the right which limits. visibility at 2m to about 25m with the -vegetation 
trimmed and much less without. I estimate the traffic speed to be about 25mph at this bend so 
that if the vegetation is kept trimmed, it is not too far below the standard advised in PPG 13 (33m 
for traffic at 30mph). My observation therefore confirms that of the Highway Authority officers 
that this access can be made reasonably acceptable by a condition requiring trimming. My 
conclusion is that this development is not in conflict with policy TRIO in any material way and 
would not prejudice road safety. 
29. My overall conclusion therefore is that this development is acceptable within relevant 
Structure Plan policies and consequently can be justified as a warranted exception to countryside 
policies under policy C4. I therefore intend to grant planning permission subject to conditions. 
30. The word `transit' appears in the planning application. Planning permission for a transit 
'taravan site would be unsatisfactory and confusing unless I imposed a condition specifying short- 
stay occupation only, as suggested by the Council at the inquiry. I do not consider such a 
'condition to be appropriate in this case. First, short-stay transit accommodation is clearly not 
what the Appellants wanted or intended to apply for. I heard a great deal of evidence about the 
need for a period of stability for school and child care. The application had been prepared 
. without professional advice and I accept that the Appellants did not understand the implications 
of the word transit, which had been included merely because, in a phrase used in evidence, they 
, were not sure what to put. 
'31. Secondly, the Council argued that designation as a permanent site might make it difficult 
to resist applications to provide extra buildings and facilities in order to conform with Annex B 
10of Circular 1/94. To remove the word transit from the application would not in my view 
automatically trigger demands for extra facilities. In any case virtually all the facilities referred Ito in Annex B already exist on site. Moreover, I intend, for reasons to which I have already 
referred, to grant only a temporary consent. 
0 
32. My final reason relates to the Council's concern that to amend the application would be 
radically to change its nature, and that consultation with the public and the deliberation of Council 
. 
Members, which were on the basis of an application for a transit site, would be invalidated. I 
take this point very seriously indeed. - It appears to me, however, that very few representations 
. were specifically addressed to the perceived problems of a transit site. Many, on the other hand, 
underlined, as I have done, the contradiction between the word transit in the application and the 
clear intent of the appellants for a more settled form of accommodation. I also note that the 
Council in its original list of draft conditions suggested a personal permission to one of the 
Appellants for 3 years and that the suggested limitation to 28-day stays only appeared much later - 
at the inquiry in fact. My conclusion is that the character of the application would not be 
"radically altered, nor the consultations invalidated, by the removal of the word transit from the 
application and I shall amend it accordingly. 
33. I shall impose a condition granting a temporary consent for 3 years. Apart from the fact 
that the application itself is only for 3 years, there are 2 reasons why I consider this to be 
4 7 
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necessary and appropriate at this stage. The first is that a trial period to test the effect of the 
development on the SSSI and the capacity of the Section 106 obligation and conditions to protect 
it, are, in my view, essential. Secondly, it is important to retain the possibility of review for this 
use of the site as draft Structure Plan policy with respect to sites for travelling people emerges. 
34. I accept the need for a condition limiting occupation of the site to gypsies and travelling 
people because that was the origin of the warranted exception to countryside policies. `Travelling 
people' as distinct from gypsies have not yet been defined by legislation or the courts. I shall 
therefore limit occupation to persons of nomadic habit of life or travelling people as specified in 
draft policy 44 or its successors. This is not to give undue weight to draft policy 44 but merely 
to make it as clear as possible who is entitled to reside on the appeal site. 
35. Other conditions designed to protect the countryside, the landscape of the SLA, and the 
SSSI were discussed. In this context I consider that a limitation to 8 caravans, a corresponding 
maximum number of associated vehicles, and a prohibition on use of the site for the sale or 
storage of materials or goods for sale are sensible and necessary restrictions. I shall also impose 
conditions to retain the hedges round the site and to remove permitted development rights to erect 
buildings, fences, and walls. The exception will be the requirement to build a fence along the 
boundary with Thurlbear Wood to which I have already referred. In order to prevent this fence 
being an intrusive element in the SLA I shall limit its height to 1.25m. I also consider it relevant 
to the development to require it to be maintained in good repair. 
36. Finally, for the reasons of highway safety outlined in paragraph 28,1 shall impose a 
condition requiring the vegetation near the site access to be trimmed. As with the fence, I 
consider that a requirement to maintain it in that state, in this case so that visibility is protected, 
is relevant and conforms to the advice of Circular 11/95. 
a 
37. In reaching the conclusions on which my decision is based, I have taken careful account 
.ý of all other points raised but none has outweighed the considerations to which I have referred. 
a THE SECTION 174 APPEALS - GROUND (B) 
38. Caravans are on site and are being lived in. It is true that they are only on that part of 
the site that figures in the application plan and I accept the evidence that the meadow which is 
° part of the SSSI has rot been used fo: mFidential caravans except on "'n emergency occasion. 
Nevertheless the second meadow is in the same ownership as the site with the caravans and 
a facilities and it is consistent with normal practice to include it as part of the notice site so that an 
offending use cannot avoid enforcement by moving around. Since the stationing of caravans for 
residential purposes has in fact occurred, the ground (b) appeals fail. This means that the notice 
must be upheld. 
THE APPEALS ON GROUNDS (F) AND (G) 
39. I do not consider that the requirements of the notice and the period for compliance need 
to be varied. The planning permission granted takes precedence, under Section 180, over 
41 compliance with the notice on that part of the site it covers. On the other part of the site, there 
are no caravans and, if there were any, I see no reason why they should not comply in full with 





Section 174 appeals (ref: APP/C/94/D3315/635640-1) 
AA 
40. ' For the above reasons, and in exercise of the powers transferred to me, I dismiss your 
'clients' appeals and uphold the enforcement notice. 
erection 78 appeal (ref: APP/D3315/A/94/246092) 
'41. For the above reasons and in exercise of powers transferred to me, I hereby allow your 
clients' appeal and grant planning permission for the use of the land as a caravan site for up to 
8 mobile homes using existing hardstandings, toilet block, and amenities in accordance with the 
, terms of the application 
(No 47/94/004) dated 11. March 1994, as amended by me, and the plans 
submitted therewith, subject to the following conditions: 
1. the use hereby permitted shall be discontinued and all caravans, mobile homes, 
vehicles, and debris removed from the land not later than 3 years from the date of this 
letter; 
2. the site shall not be used other than as a caravan site for persons of nomadic habit 
of life or travelling people as specified in policy 44 of the Somerset Structure Plan Review 
Consultation Draft (1995) or any subsequent alteration or modification to that policy; 
0 
3. no more than 8 units of family accommodation shall be stationed on the site at any 
one time; 
4. no more than 8 towing vehicles and 8 cars shall be parked on the site at any one 
time; 
5. no trade or business or storage of goods or materials in connection with any trade 
or business shall take place at the site; 
Aa 6. within one month of the date of this permission plans for a fence along the western 
boundary of the Caravan site between points A and B on the plan attached to this decision 
shall be submitted to the Local Planning Authority, such fence to be 1.25m high and of 
a construction appropriate to prevent penetration by persons or dogs; the scheme shall be 
implemented within 2 months of approval by the Local Planning Authority or the Secretary 
of State and the fence thereafter retained in good repair; 
7. notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General 
Permitted Development) Order 1995 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that Order 
with or without modification), no fences, gates, walls, buildings or other structures, 
including any required by the condition of a caravan site licence, shall be erected on the 
land without a prior grant of planning permission; 
8. the existing hedges on the north and east boundaries of the'site shall be retained; 
V1 9 
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9. within one month of the date of this permission the vegetation between the 
boundary fence and the highway in the vicinity of the site access shall be cut back to the 
line of the fence and maintained in that state. 
42. Attention is drawn to the powers of the Local Planning Authority to serve a breach of 
condition notice under Section 187 of the Act and to the fact that an applicant for any consent, 
agreement or approval required by a condition of this permission has a statutory right of appeal 
to the Secretary of State if consent, agreement or approval is refused, or granted conditionally or 
if the authority fail to give notice of their decision within the prescribed period. 
43. These decisions do not convey any approval or consent required under any enactment, 
# byelaw, order or regulation other than Section 57 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990. 
9 RIGHTS OF APPEAL AGAINST DECISIONS 
' 44. This letter is issued as the determination of the appeals before me. Particulars of the rignts 
of appeal against my decisions to the High Court are enclosed for those concerned. 
Yours faithfully 
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Chantal Brunner - Occupant of site 
Angela Hirst - Occupant of site 
Angela Thompson - Occupant of site 
40 Julian Turner - Occur ant of site 
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2 FE3 1995 
0 
Dear Sir 
TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990, SECTIONS 78,174 AND 
S 'HEDULE 6 PLANNING AND COMPENSATION ACT 1991 
APPEALS BY MR I HARVEY & MRS J HARVEY 
LAD AT PART OS 4195, PARSFIELD ROAD, PUCKLECHURCH 
1: I have been appointed by the Secretary of State for the Environment to determine your 
clii; nts' appeals against an enforcement notice issued by the Northavon District Council and 
your client Mr Harvey's appeal against a refusal of planning permission by the same council, 
both concerning the above mentioned land. I held an inquiry into the appeals on 23 January 
1996. With the exception of that given by the County Council's Highways Engineer, the 
evidence was taken under oath. 
THE NOTICE 
2: ' (1) The notice was issued on 12 May 1995 
'ý (2) The breach of planning control as alleged in the notice is the making of a 
material change in the use of agricultural land edged red on the plan attached 
by the siting thereon of a caravan for residential purposes (shown coloured blue 
within the land edged red) within the past ten years and without the benefit of 
planning permission required in that behalf 
(3) The requirements of the notice are to cease the said use and permanently 
remove the said caravan and ancillary domestic trappings from the land edged 
red on the plan attached 
" 
(4) The period for compliance with these requirements is 28 days 
UKA 00 
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Q OUNDS OF APPEAL 
3 Your clients' appeals are proceeding on grounds (a) and (g), as set out in section 
174(2) of the 1990 Act as amended by the planning and Compensation Act 1991. 
THE APPEAL UNDER SECTION 78 (Mr J Harvey) 
4. The development for which the Council has refused planning permission is the 
stationing of a mobile home and touring caravan, hardstanding (personal permission . 
sought)(development already carried out) on part OS 4195, Parlcfield Road, Pucklechurch. 
5., In pre-inquiry correspondence it had been suggested by the Council that your client Mr 
J Harvey was not a person entitled to appeal against the enforcement notice for the reason that 
he was neither an occupier nor did he possess an interest in the land at the time the notice 
wasissued. In view of the fact that an identical appeal was made by Mrs Harvey, the effect 
of such a determination would probably not be significant in practice. In any event, the 
point was not pressed or debated at the inquiry, nor was detailed evidence produced on this 
mr ler. For these reasons I propose to proceed on the basis that Mr Harvey's appeal was 
valid. 
1 
6. At the inquiry you questioned the validity of the enforcement notice, on the ground 
that the Council had not followed its own operational rules prior to issuing the notice. 
Hc)wever it appeared that the rules which you identified had not been adopted at the time that 
the decision was made to issue the notice, and my attention was not drawn to any other basis 
form assessment of whether discrepancies had occurred. In any event it seems to me that 
such arguments would be more pertinent to` action which might be contemplated elsewhere or 
in: eed to an application for an award for costs in the present case. In fact no such 
application was made and I heard no cogent arguments which dispose me to question the 
valdity of the notice as issued. 
The appeals under ground (a), the applications deemed to have been made under 
section 177(5) of the amended Act and the s78 appeal 
-16 7. In the case of the s78 appeal, the description of the development varies a little from 
that which relates to the deemed application. Although the application which gave rise to the 
s78 appeal referred to a touring caravan and to a hardstanding (which appeared to me to be a 
colapacted layer of hardcore over the whole site) in addition to the mobile home, I consider 
that the planning issues are essentially the same in all the appeals before me and I shall deal 
with them concurrently. 
8t From what I heard at the inquiry, from my reading of the representations, from my 
site inspection, and with due regard to relevant policies, I consider that the main issues in 
these appeals are: (a) whether the development is appropriate in the Green Belt; (b) its effects 
upon the Green Belt countryside; (c) the effect of the development upon the safety and 
convenience of highway users. If the development is not appropriate development or is 
otherwise detrimental to interests of acknowledged planning importance, the question arises 
whether very special, circumstances exist, sufficient to overcome the planning objections. 
2 
w 
"$ The appeal site is a narrow strip of roadside land outside the main built-up area of `Pucklechurch village, in an area where agriculture predominates, with a scatter of 
Development which includes dwellings and outbuildings, including two mobile homes on land 
almost opposite the'appeal site. On this appeal site, which is substantially covered in : bardcore, 
your clients have installed a mobile home, a shed and small toilet building and have formed a 
recessed gated access, including timber fencing. To the rear of the site there is open 
a nricultural land. On my visit two Transit type vans were parked on the land but no touring 
caravan was present. 
10. The land is within the Bristol/Bath Green Belt. As such it is subject to policies 
contained in the Avon Structure Plan (Third Alteration) and the adopted Local Plan. National 
guidance, set out in the revised Planning Policy Guidance Note No 2 "Green Belts", clearly 
inuicates the purposes for which Green Belts are established. The most important attribute of 
Green Belts is their openness. Development of the kind in question does not fall within the 
categories of built development which are allowable as exceptions to the presumption against 
ina, ppropriate development in the green belt. Nor is it, in my view (with reference to pars 
3.12 of the PPGN), a use of land which preserves the openness of the Green Belt. I say this 
because elements have been introduced onto the land (the mobile home, fencing, vehicles and 
of er domestic trappings and activity) all of which represent an urbanising element which in 
my view diminishes the rural character of the area between Pucklechurch and Parkfeld and 
rcluces its openness. For these reasons I conclude that the development is inappropriate in 
theme Green Belt and the presumption against such development applies. 
It follows that planning permission should not be granted, except in very special 
circumstances. I deal below with the question of your clients' Gypsy status for planning 
pu, oses, but in any event Circular 1/94 isý clear that Gypsy sites are not regarded as being 
among those uses of land which are normally appropriate in green belts. 
40 
12. For the reasons already stated, I further conclude that this use of the land for the siting 
of a mobile home for residential purposes runs counter to policies designed to protect the 
countryside for its own sake. It might be said that the development is small scale, relatively 
secluded and of little import, but as pars 2.18 of PPG7 observes, such small increments could 
occur too often; indeed, without prejudice to the outcome of any investigations by the & Cincil, I saw other mobile homes in the vicinity. 
13' Policy H7 of the Avon County Structure Plan states that dwellings will normally be 
peraütted in the open countryside only where they are essential for the operation of the ni al 
economy. The Council accepts that this policy relates to new buildings, nevertheless policy 
H11, extends considerations relating to residential development to sites for residential 
caravans, (except where they are provided specifically for Gypsies and Travellers) and Policy 
C7 
, expresses opposition to proposals which would detract from landscape quality. 
Policy 
RIL (c) and (d) of the adopted Rural Areas Local Plan is in similar vein. Policy RP10 of 
that, plan sets out 6 criteria which must be fulfilled before proposals for the stationing of 
3ypsy caravans will be permitted. RP1O(b), which requires that there be no material conflict 
Ad?, or prejudice to, other development plan policies, would appear to rule out any such 
)roposal which is within the Green Belt. Policy N101 of the emerging District Local Plan 





ogress is `frozen' pending Local Government re-organisation and its authority must 
therefore be regarded as very limited. 
14. Turning to the matter of the access to the site, the County Council's Engineer raised 
Vr, objection in principle regarding the visibility available from the access as presently 
formed, accepting that visibility in one direction is marginally below that required by the 
standards advised in Annex D of PPG13. I agree that visibility is satisfactory, provided that 
the short length of hedge which has been trimmed, remains so. In my view the reservations 
c4ressed about the possibility' of vehicles reversing from the access are understandable, but 
this could be said of many access drives; in my experience laziness in respect of such matters 
is°found in many quarters and in this case I do not assess the risk likely to arise from laziness 
to be particularly noteworthy. I saw that there is sufficient space within the site for the 
parking of your clients' two vans and indeed for several other vehicles in addition to the 
mobile home. On my visit I had no difficulty in turning a vehicle within the site while an 
additional car was parked there. The entrance is recessed, so as to avoid the need to leave a 
vehicle on the highway while the gate is opened. I saw that a mirror has been installed to aid 
vision at the site entrance; in my view this is an extra benefit rather than a necessity. Given 
all the circumstances, including evidence which indicates that the road is well lit and lightly 
t. äfficked, I conclude that your clients have minimised the possibility of any adverse 
consequences arising from the use of the access. Taking into account the characteristics of 
Cie site, the access and its environs, I conclude that the shortcomings of the access, as 
presently formed, are few and that its use does not cause significant risk or inconvenience for 
other highway users, contrary to the aims of Structure Plan policy TR9 or Local Plan policy 
, P1. I see no significant benefit to be obtained by relocating the access to another part of the 
site. 
15. Section 54A of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 requires that a etei mination shall be made in accordance with the development plan unless material 
considerations dictate otherwise. Overall on the planning issues, I conclude that the 
Lýövelopment amounts to unacceptable development in the Green Belt, runs counter to policies 
relating to development outside settlements and the protection of the countryside. Had no 
other matters been raised, I am in no doubt that the ground (a) appeals would fail and that 
planning permission would not be granted. I now turn to the other considerations which have 
seen drawn to my attention. 
f6. The question arises, whether your clients should be treated as Gypsies for the purposes 
oý the Planning Acts. Your client Mr Harvey described his early years and was in no doubt 
that he was of Romany extraction and had lived in a caravan for most of his' life, but regard 
mjst be paid to the definition set out in Section 24(8) of the Caravan Sites and Control of 
Development Act 1960 [as amended], as interpreted in the course of recent judgements. The 
dofinition states, amongst other things, that "'gipsies' means persons of nomadic habit of life, whatever their race or origin.... ". I am conscious of the Court of Appeal judgement in Rv 
Sputh Hams DC ex pane Gibb [1994] which has been drawn to my attention. In that judgement, the phrase "persons of nomadic habit of life" was held to import the requirement 
Mat there must be some recognisable connection between the wandering or travelling from 




17. In the case of the Harvey family, I heard that their travelling, which had occurred 
during most years of their marriage whether or not they had been residing in a house or a 
caravan, had for the most part been seasonal and, since their children had been of school age, 
had largely been confined to the school holidays. I heard that travelling had been undertaken 
to take advantage of the fruit and vegetable picking seasons in various locations, but also for 
asocial reasons. At the same time as the other members of the family were fruit picking, Mr 
, 
Harvey, sometimes aided by his son, customarily but not exclusively, sought other work, notably collecting and trading scrap, tree and hedge work and tarmac laying. 
118. In this connection I'have paid regard to various judgements which you brought to my 
attention, including Greenwich LBC v Powell [1989] which dealt with the matter of seasonal 
travel by Gypsies and their return to a site for the greater part of the year as their permanent 
residence. This was held not to disqualify the site from being defined as a site providing 'accommodation for Gypsies. 
19. On balance, having regard to all the evidence in respect of the way of life pursued by 
the Harvey family and to the definition and judgements mentioned above, I consider, 
notwithstanding some gaps, that they customarily travelled for significant periods in a pattern 
, 
0mracterised by season, location and likely source of work, primarily for reasons connected with gaining an income and that they should be treated as Gypsies for the purposes of the 
ýlanning Acts. In itself this definition does not confer special benefit in determining planning 
-tapplications, nevertheless it calls into consideration ceitiln characteristics and requirements 
zgainst which claims of "special circumstances" can be assessed. It also implies that relevant 
advice in Circulars 1/94 and 18/94 should be taken into account, notably the gist of the 
£dvice in relation to treatment of Gypsies on unauthorised sites. 
23. Circular 1/94 advises that Authorities should not refuse private applications (for Gypsy 
crravan sites) on the grounds that they consider that public provision in the area to be adequate or that alternative acommodation is available elsewhere on the Authorities' own 
sides. Nevertheless, in this case, where policy and amenity objections have been identified, I consider that matters regarding site availability are material as part of an assessment of the 
cbimed special circumstances. Although evidence indicates that the number of unauthorised 
caravan sites in the District has been decreasing in recent years (suggesting to the Council that 
dAmand had been decreasing or is being satisfied and to you that there has been some re- 
dassification of such persons) there was disagreement between the parties regarding the 
nnber of pitches currently available to Gypsies and the level of demand for pitches. The 
Department's briefing and the relation between. pitches and the number of caravans which 
cold be sited were also at issue. 
21. E In previous appeals drawn to my attention, depending upon the evidence presented and 
examined, Inspectors have reached varying conclusions regarding the supply/demand situation 
iq, espect of Gypsy sites in Avon. The weight given to special circumstances has also varied 
and it is clear that cases are decided on their individual merits and circumstances; for that 
reason I take the view that comparisons between those cases and the present case are of very 
limited assistance. I note however that the Secretary of State, in his decision letter dated 19 
tune 1995 on an appeal in respect of a site at Aust accepted the Inspector's view that there 
'em, ained a need for additional Gypsy accommodation in Northavon 





7,2. It seems to me that what is important in the present case is an assessment of the `accommodation options available to your clients, given that their previous home is no longer 
available and the indications presented to me suggest that for practical purposes there are no 
``vacancies on any authorised sites within the District. In recent years applications for private 
gypsy sites in Northavon -appear to have been notably unsuccessful. There are no plans for additional public sites and emerging policy in relation to Gypsy sites is still at a relatively 
early stage in formulation. The site at Patchway is full and there is a waiting list. I heard 
that the site at Ashfield Farm has closed. Location on the site at Winterboucne seems ruled 
q9t on generally agreed social grounds. Mr and Mrs Harvey explained the difficulties of a 
financial and personal nature associated with the period during which the family had bought, 
occupied, and sold a (Council) house, during which process family breakdown took place. A 
reconciliation has recently occurred in the course of the purchase and occupation of the appeal 
s; ýe. In my view, given the evidence, if the enforcement notice is upheld, the accommodation 
options open to the Harvey family seem negligible. 
S 
23. Several of your witnesses drew my attention to the-ECHR case of Buckley v UK 
[195]. I was also reminded of the advice in pars 4 of PPG1 regarding the need for those 
operating the planning system to take account of international obligations. Several cases, 
pJtably Rv SOS for the Home Dept ex parte Brind [1991] and Rv SOS for the Home Dept 
ex parte McQuillan [1994], and also the reply of Baroness Chalker to a written question in 
"te House of Lords on 7 December 1994 [Hansard WA84] were drawn to my attention in 
relation to the need to take account of international treaties, notably the ECHR, 
n3twithstanding its non-incorporation by Parliament. In the Buckley case, which has yet to 
come before the European Court of Human Rights, the Commission considered the issue of 
enforcement notice and a refusal of retrospective planning permission relating to Gypsy 
caravans and determined that a violation of Article 8 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights had occurred. The effect of the enforcement action would place the applicant in a 
vsition where she would be required either to move without any lawful place where she 
could go or apply for a future vacancy on a site which she, as a Gypsy, considers, with 
Cason, to be unsuitable. The alternatives offer the prospect of insecurity and the threat of 
disrupting family stability and existence. The planning objections to the development were 
c)nsidered to be of relatively little weight by comparison. In the present case I am bearing in 
mind the majority opinion of the Commission in the Buckley case, noting that the interim 
. '' vision involved both an interpretation of Article 8 in the context of the particular case, as 
well as a review of the factors which had led to the Council's decision to take enforcement 
& tion.. I am also aware of the changes in UK Gypsy policy which have occurred since the 
Buckley case was initiated. 
24. In any event, but bearing in mind the points made (in relation to a consideration of 
pelsonal circumstances and the advice given in PPG18) in the judgement by Latham J in Rv 
Kerrier DC ex parte Uzzell [1995], it seems to me, given the evidence in relation to the past 
:. id present circumstances of the Harvey family (still bearing the burden of a property loan 
repayment) that it would be unwise and unreasonable to force a situation now which could well result in the family's classification as homeless persons and threaten their evident 
prospect of recovery from difficult circumstances. 
2i. Nevertheless personal and family circumstances can and will change over time. In 
particular, and having regard to the letters from their Teachers and Doctor, I am bearing in 
4.6 
0 
mind the desirability for stability in family circumstances and continuity of education for your 
clients' children. It seems to me that natural opportunities for change would in any event 
occur when the youngest girl departs the junior school in about four years time, by which 
time her sister would have completed GCSE courses, and that a permission for that period 
would offer a reasonable measure of security while conveying ample opportunity for your 
clients to review their options in the longer term. Furthermore, by that time the new Council ? could well have progressed its District-wide plan. In summary I find that the combination of 
situations and considerations discussed above amount to material circumstances sufficient to 
overcome the fundamental planning objections to the use of the land, including the 
9resumption against inappropriate development in the green belt, but that such circumstances are likely to prevail only for a limited period. 
26. In considering what conditions should be applied to such temporary permissions, I 
i*ave paid regard to those suggested by the Council on a `without prejudice' basis and to your 
observations at the inquiry. Because of the weight of the personal circumstances in this case 
the permissions will be made personal to the Harvey family, expiring on the cessation of their 
occupation of the land or a date in the summer of 2000, whichever occurs first. I consider 
that the number of caravans to be sited, occupied or stored on the land should not exceed two 
and that the number of vehicles normally kept or parked at the land should not exceed two, to 
animise visual impacts and to enable the required manoeuvrability within the site. I have 
heard no cogent reason for imposing the suggested condition regarding the keeping of dogs. I 
a7ee with the Council that activity of a commercial nature, including the storage of scrap and other items should be prevented. In my view the site is well cared for and tidy. Except at 
th3 point of access it is substantially screened by the existing hedges. I see no reason to 
req uire any further landscape work, as suggested. 
410 
270 I have paid regard to relevant judgements and appeal decisions which have been drawn 
to my attention and I have given full consideration and appropriate weight to circumstances 
sujrounding the domestic, economic and social circumstances of the appellants and their 
family as well as the planning issues in these appeals. I have taken into account all of the 
oter matters raised, including the representations of those who oppose development in the 
green belt and who are rightly concerned about the consequences of a permanent permission. 
I have also borne in mind the petition in support of your clients. It will be clear that my 
decision in these appeals has been reached on the basis of very special circumstances and 
: o, ' fers only a temporary personal permission. No other matter raised has been as important 
is those which have led to my conclusions. 
167 
8. Accordingly the appeals succeed on ground (a) and temporary personal. planning 
ierr'lission will be granted on the deemed applications. The appeals on ground (g) do not 
ierefore need to be considered. In my view the proposal to which the s78 appeal relates is 
ssenhially similar to the deemed application. The appeal will be allowed and planning 








9. For the above reasons, and in exercise of the powers transferred to me, I determine 
the appeals as follows : 
ýº) I allow your clients' appeals and direct that the enforcement notice be quashed. I 
hereby grant personal planning permissions for a limited period on the applications deemed to 
have been made under S 177(5) of the amended Act for the development already carried out, 
namely the use of the agricultural land at part OS 4195, Parield Road, Pucklechurch, as 
shpwn on the plan attached -tb the notice, for the siting thereon of a caravan for residential 
purposes, subject to the following conditions: 
A> 
1. The use hereby permitted shall be carried on only by Mr J Harvey and Mrs J Harvey 
and the said caravans shall be occupied for residential purposes solely by them and their 
immediate family 
" 
2. The use shall be fora limited period being the period expiring on 30 June 2000 or the 
*+eriod during which the land is occupied by Mr J Harvey, Mrs J Harvey and their immediate 1family, 
whichever is the shorter 
3. When the land ceases to be so occupied (or on 30 June 2000, whichever shall first 
-Occur), the use permitted shall cease and all caravans, vehicles, structures and equipment shall 
be permanently removed from the land 
4. Notwithstanding the planning permissions granted concurrently by this letter, the 
number of caravans kept or stationed on the land shall not exceed one mobile home and one 
, touring caravan and the number of commercial vehicles kept or habitually parked on the land 
shall not exceed two 
5. No commercial activity, nor any storage or sorting of scrap or any other items or 
material shall take place on the land 
B) I hereby allow your client's appeal and grant a personal planning permission for a 
3 limited period . or the stationing of a mobile home and touring caravan, hardstanding 
(development already carried out) on part OS 4195, Parkfield Road, Pucklechurch in 
J accordance with the terms of the application (No P95/1632) registered by the Council on 9 
May 1995 and the plans submitted therewith, subject to conditions identical to those set out 
`above. 
d' 
RIGHTS OF APPEAL AGAINST DECISIONS 
30. These decisions do not convey any approval or consent required under any, enactment, 





31. This letter is issued. as the determination of the appeals before me. Particulars of the 
rights of appeal against my decisions to the High Court are enclosed for those concerned. 
Yours fai ly 
' 
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Statement in SüppQrt of Planning Application for 4 Pitch Traveller site at Donpmett Wood, 
Folly Lane, Buckland St Mary. 
,,, 
This application is for a four pitch site, a previous application for 5 pitches on a larger area was 
turned down by the Area West Committee in June 1995. Ai Appell was lodged by way. of local 
public inquiry but that appeal is now in abeyance until such time as this application is determined. 
This amended application shows the desire of the Travellers to cooperate with both District and 
4 County. The reason for the application made in 1995 was that a previous application in 1994 did 
not have the opportunity to go to appeal and be heard in an independent tribunal. This was 
`necause the original applicants were given certain. indications at the time of the planning 
committee meeting in 1994 that alternative arrangements would be made for the Travellers on %site. Thus they did not appeal but no satisfactory alternative was offered. 
J+ The context in which this application is made is one in which local government policy, at District, 
. 
County and regional levels, is developing rapidly. South Sgmerset-have developed a-policy of 
toleration of unauthorised camping whilst p draft planning policy has been developed which 
recognises the need s of Travellers. In particular policy DIH11 notes that proposals should meet An indentified need an be satisfactory in other respects. It is noteworthy that South Spmerset 
District Council have appointed a Community Development Worker whose remit will be to work 
with Travellers to resolve problem3. 
This site accords with these requirements. It has caused few proems, especially over the last two 
"years when a core of permanent residents have been able to controLthe site very satisfactorily. 
Previous complaints have not been substantiated. It is noteworthy that Somerset County Council service the site with water and toilets. 
At County level a toleration policy fof unauthorised Damping has developed along with the 
establishment of a network of emergency sib. This is clear recognition of the need at county 
"'level. 
The South West Regional Conference Gypsies and Travellers Panel has been meeting regularly 
and recently met with the Government Office for the South West to argue for, change of policy in 'relation 
to Travellers. In particular the report they presented recömmended that Travellers should 
be recognised as a minority group who continue their way of life, that there was a need for a 
review of Government Guidance to treat all Travellers the same, that the Government should 
, wonsider provision of grant aid to help establish stopping places, that the GOSW should " 
help 
establish a coordinated approach to provide for Travellers iQ the South West. his group ip 
representative of councils in the south west and - as such their views clearly show that they 
recognise that Travellers are here to stay. and that their needs have to be met. 
Thus this planning application if in line with district, county And regional policy. National policy as 
embodied in Circular 1/94 and Circular 18194 and in utterances by government spokespersons 
(notably Lord Ferrers) has as its stated aim that nomadic people should provide for themselves. 
This application is totally in line with this policy. In particular Circular 1/94 provides as its main 
Haim 
`that the planning system recognises the need for accommodation consistent with gypsies' 




(pare 14) and that `a tradition of sites occupied by gypsies and the demonstration of local need 
00 will 
help authorities make proposals for sites' (para 12). It also states that `Vacant or surplus local 
authority land may be appropriate' (pare 11). 
It is clear that the site at Dommett accords with these guidelines. It has a very long history of use 
by nomadic people. A trilogy by Patricia Wendorf is centred on the occupation of Dommett 
Wood by Gypsies in the nineteenth century. This trilogy was the result of considerable research 
by the author, including that at Somerset Local History, Library. There are numerous references to 
the Blackdowns being used by Travellers for many, many years. Miss Wendorf who lived locally, 
Js reported as saying that she remembered seeing Gypsies at Dommett Wood in the 1950s.. The 
Local History Library contains many press cuttings from the 1920s and 1930s relating to Gypsies 
this part of Somerset whilst `Pestiferous Carbuncles' In Somerset by WG Willis Watson MA, 
FR Hist Soc describes the history of Gypsies in Somerset -a tradition which he traced through 4ritten evidence back as far as 1614 within the county. Additionally research in Somerset County 
Records Office reveals that in the 1851 Census Return there was recorded a Traveller, Rebecca 
-`ýeuton age 44 and her son Robert, age 14 residing in the parish of Buckland St Mary. The two 
Travellers concerned were not recorded as living in a house, that it they were encamped. 
This is extremely strong evidence for the presence of Travellers in the parish and in Dommett 
, 
Wood, in particular, over many hundreds of years. Dommett Wood is a traditionally used site and 
the application should be treated in this light. 
The site does not intrude into the landscape. It is well hidden and can only be briefly glimpsed 
through the trees from the main road. It is capable of being satisfactorily serviced and we would 
leer you to the 
details of the application made in 1995. In any event Somerset County Council is 
providing necessary basic services. 
The nearest dwelling is over 500m distant and the site's proposed use will be no more intrusive 
khan its former use as a chippings store which was attended by comings and goings of heavy 
vehicles. The village itself is over 1 km away and in no sense can amenity of residents be affected. 
The development of a Traveller site as proposed should not be viewed in the same light as bricks 
4And mortar development. No in-eversible changes are proposed or likely to ensue. Hence the 
stricture on bricks and mortar development in an AONB should not be applied to this Travellers 
dote. The site is already degraded and any changes are likely to enhance the environment. 
(there is no conceivable way in which the proposed development would conflict with ESA status. 
E§As have been set up primarily to guard against the depredations of modern farming techniques 
on the landscape and matters such as water supply. ESA status is this irrelevant to this planning 
application 
Problems associated with the site being adjacent to the Somerset Trust Nature Reserve have in 1r ct declined and are negligible. This shows how occupation can be achieved without any 
roblems to neighbouring uses. 






provided outside normal development limits. This proposal effectively meets the requirements of 
low cost accommodation. 
;,,. Agenda 21, signed in Rio by the Prime Minister in 1992, lays responsibility on local authorities for 
its implementation. 
Principle 22 states `indigenous people and their communities, and other local groups have a vital 
role to play in their environmental management' and ` that states should recognise and duly 
support their identity, culture and interests and enable their participation in the achievement of 
sustainable development'. In South Somerset on average 75% of sites traditionally used by 
Travellers have been denied for use through blocking of; ditching etc. 
Principle 22 also states that `the environment and natural resources of people under oppression, 
`domination and occupation should be protected. ' 
4-1 Thus a duty is laid on all local authorities to reinstate the use of traditional sites and support 
applications of this sort which use traditional sites. 
It is clear that pars 77 of Agenda 21, which related to the promotion of sustainable consumption patterns and lifestyles applies, particularly to Nomadic people. Nomadic lifestyles and dwellings 
mare. 
low consumption and are environmentally sustainable with a far lower impact on the 
environment than that of sedentary, house-dwelling people. 
The South Somerset Policy in relation to unauthorised encampment makes mention of the 
42uropean Convention on Human Rights and an argument is given below supporting the relevance 
of both special and personal circumstances which are applicable to this application. 
i' 
! uropean Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) Argument in Relation to Dommett Wood 
Traveller Site Planning Application. 
in coming to a planning permission South Somerset District Council should have regard to the 
applicants rights under the ECHR, specifically Article 8- 
'C 
`1. Everyone has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home and correspondence. 
2. 
There shall be no interference by public authority with the exercise of this right except such as 
itl accordance with the law and is necessary in a democratic society... ' 
At a number of Planning Appeals respondent councils have have cited R -v- Secretary of 
State (SoS) for the Home Dept., ex. parte Brind (1991) 1 AC 696 arguing that the ECHR is 
47 not part of English law because it had not been incorporated by Parliament. However, PPG1 
at para 4 (1) states that `the planning system ... must take account of 
international 
obligations', enlarging on this at pars 30 (2) where it reads `Local planning authorities 
(LPA's) or the SoS may find it appropriate, on occasion, to permit a development proposal 






to fulfilling an international obligation'. Further, Baroness Chalker (WA 84 07/12/94 (3) 
states that both the ECHR and the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
(ICCPR) are such obligations. She stated that `insofar as acts of Monsters or civil servants, 
in the discharge of their public functions, constitute acts which engage the responsibility of 
the UK, they must comply with the terms of the treaties'. The determination of this 
application is one such public function which engages the responsibility of the UK. 
Therefore, the decision must also comply with the treaty. In order to be in a position to do 
that, it is necessary to have regard to the provisions and relevant case-law of the ECHR 
'since the Brind case, above, other cases have shown the relevance of ECHR where domestic law 
is developing. One such case is that of R -v- SoS for the Home Office, ex pane McQuillan 
ý! (eptember 1994 C0/861/94) where Mr Justice Sedley said `The principles and standards set out 
in this Convention (ECHR) can certainly be said to be a matter of which the law of this country now takes notice in setting its own standard.... Once it is accepted that the articles articulated in 
ýtjie 
European Convention are standards which both match with those of common law and inform 
the jurisprudence of the European Union it becomes unreal and potentially unjust to continue to 
develop English public law without reference to them'. 
Further in the case of Woolhead -v- SoS for the Environment (unreported judgment of J Sullivan 
, 4610C 12/09/95) it was held that before a High Court Judge can arrive at a decision as to whether 
eights under the ECHR have been interfered with, a full argument on the facts must occur before 
HMI of Planning, in order that s/he can report the argument, evidence and conclusions to the 
SoS. Woolhead, therefore, represents High Court Authority for the proposition that ECHR 
arguments in the planning context should be argued before an Inspector. By implication these are 
. levant when a planning committee makes a decision. 
j Relevant ECHR ca3e4aw 
3 
"e'A decision to refuse planning permission effectively prohibits the applicants from living caravans. 
given the lack of viable and practicable alternatives, the effects of these decisions on their rights under the Convention are wholly disproportionate to the planning objectives they aim to achieve. 
, 4rguments under Article 8 rely on 2 decisions of the European Commission for Human Rights: 
3. G and E -v- Norway 
7. Buckley -v- UK 
Article 8 applies in this instance because the applicants are pursuing a minority lifestyle of a 
gypsy: 
The Commission .... accepts that living in a caravan is an integral and deeply -felt part of 
her 
; 4&psy 
lifestyle. The Commission's case law indicates that the traditional lifestyle of a minority may 
attract the guarantees of Article 8 as concerning `private life', `family life' and `home' (eg nos 
, 9278/81 and 9415/81; DEC 3/10/83 DR 35 p 30)' (para 64 Buckley). 
A 







`The Commission recalls that the applicant has been subject to enforcement measures and has 
. 
been prosecuted in respect of her failure to cease occupying her land in her caravans. This is 
sufficient to constitute an interference under the terms of the first paragraph of Article 8. Whether 
ao, there are viable alternatives open to the applicant if she leaves her land is relevant to the 
consideration of the necessity of such interference (para 69 Buckley). 
BAs 
can be seen, the similarities between this case and that of Buckley are compelling. Because 
, Article 8 applies, and interference with it can be demonstrated if planning permission is refused, it is up to the Council to show that such interference is justified under Article 8(2). It is accepted 
,; at a 
decision to refuse planning permission may ` in accordance with the law' and that `they 
serve a legitimate aim' (Article 8(2)) but it is disputed that refusing planning permission and 
Dicing subsequent enforcement action `are necessary in a democratic society' because the 
, 
proportionality of mean-to-end is unbalanced - 
Paras 73-85 Buckley `necessary in a democratic society' 
`The case law of the Commission and the Court establish that the notion of `necessity' implies that 
terference corresponds to a pressing special need and that it is proportionate to the aim pursued. 
In assessing the proportionality, regard must be had to whether a fair balance has been struck öetween the demands of the general interest of the community and the requirements of the 
4! rotection of the 
individual's fundamental rights'. `The Applicant contends that interference is not 
necessary. It is not... justified by a pressing special need. She refers to the lack of viable 
; rternatives if she leaves ..... Due to the Designation of S Cambs and other adjacent districts, she has nowhere she can lawfully go. She points out that the LA is acknowledged as not having 
i, 'provided sufficient sites for gypsies and in these circumstances, is disproportionate for 
enforcement steps to be brought against her for occupation of her own land. ' 
`In this assessment ('balancing general interests of community in effective planning controls against the applicant's right to respect for her private life and home, rights which are an intrinsic 
part of her personal security and well being') the Commission must have regard to whether an 
excessive burden is placed upon the Applicant. Relevant to this consideration is whether there are 
practicable alternatives open to the Applicant if she leaves her land. This case represents the 
especial feature, that being a gypsy, the Applicant leads a traditional lifestyle which restricts what 
options are open to her. ' 
`T1e Commission notes in addition that the designation of the district and those nearby renders it 
a criminal offence for the Applicant to station her caravans, inter alia, on waste ground or on the 
side of the road anywhere in the vicinity. ' 
`Iiiven that there are insufficient places for gypsies on official sites, it is unreasonable, in the 'Commission's 
view, to expect the Applicant, amongst those currently residing without 
authorisation on their own land or other land, to apply for a place on a site which offers distinct 





`The Commission finds that the measures taken against the Application with regard to her 
continued occupation of her land place her in the position where she is being required.... to move 
off without any specific lawful place where she can go. (This) offers the prospect of insecurity and 
, the threat of disrupting the stability of her own and her children's existence' 
. tv"In these circumstances, the burden placed upon the Applicant by the enforcement measures is, in 
the Commission's opinion, excessive and disproportionate'. 
'`The Commission concludes-that there has been a violation of Article 8 of the Convention. ' 
1160 
As Buckley makes dear, this is not a normal planning case as as the options open are far more 
restricted for gypsies than usual applicants for planning permission. If the applicants leave this site 
they would have nowhere lawful to go, as designation has been effectively extended to the whole 
2ountry via the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 (CJA). Enforcement action as a result 
of the refusal of planning permission in these circumstances where there is no viable alternative 
'would therefore place an excessive burden on the applicants. 
JJ DEVELOPING DOMESTIC LAW ON THE RELEVANCE OF PERSONAL 
CIRCUMSTANCES 
4kt previous Appeals, Councils have relied on Westminster CC-v- Great Portland Estates (1985) 
" 1AC 661 where the House of Lords upheld the general principle that `a test of a material 
consideration in the control of development is whether it serves a planning purpose, and that a 
planning purpose is one that relates to the character of the land' Lord Scarman (670 C-D). 
, riowever his Lordship continues `personal circumstances of an occupier, personal hardship, the difficulties of businesses that are of value to the character of the local community are not to be 
ignored in the administration of planning control. It would be inhuman pedantry to exclude from 
the control of our environment the human factor. The human factor is always present, of course, 4indirectly (it) is the background to the consideration of the character of the land-use. It can, 
however, and sometimes should, be given direct effect as an exceptional or special circumstance. 
But such circumstances, where they arise, fall to be considered not as a general rule, but as 
exceptions to a general rule made in special cases. ` 
sn the light of the policy in Circular 1/94 that gypsy sites are not normally appropriate ` in areas 
' of open land' and that ` very special circumstances ` need to be shown to permit development in 
spch restricted areas, the personal circumstances of the applicants (see below) and the lack of 
4practicable alternatives, fiilfils the criteria for such exemption. Further, PPGI pare 38 specifically 
mentions the relevance of such personal circumstances. 
1ýindeed the Appeal by Mr J Harvey and Mrs J Harvey relating to land at Parkfield Road, 
'1'Pucklechurch, Avon (ref APP/C/95/G0120/638520,638672, APP/GO 120/A/95/254770) argued 
much special circumstances. The Inspector took note of the Buckley case and arguments relating 
to special need of the Harveys. He concluded that (in a Green Belt) `It will be clear that my 
Cecision (at grant a permission) in these appeals has been reached on the basis of very special 
circumstances.. ' `No other matter raised has been as important as those which have led to my 
conclusions. ' 




Two other successful planning appeals are also relevant as they apply to New Travellers who have 
a proven status as gypsies. 
The appeal relating to a site at Slough Green, West Hatch, Nr Taunton (APP/C/D3315/635640, 
, 'heard 21-22 June 1995) is pertinent. The Inspector held that the applicants could claim gypsy 
status and found that it was a material consideration that this group of people Cie Travellers) had a 
special need which supported their case. This special need was recognised because Somerset 
County Council had an emerging policy (draft policy 44) in relation to Travellers which sought 
to encourage the provision of suitable private sites, both permanent and temporary for gypsies and 
other travelling people. 
ý He went on to state that `the personal circumstances of the present occupants of the site weigh in 
the balance as demonstrating a special need. ' He took into account the effects of forced 
le 
homelessness through enforcement action on such matters as child care and education. 
These considerations in relation to the establishment of special need were endorsed as being a 
%'material consideration in a successful appeal by a New Traveller family at Llyn Piod, Lanmpeter, 
Powys heard on I1 th June 1996. The Inspector found that the New Traveller concerned was 
indeed a gypsy for the purposes of planning policy. Despite strong planning objections to the site 
the inspector found that `the implications for (the appellant and his family) of refusing permission 
'0 need to be considered since, as the Commission pointed out in the Buckley case, the 
accommodation options open to gypsies are restricted'. The inspector granted the appeal on the 
grounds of `the very special personal circumstances ` of the appellant. These were the needs of his 
y, aughter to 
have a `degree of stability' which `presently outweighs the amenity and highway 
consideration'. 
Circular 1/94 demonstrates the need for `accommodation consistent with a nomadic lifestyle', 
while the Circular 1/94 (pare 10-13 inclusive) gives LPA's guidance on their powers of eviction 
under the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994. In R -v- Lincolnshire CC ex pane Atkinson (unreported decision of Mr Justice Sedley, QC, 31/08/95) personal circumstances, viz 18/94, 
were held to be `considerations of common humanity, none of which can be properly ignored 
4 when dealing with one of the most fundamental of human needs, the need for shelter with at least 
A modicum of security'. This decision was tested in R -v- Kerrier DC ex parte Uzell (unreported *decision of Justice Latham 06/11/94) extending such consideration beyond the narrow remit of 
the CJ&PO powers alone, to enforcement action per se: It follows (from Sedley) that there will 
be scope in any given case, or type of case, for consideration of the personal circumstances of the 
Qcupier. ' Latham continues ` the various passages to which I have referred in the PPGs... makes 
it clear that, certainly in the context of enforcement action, there is ample scope for considerations 
,,, 
Pf personal circumstances of those who are in the breach of planning controls and that the Govt. 
recognises that such circumstances could apply when LPA's were considering a breach of 
planning control by Gypsies. ' He concludes ` As considerations of common humanity they must, it 
seems to me, be equally applicable to decisions in relation to enforcement actions. ' 
Sedley and Latham together demonstrate how domestic law is developing in relation to the 






highly pertinent to the determination of this application. 
Op 
Pertinent Personal Circumstances which establish a special need for the applicants at 
'Domwett Wood. 
"Much information has been provided on personal circumstances for the two previous planning 
applications. These include letters from the Wellington Medical Centre in relation to one person 
4who has suffered a brain haemorrhage in 1992 which has left her suffering from poor memory and 
epilepsy, a letter from a senior Registrar in Psychiatry indicating that treatment of a patient living it Domwett indicating the need for stability in order to allow him to continue with treatment, a 
letter from Shelter pointing out the need for the site in relation to child care and health needs of 
the residents, and a letter from the Childrens' Society highlighting the needs of the children for 
stability to allow access to medical care and education. This information still holds good. The following information is supplied on a confidential basis to help the planning committee come to a 
{! ecision. 
There are currently 5 adults and two children on the site and a further adult has his home there 
¢f whilst he is temporarily absent. Tha latter has a very long travelling history and qualifies as a 
,, gypsy 
for planning policy purposes. 
,, 
additional special considerations are as follows. 
One family has a child of 10 months old who has never lived anywhere else. Her mother has a 
Romany Gypsy parent. The child attends a clinic regularly at Bulford, Wellington. Recently "omerset Social Services have returned another child of this family, age 6, who has been with 
,, 
foster parents for some time, after the failure of the fostering arrangement. Social Services 
obviously consider that placement back with her mother is the best long term arrangement. A 
period of stability for her mother which has been provided by the existence of the Dommett Wood 
has allowed her daughter to be returned to her. The site is essential to allow her returned 
daughter to settle back into her family and is vital to her continued well being. The six year old 
attends the same school as her other sister who visits the site regularly at weekends and holidays. 
1This 
older child, age 10, has a strong travelling connection and sense of her place within the 
travelling community . 
She values visits to the site as a way of confirming her identity and cultural 
, 
heritage. The continuity of these very important links would be seriously threatened if planning 
permission were not granted. The six year old has settled well and has helped make a garden on 
he site. Her continuity of education would be threatened by a forced move as a result of denial 
of planning permission. In summary the site provides a much needed security and stability which 
has so far been lacking and her future well-being would be threatened if this site were not 
available. 
Another female on site mentioned above has a serious and ongoing medical condition. Her 
, 
continued treatment and medical care would be threatened by a move. The support which she has 
received from the other members of the community as Dommett has allowed her to make 
`considerable progress. Since 1992 she suffered from a brain haemorrhage and has been cared for 
ill a very real way by the community. This is an example of real `care in the community' all too 





44 well-being and ability to cope would be seriously threatened. One or her parents recently died and 
the community has helped and supported her with this tragedy. 
wo other occupants of the site have recently lost their home on another site due to fire. 
Following extensive bums injuries the hospital would only release the person concerned to a safe 
Ojecure environment as offered at Domwett. This person has been travelling for at least six years 
and qualifies, as do the other occupants, as a gypsy for planning purposes. Her partner, also with 
;ý long travelling history, suffers from depression and is receiving treatment for this condition he 
''is also an asthmatic. His continuity of medical care would be threatened by the loss of his place on 
, 
this stable site. 
I summary therefore these personal circumstances, allied to the special circumstances of the 
occupants being gypsies, are sufficient for planning permission. Previous examples have been 
c oted where special and personal circumstances have been given priority over the letter of 
planning policy. 
The applicants therefore request that the planning committee grants this application on the 
ounds of special circumstances. 
ý1J 















Site visits - Tuesday, 17th October 1995 
4 ýº 9.30 Meet at Brympton Way Car Park. 
-P 10 - 10.25 Iton - unauthorised Traveller's site. 
ago 10.45 - 11.20 Thorn Falcon - meet Ian Cairns. Private Gypsy site. 
11.45 -12.15 Coombehead - Somerset County Council Gypsy Site 
All; 
12.30-1.30 Lunch - The Greyhound, Staple Fitzpaine. 
APO" . 
1.45-2.15 Dommett Wood - unauthorised Traveller's site. 
2.30-3.00 Keith Holt - residing in shed, refused permission. 
3.15-3.45- Slough Green - Traveller's site with planning permission. 
yý 








NOTES FROM SITE VISIT - 17 OCTOBER 1995 
Ilton - Unauthorised traveller site 
Pug as spokesperson, identified the need for- 
1. Small temporary sites. Travellers only accumulate in large groups because there 
are very few safe places to park. They prefer to travel in small groups which are 
more like a family than a group of friends. Travellers also rely heavily on 
travelling to earn a living. Since the Criminal Justice Act, they have been severely 
restricted because of fear of being criminalised. 
2. Permanent sites which can be used as information points. 
3. Seasonal sites which 'rest' for a period of 3-6 months every year. The rest period 
would be dictated by the nature of the particular site. 
Pug voiced concern about the educational needs of the children. Travellers want their 
children to attend schools where they will be accepted and safe. With reference to control 
of the sites, Pug stressed that travellers are so grateful, they will conform to whatever 
regulations are imposed. They are willing to agree a contract with the local community 
and offer their services and expertise. 
Stoneyhead - Private gypsy site 
The gypsy liaison officer informed us that gypsies like to known as travellers. Bill Tucker 
the site owner agreed. Bill also added that travellers travel together for safety usually 
in groups of 3. Bill has a 6% acre site, divided into 2 sections, one for permanent units, 
the other for transit use. The permanent site has 34 pitches each charged £20 weekly, 
the transit site has 20 pitches, each single unit charged £10 weekly. Anyone with 
financial problems is free. The transit site has a large play area, centrally positioned, for 
the children. Travellers believe that children are important members of their community 
and the responsibility of all site members, not just that of their natural parents (a view 
shared by residents on other sites also). There is also a further, large area of land set 
aside for games which require more space. Bill Tucker believed that when he obtained 
planning permission in 1972 the site was in an Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty (we 
could check). 
We were made very welcome and invited back at any time. 
Culmhead - Somerset County Council site 
Each pitch cost £25,000 to provide. Income from the site covers running costs. 
We chatted to Anna and Derek who said that the site is not representative of what people 
want. According to Anna "if it's better than what you had, it's OK, but it's not better than 
what I had. " Anna had been on the road for 13 years, "when you're travelling, you can 
park under trees.... on grass.... in shade in the summer. There, you've still got your 
caravan but there isn't the same spirit. " 
Anna used to stay at Brook Green for 2-3 months at a time. She was always informed 
of the byelaws, but she only moved on because she had another job to go to. School 
provision was also mentioned - the local school at Churchinford is one of the few which 
has a proven track record for accepting traveller children and making them feel welcome. 
Dommett - Unauthorised traveller site 
This site has a history of stopover use. 3 units presently on site. The inhabitants want 
authorisation of these and a facility for emergency use. 
Jan, as spokesperson, is willing to work with the Somerset Trust for Nature Conservation. 
The trust had also agreed to work in partnership with the travellers until the site had 
been refused permission in May 1994 and again in May/June 1995., The people on the site 
are willing to propagate new growth and manage the existing woodland. They take no 
wood from the area since being told of the management policy there. 
Jan offered an open invitation to anyone else who would like to visit and have a chat. 
Slough Green - Recently authorised traveller site 
Site adjoining SSSI. Inspector has given temporary permission for 3 years in order that 
effect of site on SSSI can be monitored. Site members do not take any wood from SSSI 
and, like Dommett, are willing to work in partnership with Somerset Trust for Nature 
Conservation. They get their wood from a timber yard. 
The locals, who use the adjacent wood, chat to the travellers, and one in particular 
apologised for having initially objected to them being there. 
The site members stressed the relief they felt when they heard that temporary permission 
had been granted. They now feel settled enough to get a job; go to college to study. 
Keith Holt 
A hermit who has converted a garden shed into a living unit. The immediate neighbours 
want him to stay because of the service he provides for them. He wishes to stay and sees 
no reason why he shouldn't - can't understand why his application was refused. No 
adverse visual impact, no permanence as the structure can easily be removed and no 
precedence can be created. 
De-brief 
All felt that the visit had been positive and helped us gain a better understanding of the 
issues, me being diversity of need. Points raised include: 
or"ý. 
mss 
1. - Need for a framework which gives us the flexibility to look positively at these sites 
2. Need to balance the needs of policy C4 by measuring the benefit of the application 
3. Need for a community development worker -" 
4. Need for a workshop - --- __ -- - 
-ý" " 
5. Need to work with the Church 
6. Need to present a report and suggestions to District Committee 
7. Need for a site meeting whenever an application for an alternative lifestyle is 
before us - how can we fail one without having seen it and talked to the applicant? 
(this was raised with particular reference to Keith Holt) 
IMMEDIATE ACTION: - 
Liz to contact Church representative Annie to contact Ewen and Caroline Cameron with 









"' "BUILDING BRIDGES OR DIGGING DITCHES" 
ý TRAVELLER ISSUES SEMINAR / WORKSHOP 
COUNCIL OFFICES, BRYMPTON WAY, YEOVIL 
SATURDAY, 30th MARCH 1996 
AGENDA 
0 





10.00 - 10.15 
10.15 - 10.30 
10.30 -10.45 
The Children's Society - Jim Davis 
Traveller Education - Barbara Perez 
Health Issues - Joan Batstone 
NFU Speaker - Jim White 
CIA Speaker - Ian Macdonald 
Coffee 
10.45 - 11.15 Presentations by representatives of travelling community 
11.15 - 12.15 Workshops - to discuss social issues raised and formulate 
questions for the Panel 
12.15-1.00 Questions to the Panel 
1.00-2.00 Lunch and opportunity to look at exhibition, stall, see videos 
and visit traveller vehicles 
2.00-2.20 European Dimension - Ravi Low Beer 
2.20-2.40 Planning - Steve Staines/Liz Payne 
2.40-3.00 Policing - James Alderson 
3.00-3.20 Tea 
3.20-4.20 Workshops - to discuss legislative issues and formulate 
questions for the Panel 








PRESS CUTTINGS SERVICE 
PUBLICATION : Li Q JýDý PAGE :Z DATE : 111449L 
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FROM: : THE PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER. 
: 
TtaVýller. s and 
council: on road 
to good relations BETTER ielations with the dis- expressed but everybody gave each 
Report by Julie Hemmings ' trict's travelling community are other a hearing-".. _ . being sought by, South Somerset 
Representatives from local govern- 
meat, the police; the Country Distria Council. situation in South Somerset"in order to Landowners' Association and the . Following the setting up of the identify a way forward. '. National Farmers' Union had the chance 
council's Travel Panel last August, . "It was a superb day, " said Cur Annie to meet 
members of the travelling com- 
the authority recently. held a seminar Murdoch, ward member for ilminster. munity. "`_' 
to investigate further traveller issues. "It gave a chance for everybody to listen ' They heard speakers gä traveller: Cdj . 
Building Bridges or Digging Ditches to alternative views - there was a real cation and health workers and the public: 
was the working title"for the day, aimed mixed bunch of people. law project, a- national legal charity, . at obtaining ä wider view of the traveller "There were some very strinigviews which works on behalf of disadvantaged 
ýv 
: r= ý, fi j groups. 
then went into 
M workshops to, carry on discus- 
g ns before agreeing on ques- , si lions to be put to the panel at 
itane nice ting 
nel was set up to 
look into the social and legal. 
implic itions. travellers caused 
for the eouncfL' 
It has investigated plan- 
:.. ning, legal, environmental and 
-social matters in relation to 
. 'travellers and its findings will 
shape future council policy. 
'"I've had some very posi- 
tive feedback from lots of 
people who took part" said 
Cllr Murdoch. 
"The council has taken the 
trouble to look at the issues 
and look at all sides, not to 
" IN HARMONY: Ian McDonald, left, of the Country Landowners' Association, and be in a position where it 













South Somerset District Council 
The Council Offices, Brympton Way, Yeovil, Somerset BA20 2HT 
Telephone (01935) 462462 Fax (01935) 462188 
Alan Tawse Principal Administrator 
M: ýIr"' 
To: All Members of the Council 
. ý:. rr'ý" ý. 
ýý., .. 
Date: 24th April 1996 
Your ref: 
Our ref: AT/LN 





. 2ND MAY 1996. DANCE REPORT 
I am enclosing a copy of a joint report by the Area North Planning Manager and Policy Planner ' 
on the subject of traveller issues which is to be considered at the forthcoming *meeting of the "" District Committee to be held on 2nd May 1996. 
Given that the reJport has , now been finalised, the Chairmen's Panel thought that it would be 
useful if members could be provided with an advance copy of this report and I should be most 
grateful if members attending the meeting on 2nd May would bring these papers with them to 




--"` Principal Administrator 
=5 -7 
ký t 
Traveller Review Panel - Recommendations to District Committee 
The object of this report is to set out the Traveller Review Panels' recommendations 
to the District Council particularly in response to Circular 18/94 and recent legal 
rulings with respect to matters related to the travelling population. 
Background 
These recommendations have been arrived at, and agreed through, the meetings of 
the Panel held since August 1995 on a monthly basis. The Panel meetings have 
been attended by a variety of interested parties and have included regular 
attendance by Members, residents of Slough Green site, a representative from 
Friends, Families and Travellers and input from the Bath and Wells Diocesan Officer 
for Social Responsibility, the Police, the County Gypsy Liaison Officer and members 
of SSDC staff. Contributions from these varying viewpoints have helped build a well 
informed Panel to address the identified issues. 
The recent seminar, 'Building bridges or digging ditches', held on 30 March 1996 
has since added weight and further support to the Panel's findings. The day was 
attended by representatives from the Children's Society, the Church, the Police, the 
Public Law Project, Traveller Education, the Health Service, National Farmers. 
Union, the Country Landowners Association, Town, Parish, District and County 
Councillors and representatives from the travelling community. 
The work of the Travellers Panel, and the debate at the Seminar, has been focused 
on a few key areas. The main concerns have revolved around the issues of 
eviction, welfare and site provision. 
Eviction 
This is the most fundamental issue that has emerged in the work of the Travellers 
Panel over the last 9 months. The impact of the Criminal Justice and Public Order 
Act 1994 has been of paramount significance in this regard. There have been three 
main areas of response to the difficulties (injustices? ) resulting from the CJ&PO Act: 
- Circular 18/94 - issued by the Department of the Environment 
- Legal rulings and court cases in the UK 
- recourse to International Obligations 
a) Circular 18/94 
Circular 18/94, a copy of which is attached at pages 7-12, was issued by the 
Department of the Environment following concerns raised in Parliament during the 
passage of the CJ&PO Act 1994 at the possible abuse of the local authorities' 
powers to issue directions requiring Travellers to leave land or face prosecution 
and/or eviction for non-compliance. 
Paragraph 6 urges local authorities to tolerate Gypsies' presence for short periods, 
and to consider providing services such as skips and water on unauthorised council- 
owned sites where the level of nuisance is controllable and where a forced eviction 
might give rise to greater nuisance elsewhere. 
Paragraph 9 states that local authorities should not evict Gypsies needlessly, but 
should use their powers " in a humane and compassionate fashion and primarily to 
reduce nuisance and afford a higher level of protection to private owners of land. " 
Paragraph 10 requires local authorities to take careful account of their duties under: 
- Part III of the Children Act 1989 (includes obligation to safeguard and 
promote the welfare of children in need) 
- Part III of the Housing Act (in respect of homeless persons) 
Paragraph 12 states that local authorities should liase with other authorities who 
may have statutory duties towards those who may be evicted. 
Paragraph 13 states that local authorities should liase with relevant statutory health 
and welfare agencies, particularly where pregnant women or newly born children 
are involved, to ensure that those agencies are not prevented from fulfilling their 
obligations towards those persons. 
Paragraphs 6-9 of the Circular are expressed to apply to Gypsies only. However 
the Circular should be construed purposively - i. e. where the rationale behind a 
Gypsies-only policy (such as para 6) applies in a case involving new Travellers, the 
Circular guidance should also apply. 
b) Legal rulings 
Rv Wealdon DC ex garte Wales. This recent ruling has underlined the need for 
compliance with Circ. 18/94. In ex parte Wales, a group of women with small and (in 
Op'' one case) sick children, challenge was made to the removal direction served by the 
council under section 77 of the CJ&PO Act 1994. 
The Travellers failed to comply with the removal direction whereupon the council 
obtained an order from the magistrates' court allowing removal of the Travellers by 
force. Only after that order had been obtained did the council make enquiries in to 
the personal. circumstances of the Travellers. The Travellers applied for judicial 
review and Justice Sedley held that the council had not had proper regard to the 
Circular guidance at the right time, namely before the decision made to evict was 
reached. He therefore quashed the removal direction and the subsequent 
magistrates' order, stating that the paragraphs 9 -13 of Circular. 18/94 contained 
"considerations of common humanity, none of which can properly be ignored when 
dealing with one of the most fundamental of human needs, the need for shelter with 
at least a modicum of security. " 
The practical consequences of ex pane Wales are that before reaching a decision, 
on whether to evict or not, with respect to any individual, a local authority has to 
consider 18/94, i. e. both statutory considerations (such as Children Act, Education 
Act and Housing Act duties) and those of common humanity (enquiries and 
consultation, acting in a humane and compassionate fashion) with respect to each 
individual affected. 
Rv Kerrier DC ex carte Uzzell, a recent case concerning planning enforcement has 
571 also highlighted the need for Local Authorities to comply fully with the provisions of 
Circ. 18/94 applying the same basic principles of common humanity to the 




c) International Obligations 
The relevant International obligations exist through: 
- the European Convention on Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms 
- the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 
- the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child 
Article 8 of the European Convention confers a right to respect for private and family 
life, home and correspondence. Article 8 requires any interference with these basic 
rights to be justified on the grounds of being in the interests of national security; 
public safety or the well-being of the country; for the prevention of disorder or crime; 
for the protection of health or morals; or for the protection of the rights and 
freedoms of others, 
In the recent case of Buckley v UK (heard in Feb 1996) the point at issue was 
whether enforcement action against Mrs Buckley, a Romany living in a mobile home 
on land she owns, constitutes a violation of her Article 8 rights to respect for home 
and family life. The Commission of Human Rights found that her Article 8 rights had 
been violated. The case came before the Court of Human Rights in February 1996 
and the Court's judgement is expected in May or June 1996. 
It must also be noted that a written parliamentary answer by Baroness Chalker 
(WA84,7th December 1994) confirmed that civil servants and Ministers , in exercise 
of functions that engage the responsibilities of the United Kingdom, must comply 
with International treaty obligations. In response to a question raised by Lord Lester 
of Herne Hill concerning compliance with Human Rights Treaties, Baroness Chalker 
replied, 
"International treaties are binding on states and not on individuals. The- 
United Kingdom is party to both treaties and it must comply with its 
obligations under them. In so far as acts of Ministers and civil servants in 
the discharge of their public functions constitute acts which engage the 
responsibility of the United Kingdom, they must comply with the terms of the 
treaties. " (our emphasis) 
This requires planning inspectors to follow the Convention as was recently 
demonstrated in an appeal against refusal of planning permission for a mobile home 
(already in situ). The inspector gave due regard to the personal circumstances and 
"the advice in para 4 of PPG 1 regarding the need for those operating the planning 
z9o system to take account of international obligations", and he allowed the appeal. 
(Ref. App/GO120/A/95/254770) 
OVA 
In the light of their deliberations and developing understanding of the Governmental, 
Legal and International dimensions of the issue of eviction, the Travellers Panel 
have suggested that in dealing with the unauthorised parking of travellers on sites: 
" the District Council should seek to meet reasonable welfare needs (not 
preferences). 
" where alternative sites are being sought, there should be a presumption 
in favour of tolerance where no harm is being caused. 
3 
" prior to consideration of eviction Circular 18194 should have been 
complied with in full. 
there should be a presumption to conform to the obligations in the 
European Commission on Human Rights, the International Covenant. on 
Civil and Political Rights and the United Nations Convention on the 
Rights of the Child. 
The Travellers Panel has recognised that from time to time the Council will have to 
expend resources (mainly staff time) on dealing with particular cases. It is also 
recognised that there will be an on-going requirement for awareness raising and 
liaison with local communities on 'Traveller issues'. 
The Panel therefore considers that there is a need for an SSDC employee to fulfil 
000, this role, which would involve: 
'000 - offering advice and mediation between parties 
.. - informing and advising Town and Parish Councils and landowners 
ý, - raising awareness of the issues 
ý,,. - promoting regional and inter-agency policy and good practice 
0+ Welfare 
The Travellers Panel has spent time looking at welfare issues both through its direct 
contact with travellers and by considering the concerns raised by agencies dealing 
V' with their welfare needs. Representatives. of the Education Authority, Health 
Service, the Church and the Children's Society have all provided much valued 
information and insight. 
One particular area of concern, which was graphically highlighted at the Seminar in 
March, is that there is no specific provision by the Health Commission for work with 
90 travellers. 
The seminar was addressed by Joan Batstone, a health visitor based in Ilminster 
who has worked extensively with both traditional and new travellers. She has 
recently carried out a study of the health needs of travellers which was published in 
the nursing times and subsequently won her a 'Nurse of the Year' award. Joan is 
informally recognised as a Traveller Health Liaison Visitor and as such receives 
requests for help both locally and nationally; however much of this work is carried 
out in Joan's voluntary time. Despite the demonstrated need for specific health 
visitor for travellers, three applications for funding submitted to the Health 
Commission for the creation of a full time post have failed on each occasion. 
The Panel therefore recommends that the District Council makes a submission to 
the. Health Commission in support of Ms Batstone's attempts to establish this much 
needed post. 
Site provision - Land availability and Planning 
Since the implementation of the Criminal Justice and Public Order Act 1994 
travellers have experienced increasing difficulty in finding land on which to park 




The Travellers Panel has considered the two main aspects of this issue " planning 
policy towards the provision of sites and the compilation of a register of land. 
The Panel has discussed the planning policy issues with the Planning Policy 
Manager and has made positive suggestions about providing the framework for a 
range of site provision through the planning process. Further discussion and 
consultation on the District Plan will hopefully bring about an acceptable planning 
policy framework to deal with this aspect. 
A more immediate step towards improving the situation, faced by both travellers and 
local communities in terms of providing safe and acceptable stopping places, would 
be the compilation of a register of council owned land (both District and County). 
Once completed this could then be analysed to assess the possible sites which 
might be acceptable for use. 
Conclusion 
This report represents the culmination of the first 6 month work programme of the 
Travellers Panel. The next 6 month programme is soon to be drawn-up. The 
conclusions so far have been considered by the Social and Equality Group (on 13 
Feb 1996) who responded as follows: 
- The Group supported the presumption in favour of tolerance and were 
generally of the view that there was a need to raise the awareness of the 
public and parish councils about traveller issues. " 
-" The Group were of the view that the officers should be asked to draw up 
a draft partnership arrangement for a Community Development worker in 
respect of the nomadic community. " 
-" The Group supported the compilation of a register of Council owned land 
for temporary use by travellers. " 
It is therefore recommended that: 
1. a named officer be identified to deal with Romany/Traveller issues; 
2. the principles set out on pages (3/4) of this report in relation to eviction 
should be adopted as the policy and practice of this Council; 
3. this Council makes strong representation to. the Health Commission in 
support of the creation and funding of the post of Traveller Liaison Health 
Visitor, 
4. this Council, in partnership with Somerset County Council, compile a 
register of appropriate land for use by travellers. 
(Steve Briggs, Area North Planning Manager, Ext. 2420 





TRAVELLER COMMUNITY WORKER REPORT 
TO THE TRAVELLERS PANEL - 7TH FEBRUARY 1997 
During the last 6 months I have successfully managed to build up a good working relationship with the 
travelling people on the sites, that I know exist, within South Somerset. This provides a strong and 
direct channel for communication. 
The first example of the potential of the role of the Traveller Community Worker, was at Ding Drove in 
November 1996. Confrontation and expensive court action was avoided by negotiation with the 
travellers. 
One of the initial aims of the post was to establish a satisfactory method for undertaking investigations; 
in the case of unauthorised sites, into the personal circumstances of the travellers in accordance with 
current legislation and advice. 
5aº 
I worked closely with the Legal department to draw up a questionnaire designed to identify the personal 
circumstances of the travellers. 
I then took the questionnaires to the site (Dommett Woods, Folly Lane, Buckland St. Mary) and spent 
time with each individual traveller explaining the process involved and answering their questions. 
I informed the travellers when I would return to collect the questionnaires. This I did and the next step 
tipo was to photocopy the questionnaires and return the originals to the travellers. They signed the 
photocopies to say that they were exact copies of the originals. This was done this way, as the 
' travellers had told me that they were never left any paperwork. 
4 Along with the questionnaire, we asked the individual travellers to complete a form requesting 
information in relation to their personal circumstances. South Somerset District Council's Area West 
Committee asked the travellers to authorise myself to contact relevant individuals 6r agencies to ask 
them for letters of information on the understanding that the information would be treated in the 
", strictest confidence. 
I then got in touch with the individuals/agencies to explain the situation and to ask for the information 
that I required from them. We discussed confidentiality and worked out the best way of getting the 
information to me. 
The next step was to compile a report of the traveller's personal circumstances from their questionnaire 
answers along with the information supplied by the individuals/agencies whom I was authorised to 
contact. 09, 
The report was then delivered to the Area West Committee. I attended the Area West Committee 
meeting on 22nd January 1997, when a decision to take enforcement action or not was to be made, so 
as to be available for any questions. 
J5- Following the Area West Committee meeting, I wrote a letter of thanks to all the individuals/agencies 




During this process I opened a line of communication with the Council Member for Blackdown as well 
as the Chair of the Parish Council at Buckland St. Mary. 
Since coming into post, I have been invited to attend Somerset County Council's Traveller Education 
Services Steering Group, the South West Regional Planning Conference - New Age Travellers Group 
as well as being invited to be a non-voting member of Somerset County Council's Traveller Policy 
Review Panel. 
I continue to network with Gypsy Liaison Officers from adjoining counties as well as liaising with 
Friends, Families and Travellers Support Group and The Children's Society. 
Finally, my post has been extended for a further 4 months -I now expire on 27th June 1997!! 
PAUL GOLTZ 














00 Notes of a meeting of the Traveller Review Panel held on 7th February, 
1997 at 10am in the Council Chamber, Brympton Way, Yeovil. 






Officers: Mike Williams (Area Planning Manager West) 
Steve Briggs (Area Planning Manager North) 
Paul Goltz (Traveller Community Worker) 
Liz Payne (Planner - Policy) 
Invited Participants: Steve and Corrinne (FFT) 
Mike Shurmer (Police) 
7 . ýF T Alex (Gypsy Council) 
Pug and Slim 
Apologies: Stella Abbey 
1.0 Annie opened the meeting by reminding the group of the purpose of the 
panel as a forum to discuss and investigate the subject widely and freely 
and make recommendations, but emphasised that it is not a decision making 
group. In response to suggestions that the chairing of the meetings could be 
a shared task Annie then proposed that John Farley take the chair for the 
meeting and this was seconded by Dee Henessey. 
2.0 Notes of the pre ions meeting 
2.1 Woodland Training Schemes 
Steve Staines updated the group - has interviewed trainers, aiming to run 
the first course before summer. Hopes to expand the scheme to cover other 
disadvantaged groups. Explained the amount of unmanaged woodland and 
the increasing demand for products e. g. hurdles. 
2.2 Paul Goltz to co-ordinate a cross discipline group to look at the issues raised 
by the travelling community i. e. housing, environmental health, planning. 
2.3 Traveller Community Worker 
Paul's contract has been extended until June. 
3.0 Progress Report - Traveller Community Worker 
3.1 Paul distributed a report on his work to date (and was congratulated on its 
clarity and brevity). He then updated as follows: 
Paul was contacted by Radio Bristol and gave an interview on "how he 
would react if the road protesters came to South Somerset to protest at the 
A303 improvement proposals? " Paul replied that he would visit the site and 
make himself and his post known. This produced debate on whether or not 
road protesters come within Paul's remit. John Farley urged caution in this 
respect and it was decided that Paul would contact GLOs in other areas. 
Mike Shurmer requested that when a first point of contact is established in 
SSDC the police be informed as this would be useful to them. Steve and 
Corinne said that they avoid work with road protesters unless children are 
involved. 
3.2 Paul informed the Panel that unfortunately the travellers at Pitcombe are 
becoming more of an issue and will monitor the situation. 
3.3 Fire at Dommett Wood - no-one was hurt and Paul has been assisting the 
family. 
3.4 Annie drew attention to wording of the first paragraph of the personal 
circumstances questionnaire and it was agreed by all. 
3.5 Paul to contact the Rural Poverty Researcher working in the County 
Council's Environment and Property Department. 
4.0 Travellers and Planning Report 
4.1 Steve Briggs distributed his report as above. 
4.2 Steve Staines informed the Panel about a recent court decision in which the 
appeal inspector was criticised for failing to give sufficient weight to the lack 
of alternative sites. The court held that need was now a significant planning 
consideration which had to be balanced against the necessity to protect the 
countryside. It was felt this should be reflected in both planning policy and 
the consideration of planning applications. 
4.3 Dee Hennessey was concerned that the need for discretion when dealing 
; avp with details of personal circumstances was emphasised. 
4.4 Mike Williams was happy with open recommendations for enforcement 
cases but felt that planning application reports should carry at least a 
qualified recommendation. 
4.5 Changes were agreed to the report and the revised report will be circulated 
as soon as possible. 
5.0 AOB 
5.1 Meetings to be held six weekly - next meeting 21st March 1997. 
5.2 Agreed that Chair for following meeting will be proposed at end of each 
meeting. Patrick Palmer to chair next meeting. Pre-agenda meetings to be 
held to assist smooth running of meetings. 
5.3 Items for next agenda - Travellers and Planning Report 
Housing 
Planning Policy 
5.4 Nigel Mermagen requested that all notes be circulated before the meeting to 







The District Council will be considering a report into whether they should 
exercise their powers to require you to leave the site which you presently occupy. 
In doing so, they are required to take into account information of the kind 
requested below. They may also take account of any other information relevant 
to that decision you wish to provide. An example may be a desire for a period of 
stability after several forced evictions. The more information you are able to 
provide the greater the Council's understanding of your situation is likely to be. 
Please make any general comments not covered under any other heading in the 
space provided at the end. 
(a) Site .............................................................................................................. 
(b) Pitch (reference to location plan if necessary) ........................................ 





(d) No. of vehicles/caravans/benders or other form of accommodation on pitch 
(e) Date moved on to site ........................................................................... 
2. HEALTH 
(a) Does anyone in group suffer from any illness or medical complaint? 
Yes/No 





(b) Does this affect that person's ability to travel? If so please explain in what 
way. 
26510 (c) Is anyone in the group receiving medical treatment e. g. statutory care, 
ante/post-natal, Health Visitor care? 
If so, please give details of the nature of the treatment 
......................................................................................................................... 
......................................................................................................................... 
(d) From where is the treatment received? 
......................................................................................................................... 
(e) If that person has moved on to the site from outside the area where was 
treatment received previously? 
......................................................................................................................... 
'' (fl Are there anticipated difficulties in obtaining this treatment elsewhere. If 
so, please specify. 
3. EDUCATION 
Are children within the group attending local schools or other educational 
establishments? If so, please specify: 
Name of School .................................................................................................. 
Length of time that person has attended ............................................................... 
Any up-coming significant stages e. g. examinations or special educational needs 
which can only be met in particular area 
..................................................................................................................................... 
4. SOCIAL SERVICES 
Is anyone receiving the assistance of social services or a similar organisation? If 
so, please give details including which organisation provides assistance, for how 
long and the nature of the assistance. 
, Zo 
5. HOUSING 
,r Is anyone in the group on a local authority housing waiting list? If so please 
specify which authority and for how long they have been on the list. 
..................................................................................................................................... 
..................................................................................................................................... 
If a member of the group is not on such a list but wishes to be considered for 
housing, please indicate here. (South Somerset's Housing Departments are 






Please state the nature of employment or occupation carried on by members of 
the group including the duration of that employmentloccupation and how long it 
is likely to continue. Please also state where that work is carried out (if it is not 
tied to a particular location please say so). 
7. Alternative Sites 
(a) Is there an alternative site available that you are aware of: 
If so, where? 
.............................................................................................................. 
(b) Do you consider this to be a suitable alternative? 
If not, please say why? 
'' 
.............................................................................................................. 
(c) Have you actually been offered an alternative site? 
If so, please say where? 
.............................................................................................................. 
OTHER COMMENTS (Please continue on separate sheet if necessary) 
Please provide any further information you wish to give that has not already been 
covered in the space below. 
s. ;;; Pp 














DISCUSSION PAPER FOR TRAVELLERS PANEL 
ON FRIDAY 4 OCTOBER 1996 
Guidelines for dealing with special/personal circumstances in relation 
to planning applications and enforcement action for Traveller/Gypsy 
sites 
Introduction 
In the light of recent experience, planning appeal decisions and court rulings it is 
considered necessary for the District Council to adopt a 'Code of Practice' for 
_ dealing with proposals for traveller/gypsy sites. 
Legislation and Government advice 
The term `Traveller' embraces gypsies, as defined in section 24(8) of the Caravan 
Sites and Control of Development Act 1960, and 'new' travellers, many of whom 
can rightly claim gypsy status under the law - ie ".... persons of nomadic habit of 
life, whatever their race or origin .... ", as further defined 
by the Court of Appeal 
judgement in Rv South Hams DC ex parte Gibb (1994). 
The Criminal Justice and Public Order Act (CJPO) 1994 repealed the duty of 
Local Authorities to provide adequate accommodation for gypsies and removed 
the 100% grant for establishing such sites. The Act gave greater powers to the 
police and local authorities to evict unauthorised campers from public and 
private land. 
Circular 18/94 relates to gypsies (see definition above) and the advice from 
Government is for local authorities to pursue a policy of tolerance towards 
unauthorised gypsy encampments, stating: - 
"where gypsies are camped unlawfully on council land and are not causing 
a level of nuisance which cannot be effectively controlled, an immediate 
forced eviction might result in unauthorised camping on a site elsewhere in 
the area which could give rise to greater nuisance. Accordingly, authorities 
should consider tolerating gypsies' presence on land for short periods and 
could examine ways of minimising the level of nuisance on such tolerated 
sites, for example, by providing basic services for gypsies, eg toilets, a skip 
and a supply of drinking water. " 
This circular also refers to the duties of local authorities under the Education 
Reform Act 1988, the Children Act 1989 and the Housing Act 1985. 
Circular 1/94 sets out Government advice and guidance in relation to gypsies 
and the planning process. Paragraph 13 of the circular states that: - 
"As rule it will not be appropriate to make provision for gypsy sites in 
areas of o en land where development is severely restricted, for example, 
Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty, Sites of Special Scientific Interest. " 
(my emphasis) 
I 
Paragraph 18 under the heading of 'Site Characteristics and ýeivices', states: - 
`..... consideration must be given to vehicular access from the public 
highway, as well as provision of parking, turning and servicing on site, 
and road safety for occupants and visitors. Landscaping and planting 
with trees and shrubs will help sites blend into their surroundings, give 
structure and privacy and maintain visual amenity. " 
Under the heading of 'Applications', paragraph 20 includes the following 
statement: - 
`:.... The aim should be as far as possible to help gypsies to help 
themselves, to allow them to secure the kind of sites they need, and thus 
help avoid breaches of planning control. " 
The circular goes on in paragraph 22, to state: - 
As with any other planning applications, proposals for gypsy sites should 
continue to be determined solely in relation to land use factors. ...... The 
aim should always be to secure provision appropriate to gypsies' 
accommodation needs while protecting amenity. " 
Planning Policy Guidance Note 1 sets out the Governments' guidance concerning 
the general policies and principles of the planning system. In paragraph 4 the 
following statement is made: - 
= "The planning system has a positive role to play in guiding appropriate 
development to the right place, as well as preventing development which is 
not acceptable. It must make adequate provision for development ..... and 
at the same time take account of the need to protect the natural and built 
environment. It must also take account of international obligations ....... 
PPG1 quotes case law (Stringer v MHLG 1971) in paragraph 23 re Material 
Considerations: - 
' `In principle ...... any consideration which relates to the use and 
d,.... 
development of land is capable of being a planning consideration. Whether :. ý a particular consideration following within that broad class is material in 
any given case will depend on the circumstances. " 
It goes on to explain that: - 
'Much will depend on the nature of the application under consideration, 
the relevant policies in the development plan and the surrounding 
circumstances. " 
In paragraph 24 PPG1 refers to the fact that the courts are the arbiters of what 




Paragraphs 25 to 28 explain the meaning of Section 54A of the 1990 Act and that 
planning applications should be determined in accordance with the development 
plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. If the development plan 
is not up to date on a particular issue or not relevant, then determination should 
be on the merits of the proposals in the light of all the material considerations. 
PPG1 refers in paragraph 38 to personal circumstances. It is appropriate to 
quote this paragraph in full: - 
"38 Unless other wise specified, a planning permission runs with the land 
and it is seldom desirable to provide for any other arrangement. 
Exceptionally. however. the Personal circumstances of an occupier. personal 
hardship. or the difficulties of businesses which are of value to the 
character of the local community, may be material to the consideration of a 
planning application. In such circumstances, a permission may be made 
subject to a condition that it is personal to the applicant (see paragraph 73 
of Annex to DOE and WO Circular 1185). Such arguments will seldom 
outweigh the more general planning considerations. If the proposed 
development entails works of a permanent nature they will remain long 
after the personal circumstances of the applicant have ceased to be 
material. " 
(nty emphasis) 
(It is important to read the last two sentences of the above paragraph together). 
Recent Court Cases 
The judgements by Mr Justice Sedley in the Wealdon DC case and Mr Justice 
Latham in the Kerrier DC case have established that local authorities are 
required to assess the circumstances and needs of unauthorised campers in terms 
of health, welfare, education and housing prior to considering serving an eviction 
grder. This means that local authorities require at least 3 to 4 weeks to establish 
the needs of unauthorised campers before deciding to proceed or not with an 
eviction. This type of situation has led to a number of authorities in the south 
west adopting a policy of toleration towards travellers in accord with the criteria 
set out in the Government's Circular 18/94. 
In the Latham Judgement this requirement was applied to a local authority 
taking enforcement action which would lead to eviction. In considering this case 
Mr Justice Latham took account of a previous ruling by Lord Scarman in 
Westminster City Council v Great Portland Estates PLC (1985) when he said:. 
"However, like all generalisations Lord Parker CJ's statement has its own 
limitations. Personal circumstances of an occupier, personal hardship, the difficulties of businesses which are of value to the character of a community 
are riot to be ignored in the administration of planning control. It would be inhuman pedantry to exclude from the control of our environment the human factor. The human factor is always present, of course, indirectly in 
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the background to the consideration of the character of land use. It can. 
however. and sometimes should be given direct effect as an exceptional or 
special circumstance. But such circumstances, where they arise, fail to be 
considered not as a general rule but as exceptions to a general rule to be 
made in special cases. " 
(my emphasis) 
Mr Justice Latham then went on to explain that: - 
"It follows there will be scope in any given case, or type of case, for 
consideration of the personal circumstances of the occupier or would be 
occupier of land. So far as gypsies are concerned, the Department of the 
environment has given guidance to planning authorities as to how to 
approach the problem of providing accommodation on caravan sites in. 
Circular 1194. This Circular is expressly intended to give guidance as to 
the proper approach of planning authorities once the statutory ditty to 
provide accommodation for gypsies had been repealed. It points out that 
the land-use requirements of gypsies need to be met, and states that local 
planning authorities should make adequate gypsy site provision in their 
development plans. Enforcement action is to be guided by the policy advice 
in PPG18 ("Enforcing Planning Control"), treating gypsies in the same 
manner as small businesses. " 
(nay emphasis) 
In the Latham Judgement comparison was made between the treatment of 
gypsies and small businesses and he quoted from Section 173A of the Planning 
and Compensation Act 1991 which amended the 1990 Act., and advised local 
authorities as follows: - 
"16 ..... Once an enforcement notice has taken effect, LPAs should bear in 
mind, that, where the circumstances justify it, new Section 173A of the 
1990 Act enables them to withdraw the notice, or to waive or relax any 
requirement in it, including the compliance period. A reasonable 
compliance period, or an extension of the initial period, may make the 
difference between enabling a small business or self-employed person to 
continue operating or compelling them to cease trading. 
17 ..... The Government remains committed to fostering business 
enterprise, provided that the necessary development can take place without 
unacceptable harm to local amenities. LPAs should bear this in mind 
when considering how best to deal with unauthorised development by 
small businesses. Nevertheless, effective enforcement action is likely to be 
the only appropriate remedy if the business activity is causing irreparable 
harm. " 
In his judgement, Mr Justice Latham then made it clear that: - 
"Certainly in the context of enforcement action, there is ample scope for 





recognised that such circumstances could apply when a local planning 
authority was considering a breach of control by gypsies. " 
Mr Justice Latham also accepted' that the points made by Mr Justice Sedley in 
the Wealden case in that "considerations of common humanity" must be equally 
applicable to decisions in relation to enforcement actions. He stated that if the 
Council had failed to take considerations of common humanity into account, in 
coming to the decision that it did, he would have no hesitation in quashing the 
decision. 
Consideration of planning applications by gypsies/travellers 
It can be argued that the same public law principles governing eviction decisions 
and enforcement action leading to eviction, apply to gypsy and non-gypsy 
travellers. 
Local planning authorities determine planning applications and decide on 
enforcement action by reference to development plans (Structure and Local 
Plans) and all other material considerations. 
Are personal circumstances material considerations for planning purposes? 
Lord Scarmen's ruling (see above) clearly states that: - 
.... it can .... and sometimes should, be given direct effect as an  exceptional or special circumstance. " 
The principle has evidently been established through the Sedley and Latham 
judgements that personal (or special) circumstances should be taken fully into 
account when dealing with eviction and enforcement in relation to travellers. It 
therefore follows that if a Council is considering a planning application for the 
,; or use of 
land by travellers/gypsies, and refusal of that application is likely to lead 
to enforcement action which in turn will lead to eviction, then the special 
circumstances relating to 'considerations of common humanity' should be fully 
addressed by the decision makers. 
Also, if an application is submitted by travellers who are presently residing 
elsewhere in the area, on an unauthorised and unacceptable site, then the 
prospect of eviction from that site requires the Council to consider their 
particular circumstances when addressing the merits or otherwise of their 
planning application. 
7 If local authorities expect travellers to conform to the normal planning process, 
ie. to submit planning applications for the use of land as a traveller site rather 
than simply moving onto the land and then fighting against eviction, then there 
has to be some prospect of a such applications being seen to be fairly and 
properly assessed. This means that local planning authorities need to recognise 
the `special circumstances' that pertain. 
It is most important to recognise however that the decision makers will need to 
ze judge the weight to be attached to the various material considerations put before 
them. In other words, the fact that special/personal circumstances are put 
forward and considered does not mean that they will necessarily outweigh other 
considerations including the development plan policies. 
It is' RECOMMENDED that, when dealing with applications for planning 
permission or when considering possible enforcement action in relation to 
travellers/gypsies, officers should endeavour to obtain all relevant information 
about their special/personal circumstances. This information needs to be 
presented to Members in order that they can give full consideration to this issue 
in conjunction with all other relevant planning matters and policy. 
It is also RECOMMENDED that Members consider what weight should be 
attached to such special circumstances in each case and to come to a balanced 
judgement based on all the relevant considerations. 
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10 DOWNING STREET 
LONDON SWMA 2AA 
UaA 
23 March 1998 
The Prime Minister has asked me to thank you for your letter of 
30 January about whether the Government will consider setting up a Task Force 
to look at all aspects of policy affecting the travelling community. You also ask 
whether the Government will consider reintroducing Exchequer grant funding for 
local authorities to provide accommodation for gypsies. I hope you will forgive 
this lengthy reply, but I wanted to provide a full response to the issues you 
,, raised. 
As you may know, the Department for the Environment, Transport and the 
Regions (DETR), which has policy responsibility for matters relating to gypsies Vi 
and travellers, has commissioned research to consolidate good practice for local 
authorities in dealing with unauthorised camping. The intention behind 
publishing good practice guidance is to ensure that-local authorities adopt a 
balanced, multi-agency approach to dealing with what can be a difficult, and 
highly emotive, subject. The research stems from a recognition that it is not 
always easy for authorities to get this balance right, and it aims to build on the 
experience of those who have been able to develop effective policies which take 
account of the often conflicting needs of travellers and of the settled community. 
The research began in January 1997, and is nearly complete. It has 
'involved detailed case studies in around 15 local authority areas, and has looked 
closely at the way in which local authorities liaise with statutory agencies 
involved with gypsies and travellers. Consultation with groups representing the 
fnterests of gypsies and travellers has been an extremely important part of the 
project, and DETR Ministers have also held a series of meetings with the groups 




yam, next step 
is for the Government to consult the Local Government 
Association and other interested bodies on a draft of the good practice guide, in 
,, the spring. 
The DETR is also organising a seminar to discuss the draft guidance, 
and are happy to invite a representative from your Association. 
The Government sees no need at present to set up a Task Force to look at 
this particular issue. Officials in DETR already liaise closely with their 
olleagues in other Departments with a policy interest, in particular the 
Department for Education and Employment, the Department of Health, and the 
-"-'Home Office. They too will be consulted on the draft good practice guidance to 
ensure that it fully reflects policy towards gypsies and travellers in their 
, =" respective areas. 
I understand that DETR Ministers have been looking closely at policy on 
the provision of gypsy sites, and that they are not persuaded of the need to 
reintroduce a statutory duty on local authorities to provide gypsy caravan sites, or 
central funding for that purpose. Over 300 local authority sites, providing well 
gi over 5,000 family pitches, have been provided in England, many of those with 
100 per cent Exchequer grant aid from the former Department of the 
.' Environment at a cost of £125 million so far. DETR issued 
Circular advice to 
local authorities when local authorities' duty to provide sites was repealed, 
reminding them to keep their existing gypsy sites open and maintained, or to 
make suitable arrangements for their management. 
--7 A settled home base is clearly an advantage when 
it comes to accese to 
services that the settled population takes for granted. The meetings held between 
'gypsy groups and DETR Ministers revealed that, rather than a return to 
municipal site provision, many gypsies are keen to provide sites for themselves, 
through the planning system. DETR has issued specific Circular advice to 
facilitate this, and is part-funding research by a voluntary group, the Advisory 
Council for the Education of Romany and other Travellers (ACERT) to look at 
!. 'the success rates of gypsy planning applications and appeals. 
" For those gypsies who wish to travel more widely, and to stay for only a 
short- time in each area before moving on, it is open to local authorities to 
consider, as advised by DETR, whether it would be appropriate to provide 
'temporary, tolerated sites in their areas. This advice was first enshrined in 
Circulars issued in 1977 and 1978. 
-3- 
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Finally, you may be aware that the Department of Health has funded 35 
-primary health care projects in England to help homeless people to gain access to 
the health care services they need, and to which they are entitled. Several 
projects included gypsies and travellers in their target group. Two, in Maidstone 
and in Sheffield, were aimed exclusively at this group. You may of course 
`Z llready be familiar with these schemes in particular. Main funding for the 
,, 
35 schemes ended by 31 March 1996, but the Department of Health continues to monitor them, and to make available non cash-limited funding for GP sessions 
.. r 26 projects, including those in Sheffield and Maidstone. 
I hope you would agree that the Government is seeking to address all of 
these complex issues in a sensitive and constructive way. If you wish to follow 
- ip any of these points, and in particular attendance at the seminar on good 
guidance practice for local authorities, I am sure that Ministers and officials in 
'` DETR would be happy to provide further information. 
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"Lady of the manor tries 
and fails New Age life 
-A CONSERVATIVE 
-councillor who left her 
'manor house for a week to 
live in a caravan with New 
Age Travellers as a social 
' aper irnent for television 
Was reduced to tears. 
Dee Dee Dobel, 55, shared 
the family's vegetarian botpots and experienced an attempted eviction for a BBC2 documentary Living 
With The Enemyon Sept 16. 
" The councillor, who has a Labrador called Maggie in tribute to her heroine Lady 
Thatcher, said at the start of the Week: "They make 
-absolutely no contribution to 
society. " 
" She was not impressed as 
the week wore on and, after 
several days of trudging to a 
service station to use their 
lavatory, finally gives in. 
"It's the pits! " she cried. "I 
have just had to perform in a 
bucket. " 
The week was marked by 
constant arguments with the 
travellers over their refusal 
to go into council housing. 
"You are worthy of so much 
more than living like this, " 
she tells one. 
Later, she starts to cry 
after being accused of being 
patronising and Chris, one of 
the travellers, steps forward 
and hugs her. 
A BBC spokesman said: 
"I'm sorry to säy that by the 
end of it, neither side had 
changed their opinion. They 
still hated each other. 
"They are happy when she 
leaves, and she is delighted 
to go home. " 
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